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PREFACE ,"---_ -

The Structures and M aterials Panel has discussed the problems of materials in the gas turbine environment on a number
of occasions in past .Cars. In 9,2 a sub-committec was formed to promote a Specialists' Mcetitig on the overall philosophy . -. ".

anidihe implieations of intrioducin, damage tolerance concepts (l)T() into the design and use of critical engine components. -

I'he dam age tolerant philosophy offers potential cost savings of considerable magnitude when compared with a 'safe-life' %
approach, if onl such a concept can be implemented with an asurance that current safety standards will not be prejudiced.
As an example of possible cost savings. it has been estimated that over 80",, of engine discs have 1(0 or more low cycle fatigue
li\ s remaining ws hen discarded Under satfr-life' rules,. and its is this useful remaining life that the DEC aims to exploit in
,,cr\ ice. -\part trom economic ad\ antages, the DTC approach offers a practical method of using modern high-strength disc -

materials that could be rejected by the application of safe-life conditions of usage.

lhe structure of the mectin sas such that it concentrated upon the parameters important in the application of DTC -

and the specialist techniques supporting this approach. The treatment of the engine as a complete system was addressed in * *
the opcning and pcnultimatc sessions, w hich permitted liaison between the AGARD Panels, dealing with Structures and
Materials on the one hand and Propulsion and [nergetics on the other, and a joint discussion on the problems of engine
lifing. [he audicnce. in the final disctissioii, clearly expressed a continuing interest in ifTC and encouraged the SNIP to
arrange further specialist sessions on this topic.

D.A.FANNER ".. i "
Chairman - Sub-Committee on " "' -n " -

")amage tolerance concepts for

critical engine components"
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DAMAGE TOLERANCE CONCEPTS FOR CRITICAL ENGINE COMPONENTS

INTRODUCTORY REMARKS

by

M J WEAVER

Materials and Engineering Research Division
Propulsion Department

Royal Aircraft Establishment
Pyestock, Farnborough, Hants, UK.

Up until about ten years ago both engine and airframe components were, in general,
designed and lifed according to a "Safe-life" philosophy. Following a number of
unexpected, defect related airframe failures in the late 60's and early 70's, a damage
tolerance airframe design code was adoptedlwhich made the assumption that specific flaws
could always be present and that the structure had to be shown to be tolerant of these
defects with regard to safety for a given period of time. Engine design and lifing
philosophy, on the other hand, has remained Safe-life oriented and only relatively
recently has it been widely suggested that damage tolerance design and lifing procedures
should be applied to critical aero engine components.

Before introducing the subject of damage tolerance and, in particular, defining the
objectives and format of this Conference it is worthwhile to review briefly the concept
of Safe-life design and lifing procedures as applied to engine components, especially
discs. Disc Safe-life limits are defined by undertaking a statistical analysis of
representative fatigue data in order to establish the cyclic, in-service life at which
about 1 in 750 (in USA this figure is approximately 1 in 1000) components will have
initiated a fatigue induced crack of approximately 800 microns (1/32 inch) in length.
In the UK these representative data are determined by spin-rig testing actual engine
components whereas in the USA more reliance is placed on declaring safe-lives based on
data obtained from complex test piece evaluations. It has been estimated that 80% of
discs have over ten low cycle fatigue lifetimes remaining when discarded under the
Safe-life rules 3 . It is this apparent inefficient usage of potential component life that
prompted the United States Air Force (USAF) to institute its Retirement-for-Cause (RFC)
lifing policy, a policy aimed initially at running discs on beyond their declared "
Safe-life until quantifiable damage had been identified. Reducing cost-of-ownership is
one argument, therefore, that can be put forward for moving away from the established
Safe-life policy.

A further disadvantage of the Safe-life concept is that it assumes components
entering service to be free from any major, untoward defects. To some extent the
statistics of Safe-life testing take account of the possibility of there being a defect
present but, bearing in mind the small sample of test specimens used to establish the
representative fatigue data, it is unreal to assume that every possible size, shape and "'
location of defect could be taken into consideration. What is more, the likelihood of a
premature, defect-related failure occurring is closely related to the maximum stress to
which a disc is subjected in service. The cdvent of Idvanced, high strength disc alloys
is tempting designers to increase disc operating stresses in order to allow both higher
rotational speeds and reduced weight. Unfortunately, a situation can arise where, if a
very high stress is in combination with even a small rogue defect, then crack growth from
the defect may be induced and a disc burst precipitated well before the declared
Safe-life has been achieved. Utilisation of the full strength potential of modern disc
alloys may only be possible if an alternative to the Safe-life philosophy is adopted, -.
otherwise the current safety margins could be eroded. 9

Although the Safe-life concepts currently in use have coped very successfully with
the demands imposed upon them during the past 20 to 30 years, the above examples
highlight limitations that are beginning to surface now that signi ficant upward
movements in component utilisation and stressing levels are being sought. Both of these
liritaticns can, in theory, be overcome by augmenting or replacing Safe-life with a
damage tolerance lifing concept, a fundamental principle of which is th acceptance by
both manufacturer and customer/licensing authority that critical engine components are
not necessarily free from cracks or harmful defects. Confronted with this situation, a -.
manufacturer has to demonstrate, probably by utili sing advanced stress analysis and
fracture mechanics methodology, a cyclic lifetime for each component whilst maintainino A0
an acdequate le vol of safety. After the init i,1 declaied life has been achieved the
component may be cleared for further per1ods of service depending on detailed
circumstances and the issuing of a clean hi I I of health following a mot icul ous NDT
inspect ion.

This, very briefly, is daraq, tolerance; any move awec fru" Safe-life to this
alternative means of lifing criti al enPrune comIp(nents w.l ,av-' wides; read imp] icat ions
or, many of the 'stihl ish,d desigr; and lifing practices, e.q. raterIal s selection, fa lure
'ritoi ia, safety and inspection requir ,ents. A r'a r ol,,t" i. ! this Conf rence is t,)

dlefine ard debar'' the important issues .mornnq th, irp:-rt if en , cf damage tolerance
concepts. The op ening Session is Frnd dA *e .- 't dI '. c-am1" soce with papers
de,.cribing the' current philoso; hi's as .- fior A:'-rc-an ail I emuan vi-ewpcnts.
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To .redict how a comrponent containing defects will behave in an engine requires the *

detailed knowledge of a wide range of parameters. These include:-

- the nature, size and likely distribution of defects,

- the predicted comrponent usage in order that the stresses, strains,
temperatures and loading patterns being imposed on the defects can be
calculated,

- a detailed understanding of the factors influencing the rate ofI cyclic crack growth for the particular material in question,

- the metallurgical structure throughout the component.

*These and other factors important to damage tolerance concepts will be debated in
the 2nd and 3rd Sessions of this Conference. In Session 4, a series of case histories
will be presented which, it is hoped, will help to identify the strengths and weaknesses

* of the current state of the art of predicting the behaviour of defects in real gas
turbine components.

Finally, there are three questions that should be tabled right at the start of the
Conference in the hope that some measure of agreement can be reached between attendees by
the time the Conference ends. The first of these is: "What is really meant by damage
tolerance?" At present almost everyone has his or her own detailed interpretation of
what is implied by the phrase "Damage tolerance", particularly when applied to gas
turbine engines. If these concepts are to become part of the accepted engine design andj ifi ng procedures then there are obvious advantages if the engine fraternity as a whole

* is, right fromr the outset, thinking in terms of a unified concept.

*The second uuestion is: "Are damage tolerance concepts really required?" It would
* aipear that one of the major driving forces behind the introduction of a damage tolerance
* design. philosophy for engine Lomponents is the USAF, first with its intention to

implemrent PFC and, latterly, with the ENSIP approach. It will be interesting to assess- -

.,:ether the arg uments in fa,-our of the US military moving towards damage tolerance....I concepts aro equally applicable both to other military users and to the civil engine
fied. Thie 1Ireface to the programme announcing this meeting states that the -

introduiction of damage tolerance concepts into the design and use of critical engine
comionents offers considerable economic benefits through the safe and extended life thus
C ell. ittod. If tnese broefits can only be realised by having at one's disposal a complex
and'X cxes ive non-destructive testing (NDT) facility, then their implementation by a
relati':ol, srrall fleet operator miay not be cost effective unless, of course, the operator
is preiared to ba;y a service elsewhere from a specialist NDT facility. This may be

1 ractical for a civil operator but military air force chiefs are unlikely to be very
happy abut sach-iar. arranu.m,nt. '-he re is likely to h,2 much debate both at, and
subsequent to, th-is Conference over the role of NDT in damage tolerance lifing schemes.

e al ce st i o n i s: How s'afef, is a da-ale tphi losophy?" . The
maintenance of adequate levels f saf, t y is paramiount In any en g ine design and 1 if i g
schleme ; inr dam~age tolerance , as with Safe,-life, tihe statistical aspects are cruc ialI

*Although none of the p pie r s is si 'c if icalIlIy addiress;ing this point, it is hoped that
contrihitors Kill, where possib)le, di ss and stimulate discussion on this important
topi1c. I"f, ror ii1 fi nu purpi aes, i t has to 1e assureod that the biggest defect is situated

*In the, mos t hioh', v- str'ssed r, wh ich also happens to be an a rea c f fcar
r *crostr-ct,;rt,, then how I ik6-Ily is it th:at a disc deosigned to a damage tolerance code
will evo r I- allowed to leave th- -round,

"4
P V o , ino his book "Most Socret War", recouilnts saying that he attributes to

aiv- Int edgo a iLue and which ia apropri ate to iterate at th start of this

rot tenk What opwnt to think ointil yetat knew %,hat you o scht to know."

:em hat th In tternationa 'OnfIenCe ha; pe on ca hd is a s c ye" ;t.- -nd i-ca .-o n
ern' cc nerstandn i gs ala th arnkin n ii t s L ig a, I t prate -I nc(1-'n ; It

-1'h me1 -io ascratn durinq the cours of ehn it i"" w-het-h s""fIcI
Th s an rd inr aordos io allow its dardiatoe safe ard Pncfp il edentateo 0n ntat -n.

the 2nd 'and 3r Ss in ao ' ahin' Conference. -sin Phsion 4,asreso0aehitre .. .-

.,'1 4 , '1 4-141

will e preente which itm' I is hoped will hepi- t idnt if test.renth ndwakese-'. - "

- I 6s H 1 , a;-r-
Arris " her oHa ric in t e se a '' d t I ra a

th tm ore Conerece" nds The f irst of these -is "Wha isn reall men y daae

La. -.II

is, right from the outset, tikin intrso nfe cnetr-..-..
4. eodqeto s Aedmg oeac ocpt elyrqie? twudiJ"--]'&
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t1he cast of iai lure; ir frs tus alwas been so high, both in human and
inane al terms, that it has been re('ognised since the earl iest days that the% -

beha inoir cct c'ccp n-lent s had to he fil Iy charact erised before the engines were used

11 sert% ice. V
Ihe 1integrit\ aft the g as t urn me has it h re nre alway s been based . tit o pu f wu
fe p a r ;it e p ases n f de e I o p mitert

fht first has been the bas i c design itself where, as well as ensurino tfha t itie
iri d i u a I v'ompoiieint<- meet t he i r basic irectianica purpose, the designer at tempts
I mIatch his undcrstIidni g f the opercat ing cinditions to his percept ior of the

Cipatti lIt of mat erial ichosen. The secor d has been the 'development' phase where .
t he a nt ua I hhatv iour of t he component has been assessed either as part of an"

,n 'a, i a t ertTiieIi - 'bench engqine test ing' - or as an inid1vidual component - 'rig
test iiij' - under cr)tilt ionis which art' related to those the enqine is expected to

ci't iii s r t i e

Ih' results ef thi s wark are then Jsed, together with pr ior experience, to n- c - "
fip t if t te crit icucal components of the eri 1ne, those that prejudice the safety

(If tit' atiircratt it tIney fail. [affe livtes are set ,after which components must 1
tit' re ot -i i It 'iiij i rit"i itt e rittr is n tO hE ma i n t a ed

t'cia et ' if it'p t ime and iist c, i nolted in test iiit engines to fal lure under

' Ir f c) fdcIt Ia . toiitpled wit t Itie tneert ain knuwledge of those conditions, -.
i ut, i a u iimpt iters arid mode Is-, cttt % e 'been used to accelerate such engine tests and

lca . jt,%I e Icndc ir Id tiaI compnrIent tes t as or the" same reasons various criteria have

ee 1,s te x'ei i set limits t o Ite tindutiins worked to i the desiqn phase so that

iner i I o o rout lie tes ign-deuelo rmeit loofi too mrc,, t i mes.

H e ret ' lt re all this work has been to set a 'idamage tolerance concept' for
irfit IitcIl erigqIrne components whith was talid for the desi gn requirements at that
SImi'. Ift tit deiii rts gui refnir ernts had rot changed there would probably be rio
.... d t n alter tie earlier percei ved cnneepts. Itowee r, the constant search for -. -'

chrec ['r more fi f reit'nrt enqines with hiher thrust ,weiqht rat ins has led to -. "-. -

mp....ent s aperat ieln under higher loads and tempertt ures for longer times and the

a,, (if ruinre romplesx met al I ic mraterials with different behaviour modes than those
-h chIt i ined t flit t b iciiit f the ori qi nil Ib(-hca iour miodels. (Suc hinc- qu es hate
t ! it-toir' e Ii fbi'ot t need for dIi f fe rt'rt idcmage t olIerance c'onceptsa and in patrt iCoL-Ia r
i uhlitrce in t'fcfiharclii from t hi'e acr i r F mpi ru'a] b tI ased approache to ones based
up ci a more ftcircirt'1rt ci I inder t andung if t he pifiysiictl pheiiomena initolI d in
''cfi t ' r i a I iirid ( Ofipi r i t hrrha 1 i i r . lIh f i, i' n i t i en r of t tie mat er ica Is reeded t o meet
-he cf(ti pliiritiri ctmcirc; of t ie new eng ic s; itw tfinq t e s iietd are so tar remate, ed fr (-i

c ' ; cc it ri t li c (,I r I trill i i r it tha t c n c v p ared upon a fts tP I nderst ardirl iili . "
j - I heh i %11ti I art' ess t-' i i i I i f ri' i !;orciih Ie tnn i i iir i t t, r i t 1cs I o be ces t ab i I i shed

i ;' 
,  

!cu iii', u-c t v'i r't Ite mrrnoiier ratther thcri t ie dr-u\e i iri empirical steps b,
tli t e or e f t- I cf i in - s ,r t ii u'- f ai lIu r ct; 1-, hat h f n t he t endene in the past

cica peT " ' i r I cu t I I I d e c' Ir 1hT (1 i t i a d ai e T ( I ci I ' e - 1 1 r (' c )I rt s i f For t e c a i I Tet'

d.,lit';' 
5
-cc i tii'; t ti, u r 'rit ii t i ii i n the i I clt ii t d e t; iq ri eE,'e'dc i cind a tail iii Ie

, ' ci t cirt, 1 f' d ic ; cii liccilc r clI'ict uri t i" t fiic' f i t'Fe.

%S

* ii' r i e i t I r i p cc' i t' ;c I fc i Ii I I d c t- i ] uri h 1 i cc t' W i f c cI ' I d 1) t I aii 1i cIt ii , 1

pr r- cii i - I f'i i--cl1 I -; rid i il tii cci uuc c chr c uii ici i ;c maccdiie' f rm n t' er r i t iic
'4 , Ii ti c I ti 1 4 i ' , I I' ),t .1 1 iiic n, I r is cI n I oi cc1;. tlin(-lfi aiin i c i I n I f qrii o f r- o I c t Ii i i

:,'c , t c i-c 1 ' ccc , I tit' I-f t ' t, If r i ti, c I Tip t it I -s, I tcot i i I I ' I I a I I I 1 triccb r i rit e (Ii i.
c flt ci I i i t tc rie'qii I ci ti , i cc ii c iiiru Ti c I t ifruic U tc Igc If ;101 Uc5c1rii j MsUdct' I s Di -f-. -

A ' t h i li c ) .. I c T ..... 't' .. .. t fcii ; o I i idi i t i h r i i . ..c ! i '; L imp t i id, i i t h I I fii r i . I r ci I " -I

ccxll ' , i i it'~ 'I n ccl c i i- I i~i'ciii, to c- j i i-, cI i ict c i fir i( d ei d ti ti' an trrt'cc , I wi r i
I n t e (c I t c I t h fr ir I itd ir - - cc ii c ;pr 'cfi w ci'; arc Ici dii I .iii

lit- i ...i . ...' I h-- , .c I I i I i- I i t..i ,d ... . f e c . ... oi,,-ih a c, i r,'i t iii i t i o 't ar i ,, d I I t- - -

ii~al'f'; 1 a' ; hc (,(I i hl- cr ca ; Iic c'I, oieFs d 1' l r c i r I ii i i sic1i f c t cc l rf i h i-ci d Ii - - '
h ;, t (Ii I (it 0-t Mfl t I l ' cc(!i' r1 i l (a . vlir') r-nr 1 1 e v i-s tc i i ' (Jiit Orc PIi c, 1" " -

c 
t 
'c i u o t ic'; * i irt' i i.i e i I -tilt- ' d Ih ; t (I ci 1 c r tit) I I'mi; i l i f, i ' t hai r i cc w i I I It

i rnt e ri
, 

I,' Nt ii i i i , r i ,, r fil'i f' * J' c ci I I ttii a i- r i I i en l; I f' i I il 'aui "
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[ strips arid the critical components were rejected whenever cracking was seen on
inspection. However, the low lnading factnrs imposed by other limitations meant
cracking rarely occurred. When creep was recognised as a failure mechanism
limitations were imposed to avoid operating in that regime.

Cyclic bench engine tests were kept running under representative service cycles
.9 ahead of the engines out in the field, the problems so revealed acted upon before, r.

hopefully, they occurred ini service.

I n summary, therefore, the approach was very simple.---

-a' A simple materials behaviour model was assumed - Fig 1.I

Sb) Components were designed using criteria set to stay within the model
avoiding creep and plasticity considerations).. .t

C The material was chosen, manufactured and inspected to meet the model behaviour.V

- d Life was evaluated using bench engine testiiig.

e- All parts were examined on frequent strip ov~erhauls and cracked parts rejected
-a sort of or) condit ion approach.

As t he de-moors on idesigners grew.msferrals with higher yield stress, higher
creep limits, and lnwer derisit if,!; were needed leading to the introduction of nickel
ba se nope ralI joys- arid t I t ar1rUM all Ioy S. Up tint il this time, in the mid to late
1'10 ' S. f at IgLue had beeo cons ide red a phenomenon as soc ia ted w it h v ib r at i on arid
repsonance , s;ome th inrg t o he desFi gned round . Now wi1t h t he h ighe r ope ra t i ng s tres s
levels at Lowedt b> the tensile properties of the new materials, the longer time
bet ween oi' rhals creat ed 1by bet t er hot end mater ials and ttie di ffer ing behav iour
if new at lo 1 sy stems i t was found that the olId des ign/develIopment concepts were
riot softf ic 1rnt. A number of bench engine and in service fai lures occ-urred ata
ooaccepitably lriw lives. ~

* . HI 11W t'nChtE AtlMt AfPtPIOACH

Analyis of the failures soon showed that, at the stresses permitted by the
ov irspeert desiigo criterion, fat igue fai lores could occur in a small number of

* cycleIs related to numbers of aircraft ftlights or missions, This phenomenon was.
Onr ririidiced in simple laboratory tests and, by the late 1960i's empi nical%

itriiti,1 banrIk s w er ce est a toIiishe Pd o f st r ess life (5SN" plots covering various
p 711 i'npriit o reS a nrIf r-i'imoiri eiit fepa t ti r es i .eL. ' not ch es' .This approach was graf t e d
it Ii t hi' pa r I v component beha v insr concept as se t t i og an add i t i ona 1 st r e5s

T I I tt 1 oiii Itiurriri It tfi e d es 1 iirr1 pas e . The maximum permitted stress
w; si sitb tli hbI' rr'qrrurIrtd life - iir t ire versa - arid read off fat njue designl cu Irve V P 5

wti ch w en rtrIivi t I f r Im t he latboratory Meastired datai, modi fied by component t e s t
-ri-soI ts sordt trca teId w itti sortable factors fri a11(ow for scatter in propert ies

h*, Iii i'i r11 ;irlir 1t a ry lf e eud p init o f f irst v i s ifbIe (or eng ineier ig'I c rack
- ;i,; t Lii's tr Ii ifiiiii'it s;eif st'pairat ur(n Won osed f or stiecimeri e nd poi nt .St resn

I 'oi I I T I vsI is fi Iii ifiiti 'i ,i sui L ifii' ii w h iIs t Ii s ir i i ricreo is irio s opiIost icaft e d
'>I t h'I t i I i I t e cr ,i I qf0 ii * was st il h t as t' ifd u purriI ftie same s i mpr Ic p efis v I nit r morde 1
j,, si'ij- i I T I lis14;t i I i'init iriiiiim. Ilirreas;inij c'oot rotI waspo ~ia c prf u oiri maniitacft ur er s

p r 0ITlrI I t r ii i tirm hiimcrtrii'iirr i'omprir-nf s wfir'f were 5ri Ji'i't cr1 t (Ir i itii rioiis ND)1 o f

he ;O I5 f if irr!'L t 0i iv o it IT ' I i' r- r r'e t lii ''dop f Ic t a's

''II!I' IvI ir I,'ii r1 f ;irrr sifi ime ried i i \rrth Ame r 1rca anI I Iro r'e. I tie repl at I g
ii ti h I I t i' i 1 1 1, to' I' A i ni t t ,ii' a ri ri t A A ' I I riwe ct I' o m i Ie i f I r t ie It' i'c I " r i4t i oi r I I n t hrv

I . it 1 ti','; i 1n f1 0r i i , w i r , i s i ri [ Lir opi I, 1 t tI t o r I' i v r I aI rITd m i I it a iv % 'i iIT i ne!' I -

f"' I i I ' t I Imt I I IT 0 ii I 'I, IfIi'iiui ri t s tiad t oi ti e e, t atb I r s treod i) iv c r% I ii r r pI t I, - t i rI IT i

aI I rn' I i I i I ii I* p I 1 )1 i r I tit i' !;t r' V s3! a Hi ITt p es P r a f uIi' P c Oil I t i iiic

Ii I' ' I I p II in I fi t h P ri it oil t fir Pi of I be s ) V s 0lt 1)i i afCiti ii iti Ui I ' 'I P

t* I Ei' o I pt i t v air it uv I ii i N if IT i irIi oi r o f It r i 1 ri i cI ot t fii I u tT a i t '

I i rtt I v K ' r r a s i' I y ii 5i Mi I) 1 0 i it 1 a Lr ii Li( Lt 'i ,i Iiiw f I m i i S i t t

tf i fi 'li IT' ps ii ;I ni If'' su o Irdis ri Lt i I, i t, I ,'ti c ra I ii rI ,i I i t i
ii'~ it wii I, I IT I f t I I i I t t 0i 1ic I Ni t I' t 0i t fir ITi I, It 1)i 1 rr i' 1 ii 'I it 1) i0~ '~i

f i t I I I Iii i I ffr I t a t fT,' Iirr i a t I I I 1 Iifi ft O ' ft ' rfiuI

Frr I 'ni I' f' Ii tii 1, 0. ti ttr l-tf'~'fltifliii if f

if i ... t'' i l ' I TIt' ,1 ... i' ' -ui t'f Ii I I ....



4This approach, wh i ch is still current i n m arny a reas , depended upon :-

a~ the originalI s im plIe mITa t eriaIs bevh a vi ouir mno de, mo d if ie d t o allow foIr f at iiue
assumpt ions.

b Ithe end po in t of compurrent lift be~ing defined as f ir st cisi1be c -rack.

c Mat er ictlI hehac mar1 tie Iig t AkI etiacac t er ised b\ simple stress Itfe c urcs v- I,

d Man IU faJC tuLre arid inspect li ofa components to 'def ect fret'' standards.

e The e,,aILiaf loot of inic idri I component i e s ti roprenfat ice rig t es t Iir',j
a s f ar as f urope was concerned

thbe clef iiif i on) f end p oin t wit s fofr t fi er rePF1 ie d t o 'fi1r st eng ine e r ing crack ' cit
o ef i red s ize 'usual Ic .110" deep by .0130" surface lorigth t o precenit d eclIa red

coimponn 1 1i ia ics bei1ngq reduced by i mprac xiigi in sp ect illsr mte t haod s. Ifio se, de f e ct s-
-i efi1ned as ' discanit irtu it i es t fi at produced f a ilure autstile the proc isusly det toed. .-

sc at tepr band' t tha t co ulId list b e found by i nspection were el iminated by impro e d ,
suit mare expensive, manufacturing methods such as cacuum melti1ng , forgii ig for
r ef m ed mi crica rUcic ares aidc cant ml l Ied machin ing operat 1airs .

I rt gine des i gn concept sc cot nif oeii t o demand h igher operat inig loads arid tempe'ratures
l ea dtig toc further unpredicted fai1lures anL r igs anid in engineics due to thie following

a ct I to r aD

(I a et hihr at rei_ , leels th liIif e margi between first eng qiine er ingq crack anid
caccporiirii fai lure tiecame too alctN I t ci tie U SePf U i sa 150M e Ca3S es niegqa t i Ve

1)icci;nUi il I iT It l ea stihatI c ifIid ii e ithber ti e faou ict b y ctcamlatrle Nt methads or
e-I irnin tet db y p ra's 0 ;Can1t ni n Tuclteat fit ear I crac-ks.- -

ic ir oit iet al eff ecIts I; . i f iri tt age , c'clrrnciin ci-nuld c au se e arl cr a cki ng .

T he fit' f ring hen inrg Met find1 ; use'it ti i iirease tftio t enis 11e , creep arid laow cc-li Ia
fs it u- proper t 1it esof alI Ica prodLued fract ure modes t hat are nof c oer e d
r-c th c iisce nt 155i1 I behs', 10111f mode.

dii hese ) ) rceMuc ar Fe ifLccPpt ecd anr alIt e r isat ict' a ppir-occh tins t i b e fond t( i f w e
ifr i, ti casot I leut as I11 ITraP tt er iciftls IIIsde r t he current Ily eric isaged operat inrig clit i I is.

t t hit i sa cujp i in i cc mi it I ti hat romponas c t a cocrt a in d i sc-ant is i t it's t Iicit it a f
- pi-ipacjot is ri-cEac kc it fiw ipili cait be use'd.

tImh I t % ' it apr ; cIcI )ll a i r I (inus I c al le cd I i f et' n c ecid i t i on r e t i r esen t IFi r C-crane s

Tc r cl!'t rcic-, t1cr- mi'icin ic' r a1ssumes ff10e presence at a c-rac-k jusf,;t smct I ber t ha it ie
-(It,- t I(t I ccITI I I n'c I t i ft I iti ii cc! pte-r-I 1c 0 f I I t t1i cut L1IS i'd t a vix im icne Iti i' e ' CoITTplio of e lb . T i s

icic I , N fit cic, iiMi'cl t Ic gi I) 11 ii maliiier pr iIiit ed bc1)y 1 It ear, elcIst i c f taC tcir e
'Iet hicii i-cc iI r - 'ca-ct c'I i )i I if r t c p, i ( if Iiit I wtIi ic-h ccii t ' e flitraet en sod by sb inp to e

ci-cc h cc, dci t -i . I c I i c il I eai;t in l Ifi at e ii r1' ici-kid coimporeri Is bc a s honr t bcit t siiih
c-d i crc, i i ,' i clic r kIlc ci-ct'Uiia teI' I qi p rcI ldi'id cippil lr IateI' latircitcir% fltui a

-I - IccpIft . 1 i ic r t I(itI i Ii f 0i r 0ai! t U 1 . 1 ei no c I s S It I S cI iT p11( r t ali t t 0i U Se c-oi t ue r c- rcicck

dif it a rt h e r tha ''iff tlhirocicIh Icfciik' dcfit I bt'ie llC c i -,rack c liclre ciiid cit b'r sach i' ffecfs
IiT, (I 1 t cife t: I I i i a-cc k t li a st rt'cs s t t'Ic it c -t 1 q !

Ti IT tc h -c to i I; i I i fei ITi f a i I o rt' i-acii e t c' ia I1)1c i t t ecd I i it ac alt i tc f e p rcpe rt lot

ci , cl Io I'e IcIi r ce if at', r c i' I i f c' . Lli-t t hi is i s c-oim p Ii v 't d anrid I fir' pa rt pcif sccec s ci ' -

Ic- f k tI cii fIt I Ii r I 1 tier I I It' ia (Ii b tin lii s i e i d c a c ITIl in 11111 i I a clir i k cc I oiid.

cITeIi ' i ci ci dtl (I i l a it mu it cI ccs t v11 Ti

t' - h i--I t ie Iii ri olpir I cit , r' a t l Ii I e-i mt'i- Ic i i ic cI cafe 1 1 i t fit ci p 1 1 1i e iii IcI i t I I ci I c

tIce iii i I f, ci d if

t icti i i c I - i eci t lie Ir aIii k cq r c)w t II a ici e t I icc t f ccI 0 :eI- Ia i ma I q cc til I ici (It I Ic 1 cI

T tI i Ii !;h I n cc If hi ifo e i t I i oIT I ism i t ) c tit v ii IT 1 ) I, if I IT ci' t h oi d i o i vlIt icrv it.

ct1 -4 l ii t 1 te i I I1 cf v rI o1 t r i oI I'iri II I ci I iii' icicL Il II I

Tx ,ii ' i I I Fi t, ccc r c t t Id i if I fit (- k m ii iifi i- et, , r1 'icitt n f o Iic It ill (I tc lit I m 'cr-i f- Ime t

K-I ;'- f I cc I ti t itiFcid t h i f t fie' mat er' r i ct i I I ci cI -i ic; cii i s ot I cccl r cciii inusia . I t
* iii'; firon c e 'ciii c tI cc ei i' i-c 11 it I I c I) ci of ti I t , ' (,I c Ii I, i I f cif t I I cci tiic f h w lt', i I

Ic -I '-TI .it, t It' t'c' I cc i r, ain t fit- e I IILI IT mif t ben I T , c p ar c c cIii I Ic I Ic whli''r ci Ic i ci8 ici
fii I T I' -i o I r i i r I1e0v r ii i c I ,C r ,i- ' T c -ii c ic it v Ii m i' I, ) ci t l -c i i c i Ii t 'c I)

llI -'-- c it ci hi (I I t ic Ite'; o Ii th I Itfe cr t ;1 ic- t ir I I c I ci r' '.
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can be properly defined by manufacturing process control. --

This approach therefore introduces a number of factors to combat the disadvantages
of the traditional fracture mechanics approach:-

a) The presence of crack-like discontinuities can be either eliminated or controlled
by manufacturing process and selection of defect tolerant microstructures.

b) A true nucleation and short crack life can be characterised and evaluated to
provide a model (or models for each type of cracking mechanism) for component N-
life prediction. . -

c) The traditional 'long crack' fracture mechanics approach can be used based
on a starting size related to microstructural consideration where similitude
has be'_n established.

This type of concept demands new models of material behaviour based upon the
realisation that materials cannot be treated as elastic isotropic continuous media
but can be considered as a series of anisotropic continuum units that sequentially
absorb strain and finally crack.

The concept demands levels of manufacturing process control that prevent the
formation of large discontinuities and controls the nature of small ones (such as
microstructure) in a way that produces reproducable behaviour. This level of
process control is now virtually available for Titanium alloys but there is some .S .
wa to go with Nickel Superalloys.

The concept demands new types of alloys nd microstructures to control local
deformation and crack behaviour within the material, rather than producing the
highest macro strength properties in the section. This has already been demonstrated
with Titanium alloys and similar concepts are beginning to show promise with the
superallo s.

Above all the concept demands that the predictive models used to assess the
integrity of components are based upon the real behaviour of materials rather
than trying to make the alloy fit the traditional model.

6. THE FUTURE

The future approach to the integrity of engine components, and the speed of ,
incorptiat ion of advanced damage tolerance concepts, must recognise two factors.

a Current approaches are the result of accumulated experience, empirically -". " .
relating laboratory, rig and bench engine testing with in-service behaviour.
This experience is only as good as our understanding of the last "failore"
- extrapolation of the system to more arduous operating conditions and
'stronger materials' must recognise the danger of introducing new, unforseen
modes of behaviour which can, and will, cause early failure.

h Current design goals for engines, in terms of efficiency, thrust/weight ratios
and costs, cannot be met by using current materials within todays experience
- we have to go to higher temperatures and stresses for longer times. To
achieve this safely we have to modify our approach to properly define the
beha\iour of materials under the required conditions before committing .- '.'-
designs to achievable behavioural targets.

The current low cycle fatigue approach to a poorly defined life end point cannot

be dismissed over night, as it enshrines much of our current experience. It must,
however be modified in the light of our new understanding of real materials behaviour

Sin particular setting the boundaries of applicability of the basic assumptions,
and a recognition of the relationship between 'crack initiation' and subsequent
crack propagation.

If these limitations are combined with a full characterisation of the material
related to its method of manufacture, the approach will remain a useful, if
empir1ral tool in aiding component life prediction.

t xter-ions of the approach to new condit ions must, however, be fully covered by
rig testing of components under representative conditions.

Wherever the bounds of the approach are exceeded, either during t tie design phase, . .
or where urnforseen ci rcumst ances such as c r r os ion or fret t age cause early crack g nq
a fracture mechanics approach based upon inspect ion related init ial crack sizes
offers a safe approach.

the inherent assumpt ion tthat relat i ely large undetect, d propanjat nq cracks, ar. -
present from the beg nning nf I ife, iF, howe er, a very inef ficient wa, (if u,; .1i- n
materials. We must fiind a way of account iio for the presence of thes" '.'
discontinuit ies, which art as local stress raisers promot irq what ha!; been called
in the past 'excessive fat ique sc t ,ter'. T ig 12 plots this out as a series oif
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cyclic life curves where the end point is total failure of the part. The left hand 5,.
lowest life curve represents the inspection related approach. The extreme right
curve is that attributal to the engineers "perfect" material. Those in between
cover discontinuitiesof decreasing effect, The life increment over and above the
fracture mechanics' line is the sum of phases 1 (nucleation) and 2 (short crack

propagation) from Fig 10,

The behaviour of any discontinuity can be established from understanding its
'severity' and the imposed stress/strain field.

The severity will be dependant upon shape and size of the discontinuity relative to
the microstructure it is in - all factors which can properly and exactly be
control led.

The severity will also be changed if the mode of material behaviour changes -
hence such characterisation must taken into account the full range of possible £-- '
operating conditions. With the change from cross slip ductile modes to limited
slip microstructure modes commonly seen in todays high strength materials the
short crack phase becomes dominant in local behaviour.

Component behaviour then can be assessed by knowledge of discontinuity distribution
and stress/strain field.

Discontinuity severity and distribution have traditionally been taken into account by
the concept of scatter - materials have been controlled during manufacture to give O
minimum scatter.

Such an approach is still valid - provided it is now recognised we must identify
and control the facto-rs in the manufacturing process causing scatter separately
and assess their real behaviour rather than try to relate back the "ideal"
continuum.

Sich approaches offer the only real ways of dealing with the next generation of
materialq - whether ceramics or composites. The non continuum nature of these
materials coupled with their lack of ability to accept localised high strains"- -
without cracking gives similar problems to high strength metallic materials. -

7. CINCLLISIONS

The integrity of components can be maintained under todays high stresurg
conditions, without necessarily resort ing to a 'initial inspection crack' approach
provided the real behaviour of the materials is recognised rather than
represented by the continuous approach of traditional models.

Such an approach has to include full iniest iqat ion of the following facts:

a) Material microstructure.

b) Deformation and failure modes.

c~ Discontinuity severity and dist ribut ion.

df Relationship of manufacture process to the real material produced.

e) Relationship of the material hehaviour modes to a total life concept of
component behav iour.

Rerogir)t i on of the crit ical factors determining component I ife and proper control
of them offers a secure way of ensuring the integrity of components under the
arduous condit ion now being experienced in iew engines wi thout resort ing to the
conserat ive life approach based upon non destruct i e test ing. It is the only way
t hnf new mater i a Is wi II be sa fel incorp(orat ed mi et o i ne s.
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Engineering premise

All materials are homogeneous, elastic,
isotropic media, free from defects and

amenable to conventional fatigue cumulative

damage analysis within normal scatter limits

AD-

-. SMI. W

FIG 1 - THE 'ENGINEERS PREMISE"
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FIG 7 -DETECTION CAPAB3ILITY REQUIRED FOR LIFE ON CONDITION APPROACH

DEFINITION OF CRACK TYPES IN PLANAR SLIPATERIAS
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ENGINE CYCLIC DURABILITY BY ANALYSIS AND TESTING -

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE SPRING 1984 PEP MEETING

Albert A. MartinoManager, Systems Development and Evaluation Group

F Naval Air Propulsion Center
P.O. Box 7176

Trenton, NJ 08628-0176

INTRODUCTION

Research on gas turbine engine development during the past decade in NATO nations
has concentrated heavily on gaining better understanding of the relationship between
material characteristics, failure mechanisms, structural analysis and validation
testing for increased service life.

Recognizing this intense interest and activity level the Propulsion and Energetics
Panel (PEP) sponsored a specialists' meeting that surveyed the state-of-art technical
areas related to improving engine life and considered the technical and economical
prohlems and possibilities of advanced cyclic testing in the development of erjines.
Discussions focused on relationships between engine use and failure modes, accelerated
mission testing (AMT) development, critical material characteristics, component life
assessment methods, recent results of component and engine cyclic testing, and future
requirements were discussed.

Members of the Structures and Material Panel (SMP) made outstanding contributions.

This 63rd Specialists' Meeting was held in Lisse, Netherlands, 30 May to I June
1984. The complete proceedings, including questions and answers of the discussions

that followed each paper are included in the report AGARD-CP-368, dated September 1984
and entitled "Engine Cyclic Durability by Analysis and Testing." The highlights of
those papers follow.

BACKGROUND

Historically it is recognized that powerplant development has set the pace in
" aircraft system capability. Improvements in overall propulsion system capability have

been impressive and continuous. While performance in terms of thrust,
thrust-to-weight and specific fuel consumption has improved dramatically, so too have
engine durability and life. Both performance and durability have increased well
beyond the best ever experienced for reciprocating engines in fighter/bomber
applications noted Col. J.R. Nelson, USAF, who served as the Technical Evaluator for
this PEP meeting. However, he adds, that "due to sharply increasing engine
acquisition cost and very large overall costs of ownership, it is essential that
engine life be further increased. Almost as important as this increase in life is a
requirement that life values be accurately predicted at initial fleet introduction for *.

the engine and its components. In addition, usage must be tracked carefully in order
to maintain a close relationship not only between predicted and actual life, but also
between predicted and actual support requirements. This latter point is central not
only to fleet readiness to insure stability of operations, but also to controlling
support costs which, aside from the expense of fuel itself, are still several times
the initial acquisition cost and are very sensitive to unexpected
durability/reliability shortfalls."

A major reason for the high cost of ownership he explains, has been due not only
to shorter engine life than desired, but more significantly shorter
engine/component/part lives. The resultant instabilities in the engine support
system, especially initially, have caused significant, unplanned cost variances as
well as shortfalls in system reliability and availability, whether military or
civilian. This situation has led to intense government and industry interest and
research and engineering efforts to improve not only engine life itself but the
ability to assess and predict engine and engine component life/durability

characteristics. Progress in the past decade in both testing and analysis techniques
has been significant, particularly in the improved understanding of the major impact
of low cycle fatigue (LCF) on engine/engine part life, especially with respect to

, engine hot section part life. Considering this historical background, Colonel Nelson
says this specialists' meeting was very timely.

ENGINE U'IlLI 2ATION

Inderstanding temperature and load induced stress on critical engin,, components is 0
essential in predicting life for thermally sensitive parts, Nelson reported. A major



problem is that there is no simple correlation between primary recordable engine
V parameters and the resultant res;poniso at the component locations. 'This leads to *

* questions as to how much oit datia is required and how accurate meaningful life
*prediction capability must he. To measure these pirameters, some manufacturers and
*users have an interest in recording andi real-time processing of in-flight data. The
* purpose here sto have a real1-t im- understand ing of engine life usage.

in referettce 1, the authors Rreitkopf and Speer identify three basic methods for

tdetermining engine usage:

"The use oft overall cyclic exchange rates for converting the flying hours into
he number of completed reference cycles or sequences;

The ise oit d if ferent cyclIi c exchange ra-ites depend ing on the na ture of the
-niss ion flown, and

Calculation subsequent to each flight on the basis )f the time history of the
relevant flight ..nd engine parameters."

They say experience shows that the life consuImptio-n na ,?d on flying hours varies
fir the same type of aircraft and engine in military use and diftorences of a factor
of tol from flight to fligjht are, not uncommon.%

Therefore, for both econoily and safety reasons, the use of overall cyclic exchange
rates can be acceptable only when the mssion mix of all the aircraft is; known, when

all engines; undergon te same mission mix, and when the life consumption for this
niss;ion mix is knoiwn. However they say all three prerequisites are nut uisually met,
ceaning that high exchange rate.s must be used.

treitknpf and Spi'er addl "I-valuation of the flown missions using different cyclic
exchangje r ates is )robably the most commonly used method. In cont rast to the method

*of us;i ngj the ,veral I cyclIic- exchange rates , th is procedure of fers the chance of

it r liWmi I'lls ins' iie-assifIied according Ito specific charactoristics andi the
r-.' i -Y y< I: * - XCIA.Ij raite-; a re determiined on a broad data has is for each class,
r I q not i in hii :- ei f i -ci en t accuracy for culd sect ion parts;, and it can he the

- .1 I eel It 1-1 t-r suc,_h componenits in respec-t of the contradictory aspects of safety
mii ito C.:y: 1.et. [Aut this is not very prohabl e when it cismes to the hot section

,qjM-c, SI. Appr ),ir iate 7la;-,i f icat inn o f f I i jhts; i n th is cas;e is9 very

.1 :* ,. ~i jir, I .reet the Il ijht course based on the time behavior of the

Itli-y TiI I ied t ial t ppa retl1y the begji ini ng andi end of the flIight, i ncludAi ng the .

* 01 t r),mrti Is Iii ie ind departure, andi landing and tax i , respectively, are of a
i* 1- r nin 1st i, 0 oh ir a:ter , with regard to both the success ion of the elemnents andi the

* cit Il-n it Ith elem1-ents.

I the t i j ure shtows theit ma in cha rac ter is t ics wh ic h exe rIt the g rea tes t i nflu tence on
1 t r,ss b)eh -i.v iiur o f t he hot sect ion parts,, and consequiently on the life

* msu~i ti lThi'j the flight. In principle, the influence of any single parametor
* innoit !,,- regarided separately from that of the others;."

* ~As an -xanp Ic, the authors ci IC a duty cycle with lb roe, diffteren t Wa rm-up periods
,t i, 1o and1 2:) mninute'; is represented inI t ijUre 2. They found the, shorter the

var-n-up 1ihasm' , the lesser is; the stress, min imum andi the .jroator is the mai n cycle's-
sp -1r). Wi th ai wa rm-up pe ?r iod1 of 3 iinutes i n comrpa ri in I toi 20 minutes, the life

morsupt ouluringj this; fligjht inc-reases by 52* .

ir iet k imlf and speer ( refere-nce 1) report that " the on-l ine ciimptat ion of the if'?
coduc ur in j th- f I i jht , and indJividuall Iy for e-ach eng ine, out oF the meaisured

1-l.,aint tHIi pit and engji ne param-tmtrs-, otte(rs i tself as the best solttion. Theoy claimn
tis pr .. iir- is 'lore- accurate, lees cuJmbes-ome 11nd wi thouit the large log istical
-(pen~it tre th,. in-jro,)irl eval oat ion if recirmlelj Il i ;h data reqiii ro. The general
pr )c.- iHr'- is; sim'irized in I-igurm 3.

;Ar, i t k ipf an I Sp-,r aidf tht V" 'tl'-ii'ae'th th-fhe rma Is;tresses have very I rea t
uoi li ) n te it cotini~t io)n, they mutl aclae ih ra ccrc.I

piut iciular, the letor-minat ion 'if the fi~y imo illlviouir of lt' tem ,Tperitdire- die;tritiition in .

tli- riti-l ct -mmponents, necessa;,ry ro achie ve this hi ;h accuracy, presents. a ,rohlem.
tPr1 -,,' lum111tIr3 teal mehods ( t i ni to-e-lemen t or -Ii I tePrenem', m,- HidsI wh ich woujld
ith-rwisi I , eid nit come int, .i t11 limealisi' if the- tcime and the anoi)nt )t-;f\.
imput-r hirrlaare, they require . t'onsmuontly, -a rapid andtcuri appr)x i-eat ion
m-m'lir'' nUel- hit' u'. " such ai p~roici'lre i s doec r i hiel i ii re ference I1, an I the

-iut- m1,rs; : r- I I i' tII it th is 1Iclculat.ion proc dur prm i t s rap id aip r)x i ilat i i)n o f
t r jI)-I nit t i-Ip i ' r i tuIree an,-I the!rmal1 s tr s s in theo r o to r s t r itjt koIr' it .Ia ;as Iir iini

Igle a-Il tha-It, a m I p ~rl'sr cyt; i nin help11 impl t'el the, n-b t l al ),I

41
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permitting the LCF life consumpton of components subject to thermal stresses, such as -
HP turbine and compressor stages, to be calculated accurately in flight. "' .

Edmunds and Lawrence (reference 2), also noted that "the high performance and
rapid response of modern military engines means that transient thermal stresses make a
significant contribution to the fatigue life utilization of critical rotating
components. This, coupled with the variability of actual usage, raises a requirement
for calculating transient thermal stresses from flight recorded data." They believe
that the methodology described in reference 2 is a "computationally efficient
procedure for meeting this requirement. The analysis is based on a simplified model
of the heat transfer and mechanics of the engine that is tuned with results of more
sophisticated finite difference and finite element computations. Applications to an

engine disc are described using data collected by on-board recordings. The results
are validated by comparisons with more detailed theoretical analyses - practical
constraints preventing a direct measuring of in-flight stresses. The integration of
the results into the overall lifing procedure is also briefly described."

The authors (reference 2) recognize that "the numerical analysis models all
require substantial computational power and storage and can only be effectively used
on a mainframe installation. However, a major restraint on the service monitoring
operation is the requirement to operate on a mini-computer at a maintenance base and,
ultimately, on an on-board micro-processor. The use of the above tools is impractical
in these environments and hence, in order to meet the previously established
requirement, it is necessary to construct a simplified heat transfer/stress analysisimodel that represents an acceptable compromise between computational power .. .
requirements and accuracy." The remainder of their paper concerned itself with such a
mdel and the demonstration of the simplified model to reproduce the results of a more
detailed analysis of the high pressure turbine assembly of a military engine.

A great deal of discussion took place regarding the approaches presented in these
twn papers. Some arguments concerned the amount of data needed to ensure "life
accuracy"; which fatigue model(s) should be used; and whether to perform real-time
calculations of transient thermomechanical stresses for all parts. No resolution was
reached.

Col. Nelson, a man of extensive experience with the development, procurement and
operation of U.S. Air Force aircraft noted that "the U.S. Air Force is committed to
onboard engine health monitoring and has required this capability on all new engines
both for tracking events/usage and for understanding overall engine trending and fleet
support management. However, the level, format, and volume of data to be presented to
maintenance personnel for effective maintenance action is the subject of intense
interest and activity with no accepted solution as yet."

ACCELERATE MISSION TESTING

The overwhelming acceptance of Accelerated Mission Testing (AMT) throughout
government and industry was reflected by comments made by meeting attendees. This . "
approach is generally agreed to be a significant improvement over past gas turbine
propulsion system qualification testing techniques.

W.R. Tiylor (referonce 3) reviews the evolution of engine development test
requirements in the United States Engine qualification tes s in other countries
(referonces 1 . 2) follow a similar pattern. Mr. Taylor stresses that the cost of
,nin,; )f gas turbine aircraft engines today makes it imperative that the development

proess pr,'duco a production engine that will minimize life cycle cost.

The I.*S. Air Force "recognized this problem and one of the most significant - "
c'hinjes that has been made in the last, 10 years is the incorporation of AMT into U.S.
leve loment pro qrams," Taylor says.

He dot Ines AMT as:

"An cn,;in. tes;t conducted in a ground test facility in which the test profile
heirs a dir-ct relitionship to mission usage. The profile accounts for all

iqjnifi cirt thrttle excursions and time at high power that would typically he
qoon in .1 Cmposite operational mission."

Tiyl,,r ,rmphisizvs these points: "I) That AMT directly relates to field usage and

21 'hat AMT aco-unts t)r major throttle excursions and time at high engine power

*;, t t Inmq-. AMT is primarily a structural durability test and it is important that
the, detrimental p )rt ions of the mission be included in the test. The major throttle
,,x'ArqiImn lri've l,1w cycle fatigue and thermal fatigue failure modes. The dwell time
it hijh ipowr conditions contributes to creep, stress rupture and eros ion failure

In rternce i, there is an identification of the background of mission related
test intj, test :ycl, drivat ion, data sources and key parameters. Recause AMT is

*. ,.
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expensive, Nelson notes that it is highly desirable that more extensive analysis in
the areas mentioned be accelerated to reduce the amount of required testing and,
therefore, test costs. The Technical Evaluator, Colonel Nelson, highlights during his
summarizing remarks the important area of facilities for the conduct of AMT. He
notes: "this extensive cyclic testing, especially of augmented turbofans, has required
redesign of facility hardware, both for creation of the proper environmental test
conditions and for durability of facility hardware itself. Particular attention must
be paid now to fuels, oils, and horsepower extraction equipment in order to assure
temperatures and flows appropriate to engine AMT conditions are maintained. U
Strengthened test stand frames, inlet screens and louvres, and exhaust diffusers are
required. Overall facility maintenance costs are increased. Attention is required to
devise means of reducing these costs."

Since cost is very important, he says this session shows that efficiency of test
and modeling techniques must be improved. "While good correlation of AMT and field
usage-related distress is being achieved, AMT adds significantly to test hours of a
typical engine development with resultant increased cost of hardware, fuel and test .,
support," Nelson says.

References 1, 2, and 3 discussed a variety of ways used to acquire actual mission
profiles of power setting or speed versus time. Taylor explains: "these profiles are . . -
then combined into a single composite mission or set of missions representing an

average aircraft mission usage. The composites are then reduced by the elimination of
part power dwell times and minor throttle transients that are not considered to
contribute to the overall life consumption of the engine." There is no universal
methodology to complete the task just described. But Taylor notes that the
elimination process is a key step in obtaining an optimized AMT cycle because it
reduces expensive and superfluous test cell time" (reference 3). The engine problem
being addressed and the experience of the organization seem to impact this process
heavily.

Taylor summarizes the benefits and limitations of AMT by noting that in the past
10 years, AMT has shown that it correlated well with field usage in life
demonstration. He adds that it is a useful tool for substantiating designs and
revealinj problems that require redesign. AMT is also useful for establishing field
and overhaul limit, and the verification of rework procedures. But he continues, "AMT
cannot completely address performance degradation because of the flight conditions are
not simulated in this static test. The total answer to engine structural durability
is not provided due to the stochastic nature of engine component life and synergistic
effects between the simnlated and nonsimulated failure mechanisms."

Taylor stresses that AMT does not provide the complete answer to engine structural
durability, and good design criteria, bench and component tests, continued update of
mission usage, and "lead the fleet" programs, are needed. "AMT is a major life

management tool that is a useful tool in promoting safety, reducing cost and
increasing system readiness," he says. The discussions throughout the meeting
strongly supported these statements.

LIFE ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGIES

Several papers discussed the capabilities and limitations of current analytical
mo)deling techniques, and agreed that significant strides have been made in the last
two decades in engine structural analysis modeling techniques and design tools.
However, as Nelson reports, the application of these tools, highlights the need for
further development. This SMP Specialists' Meeting on "Damage Tolerance Concepts for
Critical Engine Components" should be a major step in that direction. Brief reviews
of some of the models developed earlier showed that they did not accurately assess the
Complex loading relationships of gas turbine engine components. These shortco ings
were addressed to some degree in references 8 and 16 where the Pratt & Whitney and
(;eneral Electric Company have each developed empirical models to address this problem.
These models are relatively simple and do not, yet iddiess multiple crack initiation
ihat actually occurs. Nelson believes the nccurrence f thoso and other real life

nts requires that development of analytical tec-hniques continue. Furthermore,
resolution of additional questions is needed regarding: boundary c)nstraints and their
accurate measurement needed to perform local stross tractUre analyses; the required 7
materials pro)perty dat., for these analyses (especially with PM materials) and how to.

,'hine these cnnsiderat ions into t life determinat ion.

-Mis' presenters dis cussedi the asqpects that must he aicomrnedat-d it ai IurahilIity
1ssent is to -e pr(,dicted from a m)del led engine compnent. lb ol lowing lists

f these aspeLts and related pertinent discussion:

i. Ain,t y (i n t 
ri ints are the t-mperature, prossure ind bndy forces. It is

' -,t-,rmin,- these itor urit , in ord,,r to, hive a "vil id ,mr ,,l rosult"
n 'iry p ,ro, the pint t ,k ,, lit t-r, t t,rms such as: duty cycle nttto in

mip-non n, n- oir, r-c: irin of data, dejradat Jo n efiect t I, t-. However, tr vaI i,i
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results, one must either measure the environment or accurately predict it in order to
achieve a meaningful durability assessment.

h. Stress Analysis determines the stresses that the component local area
experiences as a function of the fluctuations of the boundary constraints Aurinj the
actual flights. As Nelson says the need for this is pointed out in reference 4, "a 10
percent lower stress can produce a 60 percent higher life." The major problem is
"What level of accuracy is required?" Many presenters expressed the need for accurate-
stress analysis but apparently this led to a compressed answer dependent upon the
amount of time and funding available. During any specific engine design and
development, Nelson reports "the intent is to, require the minimum effort to accomplish

the minimum level of acceptable accuracy. Also, an important facet of durability
analysis is the assessment of the design for fracture potential. in order to do this, %

a fracture mechanics analysis must be conducted using the calculated stress values as
primary input." t" "--

c. Fracture Analysis is peraps the fastest growing technology in the turbine
engine industry. This was discussed in detail in reference 5, and pointed out as a
need generated by the onset of powder metallurgy in references 6, 7 and 8. There is a
need to consider the environmental and synergistic effects of stress sequence and
temperature in conducting a detailed fracture assessment of an engine component.
"However, one must keep in mind that basic to the fracture assessment is "material
property" generation at the appropriate environmental conditions and with material
specimens of proper metallurgical condition," Nelson reports.

R
d. Life/Durability Determination was highlighted in many references. All

discussed different aspects of life determination and methods used for accounting for
damage accumulation. Nelson noted, "What can be said about each is that all were
different and none were totally wrong! In fact, this independent activity and
discussion of areas of disagreement as to parameter validity, sequencing, correction
factors, creep characteristics, use of classical models, etc., is healthy and needs
further encouragement. There was but one short discussion of multiple cracking and
then only with respect to a given single location. While this case is of interest and
should he modeled and analyzed for cause and effect, the case of multiple cracking
must be addressed wherein second, third, etc., cracks appeaz in remote locations of a
single structure, e.g., first in a bolt hole of a turbine disc then in a second bolt
hole for the web nonadjacent to the first crack. There was general agreement at the
PEP meeting that his analysis would be very ditticult and very dependent upon the
successful development of models that consider single cracks, it does represent real
experience with some evidence that secondary remote cracking may delay or otherwise -'-
affect initial crack growth in some structures. Such sophisticated analysis is an
area which should be reviewed for progress and focused effort."

In reference 9, Larsen and Nicholas note that luring the past two decades the
desir n criteria and material property requirements fcr critical structural components_- '
in United States Air Force gas turbine engines have changed drastically. "In the
1160's, most critical components such as turbine disks and spacers were life limited
by the creep and stress rupture properties of their materials," they say "less than
one percent of all rotating components were life limited by Low Cycle Fatigue (LCF).
However, demands for improved performance of advanced engines have led to design
increases in component operating temperatures and stresses, and the result has been a
transition from creep to low cycle fatigue as the dominant life limiting mechanism in
the majority of rotating components. In fact, low cycle fatigue has become the life
limiting factor for turbine disks in over 75 percent of designs." They also review
the lI.S. Air Force change from a "safe life" to "retirement for cause" (RFC) life
management philosophy Larsen and Nicholas continue: "Low cycle fatigue, defined by the
time required to initiate a crack, is a stochastic process having considerable .
variahiity. In order to provide a safe component operating life, the conventional
approach has been to use a lower bound on the mean LCF life that is equivalent to a
probability of 1/1000 of initiating a detectable crack during the design lifetime of
the component. In practice, all components are removed from service after reaching
this design lifetime, and this translates into 999 out of 1000 disks being retired
from service which are still structurally sound." Figure 4, from a USAF analysis of
the F100 Ist stage turbin, disc at retirement, indicates that 80 percent of the discs

U should have at least ten lifetimes remaining (reference 10).

In order to use the remaining life of these 999 disks without sacrificing
structural safety, the U.S. Air Force started a revised life management philosophy "
termed Retirement-For-Cause (Rt'C) on some components in advanced engines. Under RFC, - -.
components must undergo periodic inspections and he returned to service if no cracks
larger than a certain size are detected. The authors say this procedure requires two
technologIes: the ability to detect cracks larger than a given "detectable size" with
a high degree of reliability, and the ability to predict crack growth rates and to _
show that a crack of the "detectable size" or smaller will not grow to a catastrophic
size during one inspection interval.

0
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Koul, Wallace, and Thamburaj, reference II report that "damage tolerance concepts .
are being considered for use both at the design stage, for stress analysis and for
lifing procedures, and to establish intervals for inspection and repair during
service. It is assumed that flaws exist in parts as manufactured, at a size just
below the NDI detection limit, and these may be located in the most highly stressed
regions or hot-spots of the component. it is further assumed that these flaws will
grow in-service, at a rate determined by the local stress (mechanical and thermal) %
distribution around the flaw, the operating temperature and the environment. These
parameters will vary with time as a function of engine power setting (demand) and the
detailed time histories will therefore be a function of the operational mission
profile or use. The general objective of the damage tolerance approach is to
establish expected crack growth rates for realistic operating conditions and to
implement NDI procedures with an appropriate level of sensitivity, reliability, and
frequency to ensure that cracks can be detected and if feasible monitored in service
to a point where risk of rapid or unstable crack propagation becomes severe. Flawed
parts are therefore retired on an individual basis when their condition dictates. The
"critical" crack length, or length at retirement is therefore a function of many
variables including material type, component design, operating environment, engine

- usage, engine use monitoring system employed and NDI procedures employed." Figure 5 .
illustrates the ISAF damage tolerance approach to life management of LCF limited
enjine comp,)nents.

In reference 11, the authors also provided an interesting look at the life
extension possibilities of major components - namely turbine blades and turbine and
compressor liscs.

As Koul, Wallace, and Thamburaj report: "Improvements in component operational
capability have essentially been achieved through proper adjustment of the alloy
chemistry to increase the volume fraction and to decrease surface degradation.
Progress has also occurred in new processing techniques. Perhaps the most remarkable
development in this respect have been the introduction of directionally solidified and
single crystal blsdes, and the manufacture of powder metallurgy compressor and turbine
discs."

"Data showing the beneficial effects of hot isostatic processing on the
stress-rupture properties of new and service exposed Ni-based superalloy turbine
blades were presented. Creep design methods that are generally used to highlight the
service induced degeneration effects were critically analyzed. A new life prediction
[nethod that systematically analyzes the creep degeneration effects with increasing

- service life was proposed."

:- "The influence of machining operations on the LCF properties of IN901 have been
evaluated (reference 12) and the results indicate a 3-5 fold increase in LCF life of
Electro-discharge machining (EDM) plus abrasive flow machining (AFM) samples when

* "compared with samples machined by conventional methods."

CRITICAL MATERIAL CHARACTERIZATION

Ir. A.J.A. Mom presented an outstanding paper (reference 5), a comprehensive
overview of the AGARD SMP activities on turbine engine technology over the last 10
years. These activities covered most of the material related aspects in gas turbine Z

ftechnology from the initial design to the retirement of components. Topics were
grouped as: 1) the development and application of advanced materials, 2) material
properties and behaviour, 3) material processing and fabrication techniques, 4)
maintenance and repair and 5) life prediction methods.

One of the stronjest messages developed at the PEP meeting was that the key to
meaningful life prediction analyses and cyclic test evaluation is the generation of,
and sound understanding of, materials properties under proper environmental and
metallurjical conditions. In reference 5, Ir. Mom reviewed life prediction methods.
When one considers the complexity of the relationships, the loading definitions
required, the knowledge of material performance necessary to predict component life,
and the desire to incorporate all this into an effective system, you realize the
enormity of the technical challenge. Everyone also recognizes the need for such a
tool for aircraft propulsinn development to continue and meet the safety, performance, 7 --
ind economical goals of the future. The amount of activity in i1l related areas
identifi ed at the PEP meeting was encouraging.

I fr. Mom's paper included an extensive discussion on powder metallurgy. He noted
hat "the production of engine components (and lso aircraft structural components)

o-t i t oiperall y or titanium powders has recei\ _d considerable attention in recent
years. Pow ir Metallurgy (PM) offers considerable potential advantages: in large ._
Scomponents a much better uniformity in properties can be obtained then by conventional
t-)rginj .,t injot material. Furthermo)re the technique also otfors a considerable cost
redu'ti,on potentiai because Of (nearl net shape forging by hot isostatic pressing
(HIP) capabilities."

:*::
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In reference 6, Dr. Konig, evaluated "the mechanical properties of
powder-metallurgical nickel-base superalloys in order to predict the behaviour of
advanced aero-engine discs in comparison with conventional wrought nickel-base (e.g.
Waspaloy; IN 718) discs. The assessment included tensile strength, crack initiation
and propagation fatigue life as well as the influence of mean stress. Special
emphasis was put on the question about the scatter in fatigue lives resulting from
defects in the material (e.g. oxide inclusions) and on the surface (e.g. grooves).
The tolerance with respect to these defects was estimated on the basis of fracture
mechanics methods."

It was interesting to note that Dr. Konig - recognizing that the most common " "
feature to produce high strain ranges in discs are notches, such as bolt holes, ''.
cooling holes or blade slots - used specimens with internal holes in cyclic spin tests
to obtain material data for the behaviour of these type of notches. Some meeting
attendees were interested in the effectiveness of this evaluation method. Further
discussions seem warranted.

Many authors, especially Poret, Guedon, and Pineau, showed that grain size alone
has significantly different effects on crack growth rates in the same material-'
composition. In addition, the location of the crack in the surface or subsurface and
the surrounding stress gradient play an important role in the resultant fracture life
value.

Dr. Schneider and Crunling (reference 13) discussed the mechanical aspects of high
temperature coatings. The role of protective coatings in modern gas turbine engines
was re-emphasized. Coatings are essential in preventing erosion, corrosion, oxidation
and overall wear. The selection of the best coating process is, however, a compromise
typical of most unique design processes. Coating durability, adherence, environmental
protection, and the impact of the coating on base metal mechanical properties must be
considered. In the second part of reference 13, the two men noted the influence of
the coating on the mechanical properties of the coated component. Under either static
and/or cyclic loadings, they said "a coating has some influence either through changes
in the material properties due to a different heat treatment or through changes in the
surface of a component due to the presence of the coating. Therefore, a coating ".
alters the condition for crack initiation. The changes in materials may be positive, -.- -

negative, or negligible."

COMPONENT AND ENGINE CYCLIC TESTING "'.""

Turbine blades and rotors are expensive and critical engine components. A
reliable and accurate lifetime prediction of these components is essential for optimal
use of gas turbines. A major difficulty in predicting the crack initiation life is
accounting for the high temperature effects of creep-fatigue interaction and
environmental attack. Various life prediction approaches seem to work well for some
alloy systems but not for others and this is attributed mainly to differences in
materials response or capacity to absorb different types of damage. In reference 14,
Nazmy, Wettstein and Wicki reported the results of their examination of the high
temperature low cycle fatigue (HTLCF) behavior of the blading alloy IN738 in air at
850 C. They said this enabled them to have a basic understanding of the behavior of
this alloy as well as to test the different methodologies used in life time
prediction. Another part of the investigation focused on the influence of
environmental effects on the HTLCF behavior. These conditions were chosen to simulate ....

the conditions imposed on the gas turbine blades, and therefore mainly sulfur
containing environments were used.

These authors concluded that:

a. "Using one set of HTLCF data three different lifetime prediction methods were
evaluated. The strain range partitioning and Ostergren methods both showed
comparable predictive capabilities that were better as compared to the
frequency-separation method.

h. HTLCF life is affected in a pronounced manner by prior exposure at 850oC in the
hot corroding environments studied here. Prior exposure at 750 C in the 1.
st ud i ed ht corruling environments caused s',e reductiion in the HTLC Iife of
IN 738 specimens. The prior exposure at 700'' for 600 hr. in the studied hot
corroing conditions did not affect the HTLCF life of IN 738 specimens."

With reference 15, Ponsford and Waddington took the meeting attendoos into the
very real world surrounding the design and development of a cast directionally
solidifed hijh pressure turbine blade for the Rolls Royce RB21I-22H engine.

Rolls Royce recogniz o, that it needed a method ot proving the design hoyond the
normal endurance testing to( simulat - 

the service life of the turbine blade. This led
to the creation of the intensive cyclic endurance program. The program aimed to prove
that the new HP turbine blade could achieve the design objective of a 0,1)00 hour,
service lifp. Their paper covered the program's objectives, the definition of the

• *- ,.:.



endurance cycles and the automation used in running the cyclic tests. Discussion IL
included comments on the modifications incorporated to ensure that testing represented e
the service environment. They also presented the results of the program which
demonstrated that the design objective would be achieved in airline service.

"*. The experiences related in reference 15 and the program modifications made to keep .. '

i-* the program moving properly toward its goal were most enlightening and should provide
useful input into the testers' handbook of lessons learned. As reported by Ponsford
and Waddington "Following the successful demonstration of the cast directionally
solidified HP turbine blade in the intensive cyclic endurance program, cyclic testing -..

* i is now used to test all major developments of the R821l." ,"':':-

, The U.S. Air Force and the U.S. gas turbine industry have realized that there is a

need, during the early phases of engine development when an engine has components of J
*- advanced design and materials and their intended use is unclear, for a testing

philosophy and program that will cost effectively assess the "design ability" of
advanced components. Hill, in reference 4, reported on this relatively new philosophy * ML
termed Life Assessment Technology (LAT). His paper gave what he called "a status
report on the results of current rig and component testing being conducted under the

- Life Assessment Testing approach to turbine engine durability validation. The focus
- of the paper is the combination of using material of reduced life capability and

creating conditions of higher stress to produce short-time failure for cost effective -
validation of the tools and rules of life prediction. The three components discussed
were combustors, compressor disks and turbine blades."

Using Figure 6, Hill described the three basic approaches to testing components
for durability--"whole" life, "potential" life and "reduced" life. In "whole" life,
one tests the component under actual spectrum loads until it fails, he said. This
produces a one-to-one mapping of the test data on actual life expectancy. The "whole"
life approach is the best data, but it also may require most expense and time.

The "potential" life approach involves testing the component to real-time spectrum
loads but for only a percentage of life--not until failure. Hill reported that with
this method, it is very difficult to determine what percentage of life should be
exhausted and how much life was demonstrated without a calibrated residual life test.

The "reduced" life test approach involves either manipulating the component
geometry to produce a "short life" specimen or creating an overstress on the component
by changing the environment or both, Hill said, this method gives a cost effective
assessment of the tools and rules of design by allowing the test article to be tested
to a failed state in a short test time. However, he noted, the only difficulty is the
assurance of maintaining the proper failure mode in the manipulation of the component
or the boundary conditions. "Methods of higher stress inducement may be faster load
rates, use of artifical stress risers, more severe thermal gradients, higher
temperatures, use of lower strength (characterized) materials and coatings, high
mechanical loading, or combinations of any of these methods," Hill said.

"The LAT philosophy uses both the "potential" life and the "reduced" life approach
to supply a baseline durability characterization of a component's design. The actual
testing under LAT can be the testing of a component on either a bench, rig, core or
full engine or a combination of these methods. The key to LAT testing is the creation
and control of the test by using loads and temperature (stress/strain) rather than
mission usage (throttle motion). This requires the LAT tests to be fully instrumented
to quantify the component's boundary conditions such that "valid" data is obtained for
u se in correlation of the tools/modes of d esign "

Hill concluded that "through the component testing described in his paper and .
other test efforts, it has been determined that the Life Assessment Testing philosophy
offers a significant cost effective means of using component testing to validate or
creite life prediction models and methods."

In reference 3, Taylor notes that the engine development requirements today are
jenerally ha,,pd on the requirements of MIL-F-5007D, but have been augmented by the AMT
c,)ncept and the soon to he released Fngine Structural Integrity Program (ENSIP).
Thse, reguireinents will he incorporated into one new Mil-Prime Specification.

In hi presentation (no paper published) c.D. Clayton, General Electric Company,

iI I jtrited how engin, cyclic testing and the ENSIP philosophy integrate in the
v -I dat ion of -ngine life prediction. Figure 7 (reference 16) illustrates the
Pr jrossin to ough the FNS, IP. The engine test program can be considered as three
ihas's: I) the Operaiility Engine Testing phase that will evaluate the sea level and "
altitude performance and engine control; 2) the Endurance Test AMT Cycle engine phase
where engines are run to the specification requirement AMT cycles; 3) the Parameter
Meiquremoent Engine testing where ternperature/pressure/speed/vibration, aeromechanical,
*n,! other imposed loads are measured.
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The ENSIP method provides a structured program for total engine development and it
includes a durability and damage tolerance assessment, a durability and damage V. . W.
tolerance control plan, and a structural maintenance plan. It is also of significance
to note both AMT and ENSIP are now part of all U.S. Air Force initial engine
development programs and are required to be carried forward through the life of the
engine program in order to accommodate field usage changes, multiple system
applications, engine upgrades, etc. The total process will hopefully produce more
durable, reliable engines with much better defined support requirements.iAF

The initial phases of the ENSIP are being applied to the production verification " . ,.,
procedures of the GE F101-GE-102 and FIIO-GE-100 turbofan engines for the USAF.

- . -
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ACCELERATED MISSION TESTING (AMT) ,..

AN ENGINE TEST CONDUCTED IN A GROUND TEST FACILITY

IN WHICH THE TEST PROFILE BEARS A DIRECT RELATION-

SHIP TO MISSION USAGE. THE PROFILE ACCOUNTS FOR

ALL SIGNIFICANT THROTTLE EXCURSIONS AND TIME AT

HIGH POWER THAT WOULD TYPICALLY BE SEEN IN A

COMPOSITE OPERATIONAL MISSION.

GENERAL MISSION PATTERN WITH LCF-RELEVANT MAIN PARAMETERS
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FLOW CHART MISSION ANALYSIS

CALCULATION OF LCF-LIFE CONSUMPTION
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FIGURE 3



THE MAJORITY OF DISCS HAVE USEFUL LIFE AFTER RETIREMENT. '

THE RETIREMENT CRITERION IS BASED ON SAFE LIFE APPROACH
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DAMAGE TOLERANCE DESIGN CONCEPTS
FOR MILITARY ENGINES - "...

T. T. King, ASD/EN, W. D. Cowie, ASD/YZEE and W. I. Reimann, AFWL/MLLN

Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio 45433 USA

SUMMARY

This paper summarizes the damage tolerance requirements that are applied to Air Force
engine development programs. These requirements are an integral part of the Engine Struc-
tural Integrity Program (ENSIP) contained in MIL-STD-1783 (USAF) dated 30 November 1984. .,. -

Application of damage tolerance requirements to existing inventory engines (FIOD and TF34)

and to the development programs (FIOO-PW-220, FIOI-GE-102, FIIO-GE-IO0 and FIO9-GA-O0)
have resulted in implementation of enhanced nondestructive evaluation methods (i.e., eddy
current) at manufacturing and at field/depot. Experience has shown that these inspections
have been successful in detecting early cracking and accelerating corrective actions. It
has been highlighted that several development efforts in the last five years have identified

FPI process improvements that must be implemented within industry and Air Force depots to
improve flaw detection reliability. The need to quantify detection reliability for imbedded

defects is also identified.
The engine development process has been evolutionary in terms of application of up- " -

graded requirements. The new process is contained in ENSIP. Recent experience clearly
demonstrates that the damage tolerance requirement is cost effective when assessed on a life AIL.
cycle basis.

INTRODUCTION

Surely, one of man's greatest achievements in machine design is the aircraft turbine . -

engine. Further, designing one of these machines to produce the highest performance the
state-of-the-art will allow, while simultaneously exhibiting the characteristics of dura-
bility, reliability, and light weight is indeed a formidable challenge.

In order to meet this challenge, lessons learned from previous turbine engine develop-
ment programs have been incorporated and utilized. Steps have been taken to understand and
identify the numerous and complex failure modes early in the development process. A dis-
ciplined approach to turbine engine structural development reflecting these lessons learned
is now being utilized to assist in achieving the durability goals desired in military turbine
engines. This program is referred to as the Engine Structural Integrity Program (ENSIP) and
is contained in MIL-STD-1783 (USAF) dated 30 November 1984. This paper will discuss the use -

of damage tolerance design concepts which is an important and intrinsic part of ENSIP.

OVERVIEW OF ENSIP

In the past fifteen years, a large number of structural problems have occurred in Air
Force turbine engines. Many of these were safety problems causing loss of aircraft and an
cve: reater number affect durability, causing a high level of maintenance and modification

costs. ,0i1 of these problems have adversely affected fleet readiness. The Engine Structrual
t te.ritv Progran ENSIP) was developed based on the specific lessons learned (Figure 1) and

was t)te'ided to substantially reduce these problems. ENSIP was recommended by the Scientific
",dv sorv 'ieard a:id established by the Air Force to provide an organized and disciplined
p p r,- t,, the s tructural design, analysis, development, production and life management of
., t ir .s with the goal of assuring engine structural safety, increased service -. -

: d reduced I ire cycle costs.

1 :i ire 2, there are five major tasks associated with ENSIP; namely, N
task, design analysis, component and material characterization task,

SJ -,re :e testing task, ground and flight engine testing task, and produc-
-, aid life management task. Each major task is subdivided into a number

S ,ide the development process.

."' i1 i, N F. PLAN

t .'t att 'ace plan represents the output of the engine ENSIP
a d dvf iie the individual part life limits, the necessary

p.. t as well as the inspection procedure. Repair options and

•I Vy requiring daMage tolerance structure that
is Ca pa d d either in manufacturing or in service.

q t . the , cono'7ic life of the engine to exceed the
spe I 1 1 r It t wh i tlown to tile design usage spectra.

I o id part. fit and funct ion w ith new parts,
SrU paIr I 1 - . % 'd structrual diagnostics be designed into

t , I t I I s I -I ~d P roccs s C h ar acit er iz a tion PlIa n sh1)all c olii-
tr t- . v - e c pdive l p e:It points. Env i ronDent a 1 De fin it ion

S I . . I t st, ady state stress, status spectra, and

6 r, i-d lestt Po i cY is Lit iIi ed to assure com-

. p t il ity rc qui e e ne ts. A 'sage and Tracking
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FATIGUE/DAMAGE TOLERANCE TRENDS

The conventional fatigue design approach is shown in Figure 3. Components are -
d esigned so that the Low Cycle Fatigue (LCF) limit exceeds the required usage interval in
terms of engine flight hours or cycles. The LCF limit is based on the lower bound ( -30-or
l/lOO0)of the distribution of crack initiation times. The lower bound limit has been chosen
to prevent occurrence of cracking and resultant failure and the need for repair (economics).

* The main concern with the conventional approach is that no recognition or provision exists
regarding the impact initial defects can have on total component life (i.e., component failure OF
can and has occurred prior to reaching the LCF limit). Implementation of the safe life philo-

* . sophy requires that all like components be removed from service upon expiration of the safe
*life. Since there is wide scatter in materials data for fatigue, the analysis is usually
* based on -3 sigma material properties which implies that all components are treated like

the worst case component in the population.
It can further be noted that the fatigue design philosophy is strongly based on the

*6 ~ pre mise that the material is free of initial defects. This philosophy makes no allowance
for material, manufacturing, producibility, and handling anomalies or defects. In MIL-STD-

K 1783, the damage tolerance requirement has been incorporated to prevent safety or flight
structural failures caused by material defects, manufacturing defects or fatigue induced cracks.
There have been numerous engine failures in the past where initial defects grew in size due
to the use of high strength, low fracture toughness material and improper detail design resulting
in high stress levels and structural discontinuities, and lack of adequate quality control.

The primary need for damage tolerance requirements has occurred due to the ever present
drive to minimize engine weight through development of materials with increased strength and -

resistance to crack initiation. An undesirable but attendant feature of these new materials
has been a decrease resistance to crack propagation JFi.ure 4 and 5). As a result of thes LItrends , the F 1) and TF34 eng ine durab il i tv anid da nave tolerance assessments were performed.

Results of these analysis are shown in Figure 6.

ENSIP DAMAGE TOLERANCE REQUIREMENTS

General. Damage tolerance is defined as the ability of the engine to resist failure
due to the presence of flaws, cracks or other damage for a specified period of usage. The A

* damage tolerance approach to life management of cycle limited engine components is shown in
Figure 7. Components are designed so that the safety limit exceed 2X the required Inspec- Z
tion interval. The safety limit or residual life is the time for assumed initial flaws to

g row and cause failure. Since the requirement is to inspect at one-half the safety limit,
the design goal for the safety limit is 2X the required design life (i.e., no inspections). -

The minimum design requirement for the safety limit is 2X the planned depot visit interval.
* The basis and assumptions for initial flaws are covered elsewhere in this paper. An impor-

tant aspect of the damage tolerance requirement is that it applies only to fracture critical
parts which is also discussed elsewhere in this paper.

* It is required that the "cost" assa function of the "requirement" be defined via trade
* studies since the magnitude of the safety limit impacts overall engine configuration varia-

bles such as weight, costs, material selection, inspection methods and detail design. Trade
study results are used to set the damage tolerance requirement and associated variables.

Fracture Critical Components. Fracture critical components are defined as those com-

p onents whose failure will result in probable loss of the aircraft as a result of noncon-
tainment or, for single engine aircraft, power loss preventing sustained flight due to direct

* part failure or by causing other progressive part failures. Damage tolerance requirements
* are applied only to fracture critical components and not, in general, to durability critical
* components. As can be expected, component classification is affected by aircraft engine con-
* figuration, i.e., single engine or multi-engine. Component classification can, in some

instances, be rather subjective and historical records and experience gained during develop-
*ment tests should be used to aid in classification. Component classification is established
*early and is identified in the contract.

Initial Flaw Size. Initial flaws are assumed to exist in fracture critical components.
Experience has shown that premature cracking (i.e., crack initiation prior to the LCF limit)
occurs at high stressed areas and initial conditions have included both material and manu-

* facturing related quality variations (i.e., voids, inclusions, machining marks, scratches,
sharp cracks, etc.). The damage tolerance requirement uses a sharp crack initial flaw assum-
ption to characterize these abnormal initial conditions. Assumed initial imbedded flaw
sizes are based on the intrinsic material defect distribution or the Nondestructive Evalua-
tion (NDE) methods to be used during manufacture. An inspection reliability of 90 percent
Probability of Detection (POD) at the lower bound 95 percent Confidence Level (Cl.) is

- required for the assumed initial flaw sizes.
The assumed initial flaw size to account for intrinsic material defect distribution

should encompass 99.9 percent of the defect population if a scatter factor of two is used
to establish the inspection interval or 99.99 percent if a scatter factor of one is used.

An initial flaw size not less than 0.030 inch length (surface) or 0.015 inch by 0.015
inch length (corners) for nonconcentrated stress areas (bores, webs, etc.) is required.

6 Initial flaw sizes for other surface locations (holes, fillets, scallops, etc.) will be con-

s istent with the demonstrated capability (90% P00/95% CL) of the inspection systems pro-3
posed for use. It is recommend that initial design and sizing of components be based on
0.030 inch length surface flaws or 0i.015 inch by (0.015 inch corner crac':s. The basis for
this recommendation is two-fold: (I) To establish an intial flaw size ttat can be screened
by use of Fluorescent Penetrant Inspection (FPI) as the standard NDF method and (2) To pro-
vide capability for application of upgraded MOE methods at a few locations when required.

These flaw sizes ar intended to represent the maximum size damage that can be present
in a critical location after manufacture and/or inspection. The basis for these flaw sizes
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is the data on detection capability of the various NDE methods. These data are included and ..
discussed elsewhere in this paper.

The assumed initial flaw sizes for use in design are summarized in Figure 8.
Residual Strength. Residual strength is defined as the load carrying capability of a -

component at any time during service exposure period considering the presence of damage and
accounting for the growth of damage as a function of exposure time. The requirement is to
provide limit load residual strength capability throughout the service life of the component.
Expressed in another way, the minimum residual strength for each component (and location) must
be equal to the maximum stress that occurs within the applicable stress spectra based on the

- design duty cycle. Normal or expected overspeed due to control system tolerance and engine
deterioration is included in the residual strength requirement but fail safe conditions such
as burst margin are excluded. A pictorial presentation of the residual stren th requirement 

"  
* -

is shown in Figure 9.
Inspection Intervals. It is highly desirable to have no damage tolerance inspections -

required during the design lifetime of the engine. This inservice non-inspectable classifica- .
tion requires that components be designed such that the residual life or safety limit be "
twice the design life. Designing components as inservice non-inspectable is a requirement for
those components or locations which cannot be inspected during the depot maintenance cycle
(i.e., imbedded defect considerations and other non-inspectable areas).

It is recognized though that the weight penalty incurred to achieve a safety limit/
residual life/damage growth interval twice the design life may be prohibitive on some c mpo-
nents/locations. Therefore, inservice inspections will be allowed on some components sub-
ject to justification. The basis for the justification is characterization of the costs
as a function of the requirements as established by trade studies. Cost is usually in
terms of weight or Life Cycle Cost (LCC) and the requirement in terms of safety limit/ A
residual life/damage growth interval.

The depot or base level inspection interval for damage tolerance considerations should be
compatible with the overall engine maintenance plan. Once again, it is highly desirable
Lhat the inspection interval beequal to the hot part design service life as this is the
expected minimum depot or maintenance interval for the engine or module. I, is required
that the damage tolerance inspection interval be contained in the contract specification.

Flaw Growth. Flaw growth interval, safety limit and residual life are used inter-
changeably in this paper. It is required that the assumed initial flaw sizes will not
grow to critical size and cause failure of a component due to the application of the
required residual strength load in 2 times (2X) the inspection inerval. The flaw growth
interval is set equal to 2X the inspection interval to provide margin for the variability
that exists in the total process (i.e., inspection reliability, material properties, usage,
stress predictions, etc.), Factors other than 2 should be used when individual assess-
ments of the variables that affect crack growth can be made (e.g., to account for observed
scatter in crack growth during testing).

it is very important that the effects of vibratory stress on unstable crack growth be
accounted for in establishing the safety limit. Experience shows that the threshold
crack size can be significantly less than the critical crack size associated with the
material fracture toughness depending on the material, major stress cycle and the vibra-
tory stress. Indeed, as shown by Figure 10, the conventional Goodman Diagram say not
disclose the true sensitivity of initial defects to vibratory stresses. The threshold
crack size must be established at each individual sustained power condition (idle, cruise, "
intermediate) using the appropriate values of steady stress and vibratory stress. The
smallest threshold crack size will be used as a limiting value in calculation the safety

limit if it is less than the critical crack size associated with the material fracture
toughness.

The damage tole rance requirement allows rational assessment/accounting of the
variables which can affect the safety limit and calculation thereof subject to verifi-
cation by test. Examples include effects of surface enhancements such as cold expanded
holes, shot peening cnd proof test. Also, continuing damage is assumed at critical loca-
tions where the initial damage assumptions does not result in failure of the component
(e.g., the case of a free surface at a bolthole).

VERIFICATION.

Verification that danage tolerance criteria is met is assured via develcpment and
implementation of a damage tolerance control plan, by analysis and test, and by imple-
'entation of reliable inspection methods during manufacture and field/depot maintenance.

A da:mage tolerance control plan is prepared that identities and schedules each of
the tasks :id interfaces in the functional areas of design, materials selection, test,
Ma 1ufacturin, co ;t rol and inspection. Specific tasks tI;at are addressed in control
plan are shown in Figure 1 .

'!ost of the tasks to be contained in tile damage to>-cra ice co'lt 10i plan have bee:1
acconp Iished by e',i i e manutacturers in past develop:veiit i produn t ion pro.,ra's. How-
ever, the daia ,e tol,,rance require:ent now establ ished by the Air Force i ,poses tihe
-,d for new tasks as well as tighter controls and more inv lvc :')'" t t'(c' . tl' fi- - -

t 1 71al reas. L-xperi (nce indicates that the developmenit and impleI-i it iI ' oI a duaia e

to rance coitrol pla - is very diff icult but experience aIso shows very st r,,ni1lv that
d ve lop-v t of a plan results i-i a: improved understdoidi'c, of what i-iest do'e,. 1he

po rta'-ce ot iavi:.c, a p ani rests :L the involvement of :'iiI t p l pcIt ;oIa l ar eas a:nd

C r I t dc lIt v1 ot itv i n ass 4 cieid respons ibi i t i es for e a ch tas k.
\ part i Ilarly p"-portua't part ot tie damage tolerance co -trol pl - is tiet rt qiir-

t t or early trade st idies for desig:i co'icepts/materialiw i.ht per t0r anc ' /c ,st.

1 , t rad " stnid es are crit ieal to definin : cost versus reqnire-cit I .o ., weiht i-pact
i Pec t in o : r erva I

- ahyi's anid Ficst Reqi:rr-vnent. Sche:-at ics f or dana-i' toicra -e are shown i : Fiilres
d '3. PFJrt ic-lar , phasis is placed o V establishii, orrl,it Lo- o ,wc e analytical
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predictions and test measurements for growth of cracks in critical areas. Refined LU-
analysis models that predict the stress state at and away from the surface as well as
multiple cyclic tests of coupons, subcomponents and full scale components in the pre-
sence of initial damage are required. As with the overall ENSIP development philosophy,
damage tolerance analysis and tests are conducted early with minimum impact. Test require-
ments included speciment tests to define basic materials fracture data (i.e., KIC, Kc,
KISCC, da/dn), subcomponent tests to evaluate crack growth at typical critical features
(i.e., boltholes, fillet radii, snaps, etc.), spin pit test of full scale components
(e.g., disks, spacers, etc.) and engine test of pre-flawed components. Typical test con- '
figurations and imperical data are shown in Figures 14 - 17. Verification requirements
also include engine test with components that are pre-flawed or cracked in critical loca-
tions to determine the effects of the "real" environment (temperature and gradient,
vibration, etc.). Such tests must be closely controlled and monitored using the inspec-
tion requirements planned for service engines to assure safety of the test engine.

Non-Destructive Evaluation (NDE) requirements are implemented on fracture critical
parts during manufacture and during field/depot inspection to protect safety. Specific
inspection requirements are derived via design analysis tradeoffs between initial flaw
size assumption, stress level, and material properties for a given usage (stress environ-
ment spectrum). As discussed in the section on initial flaw size, a flaw size assumption
less than 0.030 inch surface length requires implementation of enhanced NDE (i.e., eddy
current). The ability of eddy current to reliably detect surface flaws down to 0.005
inch depth has been demonstrated in several applications. Primary emphasis on use of
eddy current is for stress concentration areas where a small flaw size assumption is
required to achieve the required residual life without excessive weight penalty. Typical
probability of detection data for eddy current is shown in Figure 18. A summary of eddy
current inspection requirements for Air Force engines is shown in Figure 19.

In general, Fluorescent Penetrant inspection (FPI) is specified for areas requiring
0.030 inch surface length or larger to achieve the required residual life. The ability
of current FPI processes in common use today to reliably detect .030 inch flaws is not
clear. Therefore, in some instances, eddy current may be specified for large areas if
susceptibility data indicates the need. Data generated on numerous demonstration pro-
grams clearly indicates that the FP1 process can be significantly improved over that in • "
gneneral use today via implementation of upgraded training, equipment and procedures L -
(proper cleaning including etch, hydrophilic emulsifier and wet developer). These demon-
stration programs have been conducted on several Air Force/Industry engine development
programs (FlOO, FIO, FIFO) and laboratory technology programs (Air Force Wright Aero-
nautical Laboratories). Some typical detection improvements that have been demonstrated
for upgraded FPI processes is shown in Figure 20. The critical need is to implement
the best FPI process within industry and within the Air Force logistics centers since
FPI will remain to be the most widely used method to inspect large areas for crack like .-
damage. f.

Another critical NDE need is to quantify the POD of ultrasonics to detect imbedded

defects in bulk volumes and to develop inspection methods for finished shapes. Very
limited data indicates that reliable detection limits may be as large as 2000 square mils
(i.e., approximately equal to a planar disc of 3/64 inch diameter). The goal is to
develop and implement ultrasonic inspection methods such that a residual life equal
to 2X the required life or inspection interval can be achieved assuming the largest
undetectable flaw size without excessive impact on weight.

Retirement-for-Cause. Traditionally, components whose dominant failure mode is
Low Cycle Fatigue (LCF) have been designed to a "crack initiation" criterion. Using
this approach, only one component in a population of 1000 would have actually initiated
a crack and the remaining 999 components would be discarded with substantial undefined
useful life to crack initiation remaining. Figure 21 shows that the difference between
the number of cycles to reach the "design allowable" curve and the population "average" - -
curve for an "average" component would have consumed only 10% or less of its potential
useful life-to-crack initiation. Under the initiation criterion, there is no way to
utilize this potential life without accepting a higher probability or failure of the
remaining components. .

Under the Retirement-for-Cause (RFC), this additional useful life can be utilized
by adopting a rejection criterion that uses each component in a population until it
specifically initiates a crack rather than rejecting the entire population on the
behavior of the statistical minimum. The development of fracture mechanics concepts
over the last several years has permitted the degree of predictability for crack propa-
gation rates necessary to implement such an approach on a safe basis.

The RFC concept would use the damage tolerance approach (shown in Figure 7) to
life management. In using RFC as an operating system, all components would be inspected 7 -7
first at the end ot a safety limit period divided by an appropriate safety margin and
only those components containing detectable cracks equal to or greater than A would
be retired or repaired. All others would be returned for additional service (with the
assadiption that if a flaw existed it would be smaller than AO) or another inspection
interval. In this way, the crack propagation residual life is continually reset to
a safe value. By following this approach, components are only rejected for cause (cracks)
and each component is allowed to operate fcr its own specific crack initiation life. It
should be noted that if a crack is missed at the first inspection interval, another
chanice should exist to find a larger crack.

It is clear that not all fatigue-limited components may be handled in this way, and
that each compone:t must be evaluated individually to determine the economic feasibility
of RFC. The inspection interval must be such that it does not place undue constraints
on the operationi of the component -t 1 t i -t o i t i i v I c i r-d WV-) ,,

, : v . ir . 1 , , , i ,i . IV , ,i
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tions, but for many high cost components limited by LCF, such as engine disks, this
approach does offer significant economic advantages.

It is also clear that in applying RFC, Non-Destructive Evaluation (NDE) becomes
acritical factor. The crack length determines the residual life of the component and its
detection is limited by the resolution and reliability of the inspection system employed.
In many cases, the decision as to whether or not RFC can be applied to a component will

be predicated upon the ability of available NDE approaches to detect initial flaw A i with
sufficient sensitivity and reliability. Because RFC procedure is based on damage
tolerance concepts, the NDE techniques can be selected, refined, and focused on a parti-
cular local area than attempting to critically inspect large areas.

In 1986, the United States Air Force will implement RFC on the FIOO engine which
powers both the F-15 and F-16 fleets. Figure22 shows the anticipated cost savings for , .
the remaining life of these weapon systems.

CONCLUSIONS

Damage tolerance requirements are major tools in the Engine Structural Integrity
Program to increase safety, readiness, and reduce life cycle costs. Non-destructive
Inspection methods are making rapid advances, particularly eddy current techniques for
focused inspections. Development efforts have identified process improvements that can
be implemented to improve FPI flaw detection reliability for large area inspections.
Damage tolerance design permits the use of Retirement-for-Cause (RFC) maintenance philo-
sophy on costly engine components which will reduce overhaul costs.
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ABSTRACT:

Numerous parameters affect the application of damage tolerance concepts to engine components. These
parameters are reviewed in the paper in relation to overall integration of each parameter into the damage - - -
tolerance design methodology. Parameters such as initial crack size, "defect" level associated with the " -
material and process, and model of the initial crack will be discussed as related to non-destructive
inspection and modelling the discontinuity within a framework such as generalized fracture mechanics.
Subsequent to characterization of the initial discontinuity or heterogeneity (d,h), or the likelihood of
forming one in the service cycle, it is necessary to evaluate the potential for growth of a (d,h).
Factors that affect the growth of a discontinuity in engines are: material, manufacturing route, stress
magnitude, stress state, (uniaxial, biaxial, triaxial), residual stress, temperature, loading waveform,
frequency of loading, loading spectrum, chemical environment. Furthermore, material properties of
importance are thresholds of growth, fatigue crack growth behavior, and toughness. Numerous synergisms
such as "creep-fatigue", "corrosion-fatigue", and fretting fatigue occur and must be considered.
Evaluation of these parameters will be discussed, gaps identified and, an overall plan to integrate these
into a safety critical component design methodology presented.

INTRODUCTION:

In 1920 Alan Griffith (1) published a paper that has become the basis for the modern theory of
fracture mechanics. It is said by many who knew Dr. Griffith well that the theory was developed to help
improve safety and durability of reciprocating engines that, allegedly, were failing at an alarming rate
during and after, World War I. This theory also is the basis for this conference in a sense along with
another uf Dr. Griffith's contributions. Both Sir Frank Whittle (2) and Hayne Constant (3), among others
review that Dr. Criffith wrote his theory of turbine design treatise in 1926, six years after his
significant contribution to the physics of Materials Behavior (1). Griffith's contributions to gas
turbine development until his death are well known. Here we are, forty five years after the former to -
review applications of damage tolerance concepts to gas turbine engines.

The "early pioneers" of gas turbine engines, such as Dr. Griffith, Mr. Whittle, Dr. Meyer
(Brown-Saveri), Mr. Constant, Dr. Von Ohain, all were concerned with the early failures of discs, blades,
shafts, bearings and other parts. As with most design innovations and evolution they (and their
respective teams) were more concerned with getting the turbines to work - see Figure 1(4). This is
always our first concern in design of a new system. In the case of gas turbines design modifications
were introduced to deal with premature failures as they were encountered. As with almost all designs we
find, subsequent to getting the system to work, that our assumptions, simplifications, oversights,
naivete; all help to get us in serious difficulty. The right side of Figure I tells us that in design we
then get into questions related to safety, reliability, durability, and integrity - the subject of this
specialist meeting.

Before I begin the technical discourse I wish to express my thanks to the organizers of the
conference and to the Structures and Materials Panel and Propulsion Panel of AGARD for asking me to give
this lecture. As many of you know this subject is near to my spirit and heart and I am thus deeply . .* .
honored and wish to formally say thanks. Inasmuch as I view my task as philosophical the paper presents
concepts, discusses integration and synthesis of these concepts into a structural integrity (SI design
system, and discusses needs for rather intensive research on the parameters involved to improve engine
design for structural integrity. Other papers in this conference will present more specific details, in '.-.
some cases with data, that complement this overview. Hopefully by the end of this brief two days
everyone will have a clearer picture of how to deal with structural integrity, ENSIP and the right side
of Figure 1.
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THE FRAMEWORK OF STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY:

Figure 2(5) illustrates the important stages of structural integrity planning. Specifications
written to precise technical requirements become the basis to implement SI technology and quality levels
for control are established as early as feasible. At the beginning stages of SI planning, consideration
is given to all of the following factors/parameters:

1) Stress, strain, loads, and temperature analysis,
2) Material selection,
3) Manufacturing processes,
4) Inspectability of component(s), %
5) Maintainability, ,

6) Non-destructive inspection, -
7) Material deformation and "failure" mechanisms, (, ,

" 8) Failure criteria,
9) Cracked component (fracture mechanics) analysis,
10) Fatigue design policy,
11) Wear design policy,
12) Creep design policy,
13) Corrosion design policy.

*i It is the job of teams of people, working through a well coordinated system, that all of these
parameters/factors are considered in assuring damage tolerance through a structural integrity program ,
such as ENSIP.

*Inasmuch as this paper deals with parameters that input to damage tolerance it would be prudent to
define these terms so all of us are using the same definition. A parameter is defined as:

1) An arbitrary constant whose value characterizes a number of a system;

a quantity that describes a statistical population.

2) Any of a set of physical properties whose values determine the characteristics or
behavior of something.

3) A characteristic element or factor.

" In this paper definition 3 and/or 2 are considered. DAMAGE, means loss due to injury or harm, is rather
nebulous and thus it will have to be defined more precisely. In relation to structural integrity it has
become clear that damage should be trackable; i.e. at any time some physical measurements could be taken
such that it could be determined whether "DAMAGE" has in fact occurred. Furthermore, in combination with
the measurement(s) various analyses could be conducted to assess the likelihood of an undesirable event

. (such as fracture) occurring. This is depicted conceptually in Figure 3. It should be pointed out that
damage (e.g. cracks) in many metals takes on the nature of highly discontinuous (tortuous) crack growth
if they are preferentially oriented/anisotropic. Many gas turbine materials; particularly blades and

, single crystals, disc alloys, and welds present many problems related to "DAMAGE" analysis. In SI
planning it is essential that we have both correlative and predictive tools. These should always be used
in conjunction with each other and the industry accumulated experience. It is important to keep this in
mind since we don't know everything to be as predictive as we would like.

Many of the elements that input to Damage Tolerant Design are shown in Figure 4(5). It is obvious
* that I cannot go into every one of the items shown in the figure. Rather, in this paper I will relate to
* the concepts involved in evaluating each of the elements shown. The need for a systematic approach
*." cannot be overemphasized at this point. As with all component designs the process begins by considering . .-

. all four of the following:

1) Material Behavior and Processing, 3--

2) Force/Load/Deflection/Temperature determination that inputs to stress, strain, and/or
stress intensity analysis,

3) Failure criteria, where the failure criteria are defined expl icitlv,

4) Inspection and monitoring to establish the state of the material/component/system.

in stress analysis, and the concomitant materials characterization to lead to configurational design,
most components are analyzed initially as if they were crack-free, homogeneous, and continuous. This is
mathematically convenient although often not correct. As is well known this very assumption of the
mathematical theory of elasticity has provided extreme resistance to Griffith's concept (1), ENSIP and
damage tolerant philosophies in general. The safe-life concept of design, and particularly tatigue
design of gas turbine components, evolved to support this perspective. However, from a sampling of
reality, as well as Griffith's theory and reasonable grounding in materials and their methods of
manufacture/assembly it is clear that one of the major hypotheses of the Griffith theory (1), i.e. that
all materials contain inherent discontinuities (d) and heterogeneities (h) and at times they can be
crack-like (cld, clh), is true. Then, using modifications and extensions of Griffith's concepts (modern
"Fracture Mechanics") it is possible to conduct cracked-body analysis. Since a crack is one form of
damage manifestation another world of analysis becomes possible and this is one of the important aspects
of damage tolerant based design.

The left column on Figure 4 shows methods by which a (cld) can be formed, given one (or more) are
not present initially. On the other hand, if one is there Initially then only the later three columns on
Figure 4 are necessary. Nonetheless, the SIP must permit all of the elements shown to be dealt with in
some manner as part of the damage tolerance evaluation. Inasmuch as all of the items shown in Figure
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4 provide a rather broad design challenge I am going to tone it down a bit for this paper. Since fatigue A
is a large enough subject, I am going to use it as the process to unfold the concepts and discussion. In , ,
the last part of the paper I will return to synergisms between cyclic loading and some of the other
processes. It will also become clearer why fatigue was picked for other reasons as well.

FATIGUE DESIGN POLICY:

Although economic/time, functional, and aesthetic constraints frequently provide the limit for
fatigue design of gas turbines (as well as most other components) those of us who are idealists would
like to think that some sort of Fatigue Design Policy would guide the fatigue design process. An example
of this is shown in Figure 5. The first dilemma we are confronted with is the concept of safe-life
fatigue design or damage tolerant fatigue design. (A recent U.S.F.A.A. workshop on fatigue design of
engine discs reviewed this aspect (6)).

At one of the precursors to this meeting two papers were presented that discussed some aspects of
this dilemma (7,8). Furthermore, reference 5,6 and 9 discuss other aspects of this dilemma. Basically
the dilemma has traditionally revolved around whether to assume crack-free material or cracked material. r ,
This aspect also has bveen described by Alexander (10), and Jeal (11), as well as others, related to gas

ovturbine components.

The philosophies, as applied to aircraft fatigue design particularly, are summarized as follows:

STRUCTURAL FATIGUE DESIGN PHILOSOPHIES

SAFE-LIFE DESIGN: Require analysis or testing to show that the probability
of any failure is "Extremely remote" for the assumed life
of the structure; finite life or "Infinite" life; no cracks.

DAMAGE TOLERANT
(including FAIL-
SAFE) DESIGN: Require a damaged structure to continue satisfactory per-

formance until "Damage" is discovered and remedial action complete. - .. -.

Critical Components (Areas on Components),

Multiple Load Paths (Redundancy),

Crack Stoppers,

Proof Testing,

Crack Growth Prediction Techniques,

.Inspection (Types).AK

The details of the safe-life concept are summarized in (12). Damage tolerance considers all the elements
of Figure 4 including the left column, which, as indicated earlier deals with the details of damage
formation and damage propagation (for the remainder of the discussion the aspects of crack formation and
crack propagation will be emphasized). Conceptually this is presented in "simple" form in Figure 6.
This figure forms the basis of much of the following discussion and thus should be thoroughly scrutinized %-%%
and comprehended before proceeding.

DAMAGE TOLERANT DESIGN:

At the AGARD propulsion panel meeting last year A. Mom provided an overview of AGARD SMP activities
and, in a sense, compared safe-life and the damage tolerant approach (13). His presentation stimulated a
a great deal of discussion related to the concept of damage tolerance compared to safe-life. Many of the
cld misconceptions came out - as they have in other areas of activity. Similar discussions took place
when ASIP was developed, as pointed out recently by 1'. Coranson (14) and T. Swift (15,16). -

When damage tolerance considerations are made it is by far easiest to consider, either by knowledge
or assumption, that a crack-like discontinuity already exists. Then, we need to only deal with the three
right columns of Figure 4. Even dealing with these is a large challenge however, because we need to know
all of the following parameters to accurately conduct the damage tolerant design:

A) Failure Criteria - end of life, risk analysis.

B) Crack - size, location in stress field, type, location with respect to inspection, -
potential mode of extension (1,11,111 or other), crack size with respect to
nicrostructure. Do continuum assumptions apply?

C) Forces/Loads/Deflections/Temperatures - magnitude, direction, state (uniaxial,
multiaxial), type - monotonic, sustained, cyclic, spectra, waveforms, phasing between .-

force and temperature cycling (in-or out of phase).

D) Subcritical/Critical Crack Growth Response of Material and component - crack growth
rates for conditions of Interest, transfer functions (similitude), toughness
(instability parameter), mechanisms of extension for materials of interest,
predictability from "models". Considerations of environment, waveform, spectra, and ." -'.'-

frequency are essential here.

All of these above aspects are part of a general damage tolerart design and are noted within Figures 4,6.

Discussion on each of the above is presented in the following subsections.
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A) Failure Criteria:

The failure criterion .s an implicit portion of the fatigue design philosophy and regrettably is not
taken seriously by most engineers/scientists. For example, in fatigue design of gas turbines many P? j- -"
"designers" have considered that they design for "initiation". The 'stages" of fatigue often have been
characterized by two parts as follows: '*.. .

Nt - Ni + N where: (1)

N is to be total life for a given failure criteria,

Ni is the cycles to "initiation", actually this is
cycles to crack detection but has frequently been

mistated by the community, . -

N is the "cycles of propagation'of cld's.

Even though formulation one is simplistic it does not appear to present a clear picture in relation to
the models needed for predictability. In the later 1960's and early 1970's it was decided other ways to
divide the process were required and these divisions could relate to the process of fatigue, the
micromechanics and macromechanics, the mechanics models to be used for prediction, and our understanding
(or lack thereof). This has recently been reviewed elsewhere (8,12,16,17). The essence of these
divisions is contained in Figures 7 and 8. Figure 7 relates to Figure 4. The four divisions of Figure 7
should be self-explanatory. Figure 8 simply indicates that the number of cycles to any time (AN) is a
parametric relationship with all of the factors listed. This will make our challenge very great as we AD
try to develop models for "prediction" of life.

If we can always state the failure criteria (fracture, crack detection, crack propagation of some
amount, deflection, etc) it would seem our job will be simplified a great deal. Furthermore, when this
is done, and if crack detection is a failure criterionthen it becomes obvious that inspection must be
coupled with any damage tolerance program (this is depicted in Figure 9) and discussed in (5,9,14-16).
In addition, the paper following this one will undoubtedly cover this aspect in great detail. As
indicated by A. Mom (13) the coupling of inspection to fatigue design is required for either damage - j.
tolerant design or safe-life ("initiation" based) designs. In damage tolerant design this requirement is
obvious. Apparently in safe-life design it is not so obvious to people. Figure 10 attempts to
illustrate why inspection is important in safe life design. If, as shown in the lower portion of the
figure, the critical crack size (determined by toughness/final fracture criteria/loads) becomes
approximately equal to or smaller than the "first crack" detectability size then fractures occur. Due to
the evolution of gas turbine design philosophy this has been, and currently often is, the case (6-8,10).

B) The Crack:

Inasmuch as item B will be discussed extensively by other speakers it will not be covered here. The
entire concept of inspection must be factored into fatigue design in all cases to assure that the
boundary conditions used in any life prediction are met. If one wishes to use one of the four fracture
mechanics formulations shown in Figure 11 then the crack(s) must be characterized as completely as
feasible.

C) Forces/Loads/Deflections/Temperatures:

The gas turbine design community has expended significant effort on this area for obvious reasons.
In my own view the effort has often been disproportionate to our knowledge of material bvehavior and
items A,B, and D in this discussion. This is not to say this area is unimportant because it is very
important. If we consider for a moment what are the minimal requirements for sustained load and cyclic
loading (fatigue) as depicted in Figures 12 and 13 respectively it is obvious why we must know as much
about these parameters as feasible. While we know a great deal about how to analytically model to
calculate forces, and in recent years have become more and more proficient at engine force/load "
monitoring, it is another matter to know how to use the loads in life prediction related to item D and
the synthesis into a damage tolerant life prediction methodology. T. Swift (9,15) has discussed the
importance of this field and T. Cruse (6) has emphasized its importance for gas turbines. This aspect
will be addressed further in this conference by (;. Asquith in general and A. Mom/L.ten Haave related to
TURBISTAN. The numerous aspects to be considered in relation to the load and its interaction with/on the
material is a fascinating - as well as frustrating field (Figure 12 and 13). The aspects of
thermomechanical fatigue, which in a sense results from combining the two figures, will be discussed more
by G. Harrison and T. Fdmonds in this conference. In addition, R. Bill (18,19) has presented the results
of two workshops on thermomechanical fatigue held at NASA-Lewis recently. This aspect must receive a
great deal more attention as we improve our gas turbine designs - with either philosophy.

In damage tolerant design we not only need the loads etc.to design the components but to use them to
establish material/component subcritical crack growth characteristics. -.- .

D) Subcritical Crack Growth and Critical Crack Growth of Materials/Components: ,. -

With guidance from all of the first three areas this area becomes essential to successful
!mplementation of darmage tolerance. As with A-C above this area is full of misconceptions and great
challenges - partly because the knowledge of B and C di,-tate a great deal of what can and must be done in . .

this area. The procedure for subcritical crack growth using fracture mechanics based methods has been -. '.

,utlined on numerous occasions - see for example (5,8,9,12,14-17). As discussed In all of these
referenes the following are necessary for satisfactory provision of the rcqiitred information:

1) Subcritical crack growth characteristics of material for conditions of interest,
consider: 0



Proper fracture mechanics model, LEFM, EPFM, load spectra
effects including waveform, environmental effects, stress
state effects, temperature (tmf), data analysis, presentation,
and test standards.

2) Understanding of material crack propagation so proper models
can be formulated and used.

3) Boundary conditions.

4) Critical crack growth characteristics.

The above items are summarized in Figures 14,15 and were developed in conjunction with . Jeal over the
past 13 years. These two figures can be used as a guide and forthcoming papers in the International
Journal of Fatigue will discuss them extensively. However, in the generation of subcritical crack growth
data for use in damage tolerant design it is essential that less emphasis be given to the fitting of data
unless it is for very specific conditions. Many people still believe there is a single fitting function
such as the Paris relation that works everywhere - this is not the case (see 9,12,14-17,20,21). Swift(9)
and this writer (16), as well as others, have recommended that actual fatigue crack growth data be
integrated to obtain either inspection intervals or total life for subcritical crack growth.

In order to successfully implement these data in design many items are required that we currently -.
have little information on. Some of these items are: N-.'

1) Boundary between region 2-3 in Figure 14. -- -"

2) Mechanics based method to describe crack growth in
region 2 of Figure 14 (see 12, 22-29).

3) Details of formation of cld in region 1 (see 12, 22)
for gas turbine materials.

4) Effects of Spectra. Dwell (see Larsen 21,25,29 and the
TURBISTAN discussion of this conference) effects. L

5) Multiaxial effects on crack growth.

6) TMF effects.

All of the above items must be known to the extent feasible for successful implementation of damage
tolerance.

SUMMARY:

The conceptual damage tolerance considerations to be used are shown in Figure 16. The items shown
* assume we are in areas of Figure 14 where the appropriate models apply. Thus, it is clear that Figure 16

mainly is concerned with Figure 14 region 3 as long as plasticity effects are not too large to violate
the appropriate assumptions. Regions I and 2 of Figures 14/15 obviously require a great deal more
information before we can confidently exploit damage tolerant design to assure life and durability.
Kolf(30) undoubtedly knew this when he wrote "However, durability or life is not readily determined
during development and remains a promise to be designed into the engine to achieve the life requirements
and reasonable cost of ownership". In order to fulfill the promise we are going to have to collectively
work very hard on all the items discussed no matter what philosophy we use. However, the Damage Tolerant
Philosophy provides the philosophical basis for a rational design philosophy because it emphasizes
trackable damage. The safe-life concept does not offer this advantage on a philosophical basis.
However, one can always say, in design of gas turbine components as well as others, design will be for
no-cracks and the detection of a defined crack con> Litutes failure as explicitly defined. On economic,
as well as safety, grounds this does not appear prudent. The following section presents some
recommendations related to this presentation.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

Throughout the text many of the requirements for information were noted. Some of the major - - ._
requirements are presented in this section. It must be emphasized that additional insights are required - * --. '.
on each of the areas cited. To overemphasize certain areas at the expense of others will undoubtedly
create difficulties. It is not clear to me how priorities can realistically be established. This does
give us the advantage (as many generals are quoted as claiming) of attacking on all fronts.

Inspection:

I am sure Mr. Taylor will address this issue extensively. It is clear from many works, particularly
encouraged by USAF to develop both ASIP and ENSIP, that improvement in inspection at all levels offers
real improvement. While this improves our damage tracking and "quality" assessment capability it does
not, however, solve the problem. It only provides a tool to keep track of things being there or not
there. We must improve our capabilities here but not lose perspective on its importance.

Haterial Behavior and Process Control:

These are areas that need very much more attention under the context of ENSIP and to improve gas
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turbin. design in general (31). Regions one and two are very much dominated by our collective knowledge
in the~e areas and it is very inadequate at present. Better understanding of crack formation by fatigue, - .
reep, corrosion, fretting, and "anomalous" behavior is essential to develop physics based models,

improve materials, devulop standard evaluation procedures (e.g.TURBISTAN), develop improved methods; and
to, know the boundary conditions that relate to application of the models. Improvements in understanding e•.. ..

crack growth when cracks are small with respect to structure are essential (7,8,12,17,22,32) to improve
models for life prediction, materials and processing improvements for improved crack propagation %
resistance. Better understanding of crack growth for EPFM or FPFM (elastic-plastic fracture mechanics)
is essential.

The roll of dwell effects must be researched and understood much better in future. Also, stress
state considerations in uncracked and cracked body design are not understood well at this stage.
Finally, the role of thermomechanical aspects must be understood better to improve tmf life estimation.

Coupled to all of the above is the need for a data compilation and collection for gas turbine engine
materials. Also, greater effort must be expended on standard test methods for materials
characterization. Many of these aspects already are underway within AGARD, several companies, and under
the auspices of military agencies. Undoubtedly this meeting will lead to expanded activity and
discussion.

Loads and Temperature Monitoring:

This aspect was discussed at the Propulsion panel meeting in the Netherlands last year as well as
ion previous AGARD activities. There is no doubt that this area has improved in recent years and further
improvements are forthcoming.

.-Analysis: .- ,

The development of computer hardware and software has outstripped our knowledge related to
inspection, materials behavior, rational models, processing effects, data generation techniques and
methods developments. Undoubtedly further progress is needed here but greater emphasis is needed to
improve the materials behavior - mechanics interfaces before improved analysis will get us far in
improving damage tolerance capability. It probably need not be said, but emphasis on analysis and model
development when cracks are short with respect to structure or when cracks are propagating in highly -

anisotropic elements is essential to progress.

Continued work on systematic integration of all of these parameters is essential but the damage
tolerant design philosophy provides a framework for this to occur. Even so, many of us find this all so '• - -

complex at times we try to revert to "no cracks".
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* OPEN LOOP DESIGN -MODIFICATION AND FEEDBACK BEGINS

CONCEPT CONFIGURATIONANUSRO

LOADDIG ANSD ONSIL

MATERIAL "CONTINUUM
SELECTION M EcCS

AND DESIGN FOR ISETO
PROPERTIES "INFINITE LIFE-

SAFE LIFEi;

HOW LONG DOES THE
DOES THE COMPONENT/ SYSTEM

COMPONENT/ SYSTEM LAST?
WORK? HOW SAFE IS IT ANYd TIME IN ITS USE CYCLE?

DSGTOPERFORMA NCE _RELIABILITY, DURABILITY,OAND ICRITERIA INTEGRITY CRITERIALEI NPRO ,uCLTyJ COMPATIBLE?

ope lop Pesivzn Modlif icat ion andi Feedback Begins. (4) Copyright D.W. Hoeppner and
Ih cv i ters ic c

ELEMENTS OF STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY PLANNING

UPDATE
MATERIALS INSPECTIONS

AND a SATISFACTORY

CUSTOMER PRELIMINARY DESIGN DMNTAE
REQUIREMENTS DESIGN DEVELOPMENT FABRICATION SERVICE STRUCTURAL

CRITERIA ANALYSIS QUALITY REPLACE UNSATSATR
CONTROL STRUCTURAL

ELEMENTS

EXPERIENCE

REVISE CRITERIA

2. a. c tir~l 11t."' itv Pl~lni (1)
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b FRACTURE V

DAMAGE

METALS -

CRACK LENGTJ C I.TICAL

COMPOSITES DAMAGE

BROKEN FIBERS
DELAMINATION
MATRIX CRACKING
COMPOSITE INSPECTION

CRACKING THRESHOLD
DEBONDS
VOIDS .+INITIAL "DISCONTINUITY"

CYCLES OF LOADING OR TIME

3. "Damage" accumulation with time or cycles. (Keynote lecture by D.W. Hoeppner on

Fatigue of Fiber Reinforced Composites, ASTM Symposium 1979 (San Francisco, CA),

cf. to M. Salkind, cf 1969/70 and cf D.W. Hoeppner 1965).

ELEMENTS OF DAMAGE TOLERANCE EVALUATION
NUCLEATION SUBCRITICAL UNSTABLE

OF CRACK-LIKE CRACK CRACK DAMAGE
DISCONTINUITY Wdi GROWTH PROPAGATION CONTAINMENT

0 CREEP 0 INHERENT 0' 0STRESS INTL14SITY 0 DYNAMIC CRACK
* CORROSION 0 CORROSION FATIGUE 0 ANALYSIS ARREST

*FATIGUE 0 5CC 0 FRACTURE 0 RESIDUAL STRENGTH
*WEAR 0 FATIGUE 0 TOUGHNESS
*FRETTING 0 DATA-(COI) 0 MEASUREMENTS
*SYNERGYSMS 0 STANDARDS

HYDROGENI
EMBRITTLEMENT

* FARICAIONRESIDUAL FATIGUE LIFE -METHODS DEVELOPMENT
* MATERIAL QUALITY
* IN-SERVICE DAMAGE
0 MAINTENANCE DAMAGE

EXAMPLE MODE I EXTENSION
D' CRACK-LIKE DISCONTINUITY

'o,,e of the basic elements for a simple damage tol erance evaluoat ion for a crack forming

at a hole and propagating by Mode I crack propagation only.
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I FATIGUE DESIGN POLICY - o

* ESTABLISH FATIGUE LIFE GOALS

. PHILOSOPHY - CRITERIA, METHOD (DESIGN RECIPE)

7 "SAFE-LIFE" *"INFINITE LIFE"

ONO CRACKS 0 SAFE-LIFE, FINITE-LIFE

REPLACEMENT TIMES

L FATIGUELCATTER, QUALITY , TRANSFE.."R-]""_ . .---..-

lIS

OCRACK GROWTH 0 ESTABLISH DAMAGE TYPE .

SINITIAL STATE OF QUALITY

LQUANTITATIVE INSPECTION

*INSPECTION INTERVALS

OPERFORM MISSION ANALYSIS; ACCUMULATE LOAD-LIFE HISTORY - w .LAnalytical and 1
xperimental -

stress analysis-

OTEST MATERIAL - JOINT - STRUCTURAL DETAILS TO SPECIFIC LOAD SPECTRUM

*ESTABLISH FATIGUE QUALITY GOALS AND DESIGN STRESS LIMITS

OSELECT "BEST" MATERIAL FOR APPLICATION

17CORROSION - "Thou shalt have no corrosion"

7 FRETTING "Thou shalt have no fretting"

7CREEP --,"Thou shalt have no creep"

V'1FATIGUE' [o Cracks
TTOUGHNESS €--Rate of Damage Propagation, da/dN

\, Residual Fatigue Life
.Residual Static Strength

7STRESS CORROSION , KIscc, da/dt

7 INTERACTIONS or SYNERGISMS .

7 STATIC STRENGTHS

*PROOF TEST DESIGNS (Components, Structural Systems)

ESTABLISH INSPECTION, MAINTENANCE, REPAIR PROCEDURES.

5. Fatigue Design Policy (4).

*.°",%-
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CRITICAL 
AL/~SIZE, ac /

Fat MINIMUMFracture IS TBEI:':":;::::
Instability -NSPECTABL

at ac for •a"
given material

toughness V

Inherent or service or IN-SERVICE INSPECTION, ax ':- '
jw ~maintenance-induced -. -

d discontinuity, ao

SUBCRITICAL CRACK GROWTH '
DURING SERVICE BY:

9 Overload- single cycle

* Cyclic Loading (fatigue)

* Sustained Loading (stress
corrosion cracking, hydrogen
embrittlement creep).

Given a discontinuity exists;

(1) Can it grow (propagate) in any way during use or storage?

(2) How fast can it propagate?

(3) If (1) occurs how big will the discontinuity become before yielding or fracture occur?

(4) Given (1), (2), (3), can it be detected prior to fracture?

6. The concept of crack extension (4,5).

AN=AN AN A~N +AT n S + N

ANT = total life - cycles
AN n  = cycles to nucleate a crack-like discontinuity

(d*) given one is not there initially.
Define d*!.

ANs = cycles of growth where growth is dependent
on the Structure of the material or the
Structural configuration

ANB/p = cycles of growth - characterizable by
Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics (LEFM);
continuum regime

AN = cycles of growth - characterizable by
plasticity which is too large to allow LEFM.
Thus, use Elastic Plastic Crack Mechanics
(EPCM) or Fully Plastic Crack Mechanics (FPCM)

. Possible divisions of the fati ite crack erowth proces (-, ,h-D H .

*=-;-:-:
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ANX

Varies with Material O

En v iro n m e n t'
Manuf acturing Chmsr
Radiation
Stress State
Geometry
Load Sequence (Spectrum,

f requency)
Know the; Material

Inspectability
"Fatigue Quality"

B. The change of cycles from an initial number N. to a final number (Nf) is given by ,N(X) which
varies with the quantities shown.

fatigue
Quality

I NSJPE CTION-PHYSICS

so__ IING
CONTINUUM METHOD%
MECHANICS

LIFE GOAL
SAFETY & DURABIL ITY

V- iiou fac tors that must be into e ito ma c toler int Jo -,,1
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_- --.- _- N,- = CYCLES TO CRACK DETECTION
LB N j ..-Y,$::

N 1NT +N N
"- ? -'- p.

NT  n S 11/

a CRACK SIZE AT DETECTION

aT a n+ a. + a. -

a =CRACK SIZE WHERE FRACTURE MECHANICSK
SIMILITUDE IS APPLICABLE.

0: CRITICAL CRACK SIZE

10. The cycles to detect (Nd) a given crack (ad) must he related to inspection capability,
-l toughness, inspectability, and subcritical crack growth rate (da/dt) as well as the . -

loads, temperatures and residual stresses. If these iro not integrated, as a damage
tolerance program empha sizes, th en ad could become equtal t' or less than the critical
crack size (ac) as shown in the lower part of the fivure.

y FRACTURE MECHANICS PROVIDES

I r0104w (XY)A CRACK TIP ANALYSIS (A),
A CRACK TIP DISPLACEMENT
ANALYSIS (B3), OR

AN ENERGY RATE ANALYSIS (C)

MATERIAL BEHAVIOR
LINEAR NON-LINEAR

(A) CRACK TIP STRESS ANALYSIS 0 CK SIZ

(B) DISPLACEMENT ANALYSIS

(C) ENERGY RATE ANALYSIS 8A

C2-:-27-: o1

FOUR PARAMETERS ARE AVAILABLE TO =u C2 - W
CHARACTERIZE THE CRACK TIP STRESS E a

AND STRAIN FIELDS, viz. K,.V, 6, Ji

11. Some provisions of a fracture mechanics an ha n r

crac sie (a ) a shwn i th lo er p rt f te fiber,. '..-'.. : '
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SUSTAINED LOAD-CREEP
Deformation
* Mechanical maerial

0 Thermal material

Su 4ained

load

Magnitude
Temperature
Environment-inert "
Stress State S
Residual Stress

Product form, thicknessCreep < , ~~~~geometry, inspectability ': :: '::

Pure loading effect

12. Basic inputs for Sustained load considerations. (Creep for example - similar inputs are
necessary for environmentally assisted sustained load crack; e.g. assisted by stress . -

corrosion cracking or hydrogen embrittlement. In ceramics this could be "static fatigue').

FATIGUE

0i Mechanical
Basic material

Response to iI
cyclic deformation ycl~~~oading |...:.

E.o

Stress state.. -. ..-
Stress range...-.- -

Stress amplitude
Frequency

Sequence of loading
(spectrum)
Time/waveform effects . .

Product form, thickness
geometry, inspectability -

t i eFatigue

13. Basic inputs to Cyclic load considerations (Fatigue).
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Discontinuity

Size
A--

Life

A: "FIRST" detectable crack
1: Nucleation phase, "NO CRACK"
2: "SMALL CRACK" phase - steps related to

local structure (Anisotropy)
3: Stress dominated crack growth, LEFM ,EPFM
4: Crack at length to produce instability

14. Conceptual aspects of discontinuity extension (4,5,6-D.W.1t, 8,11).

METHODS FOR EACH LIFE PHASE
"SMALL CRACK" Stress Dominated Failure

Nucleation Growth Crack Growth (Fracture)

Material failure Crack Prop. Fracture Kic etc.
mechanism with threshold mechanics
appropriate related to *similitude /LEFM C.O.D. . -

stress/strain structure *boundary PFM
life data (micro) cond. E ? Tensile!Tensile/ .

Nucleated Structure Data base compesslve
discontinuity dominated buckling
(not inherent) crack growth Appropriate

stress intensity
type,slze,location Mechanisms, factor

Presence of rate I- "

malignant D*,H °  Onset of Iitint
stressSize,iocation,typestress.. . .

Possibility of dominated Effects of
extraneous crack growth %R ratio
effects _

* Corrosion Effects of * Stress state / t
e Fretting *R ratio :Environment chem• Frttig • ralo It •Spectrum T"'"."""-
e Creep * Stress state /chem .'Spectrum

* Mechanical * EnvironmentL T -waveform
damage eSpectrum-waveform

15, Desi ,n rmethods for cach 1 i fe phase ,se ie -c ,,-e ib id li ure 14)l [
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CONCEPTUAL DAMAGE TOLERANCE CONSIDERATIONS

INITIAL SUBCRITICAL FRACTURE
DISCONTINUITY, GROWTH

DSC

ASSOCIATED ASSUME ANY DSCBELOW A DSC PROPAGATES AS CRACK IA CRACK PROPAGATES UNTIL
CONCEPTUAL GIVEN DETECTION LIMIT IS ~UNDER CYCLIC AND STATIC CRITICAL LOAD/CRACK SIZE
STEP PRESENT AT THE CRITICAL LOADING, RATE IS INFLUENCED IS REACHED: FRACTURE

LOCATION BY ENVIRONMENT x OCCURS

INFORMATION NDI INSPECTION LIMITS ANTICIPATED SERVICE I INFLUENCE OF LOAD
REQUIRED AND/OR PROOF CYCLE STRESSES AND IHISTORY & ENVIRONMENT

SCREENED LIMITS ENVIRONMENTS ON FINAL FRACTURE

REQUIRED [PROBABILITY OF DSC K, KKdiK.
DATA DETECTION VS. DSC SIZE - S K ETRIEKIKK,, 1 ,Kk

AND SHAPE AKk , da/dt vs. K..., IN SERVICE A., S,. ORSTICFAUR
I_ _ _ _ _ENVIRONMENT CRITERIA

FRACTURE SET INITIAL INSPECTION DETERMINE EXPECTED fSET INSPECTION INTERVALS
*CONTROL REQUIREMENT SERVICE LIFE jTO AVOID FRACTURE OR

STEPS ISELECT MATERIALS & LDETECT CRACK WELL
PROCESS CONTROLS VBEFORE INSTABILITY

x STATE CRACK PROPAGATION MODE

16. Many of the conceptual damage tolerance considerations are represented in this3
chart (4,5). 7
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LIMITATIONS OF MANUAL NOT SYSTEMS AND THE 'NO EYES' CONCEPT - ". ..

R G Taylor
Chief of NOT Technology ..

Rolls-Royce Limited
Derby

K UK

1 . INTRODUCTION

". For many years, the traditional role for non-destructive testing (NOT) has been
• confined to that of a goalkeeper, where it is assumed that NOT can prevent the

entry into service of components with harmful defects or to remove from service
those components that have become defective through usage.

Occasionally it is employed as a method of process control to highlight when
significant changes take place in either the manufacturing or life cycle. However,

. the emphasis is usually placed on the 'goalkeeper' philosophy particularly in
those industries, such as aerospace, where component failure is both costly and

* could result in loss of life.

Until recently, little or no attempt has been made to couple NOT with the life of
a part and it is unusual to consider the NOT requirements (and limitations) during
the design cycle. All too often the NOT requirements are only considered when the
first components are made and when any limitations imposed on NOT by the shape,
configuration or material is already a fact and beyond a stage when changes are
acceptable. It is also unlikely that in-service inspection requirements will be
considered until a problem arises in the field.

A further problem is the lack of understanding with respect to the reliability of
NOT, although the majority of experienced NOT practitioners will admit tc occasions
when defects, which should have been detected and rejected, have slipped through
the net. Recent studies carried out in the USA have demonstrated that unreliability .

* in NOT is a very real problem and weaknesses have been recognised in the
'engineering' of NOT techniques on components and perhaps more disturbing are the

* human factors which lead to defects being missed when the NDT engineering and
process parameters are correct.

•. It is not surprising, therefore, that premature component failure does occur due . -
to the weaknesses of NOT and the result has been costly and embarrassing in a
number of industries.

2. DEFECT TOLERANT DESIGN

* The recent change from the traditional lifing concepts in the aircraft industry,
which was established by component testing and an assumption that the material was
free from harmful defects (due to the 'NOT goalkeeper philosophy'), to the defect
tolerant design concept, has necessitated a serious review of both the strengths "
and weaknesses of non-destructive testing. The philosophy of designing and lifing
a critical component with the possible presence of a defect, just below the
'assumed' detection threshold, places on current NOT methods (and attitudes) a
responsibility they cannot achieve - to detect a defect with a very high degree of
reliability and to size it with a high level of accuracy.

It is no longer acceptable to ask "what is the smallest defect that can tie -.-. -
detected?" A much more important question to be answere is "what i!; the larges t 
defect that can be missed

2
".

- An analysis of the major problems associated with the curreit NDOT t ei(h lotq (-;n
- he summar:sed as follows:-

-1. Lack of NDT Considerations at the Design stage.

2. Inadequate 'engineering' of the NOT techniques. ,

- 3. Defect Detect ion Requirements which are oft en ton ruse to t he detvct ion. - ~~threshold. " ' "

4". Human f act o r s iri t he i nispec t i on r c c vI .

- It may not he possible to total ly eliminate al I of the weaknes;es of ND in the
foreseeable future but considerable improve ment; ran th' made hN attent ion to the 0
factors summarised above.
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5 NDT CONSIDERATIONS AT THE DESIGN STAGE

In the past, lack of NOT involvement at the Design Stage has resulted in severe C'..

limitations in the ability to achieve adequate NOT on fracture crtitical components,
particularly where sub-surface ultrasonic inspections are involved. The principal
activity for the NOT Engineer, at this stage, is to highlight to the Designer, the -

limitations of NOT imposed by the shape and configuration of the part. This NOT, %
input together with the Material Engineers' knowledge of the type, distribution and
orientation of defects, is intended to convey to the Designer, the likelihood of "
defects remaining in the part when all of the inspections have been carried out,

to enable him to assess those implications on the intended lifing objectives. At
this stage it may be possible to make minor modifications to the Design which would
considerably improve the NOT capabilities, or alterations to the material "
configuration (forging shape) which would allow a more searching inspection to be
carried out. Whether improvements can be made at this stage or not, it is essential V.
that the Designer is made aware of the limitations of NOT on his part and that he
finalises the design with that knowledge and agreement. Only when formal agreement vs
is reached between the Designer, Materials Engineer and NOT Engineer on the
limitations (in Rolls-Royce this is recognised by a formal statement and NOT
limitations drawing) can be detailed inspection plan (Quality Control Procedure) be
released. Final Agreement on the NOT limitations can not be completed until the
first parts are produced and inspected. Ultrasonic Inspectability (for sub-surface
defects) is dependant on the level of inherent material noise (grass) and the size
of defect that is to be detected must have a greater amplitude than the noise level.

4. ENGINEERING OF THE NOT TECHNIQUE

The recent Reliability Study of NOT in the inspection of Aircraft Engine Components -
highlights the importance of NOT Engineering to reliable NOT application. Details -
of the specific critieria necessary for successful NOT engineering are contained in " "
the report but in particular the objective of NOT Engineering concerns:

Correct selection of the NOT method

Obtain the maximum signal to noise ratio for the minimum defect size to be
detected.

Validation that the process can meet the intended specification consistently and

reliably. a
Seal the NDT documentation

Monitor, on a regular basis, that the process continues to meet the requirements.

In addition, it may be necessary to provide fixtures, tooling and defect panels or
sensors to minimise the effect of human variations.

5. DEFECT DETECTION REQUIREMENTS (QUALITY STANDARDS)

One of the main problems for NOT is the increasing demand to detect smaller defects "
which are extremely close to current detection thresholds. This is true for all
NDT methods and in particular to the ultrasonic inspection of critical parts for
sub surface defects. During the past TO years, the defect size required to he"
detected, has reduced from a No.3 hole (USA 3/64" dia) to a No.2 hole 2 64" dia
of a No.1 hole (1/64" dia) for some materials; in effect a reduction factor of 4 or N ....
greater of defect size, a reduction in the signal to noise ratio and a decrease in
detection reliability. In order to increase detection reliahilitN it is essential
to increase the signal to noise ratio (ie. a greater difference hetweeri the defect
signal and material noise). This increase is also required to int induce ef fectile
automation encessary to reduce the risks of human failure [see HUMAN tA C[OR5.

If we accept the argument that "the smaller the defect the lesser the rornfidence
in detecting it" it is unlikely that current NOT methods alone can ever achleve ."
the reliability necessary for defect tolerant design. Freedom from def,-ts; must
be assured by both stricter process control together with improve-d N0 technology.

6. HUMAN FACTORS IN THE INSPECTION CYCLE

Al though the 'HAVE CRACKI reliability study high 1 igh t ed anid qunt If I'd the humarl
factors prohlem in NDT, experienced NDT pract it ioners are well aware of t he
failI i ngs if t he hiumao be ing i n t he i nspec t1 n cy cle v. Had i ograpf is! t he ND t me thod
with the worst record of 'defect misses' simply becau e th. 'evidence' is a ailable
after the event ; however, it would be unwise (arid unt iue to sug1ge!;t that other NDT
methods aie less prone to human fal ure.

.°- % ' -..

------------------------------------------------'7
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Whilst it may be possible, by careful personnel selection, to minimise the risk of AL..
human failure, defect miscalls by the inspector must be accepted as an established
fact of life and a number of actions are required to eliminate the problem.

The most important requirement is to remove the human being from the inspection
cycle or, reduce the incidence of failure by enhancing defect detection (improving
signal to noise ratio) and to channel the attention of the inspector to the
defects. Substantial research and development is required to achieve these
ovjectives and within Rolls-Royce this was resulted in the "No Eyes" ND1 R&D V
programme.

Although much has been accomplished by automating the 'Search' procedure and in . - -
certain cases warning the operator that a defect has been detected, in the majority . .- ,
of cases, the inspector is still required to determine whether the 'call' is true
or false and to subsequently adjudicate on the acceptance or rejection of the real ,
calls. Nevertheless, these advances represent a considerable improvement in the
reliability of NDT since the tedium of distinguishing the good parts from 'bad' has
been eliminated and the inspector can now concentrate on the parts on which-
definitive judgements have to be made. The areas where improvements have been made
are:

Real Time X-Ray of Turbine Blades

Penetrani Inspeclion of Blades

Ultrasonic Inspection of Discs

Magnetic particle inspection of shafts

Various eddy current applications.

In each of these, the system passes components with 'indications' below a defined
level and rejects those parts with an indication above the level for adjudication
by the inspector. In some cases this can result in more than 80 of the components
being passed without any human intervention in either the processing or inspection L".
cycle. Development is continuing, in all of these fields, in an attempt to
completely eliminate the need for human involvement. However, a considerable
problem is yet to be resolved. The majority of NDT methods produce 'indications'
which may be real defects or 'the indications' may be spurious and non-malignant.
Whilst modern technology is generally capable of detecting indications, reliably
and consistently, modern technology does not yet possess the 'artificial intelligence'
which will enable it to distinguish between the real and the spurious and until this
is available the human being must remain in the inspection cycle.

finally, where it is still a requirement to provide high NDT reliability and where

it is not yet possible to utilise 'No Eyes' or 'semi-No Eyes' technology, the only

recourse available is to carry out 'dual inspections' in order to prevent or, at
best, minimise the number of defects that could slip through the net.

7. ACKNOLWEDGEMENT

Reliability of Non Destructive Inspections SA-ALC/MME 76.7.38.1 - December 1978
Prepared by Lockheed Georgia.

Reliability of Non Destructive Inspection of Aircraft Engine Components SA-ALC/MM-
8151 Januarv 1984. Prepared by Martin Marietta Denver Aerospace.
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I NDT "

Advent of fracture mechanics

Size of defect - Predictable life

Accuracy Reliability

VMi 18079

ENSIP NDT requirements

* Equipment 0 Improve signal -noise ratio

O Channel attention of inspector -
to flaws

* Provide positive assurances
equipment is performing
intended function

* Automate control and
programme functions
susceptible to human error

"No eyes" -

VM. 1T070
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Engineering ::. -

- .... -'

Define performance and life requirements

I .Optimise design & materials

4 _LL -2~ Define methods of manufacture NDT
methods and QAS

, -8- r----. A

.-. Rig & bench engine testing

Seal methods and release to production

VML 15078

Design

Materials

E Change forgingEngineering ,.-, - ...

Manufacture and COS QAS
service considerations Quality standards

T -. Accept limitations"

Forging .Cone of silence

Cos CPP etc
SI Initiate NDT developmentsFinished part Issue,''OCTP Aso.i;

Overhaul Provisional QAS

First parts"- " --

Verify NDT and grass.....

Raise first Prod QCTP

Subject to MCR
VMt 11074
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AL

S ENSIP NDT

Preliminary conclusions - Aero engine parts

Average Best
Magnetic inspection POD 600/ - .300" crack 65% -250

Penetrant inspection 90%/ .220' 90%/ .175
Eddy current 90%/ .090' 90%/ .030
Ultrasonic 80%/a- .375" 90%/ -. 180

* Average results obtained from majority of technicians

* '3est results obtained from top 10%/ technicians

DISCS WHEELS SHAFTS NDT Rt AND D SHEET 2

*OJECTIVE POSSIBLE SOLUTION ACTIVITY BY COST
___________ ___________ 0 83 82 83 80 S

ACCOUSTIC EMISSION Ongoing Ptrogramme ARL RR £30 K MoD

g) Signal 1No1ise Enhantement Ouotatkon Received Pantatron 1119 K)

and CScanC ICe

hI Signal Interpretation Brochure Being Prepared Not yet
known

Internal Drum )1 Scan UV Lovers WoolI Initial discussions £7.5 K
Surface
Inspection All I) Flying Spot (Vis) Feasibility Study Done SIRA (10 K -J1; r
suarf aces rtt yl

2. 1MP AUTOMATION OF

SENSITIVITY a) Penetrant inspection Prototype Ready Ardrox Ill K)

RR Shop Trials and

PRODUCTION c) Magnetic Inspection CS 110 K

*SERVICE d) Eddy Current Computer Programme of
Existing System on Fan Reutl£20K C Ie
Di c 'Blade Improved euto 120K C>Ae

Probes

a) Ultrasonic Programme ongtcing RA Already
Sonic Funded V£ re ii q
00"n Univ

HER IREMENT All NOT Meth~dS USACISRL BR and CS 1Ii
FOR CAUSES us
IRFC) ________I__ Comeniesl III__II

IS MAY 'So M 30

VML ISC4

kill



I Fluorescent penetrant inspection
Lower 95% confidence limit

II
I- 4, Independent inspections
I- 3, Independent inspections

III - 2, Independent inspections
IV - Single inspection

Crack depth (3:1 aspect ratio)

Relative Amplitudes for 1/64, 2/64'& 3/64

F.B.H. Targets Set to the same Sensitivity.

100%--

50%-

* Grass Level

3/64 2/64 1/64
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THE ROLE OF THERMAL AND STRESS ANALYSES IN rHE APPLICATION OF
DAMAGE TOLERANT DESIGN

by

G. F. Harrison
Propulsion Department,

RAE Pyestock, Farnborough, V
Hants, ENGLAND

and
T. H. Edmunds

Rolls-Royce, Ltd
P0 Box 3, Filton, Bristol,

ENGLAND ..A i

SUMMARY

The paper illustrates some of the important factors affecting the accuracy of
proven analysis techniques in support of a damage tolerant design methodology.
Temperature sensitivity analysis and the relevance of component geometry in controlling
material response to external loading are discussed. The requirement to translate
characterised material behaviour into models suitable in stress analysis is demonstrated.
Examples identifying critical stresses and critical locations in typical engine discs are
presented. The implementation of fracture mechanics analysis methods to these regions is
discussed. Finally their relevance to damage tolerant design concepts is evaluated.

I INTRODUCTION

One of the most significant consequences of the stringent lifing rules currently in . -

force for aero engine components is that manufacturers have safety records of which they - jS,.
can he moderately satisfied. Between 1978 and 1981 all three major manufacturers of " - ,
large fan engines - (Rolls-Royce, General Electric and Pratt & Whitney) - limited uncon-
tained failures of rotating parts to 0.63 to 0.65 per million flying hours . Such low
failure rates are a consequence of the restricted lives placed on rotating components by
the manufacturer.

The declared safe lives for these 'Group A' parts are derived from both full scale
and laboratory test results, modified using statistical correction factors based on
scatter in material properties and mission profiles. The safety criterion for UK engine 7
discs is that on removal from service not more than I in 750 should exhibit a small but
detectable crack. It is estimated that in achieving this rate, over 80% of the discs
will have utilised less than half their safe lives.

In the current economic climate with airlines and airforces both trying to reduce
'cost of ownership' there is a strong motivation to extend overhaul periods and to alter
or replace existing lifing procedures so that the maximum proportion of the disc life can Jir-
he utilised without compromising safety. Of much greater importance than economic argu-
ments is the fact that, to meet the increasing engine requirements of higher thrust-to-
weight ratios, discs are being designed to run more highly stressed. These highly
stressed components show an increased defect sensitivity and a 'life to first crack' phi-
Iosophy may be neither conservative nor even meaningful. To fill this gap there has been
a move to use fracture mechanics concepts for predicting service life and, more recently,
t,) embody this within damage tolerant design concepts. Under this approach discs are
removed from service before an assumed inherent flaw is calculated or observed to have
;r'iwn to a critical size. Broadly the philosophy should allow a larger proportion of the -
safe life to he utilised.

For a typical disc material the failure distribution from -3: to +3o (where a is ., - ,
standard deviation) is likely to occur over a range in life of about a factor of 6. For
a required life this is equivalent to the maximum stress that the weakest batch of a " .""
material can sustain being about 30% below the stress which the average material can
sustain. In practice a further safety margin is allowed and the design line may be
located at a position which is only 2/3 of that corresponding to the -3o line. This
gives an operating stress which is a further 15% below the stress that the average
material can sustain for this life.

The additional margin anticipates inaccuracies in estimating stress and temperature
distributions, material variability and variations in service usage. It implies that as
the number of parameters controlling component life increases, the more accurately each
must he calculated and weighted according to its contribution to life consumption.
Furthermore if a greater proportion of the available disc life is to he used in service
without a higher risk of failure, parameters affecting life must be calculated and moni-
tored to a greater accuracy so that their effects on component life can he summated.

The major factors controlling the lives of discs in service ire the magnitudes and
variations in the stress and temperatures experienced. The role of thermal and stress
analysis is to calculate these so that service lives may be optimised. However before
discussing these factors it is useful to consider some practical aspects of numerical 0

* modelling techniques. 7
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2 NUMERICAL MODELLING AND DISCRETISATION

This section relates mainly to the use of techniques in general rather than
detailed characterisation of the material. The Finite Element Method is probably the
most widely used method for calculating stresses and temperatures for service components. ." ,.
Assuming that the most appropriate element type has been selected and control parameters
have been set to ensure converged solutions, the algorithm employed can have a marked
influence on the required computing time. This was demonstrated in some recent work at g
RAE in which several non-linear methods were applied to analyse the elasto-plastic
stress distributions at the root of a notched cantilever bend specimen used for low cycle
fatigue studies. To compare the speeds and the convergence rates, identical loading
histories were used with each algorithm. The finite element idealisation of the specimen
required 252 twenty-node isoparametric brick elements, 1719 nodes and a maximum front
width of 498 degrees of freedom. Best and worst results are shown in Table 1. .....-.

Table 1 r

COMPARISON OF CPU TIME WITH DIFFERENT LOADING ALGORITHMS

Total number
Algorithm of iterations CPU time

Initial stiffness 55 4h 36m 0

Tangent stiffness 23 24h 48m

When using the tangent stiffness algorithm, the stiffness matrix is recalculated at
the start of each iteration. The results illustrate the expected rapid convergence of
the iterative procedure and that the reduction of a new stiffness matrix for every itera-
tion is computationally time consuming. In comparison the initial stiffness method needs
many iterations but since the elastic stiffness matrix is used throughout, the method is
extremely efficient.

These findings will apply to most computer problems involving large numbers of non-
linear equations and show that suppressing reformulation of the stiffness matrix may
reduce considerably the solution time without loss of accuracy.

In any analysis a compromise has to be reached between accuracy and computer CPU
time (ie cost). For the example illustrated the less efficient tangent stiffness method
took more than 5 times the CPU time of the initial stiffness method and so, with the same . . .
limitation on computer access, using the initial stiffness algorithm a much finer mesh
can he employed. Table 2 illustrates the effects of mesh size on calculated stress
lev,!Is for a typical feature in a turbine disc for a small engine.

The difference between the two sets of results is largely a consequence of the ana-
lysis procedure in which stress values are calculated for a discrete number of integra-
tion points within the element and then linearly extrapolated to the element boundaries.
to obtain nodal values. Thus the coarse mesh involves greater extrapolation but since
urface stress levels can he critical, it is not good practice to extrapolate over rela-

t ively large distances.

Table 2

EFFECT OF MESH SIZE ON E[.AStIC SrRESS LEVELS

Mesh size von Mises Principal
stress (MPa) stress (MPa)

Fine 1170 1390

Coarse' 1089 1350

If the disc is loadeit to a lev-l that induces. plasticity, then the difference in
.'-lc1latoed pe')k srs;es between coarso and fine discrptisation will he reduced. lsing a
7 'erso "mesh t he pik iri ,: ipal stress may he calculated to be at the surface whereas with
the finer noe;ih it -an be shown t ,cj r below the surface. The siqnificance of this will

-,o isvissd 1ater.

1 THERHMAL -TRS Mol)KL[ IN

lom,-nt size 'a an alo affect frie a-curacy obtainod from thermal tress calclla- 1 ciiI
ns. A typical c nve jeid thermal solut ion usin second or-or elenents may represent - " - '
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temperature as a piece-wise quadratic within each element. However, the same structural [ ..-
mesh cannot represent a quadratic variation of strain and hence local stress errors can -
be introduced. The position is worsened by the temperature dependence of the expansion
coefficient.

An example illustrating the magnitude of this inaccuracy can be seen by considering
a temperature variation across the cob of a disc. For illustration this has been .

simplified to a thin plate with the unidirectional temperature gradient shown in Table 3
and modelled using eight second order elements. Since the plate contains no geometric V
constraint it is free to expand and hence should be unstressed. The non-zero stresses .
calculated along the centreline of the plate are also presented in Table 3.

Table 3

THERMAL STRESS ANALYSIS (F AN UNCONSTRAINED THIN PLATE -.

. Position Temperature *C Longitudinal stress MPa Transverse stress MPa

*Edge 525 -5.34 -10.4
447 4.58 15.2
380 -4.98 - 8.75
327 4.21 15.9
289 -1.06 - 5.53
261 1.85 8.33
241 -1.04 - 2.13

01231 0.78 4.29
Cob centre 225 -0.30 - 1.09

The errors illustrated are of the order of 2% of the peak service stresses but in the
real situation they could be even greater. To minimise these it is necessary to use a
fine mesh and/or higher order elements.

Additional to computational aspects, since material behaviour is highly sensitive
to temperature, accurate determination of the latter is essential. Temperature gradients
across rotating turbine discs are functions of conductive heat flow within the disc and
convective and radiative heat flow at the surfaces. 8oundary layer heat transfer coef-
ficients are extremely difficult to quantify and in practice accurate temperatures are
best determined by measurement using thermocouples, radiation pyrometers or thermal
paint. Since these data are not available at the time of design it is necessary to use
heat transfer coefficients based on past experience.

Qualitatively the effects of temperature can be summarised as follows. For a
soaked high temp rature condition, the rim of a disc is hotter than the bore.
Differential expansions result in the diaphragm being subjected to radial tensile
stresses, the cob to hoop tensile stresses and the rim to hoop compressive stresses.
Conversely, during deceleration, the rim cools more quickly and a reverse temperature
gradient can be established with the rim being subjected to high tensile hoop stress, the
web to radial compressive and the cob to hoop compressive stresses.

The effects of temperature can be illustrated in more detail by reference to its
influence during specific parts of the flight cycle.

Early in the take-off sequence a maximum temperature gradient is established bet-
ween the cold interior of the cob and surrounding parts of the disc. A simple thermal
sensitivity analysis can be performed to investigate the dependence of the induced
stresses on temperature variations. The results of such an analysis are illustrated in
Fig 1. The maximum hoop stress is liiearly related to the temperature difference between
the surface and the centre of the cob. The extrapolation to isothermal conditions indi-
cates the hoop stress due solely to mechanical loading, and in the present case this is
about 680 MPa. The additional diagram on Fig 1 exemplifies the 'onion ring' stress con-
tours of a disc for a transient temperature difference of 300*C.

For this disc it is considered that during the take-off sequence the cob experien-
ces a maximum temperature difference of 150 ± 25°C. This produces a variation of < 5%
in the calculated peak transient hoop stress (1200 MPa ± 5%). A similar analysis shows
that during the shutdown sequence the magnitude of the maximum thermally induced
compressive stress is 40% of the peak tensile value.

A sensitivity analysis can also be carried out for an idealised cruise condition.
For the case considered, temperatures at the rim and bore have been estimated to be 650*C
and 300*C respectively. Calculations indicate that under these conditions the 1ximum
steady state hoop stress at the bore is about 80% of the peak transient value. Tt is
noteworthy that this calculated stress value is not particularly sensitive to inc-
curacies in the estimated temperatures and variations of 50*C in the operating tem-
perature difference alter the calculated peak hoop stresses by only 5%. Extrapolation
to isothermal conditions confirms the previous value for the peak hoop stress due solely
to mechanical loading (680 MPa). This is again about '0% of the peak steady state
stress level. Although the latter situation is physically unrealistic this confirmation
of the level of mechanical stresses provides confidence in the analyses.
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4 MATERIAL MODELLING

In the discussions on temperature sensitivity, the stress calculations assumed that
the disc remained elastic. In general it is good practice to carry out a full plastic
analysis of the disc, which requires tensile stress-strain data over a range of tem-
peratures likely to be experienced by the disc. The tensile stress-strain curves are
affected not only by minor compositional and structural variations between samples of a
material, but also by the strain rates during testing. The influence of the latter fac-
tor increases progressively as the testing temperature increases. Fig 2 shows a schema- "
tic tensile curve. Curves representing fully elastic and ideal plastic material have
been added to illustrate extremes of mechanical behaviour.

The following examples have been selected to illustrate some of the effects of
material properties on predicted stresses in components.

In general terms, for a stress concentration feature at low temperatures the
strongest samples of a material might remain elastic whereas weaker samples of the same
material might be expected to yield. Furthermore, for a stress concentration feature at
a high temperature, stronger samples may behave in the typical elastic-plastic manner
whereas weaker samples of the same material, could tend towards elastic-ideal plastic
behaviour, especially at slow strain rates.

Figs 3(a), (b) and (c) show van Mises and maximum principal stress gradients at a
typical stress concentration feature in a small turbine disc. The effects of extremes in
material behaviour are illustrated in Figs 3(a) and (c), where respectively the material
is assumed to behave in an elastic and in an ideal-plastic manner. Fig 3(b) illustrates
the results likely to be obtained for a typical material.

These conventional stress analyses predict the response of the material to
monotonic loading conditions. However prolonged engine service with complex mechanical
and thermal cycling can alter the response of the material to the induced loads through
processes such as creep relaxation or dynamic softening. Examples of these effects will
be given by reference to the analyses of a titanium model disc which was cycled to
failure in a spin-pit test. Fig 4(a) illustrates the hoop stress distribution along the -> - -
centreline of the disc. The results were obtained using conventional tensile stress-
strain data. On completion of the experimental test, standard fractographic examination -. -
revealed the location of the the initial cracked region in the disc and this has been
identified in the figure. Typical of many situations in which stress redistribution
takes place, the cracks occurred sub surface.

Neither von Mises stress nor the maximum principal (hoop) stress, which is .
illustrated in Fig 4(a), predict the failure region in the disc. However in practice at
temperatures below ?00*C, several titanium alloys are known to accumulate strain when
under constant load and a corollary to this is that in a disc rotating at constant. .
speed, plastic strain will occur but in this case, at a stress concentration feature it
will be accompanied by stress relaxation. Since the only relevant materials information
*used in a conventional stress analysis is stress-strain data no account is taken of this
behaviour and so, before a more accurate estimation of the stress distribution can be
obtained, an improved characterisation of material response to the induced mechanical
cycle is required. In defining laboratory tests to achieve this, points to be considered
include whether the tests should be stress or strain controlled and whether periods of
time on or off load affect material behaviour. Additionally the stress analysis of Fig
4a is valid for the first loading cycle and shows that during this cycle the whole of the
cob undergoes non-uniform plastic deformation. Hence the most satisfactory simulation of
the material behaviour may be achieved by strain control tests.

Appropriate simulation of material behaviour requires recognition of two further
points. Firstly, the model disc tests incorporate dwell periods at maximum speeds and
this can be simulated in the strain control tests by sustaining the peak strain for a
similar duration. Secondly, the minimum strains imposed during strain control testing
must he selected to simulate the compressive stresses remaining in the disc after the
load is removed. This is a much more difficult requirement to fulfil and needs detailed
assessment. Results from the earlier analysis showed that on unloading the remaining
compressive stresses are much less than the compressived yield point. However, practical
experience warns that, for a typical zero to max strain test on a laboratory specimen,
should yielding occur to the extent experienced in the disc, the accompanying stress

. cycle will alter from the initial zero to max stress such that at 'shakedown', stress
levels will tend towards a fully reversed stress cycle. This implies that a zero minimum
strain level is too severe to model accurately the small compressive stress levels
remaining in the disc, and leads to the requirement that the lower strain control limit
should have a tensile value.

A series of these tests can be used to characterise a material's response to cyclic
load ing. This has then to be represented as a materials behaviour model acceptable for
analysis purposes. Peak shakedown stress against corresponding total accumulated strain
provides a suitable form and allows a dynamic stress-strain curve to be constructed. The
use o)f such a materials model in a stress analysis of the same problem as for Fig 4a
gives the results shown in Fig 4b (static and dynamic stress strain curves are schemat i-
cally compared in Fig 9).

The dynamic stress-strain curve reflects 'shakedrwn' cnditions hut pr, vid -s no *
infornation on the progresivo tr,-,nsition F -ron initial t-o shakedown stre s

L .-i
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distributions. Equally it is impractical to model individually -lusands of loading
cycles. Nevertheless, since transient behaviour may influence inAl shakedown con- .,-

ditions, information on this may be important. It can he nhti,ined by performing a time-
dependent analysis. From such an analysis the estimated stress distribution after 100h
load is presented in Fig 4c. The results were obtained using the MARC* analysis package
with an RAE user-developed subroutine incorporating a creep equation for deformation

behaviour. Comparing the predicted failure locations in Fig 4b and 4c the dynamic
stress-strain curve gives a better result than the full creep analysis. Computing times
on a Vax 11/750 minicomputer were 20 min for the dynamic curve analysis and 100 min for q
the creep, making the dynamic analysis particularly attractive.

The relatively poor predictions of the creep analysis arises because it is found " .

that under cyclic loading with dwell-on-load, strain accumulates slightly faster than
under simple static creep and so the creep equation used to predict Fig 4b still did not
accurately model the material response to the imposed cyclic loading. If the additional %
effects of loading are taken into account, close agreement is obtained with the results
from the dynamic analysis. The results in this section demonstrate that to obtain rele-
vant stress distributions in discs care must be taken to characterise correctly material
behaviour.

5 IDENTIFICATION OF CRITICAL STRESSES AND LOCATIONS

Having completed the stress analysis of a disc, a further problem is to determine
whether, von Mises stress, equivalent plastic strain or maximum principal stress should
he used to correlate behaviour. This section examines these options in respect to
methods available for estimating disc life.

For the model disc associated with Fig 4, the von Mises stresses are highest at the
bore although cracks initiate within the cob, the exact location coinciding with the peak
hoop stress (ie maximum principal stress) as shown in Fig 4a.

The distribution of stresses around a stress concentration feature in a small cast
disc are presented in Fig 6 and some details are given in Table 4.,,4 -;

Table 4

ASSESSMENT OF STRESSES AT VARYING DEPTHS IN THE FAILURE REGION
OF A SMALL GAS TURBINE DISC

Stress MPa Cracking Relative crack
Plastic susceptibility growth rates

Location strainon Maximum 0 a*
Mises principal( p(x 10) 1 p  

3/ 2

1,01 MNr.

Crack Surface 719 897 4.9 63 9.0
site 5% depth 717 932 2.6 48 9.3

10% depth 706 1013 0.7 27 10.1
15% depth 700 1004 0.4 6 10.0
20% depth 604 864 0.0 0 8.6

COB 716 608 2.7 32 6.1

assumed flaw size a = 0.1 mm

The results show that for a range of locations there is little difference in the von
Mises stress levels. In contrast, plastic strains and principal stresses show marked
differences. Indeed the greatest plastic strain in the vicinity of the failure site is
approximately twice that in the cob region and more significantly, peak maximum principal
stress is almost twice that in the cob region. Similar results are obtained when
increasing the peak rotational speed (Table 5) and as will be seen later, by altering the
local geometry.

Table 5

EFFECT OF OVERSPEED ON STRESSES IN THE FAILURE REGION

Stress MPa
Speed Plastic strain e (x 10)von Mises Maximum principal P (x 1

Design speed 717 895 2.2

5% overspeed 718 933 3.6

10% overspeed 719 986 4.3

Tradename of MARC Analysis Research Corporation .



In Fig 7 lines have been drawn at selected nodes to indicate the operating direc- :3i.
tions of the maximum principal stresses in the failure region of the disc. The dots
shown in this figure indicate that at these positions the principal stress perpendicular
to this plane, (ie the hoop direction) has now become the maximum principal stress.
Examination of cracked disc shows that the cracks grow perpendicular to these directions,
supporting the importance of principal stress as a parameter controlling disc life. If
flaws are present, relative crack growth rates at the various positions are also pre-
sented in Table 4. The results emphasise the importance of principal stress as a disc
life limiting parameter and the significance of this will be discussed further in V
section 7.

The results also show that the plasticity is greatest in surface regions. In the "..;-'
absence of an inherent defect, the crack site will be related to a combination of the .... %
operating stress and the local plastic strain, and so an approximate crack susceptibility
factor, a ic I can sometimes be used. This factor has heen selected over the more

physically attractive energy term (ocp ) because from the limited information available -

principal stress is more important in controlling crack initiation than plastic It
should be noted that the factor is used to indicate the likely cracking position and is
not associated with stress intensity.

6 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

Having identified the failure region in the disc as illustrated through the results . .
in Tables 4 and 5 the next stage is to investigate possible design modifications which
will increase the life at this location.

A useful concept in disc design is the 'free hoop radius'. This is the radius at
which a thin free ring of the same material as the disc, would have the identical radial

" growth. If a design modification adds material inside this radius it should reduce local
hoop stresses and should be self supporting. Material added outside the free hoop radius
has to be partly supported by the existing disc and therefore increases stresses
elsewhere.

Table 6 illustrates peak von Mises and principal stresses in the failure region of
a disc as the local profile is altered. For comparison purposes peak bore region
stresses are included. Again it can be seen that increasing the radius has an

Table 6

EFFECT OF INCREASING CRITICAL RADIUS ON LOCAL STRESSES

AND SUSCEPTIBILITY TO CRACKING

Stress MPa Patc Cracking Relative crack
Locatreak a Psti susceptibility growth rates :Location von IPeak maximum sri

Mises principal(I )  (X 10-
) C a /a** (. --0-aA

I p Ip MNM-3 /2

*R 721 1140 8.5 105 36

2R 719 1040 4.9 73 10.4

6R 713 880 1.6 35 9.8

Cob 716 608 2.7 32 6.1

*R is the original radius at the limiting feature
•* assumed flaw size, a , = 0.1 mm

insignificant effect on the local von Mises stress level. In contrast there is a large
reduction in local plastic strain, accompanied by a significant reduction in peak prin-
cipal stress. As far as disc life limiting factors are concerned, a reduction in the
critical radius by a factor of 6 still gives a peak principal stress level which is
higher than that in the cob region. Thus if a flaw is present, the crack propagation
rate will be higher than in the cob. However, the local plastic strain is only about 0.6
of the peak bore strain and so the susceptibility parameters, a1  , are similar,_

indicating that this is close to optimum design. Indeed, increasing the radius further
adds material outside the free hoop radius and has therefore to be supported.

Designing components in which the stress systems redirect or turn the crack is a 49
useful way of allowing larger crack growth prior to failure. This extra life should he
used only as a safety factor if occurring in the cob region and in the rim it should be
used to minimise the amount of material shed should a crack propagate.

It is well established that von Mises stress is ,nost appropriate for characterising
multiaxial creep processes and plastic flow. However, the results in Table 6 indicate
for discs that equivalent plastic strain is a more sensitive measure of material beha-
viour and support its use as a control parameter in Tow Cycle Fatigue studies. In plain
specimen LCF testing, the imposed strain is applied over the whole gauge volume and the
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subsequent crack growth is rapid since it is in a constant or, following crack growth, an AL
* increasing stress field. In a disc, specific strain levels apply over very small volumes ..

and growth is generally into a decreasing stress field. Hence failure in a simple
laboratory test cannot be easily equated to failure in a disc. Nevertheless for a given
strain level, crack initiation is likely to occur in a similar number of cycles and so
the laboratory failure curve can be used to estimate crack initiation in the disc.

For cast materials incurring over 0.1% plastic strain, failure can occur in about
100 cycles so that for a range of loading conditions, crack initiation is a relatively
easy event and therefore arguments with respect to inherent and induced cracks become
largely irrelevent. Hence discs of these materials may be cracked for most or even all -.
of their lives, although initially crack sizes may be below typical limits of detection. . -% .

In practice, providing a suitable initial size is assumed in the crack propagation analy-
sis, it should be possible to estimate safe lives for these discs. Indeed ENSIP lifing
rules assume that flaws are present at critical locations and if applied to the results
in Table 4 would lead to the prediction that cracks at the sub-surface position grow at a
rate which would be 10% faster than at the surface and 66% faster than in the cob.

7 DISC LIFING PROCEDURES

Having established the important factors controlling material behaviour and identi- .. -
fying their distributions, the next stage is to use these in a life determination exer-
cise. Two approaches have emerged, the traditional life to first crack and more recently
the application of fracture mechanics and damage tolerant design concepts. Progressively
the latter is assuming greater importance. Indeed the potential of modern high strength
disc materials may only be fully exploited by instituting such procedures. Firstly
however the 'life to first crack' approach will be examined briefly.

7.1 Life to first crack

Currently, design curves are based on disc spinning results i d/or laboratory LCF
data which have been modified using statistics to produce the design curve for the disc. -"

Essentially this is a crack initiation approach in which the disc is considered to be
life expired once a crack has been detected. Superficially it may be considered to have
the advantage that no detailed understanding of the mechanisms of failure is required,
however if life predictions are to be made with confidence it is essential to establish
the limitations of the method employed.

In practice spin-pit tests are normally conducted isothermally and service thermal
stress is allowed for by increasing the disc speed. Typical effects of test overspeed on
stress distribution in the critical region of a disc are presented in Fig 8. It can be

. seen that the 40% overspeed test has achieved the peak stress level of the service disc,
however the associated stress gradients do not correlate as well. This poor agreement is

" also reflected in both equivalent strain and principal stress values. For the reasons
stated earlier, these differences should have little effect on the conventional "life to - .
first crack". In contrast they will have a larger effect on the disc burst life which
includes a significant contribution from the crack growth stage. Techniques for quan-
tifying crack growth will be considered in the next section.

. 7.2 Crack propagation life

Within the overall fatigue endurance life of a disc, various phenomena operate in
the crack initiation and propagation phases. Manufacturing induced defects and service
imposed local strain events, separately, or in combination, control disc crack ini-
tiation. To assess fully the effects of the initial crack or defect, it is necessary to
estimate its crack propagation life and the major numerical problem in this is the deter-
mination of the operating stress intensity factors. Detailed assessment of fracture 3

,. mechanics computations is outside the scope of this paper. Nevertheless since stress
intensities are calculated from the results of stress analyses a brief resume will be

* given of some of the techniques employed and the likely accuracies of the results.

The initial problem in such a stress analysis is the modelling of the mesh near the * . -

crack tip so that the singularity in stress can be represented with sufficient accuracy.
Many methods are available, a typical one being to degenerate standard 8-noded isopara-
metric elements to triangles and to move the aidside nodes adjacent to the crack tiD to
quarter point positions. Using such elements in a stress analysis satisfies the I/r
singularity in the stress field. The resultant errors obtained in stress intensity
values calculated from stresses and displacements or strain energy release rates are
generally within ±3%.

Although only propagation life is controlled by the stress intensity parameter it
is now known, thanks to greater sensitivity of laboratory methods, that crack propagation
is occurring during the main part of a components life. Howeve-, there is a lower crack
size limit to stress intensity controlled crack growth. Haddad has proposed the use of
an '10' parameter which is function of threshold stress intensity and the fatigue
endurance stress and in a simplified form relates to the crack size which must be
exceeded before continuum mechanics can be applied.

The integrated form of the standard crack growth equation, da/dN = cAK , can he
used to estimate the number of cycles, N, between initial, ao, and final safe crack
size, al, as shown: 0



ao . - . ' '
a1  da A

J c (AK)-
a0

and

AK =Go ".. u~ .j .

where c and n are material parameters and can be determined by standard tests. G is :.
a function of crack geometry.

Numerical procedures are frequently used to fit particular forms of f(AK) to the I %
raw da/dN - AK data obtained from laboratory crack propagation tests. For illustration,
Fig 9 shows two possible representations of the same data and Table 8 shows the results
when these, and two additional expressions are applied to a typical propagation analysis.
It can be seen that for this exercise the choice of law can influence the life by about
13%.

Table 7

CALCULATED LIVES WITH SELECTED CRACK PROPAGATION EQUATIONS

Form of law RMS error in AK Calculated life (cycles)

C(AK)n 15% 5169

EXP(C sin h (C 2 log AK + C 3 ) + C 4 )  3.3% 5338

*C(AK - eKTH )n/((I-R) K c- AK) 1.6% 4749

Linear interpolation on raw data N/A 5412

To avoid cycle-by-cycle integration, a numerical quadrature scheme is often used
and may include a second order, predictor-corrector algorithm with a fixed relative
change in crack length per step. For a typical propagation analysis the associated
accuracy is illustrated in Table 8.

Despite the importance of these results, non-through surface and corner cracks are

more important to discs and will be discussed in the following section.

Table 8 7

TYPICAL ERRORS ASSOCIATED WITH CRACK STEP LENGTH

Relative change in crack Number of eyaluations % Error
length in one step of -in lie

0.01 742
0.02 372
0.05 152 0.03
0.1 78 0. 25
0.2 40 0.80
0.5 18 4.64

Althot;gh a few 3D finite element analyses growing cracks in components have been
r-?pirteJi, for example Ref 5, currently this is an expensive design procedure. For simple W

,eometris, snolutions have been tabulated in Refs 6 and 7, for example, and these are
accurate to within 5%. However, for complex cases when the crack is of the same size as

1 local strucfural feature it is necessary to use an alternative method such as apprxi-
mating the (,reen's function of the component by that of a rectangular block. It is then
possible to use the stresses in the uncracked body and the tabulated solutions to esti-
mate the stress intensity factors in the component. The accuracy of this type of proce- . •

dire is hard to ,quantify but, without extreme care, the errors can he greater than 20%. 11

Recently the approach in Ref 6 has been extended to the analysis of small non-
throug;h cracks oC(ccurring within the plastic strain fields of notch bend fatigue
specimensS. It was shown that these behave similarly to long cracks, provided the
appropriate stress values are used. In this case the plastic stresses adjacent to the
crack fronts rather than the remote stresses were used to calculate the stress intensity.
In practice, although disc materials may initially deform plastically, in most situations
these conponents quickly shakedown to essentially elastic behaviour. Hence although the
approach may not he strictly correct, when applied with caution, et-r-Ors should be small.
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With these assumptions and using average short crack stress intensity values, it is A L3-
" possible to superimpose both short corner and centre, crack propagation rate data on the

long crack best fit line, Fig 10. As shown in this figure, the assumptions are also
* valid for short cracks in model discs.

* The above technique has been applied to the small engine disc referred to pre-
viously. Modelling the cracks as semicircular flaws in a finite block gives a value for
G = 2.32. Assuming a = 0.5 mm and that after initial plastic flow has occurred the
material behaves elasqically, the estimated disc lives are within 15% of the values
calculated from spin-pit test results. ..itn 1 o e s

8 SERVICE MONITORING

In any lifing procedure, it is essential that actual service usage be monitored and * . \
compared to the design assumptions. This requires the stresses and temperatures from w%' -i
flight recorded data. An approach to this formidable computational task is described in
Ref 9. In this an algorithm is described which is capable of reproducing the results of t V..
the finite element models discussed earlier to an accuracy of ±5%.

9 DAMAGE TOLERANT CONCEPTS

The optimised design of severely loaded components such as gas turbine discs is a
balance between low weight and high strength. Demands for increased engine performance
have progressively resulted in higher stresses in discs and this has in turn resulted in
the development and use of specialised high strength alloys. In general, these have a
different failure criterion compared to conventional wrought discs, and hence require new
lifing concepts (eg ENSIP) to realise their full potentials. Indeed the current paper is
particularly relevant to two aspects of the proposed ENSIP lifing regulations.

Firstly, a main objective of these lifing rules is to apply damage tolerant con-
cepts to those critical parts where failure could result in the loss of an aircraft.
Engine discs with their high rotational energies fall into this category and to achieve
adequate damage tolerance their stress distributions must be accurately predicted and
controlled. The section on numerical analysis showed that if the disc is modelled with
insufficient detail not only will there be errors in the calculated stress levels but
also in the predicted failure positions. This can have serious ramifications when
attempting to control the stress distribution to achieve damage tolerance.

Secondly, and of greater importance, it is suggested in ENSIP that structural pro-
perties used in design shall be the minimum of the specified values. This, surprisingly,
may lead to the optimistic lifing of some components. The implication of Fig 3 is that,
due to smaller amounts of plasticity, discs of higher strength batches of a given
material may be stressed to a greater degree than discs manufactured from minimum
strength samples of the material. Thus, in the presence of a flaw, they will have higher
stress intensities and hence the paradox that the life expectancy of discs manufactured
from high strength samples may be lower than those of poorer quality material and con-
sequently may be lower than the predicted life using the method proposed in ENSIP.

rhe success, in the finite element analysis context, of using the dynamic stress-
strain curve in modelling the material response to cyclic loading, indicates a require-
ment to develop and expand the material characterisation. Under cyclic loading con-
ditions, material in the region of a stress concentration feature such as a bolt-hole may
experience almost fully reversed stress cycles and, in contrast in the cob region, the
situation may be closer to repeated tensile stress cycling. The significance is that
different loading sequences can produce varying material responses and hence different
dynamic stress-strain relationships. Thus in a stress analysis forming part of a service
usage assessment, it may be necessary to employ a series of dynamic stress-strain curves
which have been obtained under the cyclic conditions most appropriate to the specific
regions.

Statistical analysis indicates that current lifing rules result in some 80% of tur-
bine disc, being retired from service having used less than half their available safe
life. With reference to any alternative lifing technique having to achieve a greater
utilisation of available safe life, the results in Table 6 are important. These show
that even with the largest radius considered (the '6R' geometry), the maximum principal W
stress is much greater than at the cob and consequently, assuming the presence of flaws,
crack propagation rates will be correspondingly faster. However in the absence of a
flaw, plastic strain is greater in the cob region. Therefore, on the basis of results
from simple strain controlled fatigue tests, cracking could occur in this region prior to
the critical location. Complementary to this, the thermal analysis shows that the tran-
sient temperature differences during the take-off and landing sequences may induce the
largest stresses experienced by the disc and again these are most severe in the cb. In .
practice, because of lower principal stresses in this region the crack should propagate
at A slow rate. Unfortunately this crack is likely to initiate at a sub-surface location
with the accompanying detection (and lifing) difficulties. These examples illustrate the
requirement for careful inspection of the whole disc.

The effects of surface defects can possibly be simulated in spin-pit tests by
introducing artificial cracks at critical locations. Unfortunately, as Fig 7 illustra-
tes, for any region where plastic flow occurs, the critical location is skih-surfAce and 0i

%-.° -I
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it is not possible to simulate embedded defects in these locations, although pessimistic -
safe lives may be estimated by introducing an artificial surface flaw to the appropriate
depth.

To calculate the full thermal contribution to life consumption, heat transfer
models have to predict component temperatures as a function of flight conditions. In the
past there has been inadequate identification of the service usage critical to the lifing
of individual components. However in-flight recorders now allow accurate monitoring of
service profiles. A recent approach to the analysis of such information is based on U
carrying out continuous but simplified thermal and stress analyses and then using corre-
lating tables/constants for translating these results to corresponding full scale analy- -
ses. This has the potential for on-board installation, and accurate monitoring of damage ...

accumulation. It may therefore provide a realistic way of meeting the requirement for *-2'*, .. z-
in-flight transient thermal and stress analyses. .'.' ,

10 CONCLUDING REMARKS

In the design and subsequent life assessment of discs the requirement for accurate
stress an temperature analyses has been demonstrated. The influences of mesh size and
material response and the role of shakedown stress have been illustrated.

The importance of local strain and principal stress has been shown. A parameter
to assess sensitivity to cracking has been suggested to aid the evaluation of design
modifications.

Of the numerical inaccuracies considered, it has been recognised that the major
problem relates to the determination of stress intensity factors at complex structural
details.

Finally, the importance of accurately modelling materials behaviour has been con-
sidered in relation to a design code.
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SUMMARY

A review of the damage tolerance methodology is presented refering the main factors, parameters and ''

* computacional procedure for the assessment of flaws in the structure in order to avoid fatigue failures.

Flaw acceptance and fatigue design methods are also reviewed and discussed. *

Results of a defect tolerance study in cruciform welded joints of low and medium strength steels are

presented. Theoretical defect tolerance curves relating initial flaw sizes, applied nominal stress, endu-

. rance and weld and plate geometry are obtained. The results are compared with some experimental data and

also with the quality level curves proposed in the PD 6493 document for fusion welded joints.

The outline of the fatigue life prediction method and defect analysis in ductile materials such as --- '-

themedium strength Al-Mg alloy 5083 is presented. COD and J integral data in this material is presented in

the temperature range -120
0
C to 200

0
C.

I. THE DAMAGE TOLERANCE METHODOLOGY

Damage tolerance or defect tolerance acceptance methods are quite extensively used in the aircraft

and aerospace industries. Many excelent reviews on the subject are available describing with some detail

the damage tolerance methodology applied to components and structures in the aircraft field(l,2,3).While

it is not the purpose of this paper to present the background of the damage tolerance it is important to

" start with refer the most important parameters of the damage tolerance analysis. Thus, parameters such as

- initial flaw size and flaw distribution

- stress spectra

- stress distribution and stress concentration factors

- environmental conditions (temperature,level of corrosion, etc.)

- stress intensity factor formulation A

- threshold and fatigue crack propagation data

- stress corrosion data

- service life and endurance

" - inspection intervals

- fracture toughness data

are the basis of any damage tolerance prediction method.

In many advanced industries such as the aircraft industry a damage tolerance assessment program is

usually carried out either in the prototype stage of structural developement or in the early stages of the

structure life. The main objective of the damage tolerance assessment is to define structural life,opera-

tional limits and establish improved structural inspection requirements. An operational life in terms of - -

flight hours is previously defined and the structural life of the aircraft determined using Fracture Mecha

nics, should be greater then the operational life. A damage tolerance assessment program is normally car-

. ried out in five stages:

(1) Preliminary Damage Tolerance Assessment

(2) Initial Quality Assessment

(3) Stress Spectra Development

(4) Operational Limits and Inspection Requirements

(5) Individual Aircraft Tracking Program

Each one of these stages will now be explained with some detail.

In the Preliminary Damage Tolerance Assessment one selects and evaluates potentially critical stru-

tural areas which could affect safety. Candidate critical areas are systematically identified and screen-

ed using available stress and fatigue analysis data, service experience and nondestructive inspection da-

ta. Hence, the potentially critical structural items are identified, and to each location an assessment is

made of its degree of criticality. The degree of criticality depends on several factors. For example there

are areas where a single failure would result in the loss of the structure. These' would he con-idered mo-

re critical than areas which could sustain a failure without loss of structure. Another important factor

is the inspectabilitv. Areas more difficult to inspect are considered more critical than others. In pract-

ice it means that, due to economic reasons, these areas will be inspected less frequentlv and this must he

taken into account in the inspection intervals. Additional considerations affecting the degree of critica-

lity are:

- material type and thickness

- strength and fatigue design margins

- crack growth rates

• - stress concentrations

- load transfer

- service experience

- test data 9
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Usudily, aftei a detailed analysis has been carried out, only a few areas are judged sufficiently cri 3.
tical to warrant detailed analysis.

The purpose of the Initial Quality Assessment is to assess the initial manufacturing quality of the

structure and to determine the maximum size of initial flaws that could be expected. A statistical distri-
bution of initial manufacturing flaws could be obtained using either

(a) analysis of nondestructive records of flaw shape, distribution and location obtained in the act-

ual or in a similar structure. a:_
I (b) analysis of crack propagation tests performed in selected parts of the structure

The nondestructive record analysis is comparatively straightforward to carry out, and only requires

a well qualified and trained operator and a extensive collection of records for the selected critical
areas. However NDT is not able to detect flaws with sizes below the values quoted in Table 1 (4) --

* However it is always possible to start the Fracture Mechanics with the assumption that an initial ,'.. -.j flaw (with a size equivalent to the flaw detection limits) exists in the critical location, However, this

approach may not be adequate, due to all the factors affecting the detection limits. A better method(though
more expensive) it to obtain the sizes of the initial manufacturing flaws as outlined in (b). The proce-

dure is to fatigue test the selected component using a generally modified constant amplitude spectrum to
allow adequate fatigue marking. The crack then initiates and propagates to failure. A fractographic analy-

sis of the crack surfaces can reveal the initial size of the crack. After the initial sizes are obtained

in each location, the data is statistically evaluated. Often a log normal probability distribution is ob-

TABLE l-Estimated variations in flaw detection limits by type of inspection (in rmm) (in Pettit & Krupp,1974).

NDT Technique Surface cracks Internal flaws

Processing Fatigue Voids Cracks

Test specimens, laboratory inspection -

Visual' 1.25 0.75 + + . ,

Ultrasonic 0.12 0.12 0.35 2.0
Magnetic particle 0.75 0.75 7.5 7.5
Penetrant 0.25 0.5 + +
Radiography 0.5 0.5 0.25 0.75
Eddy current 0.25 0.25 + +

Production partz:, production inspectionIVisual 2.5 6,0 + +
Ultrasonic 3.0 3.0 5.0 3.0
Magnetic particle 2.5 4.0 + +
Penetrant 1.5 1.5 + +
Radiography 5.0 * 1.25 *

Eddy current 2.5 5.0 + +

Cleaned structures, service inspection

Visual 6.0 12.0 + +
Ultrasonic 5.0 5.0 4.0 5.0

Magnetic particle 6.0 10.0 + +
Penetrant 1.25 1.25 + +
Radiography 12.0 * 4.0 *

Eddy current 5.0 6.0 + +

Not applic','e. t Use with magnifer. * Not possible for tight cracks. (Based on 25-mm ferritic steel,

surface 63 RIS.)

tained and in such a case the plot schematically shown in Figure 1 shows the percentage of cumulative number *,

of flaws against its equivalent initial flaw size. Assuming a certain probability of occurence and a given

confidence limit the maximum initial manufacturing flaw size can be obtained. This value defines the initial
.jua lity assessment in the structure.

'he Stress Spectra Development task consists of tie development of baseline representative stress spec

tra to be used to obtain the operational limits and inspection requirements for the critical items identi-
fied in the Preliminary Damage Tolerance Assessment. The principal stresses are then computed for the criti
cal items and for each loading condition, The accuracy of the analytical stress equations can be checked
ar;ainst stres.es measured in service.

Tile Operational limits and Inspection Requirements are established conducting crack growth analysis
;nd tests for the critical areas selecte d in the Preliminary Damage Tolerance using the results of the sta-
tistical distribution of initial manufacturing flaws and the stress spectra as the stress input. The opera-
tional limits are based upon conservative assumptions to prevent loss of the worst case situation. The ope-
rational limit is the service usage interval beyond which :r potential failure of tile unrepaired structure
could result in a linal or complete failure. -he operational limits for each critical item or location can
be calculated integrat nr an appropriate tati ue crack g'rowth rate equation from an initial flaw size to a

critical crack size. lie initial flaw size could be either the initial manufacturin, flaw size defined in
Ficure I or tile largest flaw with :1 certain shape that w,,ould remoin i undetected duritg fabrication oI tile
structure. lhe critical crack sizes are dependent on the residual strentlh of tlo structure which may he de

fined on tie basis )f two requirements, both schreaticll v ,'-fined in FigIrire 2.
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*a) the structure must be capable of sustaining design limit load
(b) the structure must be capable of sustaining the maximum load expected during the inspection period(e.g. .'.'.

one half of the operational limit)

The crack growth rate data selected for the analysis should be representative of the material, thick-
ness, environment and stress ratio. The stress intensity factor formulation should be appropriate for the
shape and type of defect and loading mode. The crack integration model should account for variable ampli- *_ , .

tude loading usually occuring in realistic service spectra and account also for crack growth retardation
phenomena (5). Different retardation models can be used for that purpose (5,6) and the cycle-by-cycle inte - *-
gration process is the more commonly used. In this process crack growth is predicted based on accumulation .. -
of increments caused by each load application defined in the stress spectra and considering crack growth re " "
tardation. In some cases crack retardation is not considered if the currently applied load develops a plas-,
tic zone to or past one previously developed (greatest elastic-plastic interface). Retardation is general- ."- *,

ly taken into account if the current load develops a plastic zone smaller than the one which preceeded it.

The Paris (7) and Forman (8) crack growth rate equations are normally used in the crack growth compu-
tation.

The final element of the crack growth analysis is the determination of the critical stress intensity
or fracture toughness. Fracture toughness data should be obtained for the materials, thickness and tempera.
ture of interest. Finally the crack length increments can be computed with the application of the stress c•
cles defined in the stress spectra and taking into account the details mentioned before. The calculation
ends when the current crack length and minimum required residual strength load produced a stress intensity
equal to the fracture toughness. The number of cycles obtained in the calculation constitutes the opera-
tional limit of the critical location being considered. .

The corresponding crack sizes to the inspection interval chosen can be calculated using the same pro-
cedure. This calculated crack size can then be compared with the size measured during the inspections and . .
therefore an assessment of component integrity can be done during the inspection period. If, for exam-
ple, the measured crack size in the location is greater than the calculated or expected crack size the com
ponent must be removed or repaired.

In the aircraft industry the Individual Aircraft Tracking Program is applicable to monitor damage in
individual aircraft. This turns out to be necessary because the operational limits and inspection inter - •
vals are usually established for baseline usage and this varies from aircraft to aircraft. More details of
this method may be found in (9).

To summarise the individual points mentioned above the following diagram describes a typical damage
tolerance computational sequence

COMPONENT GEOMETRY

Crack location
Initial flaw size, ao, and shape

ENVIRONMENT

MATERIAL PROPERTIES
• Chemical composition
Heat treatment

* Tensile and cyclic data
Fracture toughness data
Stress corrosion data

LOAD SPECTRA
Constant amplitude K SOLUTIONS

•Block loading .Tabulated values
Floc loadin .Finite element routines

. Frequency; stress ratio AJ OR ELASTIC-PLASTIC
STRESSES IN THE CRACKED AREA SOLUTIONS
STRESS CONCENTRATION FACTORS Tabuated values

FATIGUE CRACK GROWTH DATA .Numerical or analytical
I solutionsda da f(J )" " "

dN=f(AK,R) and (or) f(AJR)
THRESHOLD, AK .

thI
CRACK CLOSURE DATA .__.

(:YCLI-;-BY-(:YCLE- NUMERICAL.
INrE(;RAT ION

a. a ~da

and a. • a

DLA)GF TOLERANCE CURVES RESIDUAL STRENGTH CURVES
f (N, )j , = f(a)
,(f (,,a()

In the present paper two applications of the dama e tolerance methcdclcwv, not specific of air-
craft structures, are described. li first one presents defect tolerance d,t. for plate spe (timns and fil-
let(cruciform) welded joints of low and medium strenth steels. TIce se'ond study iluIcides c1nly the fractu-

7.
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re toughness data and the outline of an elastic-plastic fracture mechanics analysis both for the medium

strength AI-Mg alloy 5083. ' .

2. FLAW ACCEPTANCE METHODOLOGY AND ANALYSIS IN WELDED JOINTS

Welded joints are quite extensively used in structural applications. For fatigue loading existing de-
sign codes(10,11) give a set of S-N curves each one applicable to a specific type detail and loading mode.
The influence of weld defects and plate and weld geometry is not taken into account in these design curves,
which are usually the lower bound of experimental results obtained for that type of weld detail.

In welded joints fatigue cracks usually initiate in stress concentration areas like the weld toe and
weld root. Since the initiation period is generally small fatigue failure is mainly a crack propagation
phenomenon occupying the total of the fatigue life.

In 1980 the BSI produced a document (PD 6493) (12) presenting for the first time a fatigue design me-
thodology for welded joints where an assessment of pre-existing planar or non planar defects could be made
using Fracture Mechanics methods. The technique is also applicable to estimate tolerable flaw sizes in a
weldment as function of endurance and stress level.

PD 6493 (1980) describes two methods for the fatigue assessment of defects. The first method is the
general fatigue crack propagation method refered above usingthe appropriate fatigue crack propagation equa
tion. Provided the stress intensity formulation is available the analysis is comparatively straightforward
for constant amplitude loading. For variable amplitude loading a linear damage law is assumed with no inter
action effects. Since this method requires some research and development facilities, which may not be avai-
lable for most of the users, the document describes a simplified method not requiring experimental data for
the analysis.

The simplified method assumes the Paris' law with a value of m=4 for the exponent valid for all struc

tural steels. This value i is the reciprocal of the assumed exponent of the S-N curves in
UK codes for metallic construction (ii). The value of C in Paris' law was adjusted to cover most of the
experimental data obtained in welded steels and both values of m and C are claimed to be conservative.Fi-
gure 3 shows the design S-N curves for welded steel and aluminium alloys. Similar curves are available for
stress-relieved steels.

Each curve in Fig.3 corresponds to a certain quality category ranging from QI to QIO where QI is the
higher grade and Q1O the lower grade. The quality categories are related with initial flaw sizes not speci ,'-.'
fied in the document. Thus 01 curve is for an initial flaw size smaller than Q2, etc. For variable ampli- :-- -

tude loading an equivalent constant amplitude stress range may be computed and used in Figure 3. If the

constant amplitude stress range or its equivalent is known together with the predicted or expected number
of cycles the designer can get a point in the diagram of Figure 3 and therefore define the quality category.

The assessment of known defects may be carried out in a graphical form for both 97.5 and 99.5% survival v. "
probability. Several graphs are presented for the most important types of defects including defects at the
fillet of weld toes. Surface and embedded defects are converted previously to equivalent "long" surface and
embedded defects with a straight crack front. A stress parameter S is computed from assumed values of a and
a where a is the equivalent initial or detected flaw size and a is the equivalent defect size for unstable

P1 m
fracture.

After computing the stress parameter S a quality category ranging also from QI to QIO is defined for so-
me minimum values of this parameter. Table I gives the quality categories and the minimum values of S for as
received welds (without stress-relieved treatment).

Table I Values of S for 105 cycles for quality categories (as-welded)

Quality S S Q
category Steel Al-alloys category Steel Al-alloys

(MPa) (Ma) (MPa) (MPa)

1O s248 -83 Q6 115 38
Q 1 248 83 Q7 100 33
Q2 218 73 Q8 85 28
Qi 185 61 Q9 73 24
(14 163 54 Q10 62 21
L 1)5 135 45 ." _._._"__-___"_"_

Tie defvct is acceptable if the actual quality category obtained by this analysis(Table 1) is higher or the
same as the qualitv categorv required by the design conditions and defined in Ficurc 3.

Both metiLhods (the simplified and the general method) are also applicable to cstimate tolerabIe flaw
sizes. The calculation is carried out in reverse order starting with the final crack size and working hack-

wards to obtain the initial flaw size for the accounted number of design fati;ue cycles. The defect size at
this stage is the tolerable initial flaw size.

ie simplified method can lead to unrealistic results since some important parameters such as the crack
,rowth equation weld -ri 1L't-vand plate tlhickness are not taken into account in the analysis. In an attempt to
overcome t.<, - problems tie simplified method of 1i1 1493 assumes conservative and uniform values of som va-
riables, as rffered before, and that leads to siignificative errors in most practical cases.

i*
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3. DEFECT TOLERANCE ANALYSIS IN CRUCIFORM JOINTS

Stress intensity factor computations using finite element methods have shown 
that fatigue crack porpa- .r

* gation in fillet weld joints depends on the geometrical variables like weld size and angle, plate thickness

and the thickness of the attachment plate (13). Therefore an in-depth study of defect tolerance levels in

cruciform welded joints was required in order to assess the size effect, predict fatigue design curves as a

function of initial flaw size and compare these curves with the quality level curves of PD 6493 (Fig.3).

First a stress intensity factor computation was done using the finite element method. The results were used I' e. .

in the integration of an experimentally obtained Paris'law equation for low carbon and medium strength steels.

This led to theoretical S-N crack propagation curves funtion of weld geometry and initial flaw size which

form the basis of the defect tolerance analysis. Finally these curves were compared against experimental . -

!atigue data obtained in fillet welded specimens of medium strength steel St 52-3.

STRESS INTENSITY FACTOR COMPUTATION

The details of the computation and also the stress concentration and stress intensity factor results

may be found in (14) and (15). Figure 4 shows the finite element mesh for the full penetration non load car
tying cruciform weld and Figure 5 is the sketch of the specimen refering the nomenclature used in the ana--
lysis. In this figure B is the main plate thickness, B the attachment plate thickness, LG the weld leg

length and 0 the weld angle measured from the weld toe.

The mesh size shown in Fig.4 uses 2D eight node isoparametric elements with two degrees of freedom in
each node and produced good results compared with several analytical and numerical solutions used as test

cases having similar geometries as the joint in Fig.4.

Two loading modes were considered separately;an uniform tension, and cantilever bending both applied
through the main plate of the weldment. The stresses were obtained at the Gauss integration points of the
isoparametric elements and along lines I and 2 shown in Fig.5. The crack was assumed to propagate from the
weld toe along line 1 in the thickness direction . Hence stress distribution plots were obtained along li
nes I and 2 and from those the values of the stress concentration cneffizient at the weld toe, Kt, were de-:
rived from extrapolation of the stress distribution curve to the weld toe.

Table2 -Geometrical parameters of the cruciform joint

B BLG i 0 B LG 0
(m) I(mm) (mm) (mm) B1 (m) (Ga(r)

4 10 5 26.57 24 10 and 5 63.43

I20
12 10 5 26.57 48 10 and 5 63.43

4 10 5; 45 24 10 and 2.5 45
2.5 20 and 10

and 10
12 10 5; 45 48 10 and 2.5 45

2.5 20 and 10
and 10

4 10 5 63.43 24 10 and 5 45

20
12 10 5 63.43 48 10 and 5 45

20

The stress intensity factor was calculated using the Albrecht method (16). The basic equation is

K = MK K' (i) 8
where K' is the stress intensity factor equation for a similar geometry without the weldment and MK is the
stress intensifying factor which takes into account exclusively the stress gradient along the craclZ line in

duced by the weldment. The MK computation is then based on the stress values obtained along the crack propa

gation line (line I in Fig. '5) but assuming that there is no physical crack along that line. To check the
accuracy of the method K values were previously obtained for other stress concentration geometries (plate
with a central hole in tension and V notch in a bar) and compared with K solutions obtained by the other ba -. "
sic methods. The errors in K values only ranged from 1 to 2% and that indicated that the method was accura-

te enough.

No correction for elliptical crack fronts was applied since fatigue tests have exhibited shallow crack .- •%.,
fronts from the weld toe with values of the ratio (a/ 2c) between 1/8 and 1/10.

K values were obtained for all the cases refered in Fable 2. It was possible to fit with a good corre-

lation a power law equation for the MK results in the form

MK = p/ (a/B)q (2)

where p and q are constant functions of the loading mode and of the weld and plate geometry (B,B LG and 0 va
lues indicated in Table 2). The complete list of MK values may be found in (15), and typical plot o f " -
against a/B is shown in Figure 6 for a joint where 0=450, B

= 
12 ra and B1 = 10 mm. It is seen that MK  decrea-

ses as the crack ratio a/B increases and approaches the value of I (no influence of the weldm ent) for a/B va-
lues close to 0.1. Also it is seen that M increases with the weld leg length, but only with a minor increase
for bending. The results in Fig. 6 also ow that MK is greater in tension than in bending and this difference
increases as a/B increases. 0
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For a few randomly chosen cases in Table 2, MK values in tension and in bending were also obtained ap-
plying the Bueckner weight function method (17). Results of the Albrecht and the weight function method only
differed from 1 to 3% and hence the Albrecht method was applied to all the cases in Table 2 since less time
for computer running and preparation is required.

The main conclusions of the stress intensity factor computation are summarized below

(i) in cantilever bending K values are 20 to 30% less than in tension
(ii) K increases with the main plate thickness. However only a very small increase was observed for small

values of the ratio LG/B and BI/B
(iii) K increases with both weld leg length and weld angle, but only a s]ignt increase was obtained when the

attachment plate thickness was increased
(iv) For a/B values greater than 0.12 in bending and 0.2 in tension MK values are very close to 1 and hence

K=K'

DEFECT TOLERANCE ANALYSIS

Using the K equations the integration of Paris' law of the material was carried out. To simplify the ana
lysis only constant amplitude loading was considered. The values of m and C of Paris' law were taken as m=3.l
and C=l.33xlO-131N MM-3/2 ,mm/cyclel and these were obtained in previous fatigue crack propagation tests in
plate specimens of several low and medium carbon welded steels (14). These values are in agreement with usual
data for weldable steels.

The Paris' law for fatigue life in crack propagation is

B da (3)

r a
i C (MNYomax yf")m

Equation (3) was conveniently solved by numerical integration using Simpson's rule and an interval optimfiza-
tion technique. Four types of relations were obtained: 6
- plots initial crack size against thichness as a function of LG, 0 and B keeping N = constant = 2xlO c y

cles and for stress values of 95 and 118 MPa r

- plots initial crack size against Nr as a function of LG,0,B I and B and for the same stress values as abo-
ve

- plots nominal stress range o against main plate thickness B for the values of LG,O and BI indicated in Ta-
ble 2 and for N = 2xlO6 cycles

r
- plots nominal stress range o against N ( S-N plot) as a function of initial flaw size a. for the range of

thicknesses refered to in Table 2. r I

A plot a1 against N is shown in Figure 7 to illustrate the combined influence of the weld angle 0 and
thickness B. An increase o, weld angle and plate thickness lowers the tolerable initial flaw size for fatigue
failure. Fig. 8 is the plot nominal str>is against thickness B where the data for all the cases given in Ta-
ble 2 was plotted. Line I is the upper bound refering to minimum values of 0 and line 2 gives the lower bound -
of the results (higher values of 0 and B ). Thus to obtain fatigue failure in 2xlO

6 
cycles the value of nomi

nal stress and thickness should fall in the shaded area represented in the figure.

The results showed that the S-N crack propagation curves could be plotted in the form of paralell bands
function of one parameter. Typical plots are shown in Figure 9a). for bending and Figure 9b for tension. In
this plot the initial flaw size was assumed as 0.2 am (typical fabrication flaw size in a weldment) and the ',.
S-N curves were plotted as a function of main plate thickness. Each band represented in Figure 9 includes the
results obtained with all the values of LG,B, and 0 indicated in Table 2.

The curves in Fig. 9 indicate that in bending thickness is the main geometrical parameter for fatigue Ii
fe. For low thickness values weld geometry has a minor influence in the position of the S-N curves in compari-
son with thickness (the bands of S-N curves are very narrow for thicknesses below 12 ram). However for higher
thickness values (>24 ram) weld geometry has a considerable influence in fatigue life (Fig. 9 a). In tension
(Fig. 9b) the effect of thickness and w~id geometry is not so important as in bending. Howeber in tension
higher fatigue strengths were obtained with the thickness of 100 mm exactly the opposite as observed in bend-
ing. Hence for low initial flaw sizes the thickness effect on the fatigue life of weldment is closely asso- -
ciated with the stress gradient. -

The quality category curves of the PD6493,are superimposed in Figs.9a, b. In tension categories between

Ql and Q3 fit in the theoretical curves for a.=0.2 mm. Quality categories below Q3 should give tolerable flaw
sizes above 0.2 mm. For example the results for initial flaw sizes between 2 and 2.4 mm fall between Q5 and
Q6 categories. Categories below Q7 refer to flaw sizes above 2.4 mm. In bending only the Q1 category lies
within the band for the thickness of 100 mm. .- ..

The analysis presented above clearly shows that in cruciform welded joints the quality categories be-
low Q4-Q5 will only be obtained with initial flaw sizes outside the values usually found and accepted in
welded constructions. Bearing in mind that cruciform welded joints have the lowest fatigue strength it is " ..
recommended that quality categories above Ql should be introduced in the document to cover fillet welded
joints in bending (Fig. 9 a), K joints and butt welded joints. Quality categories below Q5 should not be
recommended since the defect tolerance levels are too unsafe.

The theoretical results were compared with experimental S-N results obtained in St 52-3 medium strength
steel cruciform non-load carrying joints (14). The results are plotted in Figure 10 together with the theore
tical S-N curves for the same plate and weld geometry and for initial flaw sizes of 0.012mm, 0.3, 0.6 and
1.2 mm. The experimental S-N curves for the St 52-3 medium strength steel are considerable above the theore-
tical curves even for the lowest initial flaw size (0.012 mm). The difference is probably due to a crack
initiation phase in the long life region, (N > 10

b 
cycles).Note that the theoretical S-N crack propagation

curves can safely be used in the fatigue design of these weldments (Fig.lO).

Data contained in Figs.7 to 10 can be used to assess the fatigue life of cruciform joints as a function
of stress, thickness, weld geometry, loading mode and initial flaw size. Any particular set of values of the
se parameters can be selected to meet specific design requirements.Moreover feasibility a"-alysis of fatigue-
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failures in these joints, resulting from preexisting flaws, can be carried out applying the data and metho L rn.
dology explained above. A decision can then be made either to tolerate a particular flaw observed in the . ... .

weldment or to eliminate it by weld repair. In the latter case the defect should grow by fatigue to a size " -

that can affect the integrity of the structure.

4. DAMAGE TOLERANCE WORK IN THE AL-MG ALLOY 5083

The Al-alloy 5083 is a medium strength, ductile Al-alloy quite suited for structural applications at

low temperatures. Little work has been published on the fracture and fatigue behaviour of this alloy.Com-
parison of fracture toughness and fatigue crack propagation with those for high strength aluminium alloys
used in aircraft structures isimportant and this was one of the main objectives of the investigation. Since
ductile behaviour is observed in this material a computer analysis of damage tolerance will require the use
of elastic-plastic methods in the fatigue analysis. Consequently the applicability of parameters such as AJ
integral in the loading cycle, is being envisaged (18,19). Also a detailed investigation of short cracks in
the light of elastic-plastic fracture mechanics parameters was another objective of the work.

The chemical composition and mechanical properties of the 5083 Al-alloy are refered in Table 3. The
material was supplied in the normalized state(no HT) and in plates with 12 nn thickness. The tensile tests
were carried out in cilindrical specimens with 8 mm diameter taken from the longitudinal(rolling) direction
and transverse direction in the plate.

Table 3 - Chemical composition and mechanical properties or the Al-Mg alloy 5083

Chemical composition

Mg Mn Fe Ni Cu Zn Si Sn Pb Ti AL

4.5 0.55 0.37 <0.5 0.12 0.10 <0.10 <0.05 <0.05 <0.05 Balance

Mechanical properties

Longitudinal Transverse
direction direction

Hardness HRF 78 72

ys (Mpa) 179. 7 159

iTS (MPa) 320.8 314.1 0 0.2% yield stress
ys

O -ultimate tensile
M (%) 18.2 24.0 UTS strength

f

K n 369.9 0.129 379.4 0.156

K n 609.8 0.253 616.6 0.2762 2

correlation 0.997 0.9996 0.996 0.9998
coeficients

The monotonic stress-strain curve was approximated by two straigt lines in the logatitmic plot true
stress c against true strain E. The equation of the curve is the power law n = E r and the two values of
K and n (strain hardening exponent) for the longitudinal and transverse directions are given in Table 3.From
the results in Table 3 it is seen that this alloy exhibits considerable ductility namely in the transverse
direction. However more strength was obtained in the longitudinal(rolling) direction.

Basic cyclic data was also obtained. The S-N curves in rotating bending of plain polished specimens in
the rolling and transverse directions were determined. The equations were

2_
logo=0.O17(logN) 2-0.27 hugNA 3.2h (4a)
logo=O.015(logN) -0.24logN+3.1 (4b)

Strain cycling and load cycling tests are in progress to obtain the cyclic stress-strain curves, Coffin-
-Manson relations and cyclic creep or stress relaxation data.

COD data was obtained in the temperature range -60
0
C to + 1OOC. The specimens were three point bend

and taken in the LS and LT directions of the plate material. Fatigue precracked was carried out at room tempe-
rature and the dimensions of the specimen cross section were 12x24 mm for the LT direction and 12xl2 mm for
the LS and LT directions. A typical plot applied vertical load, P against clip-gauge displacement Vg, at the
mouth of the notch is shown in Fig.ll. In all the tests failure occured past maximum load and hence consider

able ductility was ooserved with extensive shear lip formation. Maximum COD values, 6 were taken from the
graphs and the plot COD against temperature in the range -60 to 100C is plotted in mFig.12. In this alloy *
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COD tends to increase when the temperature is lowered and this effect is more noticeable in the LT direction.
V The COD values are comparatively high (range between 0.1 and 0.35 mm). .... * .

Fractographic examinations with the SEM indicated two different failure modes respectively for the low, - . "
temperature and high temperature range. More details of the analysis may be found in (20).

Slow bend tests in Charpy type specimens lOxIO mm cross section were also carried out. To assess notch -
sensitivity of the material one set of specimens was tested with blunt notches and in the other group of
tests the specimens had fatigue cracks with size a/w - 0.5. The tests were conducted in the temperature ran- "
ge -60oC to 90

0
C according to the ASTM specification E 812-81 (21). The measured specific absorved energy

per unit thickness U (area under the load deflection curve) is plotted against temperature in Fig.13. A de-
crease in energy is aparent when the temperature increases from -600C to OoC . Above DOC the energy remains
practically constant. The LT direction is tougher then the LS direction and the U values are on average 80%
higher in the LT direction than in the LS direction. For both directions considerably higher energy values
were obtained with the blunt noched specimens in comparison with the specimens provided with fatigue cracks.
Hence notch t( aness in this material should be evaluated with fatigue cracks. *

Further COD and slow bend tests are inprogress inthe temperature range-60 to -120
0
C and from 90 to 200

0
C

in order to clarify the observed trend of decreasing values of these parameters in the bottom ends of the tem
perature range.

The J resistance curve (J against slow crack growth Aa) was also obtained but at room temperature only.
The same type of specimens and dimensions were used as in the COD tests and the tests were conducted follow- . "
ing the ASTM specification E 813-81 (22). All the J data was analysed and linear regression lines were fitted
to more than 50 experimental points of J against Aa for both LT and LS directions. These J, Aa lines are plot
ted in Fig.14. It is seen that at room temperature the J resistance curve for LT direction lies above the one S
for the LS direction. Critical values of J,J were taken as 6.5 kJ/m

2 
for the LS direction. The equivalent va

lues of critical K,K , could be taken as 21.5 MPav'm- for the LT direction and 18MPa Au for the LS direction.
The multiple specimen method and the single specimen method with unloading were used.

ELASTIC-PLASTIC FATIGUE ANALYSIS

For the damage tolerance analysis the computational sequence presented in I will be used. Since the 5083 . -

Al-alloy has considerable ductile behaviour it is expected that an extensive range of fatigue crack growth ra
tea will under elastic-plastic conditions. Both the growth of short and long cracks can be described _ .
using the AJ concept proposed by the author early in 1977 (23) and further developed in 1981(19). Fig.15 is
illustrative of these operational definitions of AG and AJ in load cycling for a specified number of N load-
ing cycles. If local or extensive yielding is developed in the specimen and the crack is growing under an
elastic-plastic stress and strain field, AG and 'J are both aiven by the equation

*AG I d(AU) = Al (5)
B da

where Al! is the total accumulated potential energy in the specimen after N loading cycles and B is the thick
ness of the specimen.AG and AJ defined by equation (5) are operational definitions and for their determina-7
tion analytical or numerical solutions could be used provided each loading cycle is treated separately.

In Fig.15 a) AG is valid for a linear elastic material where the unloading lines of the fatigue cycles
converge to the origin. For an elastic-plastic material (Fig.15b) the parameter is AJ and in load cycling of
a cracked specimen cyclic creep occurs and an accumulation of plastic strain is obtained in the specimen.Hen-
ce both strain hardening and cyclic creep behaviour of the material should be taken into account. The equa-
tion to calculate AJ after N loading cycles is

I [(A6 1 + A )P d(Ae 1cc (APx (6).. . '"" "
A.l = - L [ da + 2 da (6)

where A1 is the extension at the point of maximum load in the first cycle, A6 is the cyclic creep exten-
sion accumulated after N loading cycles and AL is the elastic specimen extension due to crack growth only
(change in the elastic specimen compliance due to crack growth). It is assumed that due to plastic shake down,
after few cycles the loading and unloading paths are straight lines and hence the specimen behaves essentially N
as an elastic body.

The displacement terms in equation (6) can be computed applying analytical numerical solutions. For a
few simple cases analytical A.1 solutions were obtained (19,23). These equations were compared with the AJ
values directly obtained with equation (6) and where AU is taken from the experimental load deflection loops

in the specimen. Good agreement was found between the AJ values calculated by the two processes. The advant-
age of calculating AJ with equation (6) is to eliminate the need of instrumented fatigue tests.

If AJ is the parameter controlling fatigue crack propagation then the fatigue crack growth rate should
produce a good correlation with AJ. For ductile metals such as mild and low alloy steels a power law equation
of the form

da B
Cd = C (AJ) (7)

was obtained in the range of da/dN values between 10 and 10-mm/cycle. As shown in Figure 16 both linear . .
elastic data (AJ=K

2
/E) and elastic-plastic data(A.l, equation 6) produced the same correlation with a signifi . .

cative overlap of data.

For the Al-alloy 5083 fatigue tests are now in progress to obtain linear elastic and elastic-plastic
data similar to Fig.16. An extensive set of AJ solutions using equation (6) is being prepared and these will
be applicable mainly to the more important mode I component geometries in bending and tension. AJ applicabi- . .

lity to strain cycling, displacement cycling and also in the growth of very short cracks is being analysed.
The results will form the basis of a damage tolerance computer routine applicable to fatigue crack growth in
ductile materials where considerable life expectance could be obtained under extensive yielding or elastic-
plastic conditions.

- . . ° •
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5. CONCLUSIONS ALI

1. The results of an extensive study on the influence of plate and weld geometry in tolerable defect tole
rance levels in the fatigue analysis of welded joints of low and medium strength steels have shown that the
re is a need for the revision of existing assessment methods such as the PD 6493 presently used for the fa-
tigue assessment of defects in fusion welded joints.

2. In components made of ductile alloys such as the medium strength Al-Mg alloy 5083 the damage tolerance
analysis should be based in elastic-plastic fracture mechanics parameters. Fatigue life prediction methods
using these parameters were presented and discussed. .-

3. Fracture toughness data in the Al-Mg alloy 5083 was only validated in the temperature range-120
0
C to

200
0
C using elastic plastic fracture mechanics parameters. Maximum COD values tend to increase with the de

crease in temperature. Similar trend was observed in the specific absorved energy results in slow bend but
only from -60

0
C to OOC. J data in 5083 was also obtained at room temperature both for the LT and LS direc . .• .-

tions in the plate material. At room temperature the J values were 6.5kJ/m
2 

for the LT direction and 4.5kJ/ • '- .
m
2  

in the LS direction. C
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MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY FOR NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION (NDE) I
SYSTEM TO IMPLEMENT RETIREMENT FOR CAUSE (RFC)
PROCEDURES FOR GAS TURBINE ENGINE COMPONENTS

Donald L. Birx and Dena G. Doolin -.

SYSTEMS RESEARCH LABORATORIES, INC.
NDE Systems Division .

2800 Indian Ripple Road
Dayton, Ohio 45440

SUMMARY

Systems Research Laboratories, Inc., with a team of subcontractors, has developed
an automated NDE inspection system to detect surface flaws and inclusions in jet engine
rotary parts. The system implements the Air Force Retirement for Cause philosophy in
which good, used engine parts are returned to service, and flawed components are retired
for cause. Emphasis has thus been placed on improving current flaw detection and
characterization techniques by using computer algorithms (removing the human decision
process) and achieving basic inspection and predictive capabilities via automated eddy
current and ultrasonic inspection techniques.

The RFC/NDE Inspection System includes both state-of-the-art and proven NDE
instrumentation and flaw detection/characterization techniques. The system is modular,
uses standard communication interfaces, and has extensive computer capability to provide
for future expansion, upgrade and modification. Backup capability, maintainability, and
reliability have also been built into the system. Backup capability (50% throughput in
the event of any major module or peripheral failure) is assured through redundant
communication interfaces, inspection stations, and system computers. Maintainability is
assured through self-diagnostics, simplicity, and a design influenced by a factory
operating environment. Flaw detection reliability will be assessed using part specimens
containing representative flaw geometries, and flaw analysis techniques including
Least-Squares Log-Odds Mean Curve, Maximum Likelihood Estimator Log-Odds Mean Curve, and
Least-Squares Log-Odds 90/95 Lower Bound.

The RFC/NDE contract was awarded to Systems Research Laboratories, Inc., in
October 1981. During the first 2 years of the program, major effort was directed toward
organizing and coordinating subcontractor program activities, establishing the core
in-house project team, defining the inspection system's performance criteria and speci-
fications, and designing and fabricating the prototype inspection system.

In March 1984, the prototype system, which consisted of 1 eddy current and 1 ultra-
sonic inspection station, the operator console, and 1 system computer, was successfully
demonstrated to Air Force and subcontractor program participants. During 1984 and 1985,
SRL has performed an in-depth performance evaluation and system upgrade to meet production
inspection performance specifications. Initial system delivery to Kelly Air Force Base,
San Antonio, Texas, is scheduled for fall 1985 with system integration/implementation
activities scheduled to continue through the remainder of 1985. The RFC/NDE Inspection
System is scheduled to begin actual production operation in March/April 1986.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The RFC/NDE Inspection System was designed per structured analysis methodology and
consists of an Operator Console, 2 System Computers, 3 Eddy Current and 2 Ultrasonic NDE
Inspection Stations.

,'. ., .,-.

Figure 1. RFC/NDE INSPECTION SYSTEM
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The Operator Console is a passive station used primarily to monitor the system's
operational status, track the individual part inspections at the NDE inspection stations, .
and generate part inspection data reports. .,.

Figure 2. OPERATOR CONSOLE

The console has 4 color CRT displays functionally dedicated as follows. The Main
Menu is a command-driven display used to generate part inspection data reports and - ...
graphic displays from previous part inspections. The Part/Defect Graphics Display -
provides color displays of part inspection results as they are generated at the NDE
Inspection Stations. This display contains top- and side-view illustrations of the
engine part with color-coded geometric flaw locations. The display also includes .
specific part inspection summary data such as relative flaw sizes and locations,
inspection start/stop times, the cumulative number of part inspections, the date of
inspection, and the part accept/reject decision. The System Diagnostic Display provides
a continuously updated operational status display of the inspection system including the
communication network, and the Inspection Status Display shows the current status of the
part inspections at each NDE Inspection Station.

The Operator Console also has a 2-way intercom system for communication with the NDE
Inspection Stations; a color printer/plotter for hardcopy color graphic print outs; and . -.
a line-printer for part inspection data reports. The Operator Console's software resides
on the System Computers and all communication between the System Computers and the Operator .. '
Console is done over an RS232 data transfer link.

The dual VAX 11/780 System Computers provide the central intelligence for the entire
RFC/NDE Inspection System. They perform advanced data processing, system-wide communica-
tion, and sophisticated, high-speed mathematical and scientific data analysis critical to
the inspection process. The primary tasks of the System Computers are part tracking,
Operator Console/NDE Inspection Station interface and communication, NDE data
cross-correlation, archival data base storage, system diagnostics, advanced signal
processing, RFC proprietary data analysis, and graphics processing.

F0

• V..

* .. '.'..- -

Figure 3. VAX 11/780 SYSTEM COMPU TERS
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Each VAX 11/780 combines a 32-bit architecture, efficient memory management, and a AL..*i.
virtual memory operating system to provide essentially unlimited program space. The .6

VAX/VMS virtual memory operating system provides the multiuser, multiprogramming
. environment critical to the RFC System's application. In addition, the VAX floating-

point instructions and accelerators, efficient scheduler, and FORTRAN-77 programming
- language are ideal for the System's realtime and scientific computational environments.

The combined disk space for the dual-VAX configuration totals 1,446 MB. The
permanent on-line storage space has been dedicated to storing all archival data,
RFC-application software, and engine manufacturer proprietary data thus ensuring
ready-access and increased software security. The removable disks have been allocated
for part-specific scan plan software storage thus providing easy software update and .. '.-

file expansion.

The dual-RS232 optical links provide the system-wide communication network between
the System Computers and the NDE Inspection Stations. This dual structure provides
enhanced system performance, increased data transfer rates, flexibility, and the
capability to map functional elements around failed components. The communication link
between the 2 VAX Computers is DECNET, and as stated earlier, a dual-RS232 serial link
provides the communication between the System Computers and the Operator Console.

The RFC/NDE Inspection System employs both eddy current and ultrasonic inspection
techniques to inspect the jet engine rotary parts. Ultrasonic "squirter" technology is
used to detect volumetric flaws and voids, and eddy current is used for surface flaw
detection. The RFC System consists of 5 NDE Inspection Stations (3 eddy current and 2
ultrasonic). Each eddy current and ultrasonic inspection station consists of a mechanical
module and an instrumentation cabinet.

Figure 4. EDDY CURRENT INSPECTION STATION

Figure 5. ULTRASONIC INSPECTION STATION
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The eddy current and ultrasonic mechanical modules consist of an X-Y-Z axes mechanical Z-
manipulator (manufactured by M&M Precision Systems, Inc.) and the following subassemblies:

'-B-

, %

BAR GOE- ,BA R lt

ur . D C E M A A U
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Figure 6. EDDY CURRENT MECHANICAL MODULE " . ', -.. l

The eddy current module has 7 primary subassemblies which are mounted directly to
the base manipulator. The eddy current rotary scanner physically couples the probe to
the mechanical manipulator and electronically couples the flaw signals to the eddy
current instrument. The scanner has a C' drive mechanism for rotating RECHII probes up
to 1,500 rpm, an air plenum to supply air to the air-bearing surface probes, and rotary
transformers and specialized printed circuit cards for signal transfer and enhancement.

The calibration plate assembly consists of a metal riser upon which calibration
plates with known flaws are mounted. The calibration plates are used to do a 2-point
calibration of the eddy current instrument and an operational check of the probes prior
to and following a part inspection.

The rotary table/part fixture assembly clamps and rotates the engine part during an
inspection. The rotary table can operate in either a continuous rotation mode (at 0 to
20 rpm) or an index mode. The part fixture is a pneumatic system which automatically
clamps the part (either on the outer diameter or inner diameter as required) to the
rotary table.

The probe changer is a carousel assembly which holds up to 24 eddy current probes on
its outside diameter. The probe changer automatically indexes the correct probe into
position for retrieval by the mechanical manipulator. The bar code reader scans each -- "

probe in the probe changer prior to the part inspection to ensure correct probe placement". -
by the operator.

The laser pointer is a low-power coherent laser which emits a thin beam across the
engine part after the part has been placed on the part fixture. The beam assists the
operator in properly aligning the part on the fixture prior to clamping.

The B-Z' assembly provides the robotic wrist action for the eddy current mechanical
manipulator. The B axis rotates in a sweep pattern parallel to the X axis and the Z'
provides a linear thrust motion on the B radial. -

The ultrasonic mechanical module has 6 major subassemblies, 2 of which (the rotary
table/part fixture assembly and the laser pointer) are identical to the eddy current module.

Figure 7. ULTRASONIC MECHANICAL, MODULE:



The 4 subassemblies which are unique to the ultrasonic station are the calibration plate g
assembly, the water pump/filtration assembly, the splash guard/drip tray assembly, and
the A-B axes gimbal assembly. The ultrasonic calibration plate assembly is mounted .*. *.

inside the splash pan assembly and is used for squirter/NDT instrument calibration prior
to and after each part inspection. The block contains 4 interior voids that are 20 mils -,
in diameter and 1/2 inch deep.

The water pump/filtration assembly circulates and cleans the water during the % %

squirter inspection process. The splash guard/drip tray assembly fits around and under
the rotary table and catches the water used during the part inspection and returns it to
the pump/filtration assembly.

The A-B axes gimbal assembly physically couples the squirter to the mechanical
manipulator and provides the mechanical robotic wrist action for the X-Y-Z manipulator.
The A axis has a 600 range of motion and the B axis has 1300.

The ultrasonic and eddy current instrumentation modules are the inspection station
operator's control module. Each module contains an inspection module computer, an
audio/visual alarm system, a color CRT display monitor, an operator pushbutton control
panel and auxiliary keyboard, an intercom system to the Operator Console, the mechanical
module's controller, and an NDE instrument.

• . ?

. - 4

Figure 8. INSTRUMENTATION MODULE

The RFC System's eddy current and ultrasonic NDE instruments represent the most
advanced computer-controlled instrumentation available. The eddy current instrument is
the NORTEC NDT-25 with dual channel digital sampler. The NDT-25 is a computer-controlled
instrument with a frequency range of 10 KHz to 6 MHz. The ultrasonic instrument, the
SRL Model 1712A Computerized Ultrasonic Instrument (CUI), is computer-interfaceabl-,
and contains a microprocessor-controlled, square-wave pulser, high-speed digital sampler
(55 MHz), and multibus-compatible receiver boards.

The inspection module computers provide local module intelligence and operator
communication for the NDE Inspection Stations. The computer is an Intel 86/380 micro-
processor which contains multiple Intel microcomputer boards for individual processing
functions (e.g., I/O, mechanical system scan control, and instrument control) and
specialized instrument boards. The Intel 86/380 System features a 32 MB Winchester
disk drive, I MB floppy disk, iRMX operating system, and 12 multibus card slots for
specialized user functions. The Intel 86/380 delineated functions, modularity, and
component board plug-in capability enhance modification, diagnosis, and repair of the
inspection module computer.

The RFC System's data acquisition module includes all probes and transducers used
for flaw detection, adaptive positioning, dimensioning and scanning. Advanced technology . .
that has been incorporated into this module include Southwest Research Institute's
air-bearing probes and ultrasonic squirter, NORTEC's RECHII probes, and SRL's ultrasonic
squirter.
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SUMMARY

In recent years a strong interest in the application of damage tolerance techniques for liing of gas
turbine engine discs has developed. Before the damage tolerance approach can be safely implemented it

- requires sensitive and reliable crack detection techniques, operational loading information and improved

*. knowledge of fatigue crack growth and fracture under service conditions. This latter aspect is the main . . -

subject of an international test programme, in which a number of laboratories from North America and Europe a,. . -

Iparticipate under AGARD coordination. The first phase of the programme is directed to test and specimen
standardization and calibration of the different laboratories. The second phase will specifically address.- -

parameters relevant for real service operation like mission loading, sequence and dwell effects, tempera-

ture, fatigue threshold etc. The present paper will discuss the background and first phase of the program-

me.

I. INTRODUCTION

During the last 5-10 years a strong interest in the application of damage tolerance lifing methods

with respect to gas turbine engine components has developed. While the damage tolerance design approach for

aircraft structures was already introduced in 1970, and has been applied since then on a number of civil

and military aircraft, the damage tolerance design of engine components is only a very recent development.

Application of the damage tolerance approach with respect to disc lifing is now in consideration (and

occasionally applied). Also, a preliminary specification on engine damage tolerance requirements has been

developed [1 ]. However, no information on intial flaw assumptions and NDI requirements was available. This
preliminary specification has undergone many modifications and is now part of an overall specification

covering the entire engine. It is currently listed as MIL-STD-1783.
A damage tolerance design approach requires amongst other things a thorough understanding of material

fatigue crack growth under actual operating conditions. To address this problem an international test pro- - -

gramme has been set up in which a number of laboratories participate under AGARD coordination. The back-
ground and scope of the programme are reviewed below.

2. DISC LIFING METHODS

2.1 Safe life design

As indicated above the damage tolerance approach is only in an exploratory stage. Most discs are still

designed based on the so-called "safe life" philosophy. In this respect "safe life" means that parts are

designed for a finite service life during which no significant damage will occur. In safe life design no

defects are assumed to be present in the new structure and no inspections are required during the design

life. After reaching the life limit the part is retired from service.

With respect to aircraft engine discs the safe life is defined as the number of cycles at which,

statistically, I of every 1000 components will develop a crack of 1/32 in (0.8 mm) surface length. This

crack size has been chosen because (see [2]) (1) at this size high cycle fatigue (ltCF) crack growth under

vibratory conditions would not yet occur; (2) this crack size was, for existing materials, significantly

smaller than the critical crack size for rupture, and (3) a 1/32 in crack was considered to he the smallest

crack detectable in service (although the original safe life design approach does not implement inspec-

tions). The safe life design of discs implies that 999 out of 1000 components are rejected based on the

statistical probability of a crack without the ictual presence of a detectable crack. It has been shown __ "

[2-4] that owing to a large scatter in time to initiate and grow a crack to a detectable size, most of

these retired components still have considerable service life left. If components could be withdrawn from . ..

sprvtce based on an actual crack then a much better usage of this inherent available life would become pos-
sible. This is in essence the basis of the damage tolerance approach, which is visualised scheatically in

-. figure 1.

2.2 Damage tolerance approach

In the damage tolerance philosophy the possibility of a crack or defect in a new structure is account-
ed for. The method is based on the assumption that crack growth at ever" critical location can be predicted

under operational loading conditions. Inspections at regular intervals will screen out those components
which have Insufficient life to be returned into service, see figure 1. As can be seen from this figure the

Inspection interval is based on the maximum allowable crack size in service a , the minimum reliably de-

tectable crack size by means of NDI or other techniques, and the availability or crack growth data.

%°. .
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From the foregoing it will be clear that some basic requirements should be met before the damage i L. .,.
tolerance lifing approach can be successfully implemented, see also figure 2:

* - the operational load history of discs should be well known %
S- material crack growth data should be available for the appropriate loading conditions

- NDI or other techniques should be available for a sensitive and reliable detection of very small
cracks.

In recent years considerable progress has been made in inspection capability. It has been claimed [5] that
under proper inspection conditions, working with well motivated people and very special equipment, cracks
of 0.015 in surface length and 0.005 in depth (0.375 x 0.125 mm) can be detected at the 90 % probability/
95 % confidence level. At present, however, it seems more realistic to assume a crack detection capability
for cracks of at least 0.030 x 0.015 in (0.750 x 0.375 mm) 111. In any event, NII reliability, also with . '°%

respect to the particular application, is an important factor in the damage tolerance lifing approach.

With respect to monitoring of operational load parameters several systems are presently in use, e.g.

AIDS and EUMS. Analysis of the recorded signal in such a way that it can be used for an accurate life pre-
diction is, however, still in an exploratory stage. A considerable amount of work in this area is performed
in the Turbistan working group (which will report separately at this meeting) although with another incen-
tive: the development of a standard or reference load sequence for discs. Anyhow, operational load monitor-
ing and analysis is receiving increased attention.

The third basic requirement essential for the application of the damage tolerance philosophy is know-
ledge about material crack growth and fracture behaviour under operational conditions. This is the area to
which the present ACARD cooperative programme is addressed. Only limited information exists to date and
this information is restricted mainly to the engine manufacturer community. It would be extremely helpful
if, by a common effort of the engine manufacturers and users, more information could be gathered on this
subject so that application of new lifing procedures would become more nearly practicable.

3. THE AGARD PROGRAMME

3.1 Purpose and scope of the ACARD programme

An extensive amount of data and a basic understanding of material fatigue crack growth behaviour is .4
needed before a damage tolerance lifing procedure can be adopted. Individual laboratories might not be
capable in performing such a task. A common effort of a number of laboratories would definitely result in a
broader data base, more confidence in each other's results because of standardisation of test procedures
and specimens, and improved knowledge and understanding because of interacting activities. With this in
mind a number of laboratories from Europe and North America decided to cooperate in this ACARD coordinated
programme, which is directed to "an imptoved definition and understanding of the problems of fatigue and
fracture in titanium alloy discs used in aircraft gas turbines" [6]. The ultimate goal of the programme is
the establishment of a sound basis for a damage tolerance philosophy applied to these components. Table I

shows a list of all participating laboratories and their representatives.

3.2 Framework of the programme

The programme consists of a CORE programme and a SUPPLEMENTARY programme. The CORE programme, perform-
ed on the basis of a commonly accepted test procedure including specimen types, is meant for calibration
between the various laboratories. In this way it is possible to gain confidence in each other's results and
to derive the necessary test standardisation. The CORE programme involves LCF life and crack growth testing
on Ti-6A1-4V specimens under constant amplitude loading and room temperature conditions, see table 2. . -

The SUPPLEMENTARY programme, although not yet defined in detail, will address those parameters relevant to
real enginie operating conditions, spectrum load effects, major/minor cycling, sequence effects, dwell, ICE
threshold etc. Furthermore, different materials and/or temperatures may be considered. The SUPPLEMENTARY

programme in fact allows the various participating laboratories to direct their activities somewhat more to
their own interest. -

3.3 CORE programme

The CORE programme test matrix is given in table 2. Testing is performed on 4 different types of
specimens (see figure 3), two of which are for 1.CF life and crack formation tests and two for crack growth
testing. The corner crack (CC) specimen is especially meant for crack growth testing in the "short" crack

regime. All specimens were machined from original Ti-6AI-4V disc forgings taking into account that the
expected crack plane in relation to forgin, structure is similar for both the specimens and the real disc. __ .
A working document [71 has been prepared in which all test procedures are specified in detail. An interest- . .
ing aspect is that crack formation and growth is monitored by means of the potential drop (PD) technique.. .'.*- .

This technique requires that a constant current is passed through the specimen and that the electrical .'-'*"-'"-."."-

potential over the crack plane is measured by two probes located on both sides of the crack. If the rela- -""""' ""
tionship between crack length and voltage is known (a calibration curve should be available, see figure 4
[8j) accurate crack length detection can be achieved. The advantage of the PD-method is that crack length
detection in a closed furnace is also possible and that automated data collection is easily attained. Ad- -

ditionally, the average crack length is determined instead of the surface crack length in the case of op-
tical measurements. Changes in crack front curvature are thus accounted for.
A possible set-up for fatigue testing and crack length measurement is shown in figure 5. Note that apart
from the notch voltage a reference voltage is measured to account for temperature effects and current
variation. Thermoelectric effects and drift of the syst m are eliminated by taking the difference of two
measurements, one with current on, one with current off. An instrumented corner crack specimen is shown in
figure 6: note that for reasons of simplicity both the notch probe wires and the reterence wires were weld-
ed on the same edge. In the actual test programme, to prevent the occurrence of a reference potential
change due to crack growth, the reference probes are to be welded at a location at which the potential -

field is not affected by crack growth, e.g. at the opposite corner.



The results of a preliminary test on the specimen shown in figure 6 are presented in figure 7. An actual L ..
crack growth curve, i.e. average crack length a versus cycles N, might be constructed after calibration of
notch voltage versus crack length. For this purpose the average crack size Is measured at two distinct ' " "
fracture surface markings, assuming the corresponding notch voltages to be known. The first marking has
been obtained by heat tinting, the second marking is the clearly dt.tinguishable transition line between
fatigue and overload area (figure 8). The average crack length has been determined by taking the average of
5 readings; 2 at the side surfaces (the surface crack lengths), the other I at angles of 22.5', 45' and
h7.5'. This averaging method resulted in only a very minor difference from the real average crack length
obtained by fracture area measurement. The calibration curve is now obtained by drawing a straight line
through the two dati points (see figure 9). The straight line assumption is justified based on figure 4 and
the actual z/W value of about 0.014. Figure 9 also shows the relation between the notch voltage and crack
size if measured opticallY at the specimen surface during the test. This curve indicates that the optical
measurement underestimates the average crack length as used for the calibration curve. The reason for this
effect is the crack front curvature at the specimen surface, see figure 8. This example clearly illustrates
the advantage of the PD-method for crack length determination over the optical method. In addition, the
PD-method sensitivity is very good. Our current system (figure 5) allows changes in crack length to be de-
tected with better than 5 .m sensitivity.

(iNCL.UDING RFMARKS

The application of the damage tolerance philosophy with respect to disc lifing requires sensitive and . . .
reliable NDI techniques for crack detection, knowledge of the operational loading conditions and a thorough
understanding of tatigue crack growth characteristics. The present AGARD programme addresses the last
sublurt. The first phase, the so-called CORE programme, is aimed at standardisation of test procedures and
specimens and calibration of the participating laboratories. The potential drop technique is used to allow
1,,:, 'cry atcurate crack detection and growth measurement. The second phase of the programme, the SUPPLEhEN-
,A-f programme, will address various parameters relevant for real service: major/minor cycle effects,
spectrum lo,,ding, 'equence effects, dwell, temperature, IICF threshold etc. This programme is yet to be
deficed in deta l.-
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TABLE 1
List of participating laboratories and their representatives

North America AFML, Dayton, USA C. Harmsworth
NADC, Warminster, USA R. Mahorter
NAE/JRC, Ottawa, Canada D. Raizenne
NASA Lewis, Cleveland, USA M. Hirschberg

QETE, Ottawa, Canada M. Bright
University of Toronto, Canada D. Hoeppner

Europe CEAT, Toulouse, France A. Liberge
IABG, Ottobrunn, Germany J. Foth
NLR, Amsterdam, Netherlands A. Mom *
RAE, Farnborough, UK C. Gostelow

Rolls Royce, Derby, UK R. Jeal
University of Pisa, Italy A. Frediani

programme coordinators

ITABLE 2
Overview of CORE programme; number of specimens indicated for each

individual laboratory. All tests at room temperature

Type of test LCF life /crack formation Crack propagation

Test specimen Smooth flat notched corner crack ASTN CT-
cylindrical Kt - 2.2

Number of specimens6633

potential + ++
drop. . . .

CRACK
DETECTION optical +

lGOAL only Initial 'shart rocrack total
crack formation range da/dN .

AK curve

0 ptional

- .

Tes spcien mooh latnothe cone crck ST CT • .-- '-.

cylidricl K ~ 22 ._ _
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ASPECTS OF SMALL CRACK GROWTH A Lm

M.N. James and J.F. Knott
Department of Metallurgy and Materials Science

University of Cambridge
Pembroke Street

Cambridge CB2 3QZ, England

SUMMARY -"- d.

This paper addresses the nature of small defects which occur in engineering comp-
onents and structures, and their subsequent growth to a size detectable by nondestructive
inspection techniques. Consideration is given to fundamental aspects such as the modi- ,
fying influence of residual stresses and "crack closure" on the growth of small cracks. __.....

Possible differences between laboratory test data and in-service crack 
growth are high-

lighted. Practical aspects are illustrated with specific reference to the example of
the safety-critical high pressure turbine disc of an aeroengine.

1. INTRODUCTION

It is now well recognised that small pre-existing defects are an inherent feature
of engineering components and structures. They may be formed as a direct result of
material forming and fabrication techniques, or may be an adventitious result of careless
transportation or handling. The sizes of such defects may range from the order of
microns, for metallurgical inhomogeneities such as nonmetallic inclusions, to several
millimetres for the case of welding defects such as slag inclusions or heat-affected-zone
(HAZ) cracks. Over the majority of this range of crack sizes the major portion of the
fatigue life is spent whilst the crack is smaller than the nondestructive inspection
(NDI) limit, as illustrated in Fig.l. It is therefore convenient to define the upper j
bound of the small crack problem to correspond to the general NDI limit of around 0,5 - .A
1,0 mm.

The importance of the small crack regime in fatigue is apparent in Fig.l, and it is
appealing to apply the principles of linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) and, in
particular, the defect tolerant design approach to this area. There are, however,
certain practical and fundamental difficulties in extending fatigue design codes to
include such small cracks. The practical difficulty relates to the NDI sizing limit.
Many highly stressed components contain defect populations whose upper bounds are
considerably lower than 0,5mm. This implies that, unless the upper bound on initial
defect size can be determined by a feature of process control, e.g. by the mesh size
employed in a powder metallurgy route, initial defect sizes cannot be quantified. .-

Equally, estimates of the residual fatigue life of a component cannot be made until the
crack has grown to a size that may be uncomfortably close to the critical failure size.
Although in certain situations NDI may be able to detect surface-breaking flaws of
perhaps 0,2mm, the above remarks still apply to very high strength materials with a t

* correspondingly low defect tolerance.

The fundamental difficulties arise primarily from two factors. The first is that of
.• applying LEFM to the high stress situations which usually characterise the growth of

short cracks. A basic tenet in the use of LEFM is that applied stresses should he well " -

below the yield stress and that the extent of crack tip plasticity should be small
compared with crack size and component (specimen) dimensions. Associated with this is a
possible "noncontinuum" aspect to crack tip plasticity when the crack size is small
compared with some microstructural parameter. In this situation, several studies have ____

indicated that the size of the crack tip plastic zone may then be determined primarily
by the microstructure, rather than the applied stress intensity factor ill. The second
difficulty derives from the experimental observations of qrowth of short cracks at values
of the applied stress intensity range (AK) well below the conventional 'lonq crack"
threshold value (lKth) • Such growth may occur at rates several orders of ra(iittud,
greater than might be expected from a supposedly conservative extrapolation of the 1ais
law regime to include low stress intensity values. It can then be inferred from such
behaviour that in-service component failures could occur at a fraction of the expected
lifetime. This emphasises the importance of understanding the gTrowth of srall cracks.

This paper addresses the nature of small defects which occur in oractice and their -

sulsequent growth to NDI detection size. Consideration is ;iven to fundirental asiects
such as the modifying influence of residual stresses and "crack closure" on the growth-.-
:-f small cracks. Possible differences between l aboratory test data and in-service %

growti are highlighted. Practical aspects are illustrated with specific reference to the
exvi le of the safety-critical high pressure turhine disc of an aeroengine.

2. NAT hE u1 SMIALL bLFECTS

The -417zo md t'o'tpe of defect In 1 7, ot ] - ti IIc pr-duct , and i t; i n! I idiI s;tre-s st,ite,
reflect tie processing route followed in its -an u f,ct. ure. In car;t-to-shalpe roCuct -
tyi_ cal defects include porosity, shrinkage cavitics, sand or li out rapliOnt due to
abrasion -f the mould surface by the metal flow, and solid nonmet allic dCoxidation
*pnr ucts. Although very high quailt castinrs can ho [-educed for 'otall component o such
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as gas turbine blades, castings generally contain a relatively large defect population.
Probably the most important class of crack initiating casting defects are shrinkage 0.
cavities, which exist as essentially stress free geometric discontinuities with a wide

Z range of sizes (up to 1mm or more in large castings).

For applications other than aeroengines, it is important to note that some casting
alloys, designed to reduce macroscopic shrinkage, may contain phases of low density
(graphite in cast iron; silicon in aluminium alloys) in the form of flakes and needles.
These could be as deleterious as shrinkage cavities.

In cast-and-wrought products, the inclusion distribution represents the major class
of defects. In addition to size and morphology, the chemical composition of inclusions
is also of significance with respect to the growth of short cracks. Inclusions that are
plastic at hot working temperatures, such as low-oxygen manganese sulphide inclusions in
structural steels, can be rolled out to produce thin, crack-like platelets. Such
inclusions can act as useful crack arresters in some orientations and significant crack
initiators in others. Similar effects have been observed in stress-corrosion tests made
on Al-Zn-Mg alloy forgings and extrusions where there is marked "pancaking" of grains [2].:t

The presence of inclusions also gives rise to local residual (or "tessellated")
stresses on cooling, as a result of the strains produced by the differences in coefficients
of thermal contraction between inclusion and matrix. Oxide or silicate particles contract

* less than a steel or nickel-base superalloy matrix, so that the inclusion is in compression.
A weight function analysis shows that the net value of stress intensity due to the
residual stress field is compressive, even for a crack of surface length twice the radius
of a cylindrical inclusion [3]. The conclusion to be drawn is that it may be necessary
to apply a tensile stress of at least the magnitude of the residual stress to provide a
driving force for crack growth, even if the inclusion is already cracked. Such behaviour
could induce a "fatigue limit" in the material, which would be expected to vary with

* temperature because this controls the value of mismatch strain between inclusion and
* matrix. The sign of such residual stresses, as well as their magnitude, can change with

the chemical composition. In the case of manganese sulphide inclusions in steel, for
example, a bonded inclusion would experience tensile strains.

A process route which appears to be particularly attractive for nickel-base super-
alloys, to attempt to overcome segregation problems associated with the conventional

* cast-and-wrought route, is the hot isostatic pressing (HIP-ping) and forging of atomised
and sieved metal powder. This route is in use for the production of high pressure
turbine discs in aeroengines. In general, the powder is uniform and surface oxidation is
minimised, but it is possible for small refractory particles to be scoured of f the mould
and pass through the sieve to become mixed in with the metal powder 141. The sizes of
such particles will depend on the mesh size of the sieve (and the number of sieving
operations), but are likely to be in the range 0,1 - 0,2mm [4]. The situation regarding
residual tessellated stresses for these defects is similar to that for the oxide and
silicate particles in cast-and-wrought alloys. Hipping and forging are carried out at
high temperatures (in the range 1000 - 11500 C), so that any mismatch strains are
acconamodated by plastic flow and diffusion: on cooling to lower temperatures, differences
in thermal expansion coefficients again produce residual stresses.

With respect to defects introduced by fabrication techniques, it is probable that
fusion welding is potentially able to produce the greatest variety of defects in metal-
metal bonding. Included amongst these defects are solidification cracking, slag entrap-
ment, lack of fusion and H-AZ cracking produced by hydrogen up-take. The problem of
treating small cracks at welds is compounded by the presence of residual stresses in the
joint and, for fillet welds, by the stress gradient at the weld toe. Both sets of
stresses can, however, be treated using suitable weight functions.

In conclusion, it is important to recognise that, although some defects may be
initially essentially stress free, many defects are subject to residual elastic stresses
which may be a substantial proportion of the materials yield strcss. Such stresses are
likely to influence the initial growth of cracks from defects and must be taken into
account in realistic analyses of short crack growth.

3. SMALL CRACK GROWTH

When the growth of a fatigue crack from some small initial defect is analysed using
*LEFM parameters, different types of behaviour may be observed over the first millimetre
* or so of growth, as illustrated in Fig.2. In all cases, there is an initially high

growth rate at A~K values well below the conventional long crack threshold. The growth
rate may then decrease to a minimum (or even arrest) as AK increases, before increasing
again and joining the long crack growth curve. For tests employing constant values of
waximum cyclic stress and stress ratio (R) z K may be replaced on the abscissa by crack
length. The "short crack regime" can t-hen be defined as existing for that range of crack_____
sizes which exhibit enhanced growth rates relative to longer cracks. Such anomalous
growth behaviour has been observed in many materials including steels 15-71, aluminium

* alloys [81, titanium alloys [9,101, nickel-base superalloys [11,121 and cast aluminium
bronze [13].

Enhanced growth rates may be observed when:

1) Cracks are comparable in length to the scale of local plasticity. This is partic- ___

ularly the case when the crack is growing in a region of bulk plasticity, e.q. at a . .*-
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notch root (see Fig.2), but can also occur when the crack is affected by the size of its AL j
own plastic zone. Such behaviour may in some cases be normalised by the use of a more *'.- .- %"
appropriate fracture mechanics parameter, such as the J integral or crack tip opening ..
displacement [14].

2) Cracks are similar in length to some microstructural dimension. This is essentially
a breakdown in the homogeneous continuum requirement for the application of fracture.-...--.-.
mechanics [13]. This is likely to be more prevalent in coarse grained materials which
exhibit very crystallographic growth.

3) Even when the crack is "long" in terms of microstructure and local plasticity,
enhanced growth rates have been observed for physically short cracks, say less than 0,5 -
1,0 mm. This has been proposed to be due to a breakdown in the similitude concept of
LEFM [15].

Similitude implies that two different sized cracks subjected to equal applied stress
intensity values, in a given material/microstructure/environment system, will have plastic
zones that are equal in size and have identical stress and strain distributions along the %
elastic/plastic boundary. The crack growth rates are then expected to be equal. Fracture
mechanics parameters such as AK, however, define the nominal, applied, mechanical "driving
force" for crack extension, since AK characterises the applied stress and strain fields
ahead of the crack tip, whereas crack growth rates must reflect the local effective
driving force at the crack tip. Conditions that affect this local driving force can
therefore lead to a violation of similitude and subsequent anomalous growth behaviour.
Local plasticity and noncontinuum behaviour can produce loss of similitude, but it may
also arise from changes in crack growth mechanism and crack closure.

Several authors have proposed that changes in crack closure are the cause of
observed short crack behaviour [6,7,9,11], and it has become increasingly apparent that
closure is a major variable in fatigue crack growth, especially at near-threshold growth
rates at low stress ratios (R < 0,5 - 0,7). One method of accounting for effects of
closure on crack growth is based on the use of an effective stress intensity range (AKeff),  Z-
defined as Kmax - K where K is the stress intensity at which the crack tip opens. -
This definition ass 3ues that Rp can be determined accurately. If the schematic data in
Fig.2 were plotted versus :Keff, the discrepancy between short and long crack growth
rates, for most materials, would generally be reduced or, in others, such as quenched and
tempered steels, eliminated.

Effects of crack closure, microstructure and plasticity on short crack growth may
either act independently or in conjunction. It would therefore be expected that the
extent of the short crack regime in a given alloy would vary with factors such as: heat
treatment, which affects microstructure and yield strength; maximum stress intensity in
the fatigue cycle, which could influence the retarding effect of grain boundaries [161;- -
and, independently, the minimum stress intensity (stress ratio) which determines the .. -
magnitude of the closure effect. In closure dominated situations short crack behaviour
disappears at high stress ratios 17].

The effect of heat treatment is clearly demonstrated in two studies made on 0,4%
carbon steels [17,181. James and Smith 1171 studied a quenched and tempered 0,4% carbon
steel with a ferrite grain size of 1Om. They observed no microstructural dependence of

" growth for small cracks, with Stage II growth being established very early in life (see
Fig. 3). Enhanced growth rates were found for cracks whose surface length was less than
l00..m. The short crack effect was explained by changes in closure. in a study of a

* normalised 0,4 carbon steel with a prior austenite grain size of 14ecm, however,
Do Los Rios et al [11 observed microstructurally-dependent growth with cracks arresting
at ferrite/pearlite interfaces. Short crack behaviour was observed for cracks with
surface lengths in the range 200 - 300.m, which corresponded to the lengths of ferrite
allotriomorphs in which the cracks had initiated.

Crack retardation at micrestructural interfaces is one explanation for the initially
aecreasing growth rates shown schematically for short cracks in Fig.2. This decrease
occurs despite the fact that ;K, for constant amplitude loading, is increasing steadily
as the crack length increases. This observation has been attributed to two factors 119].
The first is the difficulty in propagating slip across an interface, which may give rise
to an incubation period, depending on the type of the interface, e.g. high angle grain
boundary or interface with a second phase. The second factor is a possible increase in
closure stress as a crack tip crosses an interface, caused by increased "nonrontinuum"
crack tip plasticity due to slip extending to the next interface. In a closure dominated
situit ion the decrease in growth rates can be perceived as arisino, from an increase in
closure stress (i.e. a reduced 'Kff) which more than offsets the increase in applied
stress intensity. As the closure level approaches that of a ionq crack the increase in
closure stress tapers off and the growth rate increases tow,_,rds the long crack curve.

Several interesting facets of the Lbehaviour of short cracks are shown in recent work
P'; Hlicks and Brown 1121 on several aluminium, titanium and nickel-Pase alloys used in the
iircrift industry. The nickel-Pase alloys tested were Astroloy with orain sizes of 5:.m
inc ii. and single crystal specimens of SOP 99. Apparentlv, for initial coarsening of
irarin size short crack growth rates increased, rel.-i'e to th- e for lon; cracks, but for

%Xe extreme of a single crystal specimen closer corres: )ndenco wans obtained between short
and( long crack behaviour, as seen in Vii.4. It is Iike ' , t hat a sinole crystal specimen
provides continuum conditions down to ver,. small crack lenoti.a. ,hort crack effects are
then limited in extent as theywi i ari.-e .l fr,'r: -l sore chane-,s due to a limited
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crack wake and, at very short crack lengths, from plasticity effects. The data also
indicate that crystal structure, which controls the mode of slip, may be used to rank
the resistance of metals to short crack growth and that, within a particular crystal
structure, increases in elastic modulus and yield strength further improve the crack
propagation resistance.

It is clear from the above discussion that the prediction of short crack behaviour
in a particular alloy is rendered difficult by the possibility of complex interactions
between plasticity, microstructure and crack closure. Such data as those of Hicks and U
Brown [12] and Morris et al [19], however, indicate that there is considerable potential
for developing more defect tolerant microstructures. This requires careful research

*'[-. programmes aimed at separating out the effects of the various factors which influence the -. - ..
Sgrowth of short cracks.

* A further complication in studying short crack behaviour derives from the type of
crack used in such work. Although many workers have considered semi-elliptical cracks
[5,7,9,121, a significant number of studies have utilised through-thickness cracks [6,20].
These two types of crack are generated under very different loading conditions. Short
through-cracks are generally obtained by machining away part of a crack produced under a
load shedding or constant nK testing scheme, to leave a through-thickness crack of the
desired length. Short semi-elliptical cracks, however, are usually generated under
increasing AK conditions at stresses near, or above, yield. A stress relief operation
may then be employed prior to subsequent testing. James and Knott [21] have recently
critically examined the effects of these two crack generation techniques on the extent of
short crack behaviour. Load shedding and constant AK techniques both lead to the .
development of considerable plasticity induced closure well behind the crack tip, as
demonstrated in Fig.5, in both plane stress [22] and plane strain [21]. The length of
crack wake which experiences "wedging" can be as much as 1-2mm. When part of the wake
is removed, to produce short through-cracks of length less than the original "wedged"
length, Kop is reduced and enhanced growth rates are observed during subsequent testing.
The extent of the apparent short crack regime is then merely a reflection of the length
of crack wake which contributed to closure during precracking. Effectively, the behaviour . -
of such short through-cracks is the same as that of long through-cracks in which part of
the wake has been removed by, say, electrodischarge machining [6,21] (see Fig.6). Crack
growth under increasing AK conditions, however, appears to confine wake "wedging" to much
smaller lengths directly behind the crack tip. Semi-elliptic surface crack tests
conducted under increasing AK conditions should therefore furnish a more accurate
estimate of the extent of any short crack behaviour in a particular alloy.

Surface cracks are, however, often generated by high stresses close to, or even
exceeding, yield and are then stress relieved at relatively low temperatures (around
6000 C). Initial fatigue crack growth could thus occur in the presence of significant
plasticity, and there is then the possibility, at least for steels, of the incomplete
removal of such plasticity during the stress relief treatment. Residual wake plasticity -*.' '.
could then dominate short crack behaviour either directly, by inva'dating the use of
LEFN, or indirectly by contributing to the premature build-up of c sure to a "long
crack" value. An incorrect assessment of the extent of the short crck regime could
result from this effect. The authors are currently examining this possibility, in QIN
(HY8O) steel, through a comparison between the behaviour of semi-elliptic surface cracks
either initiated at inclusions by high stress, or initiated at low stresses by a novel
application of hydrogen charging. This technique appears to have considerable potential
in work on small cracks, as many natural cracks at welds are produced in a similar way.
A typical hydrogen induced crack about 140um deep and its final shape after subsequent
threshold testing are shown in Fig.7.

4. DEFECT TOLERANCE IN TURBINE DISCS

Due to its rotational speed and mass, the high pressure disc of a gas turbine is
generally considered to be the most safety-critical aeroengine component. The fatigue
cycles of concern are the major "take-off/landing" cycles, in which the disc is stressed
in parts virtually to its proof stress. Current powder metallurgy nickel-base disc
alloys have 0,1% proof stresses of around 103 MPa, and a correspondingly low defect
tolerance 141 as indicated in Fig.8. Considering the specific case of Astroloy, a useful
depiction of short crack behaviour is that originally due to Kitagawa and Takahashi (231,
shown in Fig.9. It represents the stress required to cause fatigue crack growth for a
given crack length, and relates to threshold and endurance limit data. The crack lengths
corresponding to the NDI limit, the onset of short crack behaviour [121 and the process
control limit (sieve mesh size) are indicated in the figure.

It is clear that the initial defect sizes lie in the range where enhanced growth
rates have been observed and that the entire short crack regime lies inside the NDI
detection limit. The situation will be worsened by the high operating stresses
experienced by the disc. Fig.4, based on data from laboratory test specimens, indicates
that short crack growth rates will be at least an order of magnitude higher than an
extrapolation of tne linear growth rate regime would indicate. It is therefore
instructive to examine the criticality of the initial defect size by applying a fracture
mechanics crack growth analysis to the disc material.

The linear regime growth rate law for long fatigue cracks in Astroloy is 1241:

da/dN 4 x 10- 12 AK 3'3 ... ()



and this will apply to cracks as small as 0,25mm. Assuming that the applied stress
range is equal to the proof stress (about iO MPa), and that the final defect size is
0,8mm after a life of 104 flight cycles [25], equation (1) can be integrated to obtain
an estimate of the allowable initial defect size. This process indicates than an initial
surface defect would need to be only about 70wm deep to produce this growth, while the
critical diameter of a penny-shaped buried defect would be about lOOpm. This could cause
concern on two counts; firstly the fact that the maximum size of initial defect which
could pass through the process control sieves might be twice this size; secondly that " *-- .
the above analysis did not consider any enhanced growth rates in the initial portion of "W
the life, when the crack was smaller than 0,25mm.

In actuality, experimental results from spin-rig testing of discs [4] suggest that . .- "
the above fracture mechanics approach is somewhat pessimistic, as seen in Fig.l0.

A possible explanation for this apparently contradictory short crack behaviour, ".,.L .
compared with Fig.4, could be the local tessellated stresses around the refractory
particles in the powder disc alloy. These particles would not be crack initiation sites
in the laboratory specimens used to obtain the data in Fig.4. As discussed in an earlier
section, such stresses will exert a clamping force on the fatigue crack during the
initial stage of its growth from the inclusion. This could then lead to the "fatigue
limit" type of behaviour seen in Fig.l0.

The conclusion to be drawn from this is that a thorough analysis and understanding ' -.

of the factors influencing the behaviour of small fatigue cracks is required, before
experimental data acquired from small laboratory specimens can be reliably applied to
service situations.

*5. TESSELLATED STRESSES AROUND INCLUSIONS

As described in previous sections, the cooling of a powder-formed, nickel-base
superalloy from the hipping or forging temperature is likely to generate local residual,
or "tessellated", stresses around refractory inclusions as a result of differences in
thermal expansion coefficient between inclusion and matrix. In this section, we attempt
to show how the presence of such tessellated stresses could affect the early growth of
short cracks and introduce an effective "fatigue limit". The approach followed is to
load a hypothetical crack emanating from an inclusion with the residual stress
distribution arising from the tessellated stresses, using an appropriate weight function.
A similar method has been used with success to treat fatigue crack growth throughout the
regions of residual compressive stress in autofrettaged gun barrels [26] and in regions
of compressive stress in centre-cracked plates, where the residual stress was induced by
indentation of the plate surfaces with rollers of length W/2, located centrally above and
below the crack [27].

For an isolated inclusion in an infinite body, the circumferential stress at a total
distance, r, from its centre is given by the following expressions [28]:

for a spherical inclusion: - .. * -

= p ; =m -=p(r 
3

/2r 3
)

where p = M/ [(1 + Vm )/2E } + (1 - 2\i)/Ei ]

for a cylindrical inclusion:

0 P' ; 0m = p' (ri 2 /r 2 )

where p' = 3(1 + Vi)/ [{(1 - 3vi)/E i} + (i + V )/E}] N
i ~ m

and t = (Qm - ai) AT for both types of inclusion. In these equations, the radius

of the inclusion is r., suffix m refers to the matrix, suffix i refers to the inclusion,
E is Young's modulus, v is Poisson's ratio, a is the thermal expansion coefficient and AT
is the difference in temperature between the hipping/forging temperature and the
operating temperature. . -

A crack emanating from a spherical inclusion is ideally "penny-shaped": if it has -
radius a, it is loaded by a compression 0i  p between o and ri, and a tension am

p(ri 3/r3 ) between r1 and a. If a > r, the weight functions may be integrated to give
stress intensities as follows:

K1 (compression) = 2(ra)- i pr (a - r2 ) dr

= 2p (na) la - (a - ri 2)

K2 (tension) (,a) - f pr i
3 ( -r2)_ r dr

2 - r'a a
S(7a)_ (ril/a

2 ) (a2 ri 2

The net stress intensity (for a ri) is given by K = K1 + K2 *

* . .
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For the specific geometry a = 2ri, the result is that K3 is given by: AL

K3 = p(,a)- h (2(2- /3) - /3/4} ri ..

0.051 p a0 .051 p - (2ri

i.e. the net stress intensity is still compressive. A similar result is obtained for
the cylindrical inclusion [3]. For a crack of length 2a = 4 ri growing symmetrically
from the centre of an inclusion, the compressive component is: V

S 2p (2ri/,) (4ri - r2 ) 2' dr

= (pY3) (21ri 2 -.. '--o

Between ri and 2 ri, the tensile component is: -.

K5 = -2p (2 ri/)f 2ri (ri2/r2) (4ri2 - r2) -  dr r-r)

= -p1(3ri/2,) 
-[. ...[[: _ .

The net stress intensity K6 = K4 + K5 is then given by:

K = p(ra) {(1/3) -3/2.))

= 0.058p (na) = 0.58p' (2r

Again, the net stress intensity is compressive.

For forging temperatures slightly over 1100C, the value of LT may be taken as 1100 C
for the cold part of a disc and 500

0 C for the high temperature part. For a pure alumina
inclusion, Ei = 390 GPa, vi = 0.25, a. = 8 x 10-, [281 and for a typical superalloy
matrix, Em = 200 GPa, vm = 0.29, am = 13 x 10-6 at room temperature [29,30]. For a
spherical inclusion, the value of p is then calculated as 1220 MPa at room temperature
and 555 MPa at an operating temperature of 600OC: for a cylindrical inclusion, the
figures are 970 MPa and 440 MPa respectively. We see that the presence of the residual -..-.
stresses can then induce a "fatigue limit", if sufficient tensile stress has to be
applied either to overcome the pressure or to produce positive values of stress intensity.
The order 9 f magnitude of this "fatigue limit" is comparable with the material's yield
stress (10 MPa) in agreement with the data shown in Fig.10. Differences in the value
of p can be obtained for average values of a (20 x 10 - ) and for different inclusions,
e.g. mullite (3A1 2 0. for which Ei is T45 GPa and ai is 5 x 10-6 [311. If a fatigue -
limit due to tessel ated stresses does exist, it will be important to study inclusion/
matrix combinations in detail to relate local stress levels to the precise values of
fatigue limit observed.

6. CONCLUSIONS

This paper has drawn attention to a number of general aspects pertaining to short
crack growth and to factors which produce differences in the growth rates of long and
short cracks at the same nominal stress intensities. There is clearly a range of
extremely small cracks in which behaviour is dominated by noncontinuum, microstructural
effects. For larger defects, continuum fracture mechanics would be expected to be
adequate, but the paper points out that most real defects, or short cracks studied in
experimental tests, are not simply geometrical discontinuities, but are associated with
residual stress fields, generated by plasticity (e.g. in the "wake" of a long crack) or
by elastic fields due to surface hardening or differential thermal expansion. The last
case has particular relevance to powder-formed discs and a possible method of analysis is
proposed. The general point is that any assessment of the growth of small defects must
simulate the local stress fields that exist around the defect in service and this demands
a detailed knowledge of the microstructure, in addition to the use of weight function
techniques to calculate the effects of the local stress fields on the stress intensity
ahead of a small, growing crack.
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Fig. 1 Illustration of the importance of the small crack regime in fatigue. Where
failure originates from microdefects, the majority of the fatigue life will

be spent as cracks smaller than the NDI detection limit.
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Fig. 3 Demonstration of the establishment of a Stage II crack at a very small size in
a quenched and tempered 0,4% carbon steel 1171. The stress axis is indicatedI by the arrow. Initiation occurred at a subsurface alumina inclusion whose size
was equal to the bottom of the "trough" in the central portion of the crack.
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Fig. 5 Demonstration of the possibility of closure well behind the crack tip, in a S
simulated load shedding testing scheme involving a sequence of sawcuts from
a notch in a sheet of polycarbonate 1211. The residual stresses in previous
plastic zones reduce the width of the cut, as indicated by the arrows. Both
cuts were made by the same saw.
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Fig. 6 Preparation of short through-thickness cracks.
a) the initial long through-crack, generated under a load shedding or constant

'K scheme, will experience closure well behind the crack tip.
b) removal of the majority of the crack wake, to produce a short through-crack,

decreases the crack tip opening load and thus reduces the influence of - -
closure in subsequent fatigue cycling.

c) the equivalent situation can be obtained by removal of the majority of the .'-
wake of a long crack by, say, electrodischarge machining (EDM).
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Astr.oloy
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Fig. 9 Depiction of the relative positions of the short crack regime and NDI detection
limit for Astroloy. The process control defect size is also shown, and the .V.- A ..
plot relates to threshold and endurance limit data. The data indicate that --
short crack effects should be of importance to crack growth in turbine discs, .-.
and that the situation is likely to be worsened by the high operating stresses
experienced in service.
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Fig. 10 Powder metallurgy Astroloy with 150,.m defects: a comparison of the fracture
mechanics life estimate (growth rate data from laboratory specimens) and the
fatigue life observed from spin-rig tests. After Wildgoose et al 14]. A
possible explanation for this observed difference could be that local residual
("tessellated") stresses around refractory inclusions, in the spin-rig discs,
exert a clamping force on the fatigue crack.
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4 .0 INTRODUCTION

% Ever since the Cirst gas turbine aero engine entered into service there has been
4,pressure to develop more powerful yet more efficient and lightweight units. To this end ~ .~s

manufacturers have endeavoured to increase overall pressure ratios and maximum cycle
temperatures whilst trying to limit engine size by using materials having higher
.strength -to-weight ratios and higher temperature Ospatili'..

Two main material approaches have been followed in order to help meet these
requirements. These are the development of high-strength, high-temperature capability
nickel Dase superalloys for extensive use in the turbine and the replacement of heavy

steels and nickel alloys in the compressor by advanced lightweight titanium alloys. TheA
latter approacn wa-s the driving force b-ehind the development jl the U K of a unique range
of creep-reosistant near-alpha titanium allcyn- suit.able f.cc use Up to 6T 0 C.

The cb ~ectives of this paper aire:

I. to describe how a variety of parameters can influence the crack growth -.

characteristics of near-alpha titanium alloys, with particular reference to the 0:K alloy .''*

to c assess the relevance of these Iartrydata toactual engine operat ion.

11 THiE IcUSOPMENT OF. CHEEP RESIU TANT IA ' A'__QO

*-ne U K ph: losophy has been to ut il ioe as mu ch t it anirim a?- pcosible for rotat ing
compo nento., and this has necessitated the ccontinued development of a series of high
temperatu re creep-resistant alloys. FIGURE 1

:n the mid ?950's the beneficial effects of s"a ilicon additio)ns on creep
* rerav our were patented and exploited in the alpha.~tat all-y 'MT1 550.

* 950 'he- enhanc ed performance mrt --r 1 , . , u-r rihed irapi;dI;y from h igh i n t he
1 ap ha-t-a pn ield had been recognised. 'h- e.,-xirle of an alloy of this tp e i

* ~iire noamontof et oaliton r,~ as o large an amount of
r -i' ned trea phi -e wa f nd '~du-~e ' 7t',nth.

Fn- nar devie u-pment was t''e rar'c, f'" dein, t.- q u'rc h ed from
1,n r'-d "'-i m"i- r_ C'n he
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To achieve their optimum properties near-alpha alloys depend on fast quench rates •
and a fine transformation product. In practice very fast rates cannot be achieved through. ,

%' .%thicker sections, and what is called "basketweave" microstructures normally result
(FIGURE 2a). In very thick sections, or if the quench rate is too low, a more aligned
structure can occur. In this non-preferred "aligned" microstructure the transformation
product is a set of plates with crystallographic symmetry between adjoining plates. A
prior beta grain can then act as a single crystal of hcp microstructure (FIGURE 2b).

The relatively large grain sizes associated with beta heat treated near-alpha alloys
are compared to other alpha+beta alloys in FIGURE 2(c). .. .--.

Much of the recent development work on near-alpha alloys has been aimed at " .

controlling the prior beta grain size which, for thick section IMI865, can be up to 2mm.
In the case of IMI829 grain sizes of 0.5mm are typical of the maximum found in

* components. The more complex alloys now available, such as IM1834, reduce this still
further to levels more typical of the alpha+beta alloys.

. 2.0 CRACK GROWTH BEHAVIOUR OF IMI685

Much early work on fatigue crack growth concentrated on long cracks, it being
assumed that the growth laws obeyed continuum mechanics such that long crack data could
be extrapolated to short cracks.

Such an approach breaks down when the crack spans only a few grains, but for most _ 
-

non-aerospace materials this is of only academic importance.

For beta processed titanium alloys, on the other hand, a few grains could contain a
crack 10 to 15mm long. Crack growth from an initiation site to this length might well
form a significant part of the calculated fracture mechanics life. This has led to an
increased interest in the behaviour of short cracks.

2.1 THE GROWTH OF LONG CRACKS

2.1.1 The effect of microstructure.

it has been shown that quenching at different rates gives rise to different
microstructires in the material. The effect of microstructure on room temperature crack

- prcpagation at a frequency of 1Hz is illustrated in FIGURE 3. Although the actual
differences seen between the basketweave and aligned microstructures are not large, they &
serve to illustrate the fact that microstructure is a relevant variable which cannot be --..*igrored."""-'"-J

It should also be noted that, as the cooling rate through a thick section can vary, *. .
so can the crack growth rate.

For completeness a line for the alpha-beta heat-treated alloy Ti-6A1-4V is included
on the Fire. This shows the significant improvement that can be obtained by beta heat
treatment.

2.1.2. The influence of frequency and dwell on load.

When lX1665 is slow cccled c 7ive an aligned microstructure, little difference is
seen in the crack propagatior rate at 1Hz and 10Hz. A similar result is obtained with an
air c oled, basketweave, microctructure.

W her. dwell on !had i ap~lied there is a significant and detrimental effect on the
crack prcpaeatcon reoistarce of the slow cooled material. This is illustrated in FIGURE
4, where ,he effect c a 5-minute hcld on load can, under some circumstances, lead to an

- order 'of magnit-ode increase in the measured crack growth rate.

2'Similar effects -n t.h1 cale are not seen in o her, preferred, microst ructures.

-ven ir-'ne slow-oed aligned mi-ro-tructure, dwell effects dt:a.ppear at

...............ra ures a&c' acut 12<" ,cF, well L-lo, the normal operating< temperature of
-ree - a titanium all-y.:.

h, -efectof dwell cr Ilcad -ppe ar; O o rr.re nt iceable at the hie her stre ss
r,*n.-'y 'evels, the Hiz anI dwel d-ta coming together at a stress :ntensity cf about

* .- 'N.m -c. For most situationo,, crack 7rowth a t ss intensity levels above about 2'
'nr- f:r little of' the expe' : i',i, and I hi: dwel l on load may be of "ittle

-r'n: i,-al relevance. I: is, howoer- , anc'h .r r-minder to ensure that the t e t oin e.-'.
.d.c.d r.,rod.e:- ho fail rer 'd , he,.<I in , , r- s. n

"" .'"°L'..'-"
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3.'.3 the effect of R ratio .

Ne.,st crack propagation tests, and the majority of components, are cycled at R ratios .,'" ... .
- minrimum stress/maximum stress) at or just above zero. If the mean load is raised whilst

m aintainir.g the range constant, such that the R ratio increases to 0.5, an order of
magni.tude increase in crack propagation rate is observed in aligned IM1685 (FIGURE 5).
Simiiar effects are also seen in basketweave microstructures.

The significance of these results is that they can be rationalised by invoking the p
:ccncept of crack closure. Plastic deformation associated with crack advance can induce
closure loads that hold the crack faces together. At high R ratios the minimum stress is

" ouch 'hat the crack is open for the whole cycle. At low R ratios the crack remains closed
% fcr part of the cycle, thus reducing the effective cyclic stress range. The low R ratio

results are thus an underestimate of the growth rate for a given effective stress.

in a component notch plasticity and other geometric effects can also affect the - . . '

closure load, making the prediction of crack growth rate, and thus life, difficult...

1 .1.4 Effect of environment (Aqueous Salt)

Titanium is known for its good corrosion resistance, and is widely used in both
_ chemical and desalinisation plants. That its crack growth behaviour is significantly

affected by aqueous salt may thus come as a surprise. In practice the effect of aqueous
salt on all but a few titanium alloys is to cause enhanced crack growth above a certain
threshold cyclic stress intensity level. This is illustrated in FIGURE 6 for aligned
I21685.

in no titanium alloy investigated has Kic been influenced by environment, but the
onset of sustained load cracking, Kisco, is. Additionally it is observed that enhanced
cyclic crack growth occurs at lower stress intensities than predicted by Kiscc, a figure
of 2/3 Kisco being appropriate for most alloys. -. [.

Stress corrosion cracking is associated with static failure modes and as such is a -I
function of the maximum stress intensity in the cycle, rather than the stress intensity
range.

It is, however, useful to remember that environment rarely affects crack growth
tehaviour at lower stress intensities. As such the effect on overall crack propagation .--
life of a component will normally be small.

2.1.5 Faticue thresholds

When calculating the crack propagation life from a flaw or small crack the majority .- '--
that If'e is taken up ty the crack growing at very low stress intensity levels.

*ra, n ng crack data obtained at quite high crack growth rates down to these -e
eel -. wil predict a finite crack growth rate at all levels of cyclic stress intensity. ,., ..

In prazti-e *here is a lower level of cyclic stress intensity, the fatigue threshold,
w h ,ak propagation does n:t appear to occur. This is analogous to the fatigue

i rIi nr -i n rmal fatigue ,e t .

nc ,a i crve s a t, r near the fatigue threshold have been obtained by
--r u'th o iev and aligned structures in IM1685 (FIGURE 7).

Snd L h, a a sres intensity range below about 5MN.m-3/2, no crack
i r-h w~ I ;x- ted I cCur 'f thee data on long cracks could be carried through

n, smai Jef in 4ite lowly stressed titanium alloys should not be .

r:[ is h : - r on v r ' aT d rhat crack in ititiion and short crack growth,
, ' . rrn" b r i 'e d from long crack data .

d "Aitro' r .:tr- and a deliberately increased

d ,r'h A tracks ,f I he order of the
,i - ,. , . i f i i,.e t reshold of approx
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The understanding now available on the role and nature of short crack growth
demonstrates the problems that can arise when crack propagation data are extrapolated
beyond the limits of experimental variables; something that could preclude the derivation
of a "universal" approach to damage tolerant design.

* . 3.0 CONCLUSIONS

Many of the crack propagation features that were believed to be problems in
near-alpha, beta heat-treated titanium alloys can be shown to be of little significance
for component lifing. In particular the effect of dwell on load is only of importance in
non-preferred microstructures and at cyclic stress intensities greater than around 20
MN.m-3/2, that is at stress intensity levels above which any reasonable lifing scheme
would have rejected the component. .

Environmental effects are also only of significance at faster crack growth rates,
where little residual life is left in a component. J

Operational experience has demonstrated that beta processed alloys can be used with
confidence as disc materials, and has led to the development of the higher temperature
alloy IM1829 (Ti-5331S) and to the latest in the line, IM1834. In both these alloys the
material development process has had a two-fold objective; to achieve enhanced
temperature capability and to restrict grain growth during thermo-mechanical processing.

Finally, the creep resistant titanium alloy story is one that has many implications
for damage tolerant design. In particular it illustrates that when any major advances
are made in a material's strength or temperature capability, by microstructural,
compositional or processing route, it is dangerous to assume that design rules, data
extrapolation techniques and predictive methods found viable for preceding materials will
necessarily apply to the new development.
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1FIGURE 2.

Typical titanium ailo , microstutr

(a) Fast-cooled "basketweave'l IMI(8

(b) Slow-cooled "aligned" IMI '4..
(c) Alpha-*Beta 'j'-6A1-4V showin

* finei grain size.
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MESURE DE LONGUEUR DE FISSURE, DEFORMATION ET ENDOM11AGEMENT

PAR UNE TECHNIQUE DE POTENTIEL ELECTRIQUE

par Humbert Policella, Georges Baudin et Georges Cailletaud

Office National d'Etudes et de Recherches A~rospatiales (ONERA)
92322 Chitillon Cedex (France)

RESUME

Cet article fait le point stir une nouvelle utilisation de la mesure du poten- ,.

tiel 6lectrique et ses applications aux mesures de 1ongue~ir de fissure, d~formation '

et dommage. En premier lieu, nous pr~sentons l'appareillage 6lectronique d~velopp6 A
1ONERA dont la caract~ristique principale r~side dans l'alimentation de 1'6prouvette
en courant puls6. Deux types d'application soot ensuite pr~sent~s. Le premier type
d'application a 6t,; effectus en fissuration stir de nombreux essais bidimensionnels
pour des mat~riatix et temp~srattires diff~rentes. Une extension de is m~thode a 6gale-
sent ;t appliqti~e 9 des fronts de fissures tridimensionnelles. Dana tine seconde piha- s

se, nous avons stipposg que Ia valeur dti potentiel 6lectrique sur tin solide sounds i
tine sollicitation, 6tait Ia somme de trois termes, respectivement dtis A Ia d~forma-
tion 6lastique, plastique et ati dommage. Des applications ont &tg effectu~ses stir tin
acier AISI 316 A temp~rattire ambiante, tin INCO 7L8 A 650*C et tin IN 100 1 900*C et
1000'C. Nous avons d~termfn6 des valetirs de dt-formations plastiques et de dommage. ..
compar~es ensuite A d'autres types de stestire.

CRACK GROWITH, STRAIN AND DA-MAGE MEASUREMENTS USING AN IMPROVED POTENTIAL
DROP TECHNIQUE

SUM11ARY

The paper deals with an improved version of the potential dron technique and a
its applications to crack length, strain and damage measurements. 'e present first
the electronic device, developped at ONERA which supplies the specimen with a pulsed
current. Two types of applications are then presented. In the first type several
tests have been conducted on two-dimensionnal cracked specimens, made of different
materials at different temperatures. An extension of the method has also been made to
three dimensional crack fronts. In the second type we have supposed that theI potential drop in an uncracked strained solid was the sum of three terms,
respectively due, to elastic strain, plastic strain and damage. Applications have
been performed on AISI 316 steel at room temperature, INCO 718 at 650*C and IN 100 at
9000 and 1000'C. The plastic strain and damage determined with the P.D. technique-
are then compared with the ones measured using others methods.

I-INTRODUCTION

Dana is plupart des structures utilis~es sous sollicitations m~caniques (cycliques oti non), il petit se
produire ati coura do temps tine d~t~rioration lente de certaines parties de celle-ci. Cette d~tgrioration se
manifeste le plus souvent par tine apparition Irr~versible de d~fatits (microvides , microfissures) dont las
cro issance A terme entratne tine diminution de is resistance m~canique. Ce procesaus que lion d~finit sotis
le terme de dommage eat difficile A quantifier aussi bien du point de vue calcul que du point de vue exp6-
rimental [ 11, 121 . Le probl~me se pose ensuite de d~finir Ia dimension du d~fatit, de manIZ-re A connaftre
son 6volution et permettre tine utilisation de la structure dana lea mgmes conditions de s~curit6. lDe plus,
la connaissance de Is dimension du d~faut petit Atre tine donn~e pour tin calcul de pr~vision stir la dur~e de
vie restante de la structure 131], (41]. On petit classiquement s~parer le processus en deux phases diatinc-
tea. La premi~re phase. lige A Is m~canique de l'endommagement concerne lea micro-d~faits cons~cutifs A
l'apparition de microvtdes de l'ordre de quelques microns, situ~s aux joints de grains et r~partis d'tine

faqon homogane dana le matgriai.

La seconde phase se rapporte pius g~n~ralement A Ia m~canique de la rupture pour l'6tude de fissures
sup~rietires A 1 mm, avec tin domaine de transition, celui des fissures dites "courtes" (0,1 A I mm) o6l Ia
m~canique de Ia rupture s'applique mal.W

Nous nous proposons d'6tudier les deux aspects sous tin angle exp~rimental, en d~finissant tine mani~re
de s~parer lea probl~mes. Piusietirs m~thodes peuvent Atre utilis~es 151 pour la d~tection de d~fauts et
leur progression, les plus empioy~es actuellement sont

- leq uiltra-sons
- lea courants de Foucault
- In m~thnde 6lectrique (Potential Drop Technique PDT)
- lea rayons X

- ]a photographie Infrarouge.

Toutes ces m~thodes pr~sentent des avantages et des Inconvnients selon les cas d'utilisation. Nous
avons choisi d'tiliser et de perfectionner Ia m~thode 61ectrique (6], (71, parce que cette m~thode, de
misc en oeuivre ais~e, est largement uttlis~e dans Ia plupart des laboratoires d'essais. En consequence.
noils pr~sentons successivements lea perfect ionnements que notis avons apport~s A i.1 m~thode glectrique et
I'ipipareillage qtti en eat result6, I'application A In mesure des fissures (8] et, enfin, quelques
extensions de In m~thode, en particulier pour Ia mesure de 1'endommagertent.
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%, II.1 - Rappels sur Ia m~thode 6lectrique classiciue

Par principe. la ts~thode de mesure ne s'applique que sur des mat~riaux conducteurs glectriques. Le
principe de base bien connu, consiste A faire circuler un courant 61ectrique d'amplitude constante dans une

6prouvette isoILe 61ectriquenent et S tsesurer Is tension qul en r~sulte entre deux points oil Von desire
observer le ph~nom~ne (9] fig. la. L'spparition d'une fissure et as progression entrsfnent une 6volution de

Ia tension meaurike et un 6talonnage pr~aasble permet dans le plupart des cas, de connaftre ia longueur et
suivre de f aqon continue is progression de la fissure.

V(a)

Iai

Eprouvette

Fig. 1la) Principe dejia m~thode OIectrique.

02

amp 1.ficateurf jM VM2

mesure VI-V2 t

-I V

Signal force _Se., t

Commande Retard
cou rint

Imaax

Courant1
0-

Fig 10I Synchronisation dejla mesure

Fig. I -Principe de mesure du syst~me utilis.

Cette m~thode comporte toutefois quelquea inconvenients lots de son utilisation. En effet:, l'appli-.*
cation d'un courant continu important pent dans certaines conditions provoquer des ph~nom~nes

lectro--chimiques, ce qui peut en interdire son utilisation dans lea CAtudes de fissuration sous corrosion.
De plus, des pr~cautions sont A prendre pour att~nuer au maximum les effets de thermocouple. Enfin, le
signal de meaure avant une tr~s faible valeur dolt 6tre amplifig, et cela pose alors le probl~me du bruit

et de la stabilitg de l'amplificateur.

11.2 -Perfectionnements apport~s

L~e principe de fonctionnement de l'appareil d~crit sot ia figure l.b eat le suivant

- Le courant est injectg dans l'6prouvette sous forme d'une impulsion d'amplitude constante lTM.. et .f
dVane dur~e d'environ 20 ma, temps au bout duquel le potentiel 6lectrique est considr45 comme 6tabli. La
tension de sortie V4 de l'amplificateur est alors m~moris~e analogiquement puis le courant s'annule.

- Exar-temerrt 20 m plus tard, une deuxi~me m~morisation Vtintervient. On dispose alora de ia tension
AV-Vi Vt. exempte de tout parasite quasi-statique, qul eat la valeur cherch~e. Ces operations se

r~p~tent ensuite 5 chaque impulions de faqon continue. Le niveau des bruits de fond parasite eat att~nu6,
d'abord en limitant ]a bande passante Je I'amplificateur i 100 liz, puis par les deux memorisations d~cal~es
de 20 m qui 6liminent pratiquement lea parasites dus au secteur (de p~riode 20 ma). Enfin, on dernier fi-
trage de la tension de sortie A~V permet d'obtenir une sensibiiit6 de 0,1,U.V pour un temps de r~ponse de
I a. Une aiitre caract~ristique importante de cet appareillage eat de pouvoir synchroniser lea impulsiona,
door la meastre, aver le cycle de chargetent en cours d 'essat . La aynrhronisat ion sa'effectue S I1'aide d 'un
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seuil, d~clench4 par le signal force de la machine d'essai, et d'un retard r~giable fig. I .c. La raesure du
potentiel peut sinsi intervenir force constante ou A force maxiinale, dans le cas de fissures tr~s ouver- AI
tes.* 

.

III - APPLICATION A LA MESURE DE LONGUEUR DE FISSURE -.

111.1 - Etalonnage obtenu par une expression analytique. Cas bidimenajonnel.

Un des exemples d'application les plus courants est celui oai I'6prouvette prend l'une des formes sim-
pes indiqu~es sur la figure 2 et o6 lea conditions d'alimentation assurent une densitCl de courant cons- N
tante dans lea sectiizis "6loign~es" de la fissure. Dana ce ces, ll6talonnage est donn6 par une expression

*analytique (6]

(1) CL.,) O(AL

avec

Z t Co. (trCayzw)

2d 2dFig. 2 -M~thode dlectrique cas de calcul possible.

aFormes d'dprouvettes. a) Panneau en traction. b1 Panneau
V. en traction. c) Eprouvette flexion.

2 'IV

2ci b

V (C.,a) tension mesur~e

a. longueur ou demi-longueur de fissure

CL demi-distance des prises de potentiel

WN largeur ou deisi-largeur de P'6prouvette

facteur de proportionnalit6 homog4lne 3 une tension et tenant compte de is densit6 de courant,
de la r~sistivit6 et de l'amplification.

La fonction /U paramltrle en d/W eat reprlsentle aur la figure 3 o i Von voit que is sensibiiit6 eat
d'autant meilleure pour lea fissures courtes que is distance d eat petite.

U
d/W = 1

2

Fig 3 Reprsentation de ia fonction U

0,5

0 0.2 0,4 0.6 OS

La proc~dure habituelle pour 6i1miner ol, eat de tirer la valeur CL. de 1'expressfon

(3)cL A'L COL., CL)
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0'. 6tant la longueur initiale de la fissuire au d~but de l'essai. or, la pr~cision sur d petit poser tin k..
probIL~me surtout lore d'essals r~p~titifs. Potir 61liminer cette incertitude 6venttielle, nous proposons la

*proc6dure suivante, en remarquant que U (0 W'X) 1

* - Avant le d~part de l'essai, tine mesure pr~liminaire est ex~cut~e avec des prises de potentiels die-
tantes dtine valeur 2 d* - 2 W, i 1'aide d'un calibre par exemple figure 4. Nous rappelons cette mesure
Vogl (r~ ference) qui est en fait la mesure de 0/-

*(4) Vow
-La mestire V ,CL.,dCL), notis permet alors de d~terminer indirectement d ati travers de 1'expression A

CL 4tan t stippos6 conoti d'une miani~re pr~cise comcs le r~sultat d'un tsinage)

et

* ~~(6)'L (a,)_ _ _

I IW lW25 mm IFig. 4 - 9prouvette de flexion. Mesures initiales

Vref et V (ao).

Pendant l'essai, la longietir de fisstire 0- est d6termin6e A partir de is mestire V(a..)

(7)A

(8)- _ -r A]

Cette proc~dure eat couramment employ~e stir 1'tine de nos installations d'essais de fisetiration et n'fmpose
pa i Pop~rateur de sotider lee prises de potentiel exactement i 1'endroit pr~vu.

Potir une 6prouvette en alliage lager de l'trgeur 25 mm et d'6pais'qeur 2 mm is sensibllit6 eat de-..
10-2~ mm et la precision sup~rietire a -5 10-2 mm avec tin cotirant 'MA 5 A.

Le stilvi en contini de la longueur de fisstire et 1'emploi d'tin calculateir en temps r~el offrent de ~
grandes facilitss d'automatisation. Comme exemple, la figtire 5 montre la r~alisation d'un essal de fiastira- -7
tion i vitesee constante.

1Lonqueur fissure Imm)

12

10-

8

Fig. 5 -Essaih w iesse de fissuration constante
(Odprouvette flexion).

4

L

Cyr I's

0 5000 10000
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Lorsque 1'essai se d~roule dans des conditions isothertees, d'alimantation en courant et d'amplifica-
tion de la mesur. d~finis, il est toujoura possible d'fitablir une courbe d'6talonnage V(a). Cette proc~dure i
s'utilise dans la majoritg des cas en utilisant en paral1~e une autre ts~thode telles que le marquage, la
macrophotographie, le papier conducteur etc... 11 faut toutefois prandre des pr~cautions quand A la posi-
tion des arrivges de courant et des prises de potentiel. .

111.2 - Examples d'application

111.2.1 Fissuration en flexion A haute temp~rature A

L'6prouvette utilis~sa eat en alliaga r6fractaire IN 100 alumiisg de dimensions 170 x 25 x 9 mmt, solli-

cit~a en flexion, sur un montage repr~sentS figure 6. L'fprouvatte eat isolfie 6lectriquement, les arriv~ses
de courant sont plac~s aux axtr6mit~s de celle-ci et lea prises de potentials situges de part at d'autra de
lantaille initiale. Lamise en tempgrature de I'6prouvette eat faita au moyan d'una chauffaga par induc-
tion HF ioyenne fr~quence (80 kHz) oai ls formee de I'inducteur permat d'obtenir une r~partition uniforse dae*
la temp~rature dana Ia partie utile de 116prouvette. L~a courbe d'6talonnage de la valaur du potential en
foniction de la longueur de fissure a 6t obtanue par comparaison avac macrophotographies infrarouge (fig.
7). Lea rgsultats obtenus par cette m6thode sent an bon accord avec la mesura &lectrique. 11 apparaft 6ga- AL- -
lament qua pour dea easais 9 tra haute temp~ratura (1000*C) catte mgthoda parmet d'obtanir des meaures de .e
variations de fiasure de l'ordra de 0,01 mm.

Coffret inciucteur

Inducteur

Eprouvette

ddp 0ynamointre

Fig. 6 - Montage pour essais de fissuration en flex ion.

T'.

A

Esnitateur Olectromagn~tique

V Wa

B Volt

IV (a)

6 -

)16 A
Fig. 7 - Essai en flex ion. IN 100 4 100' C. Courbe d'r'talonnage. 4- G 1000

3-

2 A IL l*'

111.2.2 Fissuration souts gradient tirermique

L'6prouvette utilisge est en alliage rgfractalre IN 100 aluminis6 de dimensions 120 x 60 x 3 min. Cette
6prouvette ast en appui sur une de ses extrgmitgs et Libre de tout mnuivetsent. L'6tude consiste A faire

.6. amorcer at croftre une fissure sur tin des horde libres, en cr6ant des contraintes d'origines thermiques sur
ces m~mes horde figure 8 f 101 . Pour g6n~rer des gradients ntermiques. nous titilisons on chauffage par

* ~induction HF dont l'indttcteur a spacialament 46 adapt6 pour obtenir ces gradients. L~ yae thermique a
une p~riode de 300 a aver des temps de mont~e at descente de 60 s et "n palier haut de 80 a. La temp6rattire

- .maxisiale sur 'es bards libres est de 1020'C at de 640*C au point he-s, alocs qua la temp6rature au centre de
I , prouvette dana les mgmas conditions eat de 610*C at 440*C at 440'C. Les arrivges de courant sont situ~es



aux extr~mit~s de Is plaque et les prises de potentiel placges de part et d'autre des bords libres de A-.
celle-ci. Lgftalonnage s'est effectu6 par comparsison avec des macrophotographies sur une 6prouvette qui
avait 6t6 pr~alablement 6quip~e de repares trac~s sur celle-ci. Ceci a permis au cours d'un essai de '

desterminer l'amorcgsge d'une fissure A 1 ou 2 cycles pras, puis de mesurer sa progression en continu
* figure 9.

-7P

Cww" , r Fig. 8 Fissuration sous gradient thermique.

a mm 1Volt

10

92

8

7

162 0 Cce p~

5f~itinp

4 ntatf

112. initatio debfraindtisr

* Dans ces essals, l'6prouvette en ailiage lager (2618 A) pr~isente une partie centrale, plate, circu-
* laire (0 300, ep 3) pouvant 9tre sollicit~e en traction, suivant deux axes perpendiculaires. A partir d'une

fisssure artificielle inclin~e d'un angle pr apotAnax de rcinon provoque une fissure
naturelle qui progresse dans la m~me direction 9 sous 1'effet de deux charges 6gales en amplitudes et
synchrones.

* Pour une longueur de fissure donn~e, on isodifie le rapport des charges, ce qui entratne un changement
*de direction de la fissure apr -s uine pC-rlode de rginitialisation. L'6prouvette eat 6quip~e de prises de
*potentiel et d'arriv~es de courant de part et d'autre de Ia fissure artificielle (fig. 10). La grands sen-

sibilit6 de Ia m~tbode a perinis de mettre en 6vidence deux r~sultats irsportants

.IV IVolt F1

0.7 a

0,6 
-

F2
0.6-

Fig. 10 - Essai de bifurcation courbe d~talonnage de la -4
mesure Llectrique. 0a =80', 0 64'. + a 50'.8 =55'. 0.4-

Q ' ' (Imas, 16 A, G25000). A

0,3-

0.2-

0. 1 
Aia

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 mm

-11 est possihle de d~finir avec pr~cision l'instant de red~marrage de la fissure avec uine sensibi-
lit6 de quelqutes 1/10 mma.

- D'autre part, le signal de mesure est ind~pendant pour uine large part de l'orientation du chemin de
fissure et nr d~pend que de sa longueur (fig. 10), avec tine pr~cision de l'ordre de I mm, ce qul eat remar-
quabile pour Line 6prouvette de cette dimension. Ce r~sultat r6sulte en partie du choix de is position des
coinnexion, d'alimentation et des prises de potentiel.
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111.3 -D~termination de front de fissure dans les pi~ces Massives I.I* I: ..-
*Si pour les plZ-ces de types bidimensionnels, la d~tection et is progression d'une fissure pose

* . queiques prabl~mes, on peut toujaurs "visualiser" celie-ci par des mayens optiques. Sur les piAces mas-
elsves, les mayens opt iques ne peuvent visualiser que Is partie externe de is fissure, is forme et is dimen-
sian du front restent aiors des incannues. Sur 6prauvette, piusleurs m~thodes ant kt6 utilisfies telles que

*le marqusge 00 ie comptage des stries. Dans toutes ces m~thodes, ii fsut toujoura atteindre la rupture de )' *

1'6prouvette pour esp~rer acc~der A ia forme des fronts de fissure successifs.

* LI encore, nous avons utilisg ia m~thode ilectrique pour d~terrainer lea fronts de fissure sur des
& prouvettes massives sous soilicitations cycliques [111 . Comme toute migthode expgrimentale, elle comparte
en plus de i'aspect mesure proprement dit, un aspect 6talonnage qui dana ce cas s'av~re d~licat.

ssent6~ ~~~ fiue1. erlv

Le sch~ma de principe de cette mesure eat reprLsnAfgr 1 erlv de points de mesure multi-
pies de part et d'autre des i~vres de Is fissure eat realist- par un palpeur I double contact, dont isa
translation peut Etre facilement automatis~e si lea formes de section d'Akprouvette restent simpies (rectan-
gulaire ou circulaire par exemple). L'svantage d'un palpeur mobile eat de permettre une meaure continue en

*fonctian de son d~piacement, toutefois une mesure psr points A l'aide de contacts soudgs et d'une commuta-
-tion eat 6galement envisageable lora d'essais A haute temp~rsture (juaqu'A 1000*C). Le signal issu du pal-

* peur eat ensuite amplifi6 et sppliqu6 A l'appsreillage glectranique mentionn6.

-. prouvette

PalpeurCpeu

daplacementV

I Fig. 11 - Principe dec/a mesure 6Iectrique sot 6ptauvette (3D).

x Y

Ampi

Montage V
elect rotrique

Comrne indique sur ls figure 11 le signal mesur6 eat ensuite envoyig sur is voie Y d'un enregistreur
graphique tandis que is voie X reqoit le signal proportionnel au d~placement du palpeur. Le r~sultat eat

* par exemple i'une des courbes du r~seau de is figure 12 r~seau relevg su coors d'un premier esai de pro-
* gression de fissure sur une 6prouvette de section 80 x 20 mm.. en 2618 A sollicit~e en traction, Is fissure
* initiale 6tant semi-circulsire de rayon 7 mm. Ces courbes sont relatives A des fronts de fissure syant une
- forme tr~s proche d'arc de cercie cosine le montre Is vue figure 13 qui repr~sente un front de fissure obte-

nu dana lea m~mes conditions que Ileasai pr~c~dent. La simnilitude entre courbe reiev~e et front de fissure
eat ici tris nette, ce qui nous a encouragg 1 d~velopper cette ts~thode de mesure en lui adjoignant une pro-
c~dure d'gtalonnage permettant de remonter au front de fissure A partir de Is courbe relev~e.

A ot Materiau 2618 A

M~thode de mesure 6lectrique Si7807x720,min'

1 1~6 A .0,7 /"6 '~
G -25000

.0,6 _ 0

13 04

12 0

/ 6
I 1 19 765 4 3210 o 2 j 5

*30 -20 - 10 0 t0 1 Mm~io2

Fig. 12 - Essai de progression de fissure releve's de tensions. Fig 73 - FacA's de rupture (S 80 x 20 mm).

111.3.1 Etalonnage par moyen rh~ologique

* On reconstitue dana un milieu conducteur le potentiel 6lectrique existant dans 1'6prouvette ou is
* structure fissrre. Ce milieu conducteur eat de 1Ieau et la cove utiils~e dolt repr~senter la partle utile
* de l'6prouvette dans on rapport de similitude donn6. Enfin ia fissure est simul~e par one plaque isolante

et lea prises de potentiel s'effectuent A 1'aide d'un paipeur mobile d'une manl~re identique ceile de
Pesai m~canique.

La figure 14 montre le principe de d~termination du front de fissure dans une 6prouvette A 1'aide de
* cette Cove
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S& ~ on relave sur l'6prouvette la courbe V(i) resultant de 1'application de ls mesure 6lectrique (fig.AL

14a

-on cherche Areconstituer, sur ia cuve rhcoglectrique, urie courbe V'(4') siilaire A V (A) ,par -.

modifications successives de la plaque isolante repr~sentant la surface fisaur~e (fig. 14b) ;ces approxi-%
% mationa se r~alisent par simple d~coupage de la plaque

- la concordance des courbes V et V entratne la conclusion que front de fissure reel et forme de fis- v
sure figur~e sont dana le rapport de similitude gprouvette-cuve.

V" e

Fissure

Eprouxette 4

-Isolant
a) Cuxe rfrdo4lectrique

V/Vref -~V'/V'ref b

Fig. 14 - D~termnination per analogie dun front de fissure.

111.3.2 Applications

La figure 15 d~crit un premier exemple sur une 6prouvette en alliage 16ger (2618) A de section carrge,

soumise A un chargement ondul6 en flexion 4 points. Deux fissures de coin se propagent dana is section %
centrale a partir de 2 amorces de rayon 5 mm. Lea conditions d'application de ls m~thode 6lectrique sont

* indiquges sur is figure 15. Au cours de lessai, plusieurs relev~s de tension sont effectu~s le long des
l vres de is fissure en fonction de is progression de celle-ci. on proc~de 6galement au marquage de
certains fronts par injection de colorants, et aux enragistrements relalifs A ces marquages. Grice A ces
relev~s, on paut avoir une bonne idle de ls formea des fronts ainsi que de laur accroissement.

max )6A Ms 261 BA

Vrf1 ot 4 4~~~S 54m

N de front F, N

tol 20Amm

_______________________ .0,.2

Fig.15 Prgresionde issresden un arrau.Mesre ~ecti~u. 5,.4

Be. Dana le euxi~me ca Fingu15utiPiogssiun dtaonnassues asu 3D, evu tensn male en ocind.ao efx

sure pourfsue en uartda erce quisnuse dronne unes rolag~ ~et plus v nie ie ad gaheE

par ppoximati6pon de isn fome i fisure ar ticillede un fres 5tati desres correc ninti-

tue pa~er e I's a 0,2m ure frimn ont rde l iue3 et rm.ecmaaio s vdmett~ avi
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E--- talonnage 20 1

t talonnage 30 (1/4 cercle)

MWthode 9kn~rale

10

Front rWe Fig. 16 -D~tertmination d'un front de fissure. V

5

/ Front initia

X (mmn)

20 15 10 5 t~
*Un deuxiittme exemple concerne l'itude de I'amorqage sur une fprouvette cylindrique sollicit~e en trac-

-- tion, de 0 20 mm en AISI 316, comportant un coefficient de concentration de contrainte donng par une gorge
de profondeur 2 mm et un rayon de fond d'entaille de 0,5 mm (fig. 17). Pour d4tecter l'amoriage en fonctiot
du nombre de cycles de sollicitations, on enregistre simultankment 1'6volution de Ia tension en trois
points situ~s i 1200 autour de la gorge. L'expgrience montre que l'amorqage est quasi sitmultanAs en tout
point du fond de gorge et que Is fissure se propage presque A vitesse uniforme.

0 =20mrm V/Vret

G - 10000
El 05 Ve ,0 Essai

W ~ Vret 05
2d 2 mm

-0,4 
J

Fig. 177- Amorvage et progression do fissure dans une - iabonnaqe sur cove
dprouvette cy/indrique enteil/4.0'

0.0.2 aj

Aa AISI 3160,

0 1 2 3 Aa (MM) *

00.5 a/A

On mesure donc oine profondeur moyenne de fissure A partir de is moyenne des trois tensions et d'un -

ktalonnage (figure 17). Le mat~riau 6tant tr~s ductile, le d~but de l'6volution de la tension mesur~e est
due Alas d~formation plastique de l'6prouvette et non A I'amorqage. Nous avons donc enregistr6 Lsgaleaent

* 1'6volution de cette d~formation et, compte tenu d'une relation lingaire entre tension et d~placement
* plastique explicit~e plus loin [131], lapparition Poun coude prononc6 stir le graphe All , L (fig. 15)

indique le dibut de I'amoriqage. Ceci eat confirm6 par examen des facias apr~s rupture des iprouvettes et
l'on peut voir stir Is figure 17 que Ia mesure glectrique donne des r~sultats tr~s proches de Is rgalit4, A
environ 0,1 mm pris. J i

Fig 18 - D0termination de l'arnoriage.

Amnor~aqe

A1Lp

V1 EXTENSION DES POSSIBILITES D'IJTILISATION DE LA METHODE ELECTRIQUE

Ainsi que nous l'avons d~jg mentionng en introduction, tin 616ment de volume de mat~riau, soutnis A des _____

charges r~p~t~es dans le temps, eat le si~ge Voun endoamagement progressif, se traduisant par l'apparition
de miizruvides ou microfissures. Mats, Ind~pendamment de tout endommagement, ce mtrse 616ment subit des d6-

* formations 41astiques et, quelquefois, plastiques. 11 est int~ressant de noter que chacun de ces trois ph6-
nomines endostmagetsent, d~forrsation 6lastique, d~formation plastique pr~sente des aspects physiques sp~ci-

* fiques variations de distance interatoisiques pour le preaier, activation de mt~canismes de glissement pour
le second, cr~ation de d~fautg microscopiques pour le trolsiiime, qui tous dolvent Influencer la "fonction
de transfert' 6lectrique de VCAl6ment dPo l'id~e d'6tendre lea applications de la nt~thode 6lectrique.
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IV.1 -Etude glectrique du problemeL

Considgrons uri &6ment de volume difini par un tube de courant 616mentaire et deux surfaces Squipoten-
tielles voisines (fig. 19), de longueur dl et de section dS. A courant constant, et en supposant le matA- *-

riau vierge de toute d6formation, Ia diff~rence de potentiel nous eat donn& par Ia relation classique -

() cL fJd

oaP repr~sente la rgsistivit6 du mat4riau. Si. cet flfment de volume 614mentaire eat soumis A une Sol- ~ -

liciraLio. de traction simple parall~le a1 la direction du courant, la nouvelle valeur de la ddp eat
alors

(10) -vc~

Lea variations de edl, dS d~pendent uniquement des variations de g4omfitriea dues aux deformations
6lastiques et plastiqu,.s. Si de plus, on suppose l'exiatence d'un endommagement, on peut le prendre en
compte en utiliaant le concept de la "contrainte effective" qui consiate i remplacer une section endommag~e
dS par une section 6quivalente dS (1-D), via-a-via du comportement m~canique (fig. 20), [3].

y FF

-d w
uF/S 0< <1 oFS(I-0

Fig. 20 - Reprdsentation schmatique dui
Fig. 79 - Volume 616mentaire considdrde. concept de la contrainte effective.

11 faut alors quantifier lea valeura de e.dl, dS, de mani~re A discerner au coura d'une variation *.-

de ddp, ce qui eat r~ellement imputable i l'endoamagement. Pour d~terminer lea valeura relatives aux varia-
tions de d~formation et d'endommagement nous faisona une premiire hypoth~se, en auppoaant que le tenseur. --

des d~formationa eat constitu6 par la diagonale

(11 +_ e - A E S7

* ~ coefficient de poisson et edformation plastique A volume constant). Ceci nous permet de d~finir .

* ~lea relationas

* (12) &.4 +~ ( + e +~, &e

La seconde hypoth~se concerne la variation de rgaistivitg due aux digformations [141. Cet effet "pigzo-
* A~lectrique" 6tudig par Bridgman [15] traduit la variation relative de la r~aistivitg, proportionnelle A la --.-

variation relative de volume ou aux d~formations longirudinales et transveraalea [16] , [171 , A l'aide de .2-
deux coefficients C4A t .? 4t de plus on considare que l'endommagement n'influe pas Sur la r~siativitA -

* et qu'tl eat uniquement pria en compte par une r~duction de section, on obtient alora .% .

et

* (14) + dZ - e+ 60

(15) d 5(-1-P) IA- 2QEOP- Ep)

(16) ACL - ____ _____T

dv C (A~~ _9 A

avec

*(17) ~1 +2 + C -2 C

(18) -~=2 + C - C

Cette d~composttion permet de retrouver la valetir exp~rimentale de (p proche de 2, ce qui indique que l'in-
fltience de la d~formation plastique arir la ddp se limite aiix termes g~om~triquea. Ce coefficient est le
mt-me que celut utilis6 dans la thgorie des Jaugeq.
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IV.2 - Application de l~a mithode sur 6prouvette

* Comae nous venons de le voir, il est possible sur on flement g~omAitrique simple de relier une mesure
de ddp i une variation de deformation 00 d'endomraagement. Dans l~a pratique, ii n'est pas toujoors facile

* d'appliquer Ia m~thode de mesure, i cause des g4otn~tries difffrentes de 6prouvettes. Dans ce cas, ii faut
utiliser one u~thode dfifinie en 113] 00 l~a forme l~a plus gfin~rale de variation de ddp en fonction des

-, divers imp~ratifs de mesure s'fcrit

(19) AV= Ke Ale 4 K Al + K

* oi Ke et Kp ont des coefficients qui relient Isa variation de ddp A Is variation d'allongement 6lastique
eplastique, et V coefficient qui rend compte du niveau de dat~rioration. Cette valeur que lion peot

qoalifier de dommage eat nulle loraque le dommage eat nul puis proportionnel a .. ~..j .-

Dana l~e cas pr4cis d'essai da6crouissage par exemple, one des applications imm~diates de l~a m~thode consis- .. '

te i Is determination de courbe Force-Dfiplacement, connaissant ls coorbe Force-d.d.p. En effet, si lion
connaft les coefficients ke et Wdo matfiriau en introduisant l~a raideor de 1'6prouvette R, Is relation
(19) permet alors de dafinir

(20) AV-eL

En sopposant qu'il n'existe pas de dommage, on peut alors facilement daterminer l~a courbe F,
(fig. 21).

F ,daN

1000-

:Mat~riau AISI 316

SAL miesur6
+4 AL d~termi d'apres les:

mesures de AV I AL

1 mmFig. 21 - Diftermination de Ia courbe F, A.

5 1 C

S+0

IV.3 -Evaluation du dommage

Sur de nombreux essais de fatigue oligocycliqoes que nous avons effectu~s il force impos~e ou a d~pla-
* cement imposg, l'ensemble des rasultats obtenus nous a amen6 3 faire les constatations suivantes

* -Essais A Force 1mposge :dana tous ces essais, is variation de iamplitude du potentiel flectrique
A4appsraft plus rapidement et d'une faqon plus importante que l'amplitude de d~formation piastique A

l'approche de is rupture de l'6prouvette.

-Essais S D&formation Impos~e :il -st 6gaiement apparu lbra de ces essais qu'apr~s stabilisation de
l'amplitude de Ia force, i'6volution de AV se produisait bien avant one chute de I'amplitude de la force
et d'une faqon plus significative.

Dana ces deux types d'exemplea, et comaie it a 6t6 montre en 1181. cci eat dri au fait que la msure do
potentiel 6iectrique eat sensible A is pr6sence de micro-fissure.

D'apris lea hypoth~ses et relations 6crites pr~c~demment, le coef ficient K(p tradui t I '6tat d 'endom-
magement de 1b'6prouvette 00 de Ia structure. On peut voir stir Ia f igure 22 on exc~nple de Is manifestation
de ce coefficient bora dito essal de fatigue. Sur cette f igure sont repr~sent~es lea boucles
Force-D~placement et Force-d.d.p A diff~rents nocabres de cycles. A force nulle, on cunstate tine derive de
is boucle Force-d.d.p. En fonction do nombre de rvcles on petit 6valscer In valetir de cette d0rive gr~ce sot
terme 1~ -~ V Af?21) proportionnel 4 P ) puis comme It a 6tf indiqu en 1131 d~terminer Ia
valeur de D.
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Fig. 22 - tvolution des coefficients Kp et KD au cours des cycles.

*Pour valider les rssultats obtenus au cours de difffirents essais, nous les avons compar~s A d'autres
* types de m~thodes tels que

- Mesure m~canique de l'6volution de Ia raideur de l'6prouvette en cours d'essai.

* - M~thode de calcul de l'endommagement par un modale d~velopp~g A 1ONERA [19], ainsi qu'une repr~sen-
* tation plus simple tenant compte de l'6volution de 1'amplitude de deformation plastique.

D'autre part, pour "visualiser" le dommage, nous avons effectug quelques histogramnes de longueur de
fissure (mesure de densit~s et longueurs de fissure sur coupe lungitudinale) sur des essais interrompus A
des valeurs d- 1% d~finies A l'avance.

IVA4 - Rfisultats expgrimentaux

Des essais A tempgrature ambiante ont Lsti effectugs sur des Sprouvettea en AISI 316 de 06 mm et
comportant une partie cylindrique de 12 mm (fig. 23). Pour la suite, tous les essais seront relatifs au
mtins type d'6prouvette. La figure 24 montre les rfisultats obtenus sur un essai 5 force imposge A un niveau

*figure 24a et A deux niveaux figure 24b, dane le plan D, %O La comparaison se fait par rapport A un
calcul du dommage utilisant des mesures de variation de raideur. De :n~me sur la figure 24c, une comparaison

* identique a 6t6 faite sur un essai A d~formation impos~e.

118-

Fig. 23 - Type d'~prouvette utiis.

Pour ces trois types d'essais, les valeurs du domaage calcul~es en utilisant la variation de raldeur
* sont en ban accord avec les rA'tultats obtenus par ia m~thode 6lectrique.

- Pour "visualiser" le dommage dane une Aprouvette, nous avons interrompu un essai de d~for-ntion i-nn-.
* s~e I % 1 , 0,3 Hz, 920 cycles) sur une 6prouvette en AISI 316, pour une valeur de

(V valeur de potentiel initial). Nous avons ensuite dAcoup6 cette 6prouvette par 6lectrogrosiun dans le
sens de son plus grand axe puls poll lea surfaces de manf~re A permettre une 6tude au microscope. L'ensem-
bie des relev~s est pr~sentg sur l'histograsne des longueurs de fissures de la figure 25. Dana cet histo-
graimme on visualise effectivement la notion de dosseage, par l'existence d'un tr~s grand nosibre de fissures
de l'ordre de 'J± , r4parties d'une faqon algatoire sur la partie centrale de l'6prouvette. 11 existe seu-%
isment qusiques fissures qui ant une dimension de l'ordre de 100 J.,ce qui psut signifier que celles-ci
sont passses au stade du macro-amorqage. Le fait que l'6prouvette 6tudi~e comporte un grand nombre de

* microfissure peut 6tre li6 A son comportement m~canique tras viscoplastique et 6galement A son mode d'usi-
* nags (tournage fin). A titre indicatif, Is nombre de cycle A rupture sur une 6Aprouvette sollicitge dane lee

tegses conditions eat de 1546 cycles, ce qui donne une Wde de la d~tection o~'j5  ,6.
Sur un autre exemple quI sera exposA- par Ia suite (INCO 718, 650'C, rectifie-poil), un essal dane lee m~mse

* conditions ne donne qu'une fissure.
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Fig. 24 - Comparaison entre les !flGsures d'aPndommage-
ment par /a mdthode dlectrique (-) et /a mdthode de /a
raideur +)(Ais, 316. T' 20' C, frdquence 0, 1 Hz)-

17, Nombre de

fissures

10-

0 50 10 10-1 mm

Fig. 25 - Histogramme des Ion gueurs do fissure.

16' Nous avons 6galement raalisfi des essais de fatigue sur des fiprouvettes en alliage IN 100 a 900%C et
1000%. Sur Vessai de fatigue viscoplastique raalis6 i 900*C, la comparaison du dommage a ftg faite par
rapport I un calcul utilisant lee lois de rupture de l'ONERA. Sur la figure 26 nous avons reportS l'6ivolu- ~.
tion du coefficient KID en pr(!sence de dommage, ainsi que, la valeur de D obtenu grtkce au terme j suivant
[13]J et Von constate une bonne confrontation. Sur ce mtm a~iue atm~aued c0

0
,nu

avons rfialisfi un essal A contrainte imposge. Les rfisultats obtenus sont prfisentfis sur la figure 27 ; ViAva-
luation du dotamage s'est effectuge en considgrant laugmentation de Is d~formation plastique, maximale. La
comparaison entre ces deux types de iesure ae r~vgle favorable compte tenu de l'incertitude non n~gligeable
de ce genre de mesures obtenues par diff~rence de deux Stats voisins.

fmV) KD
150,

Amplification =200

-Calculj ~AMesure ~lectrique

50-

N A lNINR
100 a) 385 b

Fig 26 -Essai de faitigue air alliage IN 100 6
90C a) Oterminarion, du, coefficient K0
b) Compare/son du doenmage mesurs avec un

cakul.
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N/NR
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L'application de cette m~thode d'gvaluation du domnmage a Sgalement i&t utills~e sur des 6prouvettes en
INCO 718 1 650*C usinges par tournage fin puis polies. Certains eveais ant 6t: mens jusqu'l rupture, alors
que d'autre ont 6tfi interrompus pour des valeurs de Kp 10- , pour permettre des contr~les optiques

Eventuels (repliques, histogramme des fissures). On mnontre sur ls figure 28, l'fivolution du coefficient KgD
* en fonction du nombre de cycles pour un essai A d~formation imposge. on constate que Ia valeur de 

t

(D reste
stable pendant Is majeure partie de l'essai puis vanie tras rapidement jusqu'A Ia rupture de l'6prouvette.
Ceci peut Stre lig i ce qui a 6t6 dit pric~demment sur 1'usinage et le comportement m~canique du mat~riau.

* Une grande partie de i'essai a 6tf indispenesable pour initier une microfissure au voisinage d'un dfifaut
(debut dle l'endommagement) puis tr~s rapidement il y a eu propagation et rupture de 1'6prouvette sun une
seule fissure.

K0  Volt
I NCO0718 T =650'

c =O045 %

0,5.

Cycles

N1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 N

Fig 28 - Evolution dui coeffxcient K0 en cours dasi

*Par la suite, et dans les mgmes conditions dle sollicitations, nous avons interrompu 1'essai pour une
valeun de ~. 1,2.10~ Sur Ia figure 29 on peut voir 1'Avolution du coefficient I~,en fonction du nom-
bre dle cycles jusqu'A l'arr~t: de l'essai. Dana cet essai, on peut constater que l'obtention dle K4, a 6t:6*,..

1. ~possible mnalgrg une dispersion importante dlans lea nombres dle cycles (19150 cycles, fisaure ext~ricure
. mmtt).

K0  Volt

I NCO 718 T = 650'C t'0,45 % -

0.08 f =0.5 Hz

0.06

0,04

0.02 19150

Cyc lesI5000 10000 15000 20000 N
Fig. 29 - Evolution du coefficient Kjo juqaw /a i valeur KDV T ,2. 70"

L'6valuation de la valeur dle IC, repr~sentative du doamage a 6galement 4t appliqlugo sur des essais de
fluage A haute temp4rature. Lea 6prouvettes en alliage IN 100 6taiont chauff~es par Induction H.F.
1OO00C. Par ailleurs, nous avons figalement effectug des essais en fatigue-, luago, afin de v~rifier l'ad-
ditivit6 des domages cons~cutifs A des sollicitattona diff~rentos.



Sur la figure 30, 1i6volation du coefficient K1, est repr~sent~e en fonction de l'allongement des
f prouvettes pour divers cas de chargement. Ces essais Luontrent Vinfluence d'un chargement pr~liminaire de

*fluage, suivi d'un essai de fatigue, oi le dommage crL9 en fluage (microvides, jacrod~fauts) acc~lare le

*proceasus d'endommagement en fatigue. Au cours d'un essai de fluage, une comparaison de la mesure du do's-..

* 'age est faite par rapport A Ia lot de Norton (augmentation de la vitesse de d~for'sation plastique)

*(fig. 31). Dans cette comparaison, il semble que la 'sure glectrique sous-estime les r~sultats obtenus -*

avec la lol de Norton. *-*--

(VI *Fluage t~ 30 h F~i.

IN 100- 1000'C

10 FIuaOe31 h I

4- fatitigue gu K li

10 -0-

0~ 0. 11,

Fi.3F luatio d5 h omg paxamsr ucefcetK

Fluage 25 40M~

x AX

fatigu

0.1(MM

0 0.5 10.5

Fig. 3 - Coaaion entrmee la m re d offien pKhDe
suecri ivers- et mani (l

* line appication d la 's~thDi a culeete or u n tutrmt ' a noedn~

de r~sltat ette aplicatun coniste Aflaie des4 Masue sst'aie urlasae t lefn

A 77
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V -CONCLUSION

La m~sthode 6lectrique (PDT) dans sa version am~lior~e s'avare part iculiarement adaptge i Is detection
ou i la progression de fissure 3 temperature ambiante et S haute temperature dans son utilisation en labo-
ratoire. Pour la d~tection de l'amorqage, un grand nombre d'essais ont mis en 6vidence la possibilit6
d'&valuer un dommage et de suivre son 6volution au cours du temps. Cette mesure peut iatre acquise en
continu et 6ventuellement en temps r~el de maniare i arr~ter l'essai pour une valeur de dommage donn~e.

La mesure du dommage obtenue par cette m~thode est un compl~ment experimental pr~cieux dans is recher-
che de 1lois d'endommagements tridisensionnelles. Son extension sur certaines structures de type industriel
est en cours de r~alisat ion et devrait permettre de suivre l'6volution de "d~fauts", "in situ", en temps
reel.

Concernant Ia progression de fissure, Ia m~thode constitue un maillon important dana la chafne de
comparaison essai-calcul, pour divers types de chargements (sinusoTdal, al~atolre, Falstaff, Twist) ainsi ',%

qu'A haute tempgrature.

Enfin, concernant les pi~ces massives, i'utilisation de la m~thode du potentiel 6lectrique a permis de
connaftre 1'4volution de fronts de fissure avec une bonne sensibilit6 et une mise en oeuvre relativement
ais~e. Associge i une m~thode d'&talonnage approprige, cette m~thode peut ftre d'une grande utilitg pour
lea contr8les non destructifa sur des pieces r~elles.
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SUMMARY ,.'. .... k

Powder metallurgy nickel-base superalloys are becoming important structural materials for the
manufacturing of critical complex-shaped aircraft components (e.g. turbine disks). Since fatigue-life is
largely affected by the presence of defects, in order to extend the limit of application of PM materials
as far as possible, it is presently felt the need of a non-destructive technique capable of detecting
defects of size down to approximately 50 micrometers.

An ultrasonic technique is presented which allows the detection and characterization of such small
defects. It is based on the analysis of the signals backscattered by the material lying in the focal
region of a short pulse transducer. During a first overall inspection of the component a real-time data
processing allows both the detection of critical defects and the evaluation of average grain size. In-
successive lacal inspections, confined in the regions where inclusions have been detected, further
information on their characteristics may be collected.

Some experimental results obtained on powder metallurgy samples containing seeded inclusions are
presented.

PREFACE

Powder Metallurgy (PM) materials, more than conventionally produced ones, may be affected by
foreign particles contamination causing life limiting defects, which are difficult to be avoided during
the process. In order to extend the useful lifes as far as possible - and distinctly above those
achievable in forged alloys - towards the limits prospected by the pure material, it is necessary on one '.-, "
side to better understand the life limiting influence of the particles size, type and orientation in
order to establish the quality requirements, and on the other to define a testing procedure which 7.
guarantees the required quality level : that is the absence of defects above a certain size, etc.

In the case of PH materials, the most important particle-inclusions causing incipient crack
formation are of ceramic, metallic or organic nature. Other types of defects (pores and undesired
boundary structures) appear more easily avoidable. Fatigue tests, although subject to large data
scatter, have shown that particle-inclusions cause remarkable reductions in the number of cycles to
failure, depending upon their size and location in the specimen. At high stress levels such effects have
been found down to defect sizes of 50 pm. Calculations on the crack propagation life (Paris law) also
show considerable improvement, providing a crack starts at 50 pm rather than at 300 pm.
Besides of all the particular precautions to avoid inclusions or to remove them during the process, it
seems necessary to require non-destructive testing down to such defect sizes, especially in critical
P.M. components like turbine disks.

Non-Destructive Testing (NDT) methods however are presently not capable of detecting defects down
to 50 pm : the detection limit of conventional ultrasonic techniques, which are the more widely used for
defects in metals, was found to be placed somewhere between 500 and 300 pm, depending on the type of
inclusion and on its depth in the material. X-Ray-radiography and Eddy-Current techniques are not at all
able to detect these small defects in the range of depths generally required.

Our recent work showed us that ultrasonic techniques, after a suitable optimization of the
experimental conditions, are well able to detect inclusions in the 50 Pm size range.
This encouraged us to design a N.D.T. facility for the automatic inspection of P.M. turbine disks, which
is presently under construction.
Scope of the following presentation is to review this optimization and to report the experimental
results on detecting small inclusions in artificially doped P.M. samples.

1. CHOICE OF THE OPTIMAL TRANSDUCER CONFIGURATION

The ultrasonic (u.s.) parameters to be considered, all characterize the transducer
center frequency of the u.s. pulse
-bandwidth

focal length

- diameter of the piezoelectric element.
Their optimal values evidently depend on the overall properties of the system under inspection:
- grain size

- porosity

- chemical composition of inclusions
- depth of inspection.
Since we are optimizing the operating conditions and not the ultrasonic equipment, we are not so much
concerned with all other parameters which play a role in the final performance of the u.s. testing
device, but do not depend on the material and inclusions properties.
While the final answer about the power of the technique is left to experiment, the search for the
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optimal operating conditions can be carried out theoretically.
Theoretical models have been developed for the calculation of the probability of detection (POD) of

flaws. Reference is made to the works of Fertig and Richardson (11, Thomson (21, Gray and Thomson [3,41,
glsley and Addison [5], Berens and Hovey [6]. Without aiming the calculation of the POD, one can use
such models to optimize the above mentioned parameters.
The POD depends on the ratio between the amplitude of the signal coming from a certain inclusion and the %

noise produced by a series of other interactions. These might include, beside electronic noise, grain
scattering noise, noise due to spurious scatterers, transducer ring-down, unwanted scattering from
nearby surfaces, etc. The optimal values of the parameters are those that maximize the signal to noise • . . , _
ratio.

In a pulse-echo setup (Fig. 1) the transducer T launches an ultrasonic wave which passes from the . .
coupling fluid through a generally curved surface, undergoes refraction at the surface, scatters off
from any flaw in the volume element V, and is eventually received by the same transducer giving rise to
a time dependent voltage Y(t) whose Fourier Transform Y(w) can be represented by the sum [1]

Y(w) = p () AI(u, X) + p2(w) A2(M) + (w) (1)

Here p (w) is the system response function for a point scatterer on the axis of the ultrasonic beam and

centered in the volume element V; A(w, x) represents the scattering amplitude of the defect described by
the vector x. The function p2(w) is the system response function to distributed scatterers filling the

sound beam, while A2(w) describes the scattering due to grain and randomly distributed spurious

scatterers. The random process P(w) represents the electronic noise. This last process is not convolved
with either the point or distributed system response function because it does not represent a signal
from any scattering process. The variance of p(w) can be reduced through signal averaging while the -
variance of the noise process A2 (w) cannot.

The point scatterer system response function has been derived in [2] and [3], and is given by

2 2
pl(w) = R(w) C (Zlz 2) T12T2 1 [2 c2/(R,c aR w D(Zc))] (2)

exp I - 2 [o(w) (zl-Z) - a2 ()z 2 1) exp I - 2j [k (Z -Z )-k2z21} *

In this expression the voltage response of the transducer to the pressure wave has been determined
through a calibration experiment with response R(w). In this calibration, the transducer launches a wave
normal to a planar interface at a distance zc . The wave is reflected by the interface with a reflection

coefficient R The functions C(z1 ,z2 ), and D(zc ) correct for diffraction effects in the measure and

calibration experiment respectively; their detailed calculation is carried out in [3, 41; zI and z

represent physical distances as indicated in Fig. 1. The factors TI2, T21 and e I(w), a2 (w) represent the

respective coefficients of transmission (water to solid, solid to water) and attenuation (water, solid).

The scattering amplitude A1 (., x) can be computed under the hypothesis of small linear dimension

of the scatterer with respect to the wavelength A (Rayleigh scattering). In this case, as it is well
known, all scattering amplitudes (for scattering of longitudinal or transversal elastic waves from voids

2
or elastic or fluid inclusions of any shape) are proportional to w

2Al(w, ) = W Ao(x) (3)

where A (W) is the low frequency limit.
0

Regarding the system response function p2 ( ) it is shown in [1] that

p2(w) = pl(w) • Vol () (4)

where Vol(w) is proportional to the volume of material intercepted by the sound beam, and hence to its
cross section area and to the pulse duration.

The scattering described by A2( ) can be considered as being composed of grain scattering and

scattering from isolate and randomly distributed non-contributors to the predominant failure process

(e.g. pores); both can be assumed to scatter in the Rayleigh regime. If the number of grains and voids
intercepted by the sound beam is large, A2(u() may be taken to be a Gaussian process with zero moments
(mean value and variance)

EIA 2  E= 2) = C72~ 4, (5)

Also the noise process p(w) can be modeled as a white Gaussian stochastic process with moments

Elp} = 0 , E = 2 (6)

With the foregoing evaluations, one can now calculate the signal to noise ratio as

S/NM A1 w A(w, X)
SIN e p ()

p2( )j A2} + I-Z

whch wth(),(4, 5)ad 6)ca b utinth fr
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If the standard deviation of electronic noise could be reduced to zero, the signal to noise ratio
would practically be frequency independent, since the dependence of Vol(w) on w is not very strong,
being due to diffraction effects only.
Equation (8) suggests that it is convenient to reduce to a minimum the volume of material intercepted by __-____-____-

the beam. That implies a focal spot of the u.s. wave as small as possible, and a short pulse duration g
(broadband pulse).

The optimal frequency must be computed maximizing the function w2pI (w). Making use of equation (2)

and observing that the terms 11(w) , C(z z2 ) (zc3 describe diffraction effects which depend on the

transducer parameters (diameter, focal length, etc.) and therefore cannot be ascribed to the - -

characteristics of the system under inspection, we get
.2 P w exp I- a2(w) z21 

- 
G(w) (9) :.t .

where the attenuation of the ultrasonic beam in water has been neglected. Function (9) shows a maximum
which depends on the attenuation properties in the solid.

In order to evaluate this optimum w value we have measured experimentally the function o(w) for
different grain sizes. The attenuation coefficient is composed of the coefficients of absorption a and

of scattering a respectively

a(W) = aa (W)+ e (w) (10)

The dependence of ra and (0 on frequency w and grain size d can be summarized as [7:a s

"a w (for any X)

d
3 
w
4  

(A >> d : Rayleigh scattering)

~d w2 (A - d stochastic scattering) L
s

d (A << d diffuse scattering)

From these expressions derives the possibility of normalization with respect to the average grain size
by introduction of the adimensional variables ad and wd.
A series of measurements on 4 samples of Astroloy L.C. with different grain sizes led to the result
shown in Figure 2. As it can be seen, all the experimental points fall on a single line, which is
characteristic of the material. Performing an analytical regression of this curve and substituting into
equation (9), we get a dependence of the G function on the variables w, d and z2. Figure 3 gives the

plots of the function G(w) in the case d = 50 pm for a few values of the depth of inspection z2 , while .- .

* Fig. 4 presents the dependence of the optimal operating frequency on z2 and d in the ranges of interest.

This result allowed us to conclude that for Astroloy type materials the frequency should be chosen ' •
accordingly in the range from 10 to 20 MHz. If ultrasonic inspection is to be carried out at depths up
to 10 mm, a 20 MHz center frequency pulse can be considered optimal.

2. MEASUREENT OF THE PROBABILITY OF DETECTION

* 2a. Sam olesjpearation

The specimens used in the present investigation where flat cilinders (60 mm diameter and 10 mm
height) of API (Astroloy L.C.) and AFII5 (Ren6 95 type composition) containing Al 20' Cr20 3 , Zr2 03 or

SiO 2  particles as inclusions. ( ) 2 3 2 '.

The grain size of the starting powder was kept smaller than 45 pm to avoid spurious particles in the

size range of interest.
The hot isostatic pressing (hipping) of the powder was performed under the following conditions

API T a = 11501C; P = 1000 bar; dwell time = 3 h• max max.-'•,

AFll5 Tmax = 11701C; Pmax = 1000 har; dwell Lime = 4 h ,

The materials thus compacted were subjected to the following heat treatments:

API :1115C/4 h - t50°C/24 h - 760°C/8 h

AFI 15 11750C/4 h - 760'C/16 h"

The specimens were subsequently machinod in order to obtain flat and parallel faces, with a roughness
(Ra) smaller than 0.1 pm.

The charcteristics of the s.amples and of their lpinig are reported in Table I.
F igure 5 shows the typical jspet ofI oo,., Al]O) 0,nd .r 1) particles, whilst Figure 6 shows them after

embment 2 1• ,

(~lKindly prpared fry 9f 'rrr n Iren.

P.
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2b. The u.s. transducer

More than 10 transducers with frequencies in the range 15-25 MHz and focal distances from 1.5" to %
5" in water have been tested. The best results have been obtained with a shock wave transducer of 22 MHz -. ".
center frequency and 2" focal length. The lens has been optically worked and has a 5 ps delay line.
Figure 7a shows the waveform of the pulse reflected in water by a flat surface placed at the focal
distance, and Figure 7b its frequency spectrum. A C-scan type map of the maximum amplitude backscattered
by a 250 pm radius sphere has shown that the cross section of the u.s. beam in the focal plane,
measured at - 6 dB, has a diameter of approximately 300 pm (Fig. 8).

2c. - The experimental procedures .

The ultrasonic testing must be carried out by inspecting the waveform backscattered by the material
lying in the focal region : a cylinder of about 300 pm diameter and 1 mm height. A suitable scanning . %
device has of course to be provided for the inspection of a component.

..- -The heart of the detection process is however the "detection decision", which has to state if a :
defect is present or not in relation to the detection limit. Instead of basing this decision on the time
dependence analysis of the received waveform, an advantage is seen to base it on an algorithm related to
the spatial dependence of the peak height as measured in scanning steps of 100 Pm an with a time window
corresponding to a layer thickness of 1 mm. Such C-scan type data of each layer give rise to a spatial
function T(x,y), which is shown in Figs. 9a and 9b. The "peaks" there visible are due to inclusions, and
the "grass level" to electronic and grain scattering noise. The signal to noise ratio is quite different - -.-
in the two cases, because of differences in both grain and inclusion sizes (10 pm grain size and 200 pm
inclusions in Fig. 9a; 50 pm grain size and 50 pm inclusions in Fig. 9b).

Plotting all the peak heights (from inclusions and noise) so far measured (and shown in Figs. 9a,
9b) in form of the histograms of Figs lOa, lOb (0.01 Volts have been choosen as interval), one observes
two very well distinguishable distribution functions. Extrapolation to zero frequency of the function ' -
representing electrical noise and grain (and pore) scattering is easily possible and gives the limiting
threshold value for inclusion detection on which the detection decision can be based.

This threshold value, together with the shape of the grain and pore scattering histogram, can give
additional information about the microstructural properties of the material, and could allow a further
quality assessment of the component. For a quantitative grain size estimation a calibration with
reference standards is of course necessary and must be repeated for every depth of inspection.

Once obtained the optimal threshold value, a binary C-scan image of each inspected layer can be
derived, plotting a dark spot in the points where the u.s. signal has a value greater than the threshold
level. Such results have been compared with the radiographic indications (X-Rays) of the inclusions,
after having separated the respective layer by machining. For the radiographic inspection of the sample
layers containing the smaller inclusions, an X-Ray microfocus device had to be used. As a result of this
comparison (an example is given in Figure 11) the POD is obtained. Fig. 12 summarizes the POD-results
for the samples listed in Table I and for layers of 1 mm thickness at an inspection depth of 5 mm. As it
is seen, the achieved POD is nearly 70% for 50 pm inclusions in a material (AF 115) with 10 pm grain
size.
The particles not identified ultrasonically are probably the ones of not spherical shape and
unfavourable orientation relative to the angle of beam incidence. The POD can therefore be increased by
additional measurements either at other incidence angles or by using transversal waves.

• Unfortunately however not all angles of incidence are accessible and not all inclusion shapes posses
orientations much more favourable than others. In addition, the interference between grain and inclusion
scattering can significantly modify the amplitude of the signal, so that it will never be satisfactory
to describe the correlation between POD and particle size d by the step-wise function

POD = 1 if d > d* , POD = 0 if d < d* ,_....

the limiting value d* being dependent on grain size, porosity and inspection depth.

3. A DEVICE FOR AUTOMATIC TESTING OF TURBINE DISKS

" Ultrasonic methods for the N.D. identification of small defects in PM materials, such as explored
above, may find practical application in turbine disks only if a series of additional requirements can
be fulfilled. A suitably computerized and automized u.s. system must in fact have the following
characteristics

I. High mechanical precision
11. Fast scanning capabilities
IIl. Automated accept/reject criteria (based on damage-tolerant design concepts)
IV. Reasonably low memory consumption.

Whilst the first two characteristics can be achieved with mechanisms used in modern high precision
gauging machines, one has to define the accept/reject criterion by correlating the identified defect
(detection decision) with its influence on the component lifetime. This task must be handled separately
inside any specific project. Concerning the fourth characteristic, a too large memory is needed in
following the inspection procedure previously described, which requires the storage of the amplitude " - ,
values of all inspected points, which in a turbine disk are several millions.

The detection algorithm has therefore been modified as follows : we have choosen to loose the
information of the exact spatial localization of defects, keeping only the features necessary for the
detection decision. If an inclusion is detected in a certain layer, the inspection must be repeated for
its localization and sizing.
Even if the histogram of the frequencies of occurrence of the peak heights h (which in the following we
shall indicate with N(h)) cannot be built up during the scanning, it can be reconstructed starting from
the directly measurable function H(z), which gives the partial area of the inspected layer where the
detected u.s. signal is greater than the threshold voltage z.

. .. . .



In fact, calling H (z,h) the function measured for a sigle point reflector which gives rise to a peak of

height h, the histogram N(h) can be calculated solving the following integral equation

.c%-...-% .-

"Ht(z) N(h) Ho(h,z) dh (11) .. ..

". Adopting the representation:

14(h) = C * (v) (12)
j=l

where

hi_ 1  < h < h. (j=1,2 .... n) (13)

,0 elsewhere

we get

h,
n z n

H(z) = lH(hz) dh I C. H .(z) (14)
j=l j= l 1 0o

* The coefficients C. can be computed by means of a least squares fit of the measured H1(z) function with

expression (14). Even if this procedure does not allow to get high resolution histograms, it gives
anyhow correct average results.
The function H(z) can obviously be calculated from the T(x,y) maps with the formula

H(z) = 55 dx dy (I5)
t(x,y) > z

Fig. 13 shows the H (z) function of the single point reflector obtained from the map of Fig. 8, while
-* Figs. 14a and 14boshow the H(z) function calculated from the maps plotted in Figs. 9a and 9b

respectively. Fig. 15 is the H(z) function measured in a sample which does not contain any inclusion
* (sample No. 6 in Table I), while Fig. 16 refers to a porous specimen (sample No. 10; porosity - 0.6%). L

As can be seen by inspection of Figs. 14-16, the presence of defects can be easily recognized in the
". shape of the H(z) function as well.

As far as the characterization of the defects is concerned, many algorithms are available which
yield the size, shape and orientation of a flaw. The Inverse Born Approximation is one of the methods
that recently have been more studied both experimentally and theoretically. The low signal to noise
ratios that characterize the scattering from the smaller inclusions give sometime rise to larg,
uncertainties in the estimated size of the defects. Work is now in progress to overcome this problem an"
to allow an estimation of the acoustic impedence of the inclusions.

Fig. 17 shows a simplified block diagram of the test system whose main characteristics are reported

in Table 2.

4. FINAL CONCLUSIONS

I. The probability of detection (POD) with ultrasonic methods of small ceramic inclusions in powder
metal materials has been measured after a theoretical optimization of the experimental parameters.

2. A new detection decision algorithm, based on the "extrapolation of scattering functions"
characteristic for the inclusions on one side and for the background scattering on the other has leen'
used with advantage instead of the conventional "value comparison" method.

I. The detection limits for ceramic inclusions in API and AFII5 materials have this way been
considerably improved (from - 300 pm to - 50 pm). - " .

4. The POD of 50 pm ceramic inclusions in a 10 pm grain size PK material results to he - 70% and seems
to be furthermore improvable. The POD depends on grain size,

5. A computerized ultrasonic scan system based on the results so far obtain'd, will allow te'sting of I

typical '00 mm diameter turbine disk in approximate'ly '10 minutes.
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NO MTEIL GRRIN SIZE DOPING INCLUSIONS DOPING
(Yi) MATERIAL SIZE (pm) (mg/IKg)

1 RPI 45 +5 R 1,0, 149-177 95

2 APi 55 +5 R 1,0, 177-250 126

3 API 50+5 R1,0, 250-29? 203

4 API 55+5 Cr2O03 177-250 223

5 AF 115 10+2 R 12 0, 177-250 126

6 RP 1 45+5---

7 API 55+5 A 12 0, 44-53 2. 1

6 AF 115 50+5---

9 AF 115 60+5 RA12 0, 44-53 2. 1

10 AF 115 15 +5 - - -

11 AF 115 14 +3 R 1,0, 44-53 1.6

12 AF 115 18±3 A 12 0, 44-53 0.64

13 AF 115 12+3 RA1, 0, 6-185 7.125

14 AF 115 10+3 R 1,20, 66-185 14.25

15 AF 115 12 +3 S10, 37-44 083

16 AF 115 15 +3 St , 44-53 1.86

17 AF 115 16±+3 Stb, 66-105 12.92

18 AF 115 18±3 S 102 177-250 16.36

19 AF 115 15±+3 Zr, 0, 44-53 2.57

20 AF 115 16 +3 Zr2 03 44-53 1.22

TABLE I -Characteristics of doped samples
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FI1G. 8 - C-scan map of the amplitude of the u.s. wave backscattered

by a 250 tim radius sphere
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FIG,. 9 -C-scan maps o; the amplitude of the u.s. wave backscattered
by a iOx 30 mm' layer lying between 4.5 mm and 5.5 uimiunder

the surface recorded in samples No. 5 (a) and No. 7 (b)
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ADVANCED EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
FOR MONITORING THE BEHAVIOR OF SMALL CRACKS

dames M. Larsen
United States Air Force Wright Aeronautical laboratories
AFWAL/MLLN, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio, USA

SUMMARY

Two specialized techniques for monitoring the behavior of small fatigue cracks are
discussed. The first of these Is an automated photomicroscopic system that produces a
permanent photographic record of the growth of small surface cracks. The system is
automated by a microcomputer which controls fatigue testing and operates a 35 mm
camera. Data are obtained for the growth of small cracks of approximate sizes ranging
from 25 ,.m to fracture. The precision of the photographic measurements Is
approximately 1 .m for cracks of the order of 25 :.m In length. In addition to the
photographic technique, a unique Interferometrlc displacement gage (IDG) which monitors

.
. .

the crack mouth opening behavior of small surface cracks Is discussed. The IDG
measurements produce a complete record of applied load vs. crack opening displacement.
The load-displacement data are analyzed to determine effective crack length from
compliance calibrations and to determine crack closure behavior. The capabilities of
both the photomicroscopic and the Interferometric techniques are discussed, and typical
small crack data are presented.

INTRODUCTION

As part of an overall effort by the United States Air Force to Implement a damage
tolerant approach to life management of critical components In advanced turbine engines
C1-31, considerable research has been performed to develop accurate predictive models
of crack propagation under realistic engine operating conditions [ 4-91. In general,
experimental data have been generated by testing specimens containing relatively large
cracks, and fracture mechanics methods have been used to predict the behavior of
smaller, naturally occurring cracks in actual engine components. The accuracy of the
damage tolerant approach has been demonstrated by extensive testing of specimens and
actual engine components containing cracks of realistic sizes [6, 7, 10-12]. The
minimum realistic crack size is defined by the detection limit of available methods of
nondestructive Inspection. Because the predicted life of a component is extremely
dependent on this minimum size, an extensive research and development program has been
dedicated to Improving the reliable limit of nondestructive Inspection of engine
components [133. There has been considerable success In this area, and additional
improvements In Inspection capability appear certain. As Improvements continue, the
accurate prediction of the growth of very small cracks will be of Increased importance,

Recently, however, a number of Investigators have observed that very small fatigue
cracks may grow anomalously fast when compared to long cracks In conventional specimens
subjected to a nominally equivalent crack driving force. In addition, small cracks
have been observed to propagate under conditions that were well below the threshold
stress IntensIty factor range ('Kth) that exists for long cracks. This "small crack
effect" has been discussed at length [14] and extensively reviewed [15-171. The A.
inability of currently available fracture mechanics methods to predict the behavior of " "
very small cracks has serious Implications with regard to the damage tolerant approach,
since such errors may lead to a significant overestimate of the actual component life.
The anomalous behavior of small cracks has been attributed to a number of factors that
Include violation of the continuum assumption of solid mechanics, violation of the
assumptions of linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM), or simply a failure to
maintain similitude between the process zones that control the growth of long and short
cracks. A number of models of the growth of small cracks have been proposed, and some
of the small crack data presented In the lIterature have been effectively correlated.
However, a general understanding of the factors responsible for the rapid growth of
small cracks Is lacking. As such, the practical crack size limit for the valid
application of the available damage tolerant methods is uncertain.

Much of the research devoted to the study of small cracks to date has required

relatively specialized methods to acquire experimental data, In general, testing
methods that have been commonly used for conventional specimens containing large
fatigue cracks have not been readily applicable to the study of small cracks. Although
certain specialized optical methods have been used effectively to monitor the
initiation and early growth of fatigue cracks [ 18-21 1, conventional optical techniques
employed in testing of specimens containing large cracks have generally been inadequate
to study small crack behavior in an efficient and cost effective manner. A number of
alternative methods have been employed. Typically, length measurement of small cracks
has been accomplished through the use of acetate replicas, by periodic examination with ' "
a scanning electron microscope (SEM), or by electric potential methods. Valuable data _ W
have been produced by each of these methods; however, there are disadvantages
aesociated with each. Although replica and SEN methods offer excellent resolution, the
use of these methods to track the propagation of very small cracks may he very Lime
consuming, thereby limiting the number of data that. can be realistically obtained. th. -
use of electric potential monitoring generally requires an artificial crack starter to
initiate the creck at a predetermined location between the electrical potential leads-.
The physical size of the crack starter defines the lower limit of crack size that can
be investigated, and the crack starter may alter the normal mode of crack initiation. -
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Clearly, the selection of the crack length measurement technique to be used In the 3
Study of small cracks depends on the goals of the research. From the perspective of "
damage tolerance as applied to turbine engine components, experimental methods are
needed to efficiently monitor the propagation of "engineering" size cracks Initiated
and grown under realistic service conditions. As such, the general objective that
guided the present effort focused on a desire to study naturally Initiated surface
cracks of approximate sizes ranging from 25 .m to 2 mm grown under realistic engine
service conditions. Data of crack size and crack mouth opening displacement were
desired In order to develop a fundamental understanding of the physics and mechanics
that pertain to the propagation of small fatigue cracks. This paper discusses the
development and application of two techniques that offer promise in this area. Thus "
far, the research has focused on room temperature testing of titanium alloys; however,
each technique has significant potential for elevated temperature application.

EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH

Materials

The size below which a small crack might be expected to exhibit unusually rapid
rates of fatigue crack propagation may be approximated by the equation
a = ('K ,_/,. )2/- [22] where 'K Is the material's threshold stress intensity factor,
ad till te fatigue I mit oftilhe material. Using this equation for guidance, two
alloysewith radically dIfferent mIcrostructures and mechanical properties were chosen
for Investigation. One of the alloys selected, TI-6A]-2Sn-4Zr-6Mo, was a high strength
material having a very fine microstructure, and this material was predicted to display S
a very limited "small crack effect." The alloy was cast and forged to the shape of
circular disks and heat treated to produce a fine duplex microstructure of equlaxed
primary -phase (hexagonal close packed) in a matrix of Widmanstatten : + (body
centered cubic) phase as shown In Fig. 1. The forging and heat treatment procedure
produced disks of high strength material ( = yield strength = 1160 MPa;

= ultimate strength = 1230 MPa) that as essentially isotropic as determined by
sonic and mechanical testing. This material was ideal for developing and demonstrating
the capability of the experimental techniques because its crack growth behavior was 4
well described by linear elastic fracture mechanics for very small cracks.

The second material was a binary titanium alloy containing 7.7% aluminum by weight 
-

and having a low oxygen content of 0.065%. This alloy, hereafter referred to as
Ti-8AI, was cast and hot rolled Into the form of plate approximately 15 mm in
thickness. The material was solution heat treated and quenched to produce a micro-
structure of equiaxed '-phase having an average grain size of 70 .m as shown In Fig. 2.
The yield and ultimate strengths of this alloy were 673 and 759 MPa respectively.
Based on the calculation of a I this material was anticipated to exhibit an exaggerated
"small crack effect." 0

COMPUTERIZED OPTICAL PHOTOMICROSCOPY AS APPLIED TO SMALL CRACKS

All small crack testing was performed using the specimen shown in Fig. 3. This
simple geometry, which resembled a design used earlier by Lankford [23], employed a
mild notch to initiate surface cracks naturally In a localized field. The elastic
stress concentration factor (K ) due to the notches was originally estimated using

thandbook tabulations [24], and a subsequent 2-dimenslonal elastic finite element stress
analysis confirmed that K = 1.027. Thus, the through-thickness stress was essentially
uniform, while the reduceh gage section effectively localized crack initiation within a
small region that could be conveniently photographed. In order to eliminate surface
residual stresses [25] and roughness produced during machining, the gage sections of
all specimens were carefully electropolished to a depth of at least 0.20 mm. The
electropolishing also produced a highly reflective surface that enhanced the detection
and resolution of small surface cracks while highlighting the material's
microstructure.

Crack growth data were acquired photographically using a metallurgical microscope
mounted with a 35 mm camera having a 250 frame film magazine and powered by a standard -.-
motor drive. Fig. 4 shows this setup mounted on a custom built precision
three-dimensional translation stage. The film plane magnification was limited to less
than 5X in order to obtain a view of the full specimen width. However, it was found .
that crack initiation could be conveniently detected by periodic visual microscopic
examination of a -.mall region of the specimen notch. Thus, a small crack could be
Initiated, and the subsequent growth of the crack could be photographed at an Increased
magnification (usually 20 to 40X) which provided Improved Image resolution. Crack
visibility was significantly enhanced through the use of reflected light Illumination.
Initially, microscope Illumination was provided by a continuous lighting source,
however, improved Image resolution was achieved by lighting with an electronic flash.
During testing, fatigue cycling was periodically Interrupted, and photographs were S
taken whi Ie the specimen was held at maximum load for a period of approximately one
second. Using Kodak PanatomIc-X film, photographs were taken with virtually no loss of
the microscope's available image resolution [26].

Testing using the photomicroscope was automated using the control system shown
schematically in Fig. 5. This system employed an IBM Personal Computer to control all
aspects of the testing. By programming a Wavetek 17 function generator, the
microcomputer control led the servo-hydraul ic fatigue machine. Corera operation was 0
FacilItated by a recmar PC-Mtite Lab Master dIitaI-tn-anaIog ([/A) converter, and the
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associated analog-to-digital (A/D) converter was used to provide feedback of fatigue
machine performance throughout the test. During each test the microcomputer recorded
pertinent data Including the photograph frame numbers and the corresponding values of
fatigue cycle count. At the conclusion of the test the film was developed, and a

* standard photographic enlarger was used to project the negative Images of the smai Il
crack onto a computer digitizing tablet. The projected Image magnification (up to

* approximately 600X) was calibrated using photographs taken of a microscope stage
micrometer slide. The digitizing tableL was used to convert the photographs Into data
of surface crack length (calculated as the length projected onto a plane normal to the
axis of loading), and these data were merged with their associated cycle counts to
produce a computer file of surface crack length (2c) vs. cycles (N). The shapes of the
surface cracks were determined by a heat tinting procedure to be discussed. Using
these shapes, the crack growth data were reduced to the form of dc/dN vs. .K using the
surface crack stress Intensity solution of Newman and Raju [27].

Figure 6 presents a photograph of a typical small crack In the alloy _o l
TI-6AI-2Sn-4Zr-6Mo. The resolution of the crack's Image was enhanced by photographing
the specimen under maximum load. For this alloy, a single small surface crack , *.i-
generally formed and quickly assumed an orientation that was normal to the loading
axis. Thereafter, crack growth followed a relatively flat path having a low level of
surface roughness. Generally, crack Initiation occurred at a location that was well
removed from the specimen corner, and the flaw propagated as a surface crack until
fracture occurred, In order to determine the shape of the surface cracks, a number of
tests were interrupted while the cracks were still short, and the specimens were heated
to a temperature not exceeding 4000C to oxidize the crack surface. Upon failure of the
specimens, the heat tinted surface cracks were measured to determine their shapes as
projected onto a plane normal to the axis of loading. The resulting data of crack
depth (a) vs. surface crack half-length (c) are presented In Fig. 7. The cracks were
nearly semicircular over the full range of sizes examined and had an average aspect
ratio of a/c = 1.03.

Typical crack growth data (c vs. N) obtained with the photomicroscopic system are
presented in Fig. 8. These data are for a small crack In the alloy TI-6A1-2Sn-4Zr-6Mo
subjected to fatigue loading under a maximum stress equal to 75% of the material's 
yield strength. This specimen was tested in room temperature air at a frequency of 20
Hz with a stress ratio (minimum stress/maximum stress) of R z 0.1. The 25 om Initial
crack length shown for this specimen was a typical detection size for the
photomicroscopic system. For this crack size, the standard deviation of carefully
repeated measurements of the crack length (c) was approximately 1 m. This precision
was considered excellent, since the value approached the theoretical optical resolution
of the microscope. As the crack extended, the increasing level of crack tip plasticity
made locating the crack tip more difficult, and the variability In measured crack
length increased. As shown in Fig. 8, photographs of the small cracks were taken
frequently. This provided a measure of the variation In growth rate as the crack
extended, and the large number of data points could be treated statistically to
determine the mean crack growth behavior. Thus, it was possible to minimize the
Influence of the random error associated with the Individual crack length measurements.
The large amount of data produced by this method was considered to be of particular
value, since It was possible to monitor the Instantaneous crack growth rate and record
any unusual events in the growth of a small crack. Examples of such events are crack
bifurcation and crack deflection produced by Interactions with alloy microstructure.

The data of Fig. 8 were reduced to the form of dc/dN vs. *.K, as shown in Fig. 9.
The solid curve represents crack growth in conventional compact type (CT) specimens
that were 10 mm In thickness. Except for the shortest crack lengths, the data from the
small surface crack corresponded closely with the long crack behavior. The growth
rates for short and long cracks became essentially equivalent for an approximate
surface crack size of c > 75 m. This transition crack size was In agreement with the -
independent findings of James and Morris [28] on the same material, who observed that,
above this size, LEFM effectively correlated data of the growth of surface cracks. The
75 m crack size was slightly larger than the value of the short crack correction
factor defined by El Haddad et al [22], which was calculated as a =('K-h/ e)./23 m,
where Kh = 3.4 MPam and " 400 MPa are the long crack threshold stress Intensity

t h e
factor range and the fatigue limit respectively. The transition crack size was
somewhat larger than the size of the two primary mIcrostructuraI dimensions - the
primary -phase grain size ( 5 m) and the prior ,--phase grain size ( 15 m). For all
test, performed, the ratio of the size of the plane stress monotonic plastic zone
(estinated as (K/I )1/ ) [29, 30] was 0.25 or less, and the similar ratio in.ol\lng the
plane stress cycll plastic zone (estimated as (K/2" )2/ )[29] was less than 0.065.

The fine scale of the microstructure of the Ti-6AI-2Sn-4Zr-6Mo, limited crack tip
plasticity, and limited tendency for anomalous growth of small cracks under the test
conditions investigated provided an Ideal demonstration of the capabilities of the

photomIcroscopic system. The excellent agreement between the data for small surface
cracks and long cracks in CT specimens illustrated the accuracy of the experimental and
analytical procedures. Having demonstrated Its capability, the photomicroscopic system
was used to gather data from the second alloy which was anticipated to display a
Aignificant "small crack effect."

Data from tests of the TI-8Al alloy produced results that were markedly different
from those found for the Ti-6AI-2Sn-4Zr-6Mo. TypIcal data of the growth of a small
crack in TI-8A1 fatigued under a maximum stress of 0.6 are presented in Fig. 10. A .

-yo _ 
.
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number of discontinuities In the crack growth curve produced by crack Interactions with JL

alloy microstructure are evident. Small cracks In the TI-8A1 generally formed along
slip bands that were Inclined to the axis of loading and subsequently took cn an
orientation roughly perpendicular to the loading axis. When the crack growth data were
reduced to the from of da/dN vs. AK, as shown In FIg. II, the small cracks propagated
rapidly under nominal applied stress intensity levels that were well below the AK
obtained In testing of conventional specimens containing long cracks. While ti e
discontinuous nature of crack growth In this alloy produced accentuated variations In
crack growth rate, the mean trend of the data was clearly above that of long cracks
when correlated with 'K. As shown, this trend persisted until the half-length of the -',
small surface crack reached c - 1.5 mm. This length was approximately 20 times the
average grain size of the TI-8AI. As was done previously, estimates were made of the '-'V'.,

- ratio of the size plane stress plastic zone to the crack length. This ratio for the
• monotonic plastic zone was approximateIy 0.16, whIle the ratio Involving the cyclic ,-,, I

plastic zone was approximately 0.04.

Due to the preliminary nature of the TI-Al small crack data, it is premature to
speculate about the underlying causes of the anomalous small crack behavior In this
alloy. However, the failure of the conventional fracture mechanics approach to
correlate the behavior of small and large cracks In this material underscores the need
for a more complete understanding of the analytical and physical bases for the rapid
growth of small cracks. An extensive research program Is In progress to study
fundamental aspects pertaining to the growth of small cracks In titanium alloys.

COMPLIANCE AND CLOSURE MEASUREMENT FOR SMALL CRACKS

It has often been suggested that the anomalous behavior of small fatigue cracks
may be due, at least in part, to differences In the crack closure response for short
and long cracks. The general subject of crack closure has recently been reviewed In
detail [31]. Essentially, the phenomenon of crack closure may be described as the
premature contact of the crack's fracture surfaces during the unloading portion of a
fatigue cycle. As a result of crack closure, the tip of a crack that Is subjected to a
nominal applied stress intensity factor range of AK = K - K actually experiences
an effective stress Intensity factor range, LK hKm K- , where KcI = closure
stress intensity factor. During the fatigue cye the ck throughout
the portion of the cycle for which K Kcl and the crack tip stress intensity factor
remains constant at K =.Kcl until the crack reopens. Crack closure has been shown to

be produced by three primary mechanisms associated with fracture surface plasticity
[32,33], oxides [34], and fracture surface roughness [35]. The three mechanisms
operate simultaneously, and their Individual contributions to the total closure process
depend on loading conditions, environment, and material.

Since crack closure, as a general phenomenon, operates behind the crack tip, a
finite length of closure wake must exist In order to develop the full effect of the
mechanism. A crack that grows from a length of zero has no closure wake Initially, and
the full development of closure is argued to require some finite crack extension.
During the period of Initial crack extension, the minimum crack tip stress intensity
factor Increases from K . to K 1 , and the stress intensity factor range at the crack
tip changes from AK to I nff• ewman [36] has used the finite element method to show
that such a mechanism can account for the anomalous behavior of small cracks under
conditions for which plasticity induced closure Is dominant. However, experimental
measurement of the closure level of small cracks Is extremely difficult, and few data
exist.

The experimental determination of crack closure load Is generally accomplished by
measuring crack opening displacement as a function of applied load. The difficulty In I

making such measurements on small cracks arises primarily from two sources. The first All.
Is the very fine scale of the crack mouth opening displacements (CMOD) that must be
measured for small cracks, For a semicircular surface crack that is small relative to
the specimen dimensions, the total crack mouth opening displacement is given
approximately by the equation [37]

CMOD = 2.892' c/E (1)

where is the applied stress, c is the surface crack half-length, and E Is Young's
modulus. For a surface crack 50 ! m long In the alloy TI-6AI-2Sn-4Zr-6Mo loaded to 60%
of the material's yield stress, CMOD - 0.018c , 0.45 im. In order to determine crack
closure from measurements of CMOD vs. applied load, displacement measurements must
resolve much less than 0.45 .m.

The second difficulty encountered in making closure measurements for small cracks
arises from the need to monitor crack opening displacement at a location very near the
crack mouth. This requirement may be appreciated by consideration of St. Venant's
Principle which generally states that the stress concentration produced by a mechanical
nctch becomes negligible as the distance from the notch becomes large with respect to
the notch size. Thus, measurements of local displacement In the field of a small crack
become insensitive to CMOD as the distance from the crack to the measurement location
incr, 3ses. The importance of this factor was estimated by considering the relationship
between elastic compliance and measurement location. Since a general solution to this
three-dimensional problem for a surface crack was not available, an estimate was made
by performing a two-dimensional finite element analysis for a through-thickness center
crack in a panel of finite width. The results are Illtstrated In Fig. 12 which plots

•L -.
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the ratio of crack length (2a) to gage length (2h) vs. normalized compi lance. The
solid lIfne represents the analytical relationship between crack length and compliance .3-,
as determined from displacement measurements at the crack mouth (h 0). The
individual data points represent the finite element calculations for h 0- 0. For the -. '..-

uncracked case (a/h = 0) the measured compliance corresponds to the modulus of the ...

material alone. As a/h Increases, the component of compliance due to the presence of

the crack Increases and dominates the measurement. Thus, experimental methods that use

compliance to monitor the behavior of small cracks must use a very short gage length In ... .

order to attain sensitivity to the crack opening. This presents no problem for
scanning electron microscopy methuds, since these measure CMOD at the fracture surface. . -

However SEM measurements are very time consuming to perform, and the
visual/photographic nature of raw data obtained precludes the use of convenient

automated data processing methods normally used with compliance measurements. The
following discussion describes an alternative experimental approach which we used for
oetermining crack length and closure behavior of very small cracks from compliance
measurements. A particular advantage of this approach Is the ability to computer
automate the process and obtain real time data. °- - --

THE INTERFEROMETRIC DISPLACEMENT GAGE

The determlnatIon of mouth opening compliance and closure of small fatigue cracks
was accomplished using a unique laser Interferometric displacement gage (IDG)

originally developed by Sharpe [38-41]. Generally, the method utilizes the coherent

light of a He-Ne laser to make very precise measurements of mouth opening displacement

for a small surface crack. Fig. 13 Illustrates the basic principle schematically. A
beam of laser light impinges on a pair of Vicker's hardness Indentations placed

approxImatel) 50 .m apart that span the crack mouth. Each Indentation has the shape of

a regular four-sided pyramid, and the four pairs of parallel faces of the Indentations

reflect the laser light to four positions In space. Of the four reflections, the two

shown In 'he figure are used for crack mouth opening displacement measurement. Each of
the pairs of reflections Interfere optically to produce observable fringe patterns as
Illustrated. The relationship between a fringe pattern and the gage length, o,

separating the Indentations Is given by the equation

d sin(, ) (2)0

where n Is the order of the Interference fringe, \ Is the wavelength of the laser light

(0.6328 i:m), and t('4
°
) is the reflection angle shown in the figure. Solving for d

and differentlating gives

d n),/sln(fi) 0.9 om (3)

for this geometry. Thus, by simply counting the fringes that pass a fixed point in
space, displacements between the Indentations can be resolved to approximately 0.9 .m.

Improved displacement resolution may be attained by monitoring fractional motion

of the Interference fringes. This was accomplished using the system Illustrated
schematically in Fig. 14. The system employed servo-controlled rotating mirrors to
sweep the fringe patterns across the photodetectors located at x . This allowed the

system to monitor the fringe pattern as a function of time (Indentation displacement),
and real time numerical determination of the fringe position was performed by a Digital
Equipment Corporation 1124 minicomputer. The procedure could locate the interference

fringe position to within approximately 0.01 of the fringe wavelength, and this.
corresponded to a measurement precision for displacement between the Indentations of d

9 nm. This precision was approximately equivalent to the resolution of scanning
electron microscopy, and the numerical nature of the data produced by the

interferometric system made this method more efficient and potentlally much more

accurate than SEM methods.

CRACK OPENING DISPLACEMENT MEASUREMENTS

The capability of the Interferometric system was demonstrated on a small surface

crack in the alloy Ti-6AI-2Sn-4Zr-6Mo. The specimen geometry and its preparation were
the same as that discussed earlier for the photomicroscopic system. A small precrack
was Initiated under fully reversed loading (R = -1.0; - = 0.6 1 ; frequency = 20 Hz)

and detected visually. The specimen was removed from M testln g machine in order to
place the Vicker's hardness Indentations across the crack. Subsequently, the specimen

was replaced In the testing machine, and crack opening dilplacement measurements were

performed periodically as the crack was extended under constant load amplitude

tension-tension fatigue (R = 0.1). The crack opening dispiacement measurements were
obtained by interrupting the sinusoldal fatigue cycling to apply a low frequency (0.025
Hz) loading cycle having a triangular waveform. During this cycle, 280 load vs.

displacement measurements were made. Typical data are presented In Fig. 15 for a small

surface crack of half-length c = 37 im. The total crack mouth opening displacement
measured under maximum load was approximately 0.5 im, and the much higher precision of

the Individual displacement measurements Is evident. The data corresponded to a

complete fatigue cycle. Little hysteresis in the measurements made during the cycle is
observed. The effective size of the small crack was Calculated from the elastic
compliance determined from the slope of the upper linear region of the data. The crack

closure load (P ) was determined from the break In the load vs. displacement curve as
illustrated. FS the data shown, crack closure occurred at approximately 57% of the

maximum load.
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The crack mouth opening compliance was measured at numerous crack lengths
throughout the test. These data are plotted against optically measured surface crack
half-length In Fig. 16. The experimental data corresponded closely to the solid line
which represents the analytical relationship given in equation 1 for a semicircular
surface crack. The excellent correlation between the experimental data and the %
analytical expression Indicates that the Interferometric compliance measurement may be
used to determine the effective length of small surface cracks. In fact, much of the % ",j,'

variation in the data presented Is believed to be due to the error associated with the
optical measurements which were made using a long focusing microscope mounted with a
filar eyepiece. The optical resolution of this microscope was Inferior to that of the
more conventional optics used In the photomicroscopic system. However, the physical
geometry of the Interferometric system precluded direct access to the specimen, and . -
optical measurements were made by mounting the long focusing microscope to the side of
the specimen and using a mirror arrangement to view the crack. In the future, It
should be possible to replace the long focusing microscope with the photomicroscopic - -
system. However, unless a permanent record of the incremental crack extension Is
desired, the optical data would be required only to periodically confirm the accuracy• .- .- ..-
of the compliance determined crack length.

As discussed, crack closure measurements were made from the load-displacements
curves obtained as the crack extended. These data are presented as a function of crack
length In Fig. 17. Data were obtained for surface crack lengths of 2c = 58 m and
greater. Over this range In crack size, the greatest crack closure was recorded for
the shortest crack lengths, and the measured closure load approached the minimum
applied load as the crack extended. The closure measurements varied significantly for
2c 200 jm and became more consistent as the crack extended. The behavior of the
crack ciosure data may be more easiiy examined when replotted as a function of fatigue
cycle count as shown in Fig. 18. The level of crack closure is observed to change
abruptly three times, with the most obvious change occurring at the approximate
midpoint of the test (27000 cycles). Although, to the author's knowledge, this
behavior has not been pre. iously reported, the data are believed to be accurate. The . ...* .
discontinuous change in crack closure level that occurred at this point In the test
corresponded exactly to a bifurcation of one of the two visible tips of the surface -

crack. During the same period the crack length increased continuously (as.-. "
independently determined by optical measurement of the longest branch and by compliance
measurement). It Is speculated that the change In closure load was the result of the
creation of a major feature on the fracture surface which produced an abrupt change In
the level of roughness Induced closure. If this Is true, then It Is likely that the
changes In closure level that were observed earlier In the test (at 4800 and 11000
cycles) also corresponded to the creation of dominant features on the fracture surface.
Note that the closure level only Increased abruptly; It never decreased in this . .
fashion.

As shown In Fig. 19, the crack growth rate data generated during the test
corresponded closely to data obtained from tests of long cracks In conventional
specimens fatigued under equivalent conditions. The small crack data presented were
obtained from optical measurements, although the data taken from compliance
measurements were essentially the same. The data did not display the "small crack
effect." The lack of this behavior may have been the result of the reduced stress
level ( r 0.6 ) for these data as compared to the data of Fig. 9 where

Max Out y• H~wever, additional research is required to resolve this Issue.

In generaI the InterferometrIc system demonstrated a unique capability for making
crack opening displacement measurements of small fatIaue cracks. The very short gage
length and extreme measurement precision that are characteristic of the Interferometric
technique offer potential for novel research of the mechanisms that control the growth
of small cracks. Crack length and crack closure data can be acquired as a small crack J
extends, and the natural development of the steady state crack growth process can be
monitored. Crack closure data such as those presented have previously been difficult
or Impossible to obtain. The computerized Interferometric system can acquire and
analyze these data extremely efficiently and quickly. By combining the
photomlcroscoplc and Interferometric systems on a single test, fundamental study of
fatigue mechanisms and mechanics of small cracks can be performed. Additional research
is In progress to fully utilize the unique capabilities of both experimental methods to
Investigate the basic nature of small cracks.

*- SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The deveIcpment and application of two experimental methods for monitoring the
. behavior of very smai I fatigue cracks were discussed. The first of these was an

automated photomicroscopic system which recorded crack propagation directly. The
second method employed laser Interferometry to monitor crack mouth opening
displacements which were analyzed to determine crack length and crack closure behavior.
All small crack tests were performed using a specimen that allowed natural crack
Initiation to be localized within a small region. In the photomicroscopic method, a 35
mm camera mounted on a reflected light microscope was used to record the growth of
small surface cracks of approximate sizes ranging from 25 m to 2 mm. The system
employed a microcomputer to control fatigue crack growth testing, operate the camera,
and record pertinent data. Upon completion of a test, the photographs of the small
cracks were projected onto a computer digitizing tablet which was used to obtain
numerical crack length data. The capabilities of the photomicroscopic system were 9
demonstrated in testing of the high strength titanium alloy Ti-6AI-2Sn-4Zr-6Mo. The
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measurement precision of the complete system was found to be approximately 1 .m for
cracks of the order of 25 Lim In length. For the Ti-6A1-2Sn-4Zr-6Mo, the data of small
and large cracks were well correlated with the applied stress intensity factor range,
AK, for all but the very smallest cracks. However, AK failed to consolidate slmil lar
crack growth data In a TI-SAI alloy. Small crack growth In this material was much
faster than equivalent long crack data, an. the small crack growth occurred under
loading conditions that were well below the long crack threshold stress intensity
factor range, AK h . The rapid growth of small cracks In this material persisted for
total crack lengthhs as great as 3 mm. In general, the photomlcroscopic system provided
an efficient and cost effective method for monitoring the growth of small, naturally
occurring fatigue cracks. A particular advantage of this method Is the creation of a
detailed permanent record of crack growth which includes Information of crack path and
microstructural interaction.

The second experimental method used a computerized interferometric displacement
gage (IDG) to monitor the crack mouth opening behavior of small fatigue cracks. This
method provided very precise measurements of crack mouth opening displacements as a

function of applied load, and these data were analyzed to determine effective crack
length and crack closure load. Complete load vs. displacement curves were obtained for
naturally initiated surface cracks of total length less than 60 jm. For a crack of
this size, the maximum crack mouth opening displacement was less than 0.5 vim. The
precision of the displacement measurements was of the order of 10 nm, and this provided
excellent definition of the load vs. mouth opening dIsplacement behavior for small
cracks. Both crack length and crack closure load were easily determined from the data.
An excellent correlation between crack mouth opening compliance and surface crack
length was demonstrated, and these data were shown to agree with an analytical
expression for part-through surface cracks. As a result, it was suggested that the
interferometric displacement gage might be used to obtain the effective length of small

cracks in real time testing. Crack closure measurements obtained for a small crack
suggested that closure develops discontinuously as the crack extends initially. This -- -
behavior was speculated to result from the formation of Individual features on the
fracture surface. At this time the data are preliminary, and further research Is In
progress to examine small crack phenomena. In general, the Interferometric method
proved to be remarkably effective for determining both crack length and crack closure
behavior of very small fatigue cracks.
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SUMMARY

In considering damage tolerant design concepts for gas turoine hot section components, several
challenging concerns arise: Complex multiaxial loading situations are encountered; Thermomechanical
fatigue loading involving very wide temperature ranges is imposed on components; Some hot section
materials are extremely anisotropic; and coatings and environmental interactions play an important role %.
in crack initiation and crack propagation. In this paper the effects of multiaxiality and thermomechan-
ical fatigue are considered from the standpoint of their impact on damage tolerant design concepts.
Recently obtained research results as well as results from the open literature are examined and their
implications for damage tolerant design are discussed. Three important needs required to advance
analytical capabilities in support of damage tolerant design become readily apparent: (1) a theoretical
basis to account for the effect of non-proportional loading; (2) the development of practical crack
growth parameters that are applicable to thermomechanical fatigue situations; (3) the development of r

crack growth models that address multiple crack failures.

INTRODUCTION

The demands for increased service reliability and reduced life cycle costs of aerospace structural
components has stimulated the development and application of damage tolerant design concepts to
component design. Damage tolerant design procedures are based on the assumed existence of a critically
located flaw when the component enters service. The size of the assumed flaw is defined by the
sensitivity and reliability of available NDT procedures that can be brought to bear at the critical
location. A crack propagation analysis, based on loading representative of the mission profile, is then
undertaken to determine the time required for the assumed flaw to grow from a size just below the
threshold of detectability to criticality. A "safe fraction" of this time is used to define either an
inspection interval or service life, depending on the component retirement philosophy.

Damage tolerant design concepts have been applied to airframe components, at least to the extent
that fracture mechanics analyses have been employed [1]. However, engine components, in particular hot
section parts, have generally been designed on the basis of crack initiation life using available LCF
life prediction procedures. For purposes of providing enhanced engine durability, the military is
presently interested in damage tolerant design concepts for engine critical components.

The Air Force has developed a programmed methodology to improve the structural integrity of its -
engines [2. This methodology includes consideration of the entire engine life cycle from design
inception through scheduled maintenance and finally retire,,ent practices. A key element of this program
is the incorporation of damage tolerant concepts in the engine design, combined with mission oriented
testing directed toward the identified critical components. However, some special challenges arise when
one considers applying damage tolerant design concepts to engine hot section components where complex
nltiaxial loading, material anisotropy, thermomechanical loading, and time dependent effects are
commonly encountered.

The objective of this paper is to examine the effects of multiaxial loading and combined thermal
and mechanical (henceforth thermomechanical fatigue - TMF) loading on crack initiation and cyclic crack
propagation. These effects will be considered from the standpoint of their impact on damage tolerant
design methods. Further, it is the objective of this parer to identify areas of research that will
either extend the capabilities of crack growth analysis, or permit the reliable application of uniaxial ,
isothermal based analyses to more complex situations.

MULTIAXIAL FATIGUE

In the laboratory, multiaxial mechanical testing implies an excarsion from tradit ional tensile or
uniaxial fatigue tests, where 2 of the 3 principal stresses arc zero. Biaxial fatique testinq is-
typically performed via combined tensinn and torsion cyclic loadinq on sirinith round specimens. Such
loadinq can be prnportional (in-phase) such that the max iiimm and minimur loads of each cyclet c(c ur ...-
smiultaneously or non-proportinnal (out-of-phase), such that a controlled phase dif ference e'i ts hlitwoon *

the two loads, resulting in hanging directions of principal stress throughout the ry( le as illustratod
in Figuo I. In ad lition to multiaxial stress states produced mechanically, thermal cycles may Ie

app I jed producing in-phase or out-of-phase strains with respect to the mechanical profi 11'.
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The pertinence of such research in aircraft gas turbine engines is becoming more obvious as
structural analysis techniques improve the description of the multiaxial stress states of hot path .

components. In recent NASA sponsored research [3] the biaxial stress state in a disk bore that would
evolve from a realistic, simulated mission was presented as a complex spectrum of non-proportional,
variable amplitude tangential and axial stresses. (See Figure 2.) In that same report it's suggested
that vanes and combustor liners are likely to experience equally complex loading profiles. Frequently
the non-proportional characteristics of such loading profiles results from the superposition of
mechanical and thermal loads. Hence how to deal with multiaxial loading environments, as well as how to , F
incorporate these solutions into design concepts such as damage tolerance, are relevant topics to
existing engineering needs in the aeronautics and aerospace industries.

Applicability of Uniaxial Results

Many investigators have targeted their research towards the development and demonstration of ways
of using existing uniaxial materials properties and response for the resolution of multiaxial problems.
The most straightforward biaxial laboratory test germane to this effort is an isothermal constant r f
amplitude torsion test. In this case the extrapolation of uniaxial fatigue strain-life properties to -
the biaxial stress state is frequently made by altering the power law strain-life relationships using
conventional techniques. The axial representation of total strain-life law is [4,5,6]:

Act = 2E'f (2Nf)-c + 2f/E (2Nf)
-b

Where of is the ultimate tensile strength, E the Young's Modulus, Nf the cyclic life, C'f is the
fatigue ductility, and Act the total strain range.

The fatigue ductility and strength exponents, c and b, have been shown to be stress state
independent at room temperature for several materials in these simple loading cases [7,8] and are
therefore usually assumed to be constant. Some form of effective or equivalent criteria (such as von
Mises or Tresca) is then used to modify the ductility and strength coefficients for the stress state of
interest. (See Figure 3.) This approach is often adequate for the projection of fatigue properties in
a simple stress state from another simple stress state. F

However, in more complicated profiles that actually describe realistic component histories,
-" including mean stresses, variable amplitude and non-proportional thermal and mechanical loading, there

is no obvious way to cxtrapolate axial fatigue properties to the multiaxial environment. Indeed, the

very accuracy of such an approach would be questionable for several reasons. Recent investigations have
shown that non-proportionality as well as sequence effects of variable amplitude biaxial loading affect
the cyclic strength ductility, as well as the cyclic strain hardening exponent [,10]. Also, the actual

* modes of failure may vary with the bulk stress state applied, greatly reducing the physical basis on
which one would justify such methodolngy.

Multiaxial Crack Propagation

Biaxial loading (primarily tension/torsion) of laboratory specimens in strain control has shown that

the resulting damage states can be classified into 2 categories [7,11]:

i 1. Multiple crack systems, showing complex behavior of mixed mode growth and crack interactions,
typically occurring in high strain, low cycle conditions.

2. Single dominant crack initiation and growth, characteristic of low strain, high cycle conditions.

These same trends have been observed in axial loading [II, 12], but due to recent advances in
multiaxial testing capabilities, it has become apparent that they're greatly accentuated in multiaxial

,. conditions, and cannot be overlooked a- being merely of academic interest.

The multiple crack system response observed in high strain biaxial conditions is most interesting

due to the complexity of the phenomenon, and due to the engineering implications in situations where
finite life prediction is necessary. Testing laboratory specimens in torsion and combined tension/
torsion promotes the initiation of cracks on planes of maximum shear stress at multiple sites on the
surface. Early cracks form throughout the test section, grow to a size small in comparison to the
specimen geometry, after which the growth is arrested while additional small cracks continue to start
the same process. These cracks will grow along the specimen surface in planar shear, some linking with
others until the resultant fissures are quite large relative to the specimen dimensions. Upon linking
and growing in length on the surface, these cracks will eventually propagate through the thickness of
the specimen in anti-plane shear, a mode of crack propagation quite different in terms of crack growth
rate and critical crack lengths from 'hat of surface crack propagation. It is this through thickness "
propagation that causes rapid degradation of the load carrying capability of a specimen. " " '

Figure 4 shows this multiple cracking phenomenon in replicas of Waspaloy tested in torsion at ,oom
temperature. Similar modes of cracking have been reported with Hastelloy X.

These observations of multiple crack systems aren't peculiar to disk superalloys, and therefore have
implications beyond the immediate application to disk materials. In Figure 5, similar multiple cracking
patterns, observed early in the life of Inconel 718 are shown in replicas taken progressively throughout
a strain controlled test at room temperature. To contrast further, medium carbon steels also exhibit
these cracking modes in biaxial loading, as seen in the progression of cracking throughout the life of a
1045 steel in Figure 6.

Of course, high temperature rpsponse adds further to the complexity of multiaxial fatigue in super-
alloys. We have found that the temperdture dependent material behavior and mechanisms are important in
determining the critical planes housing the early LCF multiple cracks. Figure 7 shows the throuqh S
thickness cracking that caused loss of load carrying ability in torsio!Ially loaded Waspaloy at room
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temperature and at 650°C (1200°F). At room temperature the shear mode dominated initiation and failure .
on longitudinal shear planes, whereas at elevated temperature, the final failure occurred on the 45" V

"* planes across which the maximum principal stress occurs in torsion.

One might wonder whether the response of smooth, unnotched laboratory specimens is representative of
the critical crack in the notched component that is addressed by damage tolerant design codes. There is
very little information available generated from the controlled multiaxial testing of notched specimens,
since this type of work is more on the order of component testing than research. However, experimental
programs including combined bending and torsion on notched shafts have reported the same multiple
initiation site behavior as seen in the smooth specimen tests. Until further experimentation shows .
otherwise, it is prudent to assume that notches in hot section components do not reduce the failure
response to a single crack phenomena.

Single dominant crack failures (HCF), whether in axial or multiaxial stress states, obviously lend . .
themselves to damage tolerant concepts directly. In the multiaxial case, the single crack may be . -
growing in a mixed mode manner such that this must be considered in the methods of analysis. There is .'

currently ongoing research under sponsorship of many different organizations investigating mixed mode R w -
crack growth.

TMF EFFECTS

Where are TMF Effects Significant

Two idealized but representative TMF cycles are shown in Figure 8, illustrating several significant
features and parameters that together define the type and severity of the TMF cycle. An important
feature is of course the temperature range represented by Tmax and Tmin. The phase relationship
between the mechanical loading cycle and the temperature cycle can have a major effect on TMF life.
Figure 8 represents an "in-phase" cycle wherein the material is under maximum tensile load at the
maximum temperature. Conversely, Figure 8 shows an "out-of-phase" cycle in which the material is under
maximum compression at the maximum temperature. The mechanical loading parameters that define the TMF
cycle include the maximum, minimum, and P:an stresses as well as the total strain range and the
inelastic strain range.

In general, significant TMF effects on crack initiation and propagation lives are observed when the
cyLlic temperature range is large enough that significant variation in material mechanical behavior
occurs. These conditions are certainly encountered Juring the operating cycle experienced by combustor
liners, turbine airfoils, and to a lesser extent, turbine disk rims. Examples of TMF loading for
critical locations of each of these components are shown in Figure 9 [13,14,15]. Both the turbine blade
tip and the combustor liner are clear cases of out-of-phase cycling. In fact out-of-phase TMF cycles
are more generally encountered in hot section components than are in-phase cycles. The disk rim example
cnld also be considered an out-of-phase case with a high tensile mean stress since the maximum tensile
stress occurs near the minimum temperature.

As is the case for isothermal fatigue, TMF life consists of a crack initiation stage followed by a crack
propagation stage. Although the crack propagation stage is most pertinent to damage tolerant design, a -. _. . - -*

"* brief consideration of initiation will help to establish some general trends and the overall signifi-
cance of TMF cycle parameters on life.

Effects of TMF on Initiation Life

Analysis of component TMF life is presently based on isothermal life prediction models, some examples of
which are listed in Table I. All of these models incorporate as input either the total or inelastic
strain range, sometimes combined with various methods of accounting for interaction between time- -
dependent inelastic strain (creep) and cyclic time-independent plasticity. In some cases mean stress
and maximum tensile stress effects are included in the life prediction models. Reference 16 summarizes
the applicability of some of these models to TMF life prediction of a turbine blade alloy.

The oeperimfental results in Figures if and 11 compare the TMF lives of 2 different turbine airfoil
matorials with results for isothermal testing. Unfortunately, comparable results are not available for
a disk alloy. The tests were conducted in such a manner that the indicated lives are predominantly
crack initiation lives.

Consider first the results for MAR-M 200 shown in Figure 10. The in-phase TMF lives are an order of
magnitude lower than the isothermal lives, regardless of whether the isothermal data corresponding to
the maximum TMF cyclic temperatire or minimum temperature is used for comparison. The out-of-phase
results however are comparable to the low temperature isothermal results.

The TMF crack initiation results for B-1900 show the same general trends as those for MAR-M 200, as
may be seen in Fiiir, 11, The in-ph se lives are as much as an order of magnitude lower than corre-
spondinq isothermal lives. However, the out-of-phase results correspond more closely to the range of
isothermal I ives.

Although publ isied TMF data is very limited, the results presented in Figures 10 and 11 are believed
to be representative of the behavior one would see in a broad range of nickel based superalloys. A
Major phnnnmenon not generally predicted by the isothermal initiation life models is the relative
ranking of the in-phase versus out-of-phase cycles. Note that in-phase cycling qenerally results in
cc, ressive mean stresses, and out-of-phase cycling generally results in tensile mean stresses. Most
iso',ier,nal models are so structured with respect to thu role of tensile stress or mean stress that
out-of-phase lives would be predicted to be Iower than ir-pha,,P. App.irently TMF cycling is introducinq
effects not captur,,d in the isothermal models.

• .
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Effects of TNF on Crack Propagation ...

Some results from Pelloux's research on cyclic crack propagation under TMF conditions are summarized
in Figure 12 [17]. The experiments were conducted on Inconel X-750, both in-phase and out-of-phase over
a temperature range of 300°C to 650°C, representing disk rim conditions. A striking observation is that
the highest crack propagation rates occurred under out-of-phase cycling conditions, with crack growth an
order of magnitude faster for a given aK value than under isothermal conditions. Note that this phasing . ).

effect is the inverse of that seen in initiation dominated experiments. Crack growth for in-phase
cycling was between the rates of isothermal and out-of-phase test. Pelloux attributes the high crack ,.r .',
growth rates under out-of-phase conditions to non-closure at zero load, and shows that good correlation
between TMF crack growth rates and isothermal results is realized if non-closure is accurately accounted .>..
for by substituting aKeff for AK as illustrated in Figure 13. The practical difficulty here is accu-
rately defining aKeff, i.e. analytically quantifying crack non-closure, in the design of a turbine
disk. Failure to do so would introduce potentially serious nonconservative errors in the predicted componentstocomponent crack growth life. It would appear that application of damage tolerant design to components '

subjected to significant TMF loading using linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) principles will
require considerable component and mission specific specimen testing as support.

Rau, Gemma and Leverant [18] conducted TMF crack propagation experiments similar to those of
Pelloux, but on turbine airfoil materials and over a broader temperature range (320°C to 900C typi-
cally). The results were correlated with cyclic strain intensity as the LEFM parameter. The same
general trends were observed as for Inconel X-750 cited above, with crack propagation rates for out-of-
phase cycling being significantly higher than for in-phase or isothermal cycling. These trends were
attributed to oxidation assisted crack sharpening effects that may occur during the compressive portion
of out-of-phase cycling. Again, accounting for these effects in the course of damage tolerant design
analysis is difficult and errors incurred if isothermal crack propagation results alone are employed in
conjunction with LEFM are likely to be nonconservative.

Jordan and Meyer [19] looked at the TMF crack propagation of Hastelloy-X from the standpoint of
predicting TMF behavior on the basis of isothermal results. They developed a crack growth model based
on sKEff with built-in corrections for temperature dependent crack growth rates determined in
isothermal cycling. This model actually predicted TMF growth rates to within a factor of 2 to 3 of
their experimental data, but was sometimes nonconservative and sometimes conservative, depending onloading conditions.

TMF crack propagation experiments conducted on a series of steel alloys important in the power
generating industry were reported by Okazaki and Koizumi [20]. Though no direct comparisons with
isothermal cycling fatigue data are shown, the authors did demonstrate very accurate predictions of
crack propagation rate under TMF cycling using a J-Integral model. The accuracy of their prediction
stems no doubt from their use of material hardening parameters determined from TMF cyclic stress-strain
data. These cyclic constitutive parameters could, however, be determined in a test of limited duration . -
not requiring the test time associated with crack growth measurement and life determination.

CONCLUSIONS

From the foregoing discussion of published results it is readily apparent that both multiaxial
fatigue and thermomechanical fatigue have a significant impact on crack initiation and crack propaga-
tion. Several specific research needs are evident that will provide necessary improvements to crack
propagation analysis, a vital part of damage tolerant design:

1. Theoretical basis to account for effects of non-proportional loading (mechanical and mechanical/
thermal);

2. Crack growth models that address multiple crack failures;
3. Mixed mode failure models;
4. Development of practical crack growth parameters that are applicable to TMF load situations;

" 5. Crack initiation and growth models that accurately address TMF cycle phasing effects.
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ADVANCED QUANTITATIVE METHODS FOR NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION
by

Dale E. Chimenti and Thomas J. Moran
Materials Laboratory

Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, OH 45433 , VF

Abstract

Over the past decade and a half progress in nondestructive evaluation (NDE) methods -- "-.
which yield quantitative flaw information has been cor.iderable and has sparked a revo-
lution in the way industry and government view the capabilities and benefits of quality

*assurance or component integrity. Almost no NDE technique, new or established, is
selected for research and development without examining its potential for providing
accurate, quantitative defect information. Concurrent with this trend has been the
increasing use of fracture mechanics in the design and life management of aircraft
systems, placing in turn stringent requirements on quantitative nondestructive evalua-
tion (QNDE). Nowhere are these demands heavier than in the case of advanced aircraft
engine alloys where critical flaw sizes are measured in hundredths of an inch. Research
in NDF, therefore, has concentrated on improving defect sensitivity and reliability and
providing the quantitative information essential to the new system maintenance philos-
ophies, such as "Petirement-for-Cause. " In addition to the well known quantitative
capabilities of standard techniques like radiography, dye penetrant, and in some cases,
eddy current, developments in quantitative ultrasonics, eddy current, thermal wave
techniques and exploitation of new medical x-ray imaging methods offer alternatives with
enhanced capabilities and possibly reduced cost. In this paper the state of the art in
QNDE will be discussed, as well as advanced methods currently in development.

Introduction

The implementations of the Aircraft Engine Structural Integrity Program (ENSIP) and
the Retirement-For-Cause Program (RFC) require a quantitative nondestructive evaluation
(NDE) capability of very high reliability. These requirements have provided the impetus - . .
for a considerable amount of research activity in the NDE area in the past decade. In

- this paper we will review the current capabilities of the various technologies being
developed and project, to some extent, what capabilites will be available in the future.

Advanced Eddy-Current Probes

- Figure I gives three examples of the potential for innovation in eddy-current
technology. On the right is a close-up photograph of the YIG sphere ferromagnetic
resonance device. This probe functions in a manner significantly different from familiar
eddy-current coils. Its small size is an advantage for finding small surface cracks.
in the middle frame is the detector coil of the electric current perturbation probe.
Here again, small size combined with differential operation contribute to its unusual
capabilities. Shortly, these two concepts will be discussed further. The last frame
shows a research prototype of an eddy-current probe built by exploiting the well known
technology of magnetic recording heads. In this case the maanetic fields sensing the
presence of defects are confined to a closed ferrite loop, open for only 0.3 mm at one
point along its length to allow magnetic flux to leak out near the metal surface. By " -"
severely limiting the spatial extent of the fields in the plane of the test surface, the
vertical penetration of the magnetic flux can be confined as well to a depth much less
than the classical skin depth. Therefore, sensitivity of this device to shallow cracks
is better at 100 kHz than some conventional probes are at I MHz or more. Moreover, the
magnetic-head probe can, because of its field-confinement properties, test very near
corners and edges, where the response of conventional probes is perturbed by the qeometry
of the part.

YIG Sphere Device Assembly

As we saw earlier, eddy-current probes based on new technology offer possibilities
now beinq explored. Here, we describe the YIG sphere ferromagnetic resonance concept
and illustrate in Figure 2 a prototype device to reduce this technology to practice. At
the extreme left side of the photograph, too small to resolve, is the YIG sphere, 0.5 mm %

in diameter. Instead of sensing the change in the impedance of a coil, this device -*. -9
relies on the resonance of atomic spins in the YIG (yttrium iron garnet) to detect a
surface flaw. A static magnetic field of several hundred gauss is applied to the sphere ,
and simultaneously it is excited by an oscillator whose frequency (typically 800 MHz) is
determined by the resonance conditions, The presence of a surface crack interrupts eddy
currents on the part and thus changes the radio-frequency electromagnetic environment.
The YIG responds by varying its resonant frequency to accommodate the new conditions.
The electronics we see in the disassembled probe in the figure sense the change in
resonant frequency and the quality factor or sharpness of the resonance. These two
quantities can be shown to be equivalent to the in- and out-of-phase components of a
conventional eddy-current signal. The advantage of the YIG device is its small size,
extreme sensitivity, and utility in thin-section components.
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ECP Breadboard '
'

One electromagnetic method currently under development primarily for increased crack
detection reliability, but also partially to quantitative NDE, is the electric current
perturbation method. The basis of the method is to induce a relatively uniform electric
current sheet in the surface of the metal with a large coil and detect changes in nor- ,-.
mally small orthogonal components of the magnetic field with a small, properly oriented
detection coil. Figure 3 shows an example of a breadboard probe and scanner produced by
a recently completed Materials lab program which is capable of detected cracks as small
as 250 micron in surface length in a complex-geometry area of a turbine disk.

ECP Signal Inversion

Comparisons have been made between simple features of ECP sianals from an actual .. ,.
fatigue crack and those generated by an analytical model. Experimental results were -
obtained from a single, half-penny shaped fatigue crack grown to various lengths in a Ti W ,. ,
6-4 rod-type tensile specimen using a laboratory fatigue machine. Fracture of identical
specimens containing cracks grown under similar conditions showed that true half-penny
shaped fatigue cracks (2:1 aspect ratio) were obtained. Electric current flow was
introduced into this specimen by direct contact at each end of the rod, and the pertur-
bations were detected by a separate ECP probe scanned perpendicular to the crack.
Theory and experiment were compared for the ECP signal amplitude as a function of inter-
facial area of the crack. These data are shown in Figure 4. It can be seen that the - -, -
theory predicts an approximately linear relationship between signal amplitude and inter- S
facial area of the crack. Experimental results show very close agreement with theory,
thus indicating that crack interfacial area can be estimated by measurement of the ECP
signal amplitude.

Eddy-Current Inversion

From a study of fracture mechanics we know that the depth of a fatigue crack is an
important parameter in assessing the "severity" of the crack, or conversely, the con-
tinued fitness for service of the cracked component. It has long been a goal of those
who employ alloys having small critical crack sizes to be able to extract crack-depth
information from a standard eddy-current test. This prospect now seems close to reality.
Using a conventional, air-core eddy-current coil researchers at the National Bureau of
Standards in Boulder have achieved the promising results on electrodischarge-machined
slots in a metal specimen, shown in Figure 5. Here, we plot the predicted slot depth
versus the known depth for a series of four slots spanning a factor of four in depth.
The eddy-current data were analyzed with an inversion theory developed under Air Force
sponsorship at Stanford University. The agreement, even for these preliminary data, is
quite good. Not shown here are similarly promisina results for the slot lengths and
opening displacements, all derived from the same set of eddy-current measurements.
Currently, the technology is being further evaluated on a series of fatigue cracks in a
variety of engine materials.

CT Schematic ,-' --

In the area of radiography the Materials Laboratory has contributed, both in-house
and on contract, to extend the medical computed tomography capabilities to the industrial
and military environments. Figure 6 shows a simplified x-ray C/T machine designed
specifically for industrial purposes. The instrument consists of a hich energy source
which emits a thin, fan-shaped beam which passes through a selected cross-section of the
component being inspected. Then an x-ray detector array measures the flux of x-ray
photons passing through given line elements in the component. Mechanical rotation and
translation stages to move the component through the required angles for the acquisition Al-
of an adequate amount of data for a tomographic reconstruction. Typical inspection
systems also possess a vertical motion capability which permits the acquisition of more
conventional type of radiocraphic data in order to preview the part and select the
location for the more time consuming tomographic reconstruction. These preview scans or
digital radiographs can provide much quantitative information for the detection of
dimensional errors and larger flaws.

IBiS XIM Module

The three AFWAL-sponsored systems currently in operation can inspect objects ranging
in size from 5 cm. to 2.5 m. in diameter. Since the large systems are primarily concerned
with the inspection of rocket components, we will not consider them here. The third
system is a module in the General Electric inteqrated Blade Inspection System (IBIS) and
was designed specifically to inspect small enaine blades. Figure 7 shows 4-hc type of
data obtairnble with this instrument. The diqital radiograph shown in the lower portion
of the figure shows the alignment of the coolina holes as seen from the side. The -
tomographic scan shown in the upper portion of the figure was made in the upper portion
of the blade and clearly shows the crocr-sections of the coolira holes. This method -
currently the only way to determine if th. cooling holes have adrquate clearance from
the sides. GE is using such data for the inspection of blades wi-h ini-gral tip caps,.
which are otherwise uninspectable. Future work in th, enginp area will involvo the - "
development of a high power micrrfncus source to enable the quanli a ive dv'-,(,cion of
such cmall flaws as castino defects usino x-ray C/T ios rumentat inn.
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Thermal Wave Schematic A _L

Figure 8 shows the geometry of the thermal wave imaging technique. The effect
consists of a measurement, by one of several means, of the surface thermal properties of
a component. A medium-power modulated laser at lower left causes periodic heating of a
small region some 20 micron in diameter at the surface being tested. Because the mechan-
ical condition of the surface and near-surface region will influence the diffusion of
heat into the specimen interior, this method can reveal characteristics not detected by
other methods. The periodic heating of the surface, in turn, results in a time-dependent I V
temperature fluctuation of the small volume of air directly above the heated zone. A . ...
second low-power laser, at upper left, passes through the tiny volume of heated air and
Is optically deflected by an amount depending on the air's temperature. The amplitude
of that temperature excursion and its phase relative to the heating pulse will be func-
tions of the thermal properties of the surface: heat conductivity and heat capacity. A
crack-like defect introduces a spatially dependent conductivity, while a void perturbs
both the conductivity and the heat capacity near that point. These strong disconti-
nuities change the thermal environment of the diffusing heat pulses, appearing as signals
at the position-dependent probe-beam detector.

Bolt-Hole Crack

An example of this technology is seen here in Figure 9, where a real fatigue crack
in the wall of a circular hole in a simulated bolt-hole specimen has been imaged
thermally. The fatigue crack is clearly represented, including some subsurface features
not visible in under an optical microscope. Because of the amount of time this technique
currently requires to produce such a high resolution image of a crack, its major applica-
tion, it is felt, will be as a tool for quantification of superficial defects once they
have been detected by other means. Although the utility of the thermal methods for
discrete defects is now well established, future applications might include measurement
of case hardening depth, thickness or adhesion of thermal-barrier coatings, and concen-
tration of distributed flaws, such as surface porosity.

IBIS TRIM, Module

In addition to the advanced IR inspection methods currently under development, there
* "exist lower technology systems which are already in use. An example of one of these

systems is the Infrared Inspection Module (TRIM) in the GE IBIS system. It is designed
to detect blocked cooling holes in turbine airfoil parts and verify the cooling efficiency.
It operates by blowing heated air through the cooling holes and recording the time
dependent local and global changes in the temperature of the component. Figure 10 shows
two examples of its performance. In the upper left of the figure can be seen an end view
of the tip of the blade. The air escaping from open cooling holes shows up as white in
the figure. The circle indicates an area where an indication is missing and the hole is
blocked. The center portion of the figure shows a side view of a similar blade which
also has two blocked holes. In addition to the detection of the blockage, the thermal

"" map of the side wall illustrates how this method could be used for determination of
cooling efficiency in a quantitative manner.

Acoustic Microscope Schematic

In Figure II the principle of acoustic microscopy is illustrated. A radio-frequency
tone burst is sent to a transducer, the resulting ultrasound emerging through a highly
convergent acoustic lens into a couplant fluid. By arranging for the acoustic focal
point to coincide with the surface to be examined, a microscopic image of near-subsurface
detail can be obtained. In the operation rode illustrated in the figure, the focal
point lies slightly below the surface. :n this case, the microscope will generate leaky
surface acoustic waves whose penetration allows imaging of subsurface defects. As the
surface waves intercept a defect and reradiate into the fluid, returning to the trans-
ducer, the perturbed sound wave appears as a defect signal in the device's electronics.
Scanning the lens over the surface of interest yields a two-dimensional image of high
potential for NDE.

Acoustic Micrograph

In Figure 12 is an example of the capabilities of an acoustic microscope adapted to
SDE problems. Operating frequency has been chosen to provide reliable defect detection
for the size range of interest here, while retaining good penetration of the Rayleigh
surface waves to permit coverage of the first 1 mm or so. This image is of a fabricated
defect specimen, where the known defect sizes are indicated on the figure. Reliable . .
detection of 0.4-m horizontally oriented, planar flows is clearly feasible with the

first-generation laboratory prototype with which this image was made. The goal here is
to provide an inspection tool for net-shape components where no "sonic" envelope will be
machined away. In that sense this technique is complementary to conventional C-scan
ultrasonics. Powever, on the horizon we can begin to see engine materials for use in
very hich-temppra~ure, next-generation power plants wh,,se NDF-critizal flaw sizes may be
measured in tpnths of a millimeter. Whether these materials are ceramic, ceramic-
cmposite, or some other advanced multiphase system, leaky surface waves generated and
detected by the acoustic microscope will offer a high-sensitivity, tailorable probe of
near-surfarp condition.

I" .

" i
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Born Inversion Procedure

One of the early objectives of the Air Force's entry into fundamental NDE was to
render standard ultrasonics a quantitative tool. While the scattered elastic waves from
a flaw contains a great deal of information concerning the size, shape, orientation and
composition of the flaw, the mathematical nature of the inversion problem makes this
technique one of the most difficult to quantify. This Figure 13 shows one realization
of quantitative ultrasonics. Based on the widely used Born scattering approximation,
this technique seeks to infer the size, and perhaps additional information, from an
ultrasonic flaw reflection. Beginning at the left, a transducer sends a broadband pulse
of sound through a couplant fluid to the part under test. There, it reflects from a
defect, the echo arriving at the transducer some time later. That echo corresponds to
the flaw signal indicated in (1). In the same test a measure of the transducer response
(2) is acquired by observing the echo from a flat surface of the part. The frequency
spectra of these two signals are now divided to obtain the pure flaw response (3) within
a bandwidth limited by the transducer's frequency properties. A calculation-is performed
on the reflection data to deduce the exact position of the flaw's center (4). This step
is important as an input to the mathematical operations which now follow to estimate the
size of the flaw. The resulting graph (5) is a flaw function having a value of one
inside the flaw and zero outside. As we see from the figure, there is not a sharp
boundary, but a transition zone over which the function decreases continuously. This
effect is due to the bandwidth limiting of the transducer. Another undesirable effect
of bandlimited transducers is that the inversion algorithm to estimate the flaw radius •
can be confused if the transducer bandwidth is not favorable for sizing the particular
flaw under study. This fact leads to a presizing step in which the correct transducer
is selected, making the technique difficult to automate. Work is continuing to eliminate
these limitations and increase the bandwidth and reproducibility of fabricated ultrasonic
transducers.

Quantitative Ultrasonic Data

Figure 14 shows the results obtained when the Born procedure was applied to a number
of spherical internal flaw types ranging from voids to inclusions with sizes from 350 to
1200 microns in diameter. As can be seen, the procedure can estimate the flaw size
within roughly 50% which is probably the best obtainable given the limited transducer
bandwidths and the single physical model required by an automated technique. For compar- .
ison, the results obtained using a highly operator dependent, multiple measurement
inversion scheme known as the satellite pulse technique are shown in Figure 15 for the
same set of flaws. Here the accuracy has improved to about 20% of the dimension for the ..-..

larger flaws. These results are all for isolated single flaws, extensive research
remains to be done for multiple flaws which should be even more difficult to deal with.

AD

-J
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BORN INVERSION PROCEDURE i A
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STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF SPIN PIT FAILURE
DATA TO PREDICT INSERVICE 8. I LIVES OF

GAS TURBINE DISKS %< %

R. Mahorter and S. Fowler

Naval Air Development Center
Warminster, PA 18974

And I "
*- ..'% .- ..*

J. Salvino

Naval Air Propulsion Center
Trenton, NJ 08628 %

SUMMARY: . ,

Currently used analytical predictive methods for establishing gas turbine disk lives have basic
limitations associated with stress, thermal, ar.d mission analyses among other factors. The difference - - - -
between predicted life and actual in-service ife is usually not known since most parts are removed from
service prior to crack formation. The Navy is developing a predictive method based on statistical
analysis of data from parts run to crack initiation in spin pit testing. As part of this work, the
minimum number of disks needed to establish a viable predictive method will be determined. Although data
from the small sample size (5) used has a great deal of statistical uncertainty, it appears that analytical -

predictions may be anti-conservative.

INTRODUCTION:

This program involves an approach to engine disc life prediction that incorporates extensive
testing of used parts, statistical analysis predictive methods and feed back and reanalysis of currently
used predictive methods to identify where these methods must be modified to achieve much more accurate

" predicted part lives. Part life is defined as the time at wiich one part in a thousand develops a 1/32"-
crack. This is also called the B.1 life.

The phase of the program being reported hereon is the testing to failure of a limited number of each of
two !isks. The times to failure were analyzed to predict a B.1 life by means of Weibull statistics. The
Wibull method was chosen because it is the most common procedure in the aircraft engine field. A separate
program is mnder way at George Washington University to determine the statistical distribution best suited
to describing aircraft disk failures.

PACKGRO'ND:

The engine disc life prediction methodology currently used for naval aircraft consists first of
analytically caiculating operating stresses from rotational speeds, disc geometry and temperature
distributicis. The cyclic rates of these stresses are then inferred from mission analysis and experience
from pilot inter ,iews. The stresses and cyclic rates are combined to give a low cycle fatigue (LCF)
spectrum. This spertrum is broken down into groups of discrete cycles. The life is predicted by comparing
the number of cvls in each group with statistical materials data and summing the fractional lives by
Minor's Rule a linear summation model). Verification of the predicted life usually consists of running
one or two engine:. to that life and inspecting for cracks. Cracks are not usually found since the design
philosophy is quite conservative.

Th- predicted live are used in engine management to plan overhauls and part replacement. Since new
parts nave lead timps for procurement of up to two years, significant errors in life prediction can have
drati- ,nq;enos or replacement part availability. Errors in life prediction have occurred with
ceera. nin-" plicement parts were not available and it became necessary to use engines to times

v'vn g'~ , ,r "han the predicted lives. This overflying was accomplished by arduous non-destructive •
i ie. t'P! and crack propagation calculations.

-- ,, .r r '° in reported upon is an attempt to establish a statistically meaningful failure
S: -'r2:, ' f'-e r a nir,.e s,,oer of components. An experimental B.1 life can be determined and compared

It Y, I, if. The basic method for obtaining the data is by cyclic spin pit testing. This
- lup 

,
-ates the stresses in the part without the complicating factors of thermal gradients and cycle

W 1,,;1l d'itrihutions have a wide variety of applications, particularly as a model for product life.
",eij mhI al :ws fatigue test result._ to be plotted and used to project cumulative per-entages of

i r .,;r.s. The, r -
lit is a graphical description of the fatigue-lifp distribution pattern of a product.

F-i:,- Weihill f'ction equations are generally complex and will not be described in detail in this report.
er-,nrpt ion -f how to apply Weibull techniques to fatigu, test data is included. Hlowever, if the

-r I-' - estipate the mathematirs of the, Weihbl] techniques to a f'urther degree, he can cnsnult
y v ." *' , .,, 'ere ,- listed at the end of the paper.

S' .... l .b , abilitv function (R1 the proportion of the product population :.,fV'VI 1 , "" "

P~t) exp I - t

wt - ,r se" 1,pe ,r shape parameter, and x he in" 'ho scale parameter,' ," haracteristi lil, ,dfined
,"h '. f the orodwrt po]a' on, has fai >'d. This can 1- redu ,d ,: -
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in In (1/R) 6 in (t)- B In (a)

that gives a linear relation for R in terms of t when plotted on Weibull probability paper.

To construct a Weibull plot from the results of a fatigue test, the failure times are plotted against J
the median rank or percent failed which is a function of the sample size. These points can be approximated
by a straight line which can be used to project cumulative percentages of failures as a function of part
life with a 50% confidence level. The particular percentage of failure of interest in this study is 0.1%
or when one part in a 1000 fails, also known as the B.1 life. % -d- u-

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE: . ..

SELECTION OF TEST SAMPLE: I

The disks to be tested were selected by several criteria. First the analytically predicted life had

to be fairly low so that any life extension would be immediately useful. Second, the operating temperature
had to be below the creep threshold for the disk material since testing was to be done at room temperature. - - -

Finally, the disks should be from an engine where the average operating time is close to the predicted life. " -

Based on these criteria two adjacent early stage compressor disks from the same engine model were selected.
Both were titanium - 6 Al-4V alloy.

Since they were adjacent disks it was possible to spin them as a unit and significantly reduce test
time and cost. Disk A had two low life locations, a tiebolt hole of 3100 hours and the blade slot of 3750
hours. Disk B had as its limiting location a tie-bolt hole with a predicted life of 2400 hours. Figures
1 and 2 show sketches of the low life locations.

SPIN PIT TESTING:

The disks were run in pairs in the Naval Air Propulsion Center spin pits of Trenton, NJ. The built
up unit was essentially a subsection of the compresser complete with spacers and blades as shown in Figure 3.
The spin pit is evacuated to reduce drive load and prevent frictional heating.

Low cycle fatigue testing is accomplished by alternating between a maximum and minimum rotational speed. -'A. .-
Acceleration and deceleration is by means of an air driven turbine. The cycle (shown in Figure 4) was

developed by the engine manufacturer to relate to engine operating time. One cycle is equal to 1.45 flight

hours for disk A and 1.54 flight hours for disk B.

Testing was stopped at intervals to allow inspection of the disks for crack initiation. The interval

was chosen so that propagation of the crack from initiation to failure was unlikely to occur within one

interval. Since the length of the interval has a large impact on total test time and cost, it was lengthend

i . increments from 600 cycles to 2000 cycles as experience and confidence increased.

INSPECTION PROCEDURE: -

At the end of each test interval the predicted failure locations were inspected for cracks. Inspection
of the bolt holes was by means of a rotating eddy current probe (RECHII type). The probe was calibrated

against a corner notched standard supplied by the manufacturer of the engine. Based on the size of the

notch in the standard a rough estimate of signal size equivalent to a .030" long crack was made. In the

case of the blade slots in disk A, a sliding eddy current probe and standard supplied by the manufacturer
was used for inspection.

Once a rejectable eddy current signal was observed, the bolt hole surface was metallographically

polished, etched, and replicated using acetate tape. The tape was then examined using the scanning electron

microscope (SEM) for evidence of a crack. The eddy current rejection limit was found to correspond to a
0.30" to 0.060" crack.

ANALYSIS OF RESULTS:

Table I summarizes the test sample part history and spin pit data. The values of total part time

were obtained by summing the part "time since new" (time accumulated during fleet operations) and the NAPC

LCF equivalent hours. Seven part failures have been observed since the spin pit testing was initiated:

four A stage disks and three 9 stage disks. All the failures occurring for both the A and B stage discs

were bolt-hole cracks that exceeded the 1/32" limit. Past gas turbine engine LCF analysis has shown that

bolt-hole failures are the primary cause of low cycle fatigue in engine discs.

The Weibull analysis of the data found in Table I1 for the A and the B stage disks are shown in Figures

and 1 resprctively. The Weibull slope for A was found to be 2.0 with a corresponding R.1 life of 1,103
hirs. the slope of disc F was calculated at I_' with a F.1 life ef 4, .YO hours. It is important' to nrte

that these calculations were made assuming that all five test samples of each stage had failed. As spin

pit testing on the non-failed parts continues, the parts with the highest running times will continue to -...() -

acumulate more total hours. The effect on the Weibull pints from the continued testing will force the

slope to decrease for both discs. This derrease in slope will be accompanied by a decrease in the R.1 life.

nlv after all the test samples have failed can the results be considered final. At this time the results
mist be consider-d preliminary.

As with any sratisti al mthnd, the degree of confidence in the calculations increases as the sample

Sin-reases. Howe-.er, when analyzing zas lurhine ongine disks the luxury of a large number of test
saFe9 is n t feaslb. he high ost ,-f engine licks and limi

t
Cd avai'ability of spin pit facilities

I ;he sar'!"le sioe which can he tested. The 15,s of acc-ur7v due to the small test sample used in this
stud! is discussed in the' f''!owing text along with ways that this loss of a-curacy may be minimized.
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Figure ' r-pY,'nts 'he rbt or r -: 4 i p-i , a a function of the number -f fai lur-s-
observed. ' t can b, son t hat h, . rr r ,I .r:din to live failures is approximately ?I 
or 1 10%• The *l,- rv - ,tl fr A 2.. ". af .w as 1.1 %,, as high a, '.,% 'hisvariation
in slpe translatps i !pial' i; :a . .io:h ie. .,i miIiarl y, -1i sk R sl ope of

"• lies between .• .and -• whih ,- 'ds to + , t h'irs in D,! life. These variations in !,.I

life are for a failure time that is pr,edit(-d with -,ny -I confidence. The variation of P.I life joe to
slcre variation tog.a ysgiidwhoo. the corf, Ien hard if- ccrnoidered. This hand .an ho graphically
represented by locat ing the I ihe : crre: )_nding Io b. thi I-/, an- d -z% confi Jeri- lovel s around the data
points that represent the -'' cnnl'idence level prediction. Any failure times that fall within this region"
can be said to have a 00% confidence level of prediction. The B.1 life for disk A can be predict- with
a )0% confidenoe to fali between 0• 1 and 10,000 hours and fcr Iisk R hetieen r.• and la,200 hours which

can be seen in figurec A and O. I'an n be sen that the Ioss -f oc-uracy d'- to the small sasple size is
cos ijerahl e.

The large size of the 00 confidence band occurring at the B.1 life arises becaus, the calculations
for a test sample with five parts is being used to predict the life distribution for a population of
1,-)0 parts. A question of interest is how large must the sanmpel size le in order to bring the B.1 90%
confidence level down to an acceptable width? Figures In and 11 show the same R.1 and 8 obtained for the
two stages, however, it is assumed that these results w-re obtined from a sample size of 50 failures.
The larger sample size increases the degree of confidence, which can be seen graphically by a reduction • , , -,,
of the 00% confidence level band. The band for disk A assuming ,0 test samples extends from less than . . . ,
100 tc 1),00 hours and for disk B from 1,00 to l",tl hours. Fven for the case where C,0 discs are
spun to failure, tne confidence level provided h,; the Wekeibul method is unaceptable.

Tt.q,'- OF RESULTS:

This discission will not consider the range of pcsfil B.I ivs based on the 0% confidence band
shown in Figure 9 and q. The major reason for ipnoring this variation lies in the fact that a similar
confidence band has not been established or even estimated for the analytic I prediction.

The statistically predicted lives for the boltholes cf each disk do not agree with the analytically
predicted values is shown in Table I. The blade slot area of disk A is considered undefined since no
cracks developed in that location. It should be noted that the order of failure in the two boltholes
was contrary to that predicted even though material of the parts was identical and the geometry was
very similar.

The most disturbing of the results lies in the anticonservative nature of the analytical prediction
for the disk A bolthole. The assumption of conservatism was one of the maior driving forces in the
implementation of the project and the expected result was a lengthening of component lives. The observed
result suggests the probability that numerous in-service parts (besides the components under test) are
operating beyond the actual B.1 life. . . . . .

The one positive result was that the low cycle fatigue (LCFt initiation site was in both cases
rrectly predicted by the manufacturer. The implication of this result is that in-service inspections

can focus on particular areas of the disks and therefore more sensitive methods can be applied.

I. Analytically and statistically determined lives do not agree even in terms of relative lives for
similar genmetrics features in identical material.

Analytically determined lives are not consistantlv conservative.

-• The low life feature of' each disk was correctly identified.

l armn, t • chafer, R. F.A , Singpurwalla, N. P., "Method!; for Otatistical Analysis of Reliability
-nd I - [:- t a'" iohn Wilev and ,ons. ho.

S'<-ci, ,, .n r1 "!,i fe Test and Wibul Analysis", AMF Wint .,r Meet in Transact ions, (Nov. IO l I

Nelon., W. "Applied 1life Data Analysis", Wiley teries in Probabilitv nd Mathematical ftatistics,

hat I- %1i Ma h ma ia o.is i

Wi> , • •,'' iathemt
,  ii :,tat i ft 1 rt '', I hn Wil,v -in,l 2 s Tn ., , 1 o 4W

.. .1 ...1. 1

,"a°•i "" i

--'S "- .
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TABLE I

NUBE TABLE HOR CYCLE HORS HOR

1 A 4,212.7 33,100 47.995 '52,267

B 5,293.0 12.100 18,634 *23.927

2 A 4,029.4 17.100 24,795 '28.824

B4029.4 13.100 20,174 '24,203

3 A46.11.100: 16,.095 *20,376

B 4,272.7 30,110 46,354 50,643

4 A 5.293.0 21,100 30.595 35.888

B 4,281.1 21,100 32,494 36.775

5 A 4.850.0 7,100 10,295 '15.145

B 4,850.0 16.100 24.794 '29,644

RAKOBSERVED

TABLE 11
ANALYTICAL AND STATISTICAL

LIVES FOR LOW CYCLE
FATIGUE CRITICAL LOCATIONS

ANALYTICAL STATISTICAL
LOCATION LIFE LIFE

BOLTHOLE. DISK A 3100 HOURS 1100 HOURS
BLADE SLOT, DISK A 3750 HOURS NOT DEFINED

BOLTHOLE. DISK B 2400 HOURS 4500 HOURS
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FIGURE 1 . -

LOW CYCLE FATIGUE CRITICAL
LOCATIONS OF DISK A
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FIGURE 2
LOW CYCLE FATIGUE CRITICAL

LOCATION ON DISK B . *
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FIGURE 5
WEIBULL PLOT FOR STAGE A

BOLTHOLE DATA B. 1 =1100 HRS,
J3= 2.0
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FIGURE 6
WEIBULL PLOT FOR STAGE B

BOLTHOLE DATA B.1 =4500 HRS,
=3.2
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L FIGURE 7
PROBABLE ERROR IN WEIBULL

SLOPE WITH SAMPLE SIZE
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* FIGURE 8-
WEIBULL PLOT FOR STAGE A

BOLTHOLE DATA SHOWING 90%
CONFIDENCE LEVEL AND EFFECT

OF (3VARIATIONS
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FIGURE 9 I l
WEIBUILL PLOT FOR STAGE B

BOLTHOLE DATA SHOWING 90%
CONFIDENCE LEVEL AND EFFECT

OF 0 VARIATIONS
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FIGURE 10
WEIBULL PLOT WITH 90%

CONFIDENCE BAND ASSUMING 50
FAILURES, B.1 =1100 HRS, /3=2.0
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FIGURE 11
WEIBULL PLOT WITH 90%

CONFIDENCE BAND ASSUMING 500
FAILURES, B.1 =4500 HRS, fi=3.2
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and Udimet 700 P/LI-HIP

by .
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Dipl.Ing. R. Heidenreich

Industrieanlagen-Betriebsgesellschaft mb- -
Einsteinstrasse 20, 8012 Ottobrunn, Germany

SUMMARY

Over the last decade IASG has carried out a large num-
ber of tests on gas turbine materials to determine
the materials data necessary for the conventional
lifing approach, that is LCF data, including dwell
time effects and some HCF data. The data necessary
for a damage tolerance approach, namely KIC or Ka
respectively, as well as crack propagation properties
i.e. da/dN vs. A K were also determined.

These tests were done at room and typical service tem-
peratures. The materials were Ti 6AI 4V, Inconel 718
and Udimet 700 P/M-HIP.

The specimens were machined from a number of nominally
identical compressor discs of Ti A16 V4, from compres-
sor discs ot Inconel 718 and from disc-shaped "panca-
kes" of Udimet 700 P/M-HIP. Constant amplitude tests
under strain control with unnotched specimens and
under stress constrol with notched specimens were car-
ried out, as well as a number of relatively simple
variable amplitude tests.

1. INTRODUCTION

In view of the steadily increasing life and reliability requirements, fatigue life
prediction of turbine and compressor discs - the so-called "lifing" - is becoming more
and more important. In the design and dimensioning phases relevant specimen data are
employed. In later phases, specimen data are still required, for example for checking .
the fatigue life prediction models used in the numerical fatigue life prediction of the
disc or for obtaining statistically - derived scatter data which are necessary for de-
termining the safety factor on life. Scatter of relevant materials data also is an

extremely important property which can only be ascertained by specimen tests.

New materials will always be assessed - at least initially - by such relatively sim-
ple and inexpensive tests.

The above statements are valid both for the conventional "safe life" approach - a n d
for the more recent "Retirement for Cause" (Damage Tolerance) approach in which cracks

are tolerated.

2. TEST PROGRAMME

2.1 GENERAL

The test programme which is the basis of the present paper has been underway at the
IABG /1-9/ for more than ten years.

The materials investigated were Ti A16 V4, Inconel 718 and Udimet 700 P/M-HIP. LCF
and some HCF data were obtained on unnotched and notched specimens under strain and
load control at room- and typical service temperatures. Fracture thoughness KIC and Ka
as well as fatigue crack propagation properties were also determined. If a sufficient
number of specimens was available, a statistical evaluation was carried out.

Variable amplitude tests simulating the calculated local stress-time-history of a
critical location in a turbine disc were also performed. The full programme also adres-
sed the question of the correlation between microstructure and the above properties /I0-
12/. However, this will not be discussed in this paper; obviously only a fraction of
the large number of results will be shown and discussed anyway.

2.2 MATERIALS AND SPECIMENS

The static properties of the materials investigated are shown in Table I, the dimen-
sions of the specimens employed in Figs. 1 and 2. The Ti 6AI 4V specimens were machined
from compressor disc forgings; an example is shown in Fig. 3. For the tests on Inconel - -



718, two high pressure compressor discs of 380 mm diameter, see Fig. 4, were available . -;,
for tne specimens. Six "pancakes" were employed for the Udimet 700 P/M- HIP specimens.

3. RESULfS

3.1 LOW/ C-CLE FAI'GU.

The monotonic and cyclic stress-strain curves of Inconel 718 for several temperatu-
res are shown In Fig. 5, the crack initiation behaviour in the shape of strain-life
curves in Fig. 6. The correspnding cyclic properties are contained in Table 2. Inconel
718 proves to be a strain-softening material, see Fig. 5. It is obvious from Fig. 6
that 600 °C represents an upper temperature limit for Inconel 718.

The results of stress controlled constant and variable amplitude tests with notched
specimens are shown in Fig. 7. A 2 minute dwell time reduced the number of cycles to
crack initiation a n d to failure by a factor of two to three. No such influence was
found in strain controlled tests on unnotched specimens.

Three stress controlled tests with the simple flight-by-flight sequence shown in the
upper right hand corner of Fig. 7 were also carried out. It is seen that the crack ini-
tiation phase takes up a lower percentage of the life to failure (i.e. the crack propa-
gation phase is longer) than under constant stress amplitudes.

Similar results for Udimet 700 P/M-HIP are shown in Figs. 8 to 10 and included in
Table 2. This material tends be strain softening at RT and low strain amplitudes, see
Fig. 7, while it is strain hardening at 500"C and 650)C. Finally, at 700 0C, it is
nearly neutral. rhe strain-life cur-yes in Fig. 9, together with the cyclic stress
strain curves in Fig. 8, prove that Udimet 700 P/M-HIP can be utilised at higher tempe-
ratures than Inconel 718. In Fig. 10 more strain controlled tests are plotted, the spe-
:imens for which were machined from "pancakes" made by different firms. Details of
tneir manufacture are listed in Table 3. As can be seen from Fig. 10, the results were
similar, no manufacturer having a distinct advantage.

The stress controlled tests with notched specimens of Udimet 700 P/M-HIP are shown
Fig. 11. A dwell time of two minutes was more detrimental than for Inconel 718, the
lite reduction factor being about five as against two to three. The simple flight-by-
tlignt tests mentioned before were also performed with Udimet 700 P/M-HIP. The effect.
of the test temperature 650 C on fatigue life is considerably larger than in the con-
stant amplitude tests, pronably because of the mean stress relaxation in the latter
tests.

Based on the constant strain amplitude data, the fatigue life of the notched specl-
mens at room temperature and at 6 500C was calculated by the local approach. The results
are also shown in Fig. II (closed symbols, unbroken lines): The fatigue life under con-
scant amplitudes was predicted accurately for 650 0 C and 2 minutes dwell time, and con-
servatively for 6500C and room temperature. The fatigue life under the flight-by-flight
sequence was also predicted conservatively at 650'C and room temperature.

Similar LCF data were also determined for Ti 6AI 4V, but are not presented in this
paper.

3 .2 DAMAGE IOLERANCE PROPERTIES -""•"

The fracture toughness of Cl-specimens taken from the Ti 6AI 4V compressor disc for-
ging shown in Fig. 3 was determined; the associated statistical evaluation of the C-R .. . -
specimens is given in Fig. 12. It is seen that b 4
- on the average, fracture toughness is nigher in the hub area than in the rim area and

- there is no discernible difference between the R-C and C-R orientation of the speci-
mens.

Scatter (at a coefficient of variation v = 0.060) is quite low, even if all the C-R-
sp-cimens (from the hub and the rim area) are evaluated together as in Fig. 12. By the
way, the manufacturer of the jet engine in question requires a minimum fracture tough-
ness for this compre ssor disc of 1650 N/mm in the C-R- or ientation, the control speci-
men being taken ftom the rim area. On, specimen at 1617 N/mm did not meet this require-
mnt, see Fig. 3.

Relevant crack propagation prop-rties are shown in Fig. 13: A one minute dwell time
p~ov-d to be nijhly detrimentil at loom tfempriatur, and at 300"C, while this tempera-
ture alone did not affect the results. ihe scatL-r bands ot Fig. 13 ate based on four

to fiv tests per parameter.

TOi frar ire rtu3oness va L is K, an-i K- rt, pcrively tot Inconel 713 (as well as
t,)t r Ti )Al 4V and [,lrmt 700 P,,M-(lP) or smmir iz,-.d in la ie, 4.

rhe ,tfc st, tpr i tjr of 620 As inI ,f a one minUt- dwell time is demonstraited
in Fi> . 14. At o,)om, t,-mp,,T i _t i -, 5'. 1w,. 11 1 t imk 1- s lt,,d is such a (a- e scott,,r that
th, r saults ir- n - howrn in Fi . 14: Fw) Cr AC pr) a tiat n s3LI ecmen1 sIT10 wort not- influen-
,:,:I hy the dw, II t im. tw,) r )te ,r 1 , red , 'i n of th- of l o compltte
fr iic riar f r,: m 4 m 5r .- K .n j', i t i ) f 20!
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In Fig. 15 the crack propagation properties of Inconel 718 and Udimet 700 P/M-HIP
are compared at room temperature: Inconel 718 has a higher crack propagation rate over

d the whole range of stress intensity factors investigated. As Fig. 15 also shows, a one ~*
minute dwell time did not influence the crack rate of tldimet 700 P/t4-HIP at 620 0 C (con-
trary to Inconel 718).
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Material Test 0,2% Yield Ultimate Elongatio7 Reduction -

Temperature Strength Tensile of

Strength Area
0C N/mm 2  N/mm 2

Ti 6Al 4V 20 938 1 027 13 38

300 595 730 18 54

500 1 000 1 203 - 38

600 975 1212 - 35
* Inconel 718 r~':% - -

620 920 1 135 - 37 % ,.

700 885 1 118 - 32

Wiggin/MBB/ 20 948 1 298 23 24

Seilstorfer 650 880 1 238 21 21

Rdchling 20 953 1 295 20 21 -

650 901 1 235 26 27

- Seilstorfer 20 972 1 396 19 15
.650 909 1 245 26 28...

Wiggin 20 981 1 386 17 13
'-. 650.909 1245-26 2

650 918 1 268 12 16 -. " -

Tab. 1 Tensile Properties of Ti 6A1 4V, Inconel 718 and Udimet 700 P/M-HIP

Material Test f bf' K' n E

Temperature

C N/m N/m 2

O~ Nnun 2 
--. 2-

Inconel 718 500 1311 -0,0596 0,389 -0,631 1433 0,0945 158 000

600 1237 -0,0609 0,431 -0,665 1336 0,0916 153 000

" 620 1126 -0,0627 0,284 -0,657 1270 0,0954 151 000

700 1056 -0,0644 0,288 -0,669 1191 0,0962 146 000

Udimet 700 20 1817 -0,0757 0,358 -0,552 2092 0,1373 212 000

P/M-HIP 500 1965 -0,0846 7,274 -1,170 1513 0,0535 190 000

650 1875 -0,100 0,052 -0,511 3342 0,1959 175 000

700 1728 -0,100 0,018 -0,340 5644 0,2953 170 000

6501) 2767 -0,156 0,004 -0,215 15220 0,7258 177 000

1) with 2 minutes dwell time

" f Fatigue strength coefficient
___ - (2N)+ b ;(N) rmrm -. ''.-,

b Fatigue strength exponent Strain-life-curve 2 E A) NA) M mm-mm..

= Fatigue ductility coefficient

C = Fatigue ductility exponent Strain-stress-curve , . mm/mm

K' = Strength coefficient 2 2E (2K'.

n Strain hardening exponent

E = Elastic modules

Tab. 2 Cyclic Properties of Inconel 718 and Udimet 700 P/M-HIP



Manufacturers Powder Powder HIPing Heat Pancake

Filling 0C/h/bar Treatment Dimensions
0C/h nun

Wiggin] Seilstorfer MTU

MBB/ Wiggin MBB 980/ 3/1 000 1 110/ 4 300 x 62

Seilstorfer 1 150/ 2/1 000 650/24

760/ 8

Rdchling Wiggin Rbchling 930/ 3/1 000 1 115/ 4 193 x 185
1 150/ 2/1 170 650/24 tube

760/ 8

Seilstorfer MTU

Seilstorfer Homogeneous Sellstorfer 980/ 3/1 000 1 115/ 4 333 x 68

Metals 1 150/ 2/1 000 650/24

760/ 8

Wiggin Wiggin
Wiggin Wiggin Wiggin 950/16/- 1 110/ 4 318 x 20

1 150/ 211 000 650/24

760/ 8

Tab. 3 Manufacturing Details

Material Orientation Specimen Test Arithmetic K IC Number b

Thickness Temperature Mean or of
nun N/nu 3/ K Specimens .

C-R rim area 15 IT1 2

C-R hub area 15 RT 1 891 K IC5
R-C rim area 15 RT 1 756 K IC3

Ti 6Al4V C-R rim area 15 300 oc 2 198 K 3
Q

C-R hub area 9 RT 1 764 K IC3
C-R rim area 6,5 RT 1 639 KQ 3

C -R 30 RT 4 657 K 2
Inconell718 R -C 30 RT 3 745 K Q2

C -R 26 RT 4 671 K 2

C -R 26 RT 4 013 K0  2
*Udimet 700 R -C 26 RT 3 858 K 2

P/N-HIP C -R 15 RT 3 280 K Q2
C - R 8 RT 2 2184 K 2

Tab. 4 Fracture Toughnes,. of Ti 6A1 4V, Inconel 718 and Udimet 700 P/M-HIP
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-A

Tj6AI4V Udimet 700 P/M-HIP
Inconel 718

Shape for all materials

Fig. 1 Specimens for Strain and Stress
Controlled Tests

O 2s I

Material Thicknesses B mm

T16AI4V 6,5,9 ,15
Inconel 718 26 .30
Udimet 700 P/M-HIP 8, 15 , 26

Shape for all materials

Fig.2 Compact Tension (CT) and
Center Cracked Specimens
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Forged Compressor Disc of Ti 6A1 4V

Fig. 3

notched specimen

unotched specimen

Fig.4 Specimen Orientation in .

Inconel 718 Disc
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EVALUATION OF CYCLIC SPIN PIT TESTS FOR THE DAMAGE

TOLERANCE OF DISKS

by

H. Huff and G.W. K6nig N
Materials Laboratory

MTU

8000 Munich 50

West Germany

SUMMARY

In order to determine the damage tolerance at critical areas of nickelbase
engine disks (bore, eccentric hole, blade slot) the crack propagation behaviour was
investigated. The experiments include cyclic spin pit tests on disks and fracture
mechanics tests on small-crack specimens. The results of the spin pit tests are 0
compared with the crack propagation behaviour predicted by fracture mechanics. The
tolerance of engine disks with respect to small crack-like defects is estimated and
the potential of the crack propagation life for application in service is discuss-
ed.

It was found that at low and intermediate temperatures the crack propagation
life is sufficient to cover a substantial portion of the life required for disks.
With increasing temperature the influence of time-dependent processes results in a .
very strong reduction of the defect tolerance.

1. INTRODUCTION

The fatigue behaviour along with a sufficient burst strength is the most
important criterion for the usable life of modern engine disks. Usually, in
the total fatigue life two stages can be distinguished: the life to crack
initiation and the life to crack propagation. Fig. I shows a typical repre-
sentation of the crack initiation and propagation lives of a nickelbase alloy
at room temperature. Most of the currently used design methods are based on
the crack initiation life portion. This has led to the development of high-
strength alloys with improved crack initiation resistance. However, since
crack initiation and propagation are governed by different mechanisms, the
consequence is often a decreased crack propagation life potential (1). In the
meantime the crack propagation life of disks has attracted considerable "- *-**' -. ,"

attention (2, 3, 4). The main reasons are:

Small defects have a very strong influence on the crack initiation life.
The number and size of these defects can be limited by quality control
methods, but there is no way of avoiding defects completely. A conservative
method to account for these defects is to assume that defects which are able
to grow are present from the beginning. Therefore, the safe crack propagation
life is an important safety margin for critical engine components.

The minimum defect size that can reliably be detected by modern non-
destructive inspection methods is in the range of 0.1mm. This means that any
lifing concept including inspections requires a sufficient crack propagation
life from the detection limit to failure. Fig. 1 shows that the order of
magnitude of the crack propagation life is about 10,000 cycles even at high
loads. This is sufficient to cover the whole projected life or reasonable -"'-"

inspection intervals for many engine disks.

The objective of the present work was to assess the crack propagation life of . .
-

nickelbase disks, which is most important to the damage tolerance of disks.
The programme includes:

- The determination of crack propaqation data under loading conditions
relevant to engine disks

- The determination of the crack propagation behaviour at critical areas of
disks during cyclic loading in a spin pit test. The areas under con-
sideration are:

- Bore
- Eccentric hole
- Blade slot

Each of these areas is characterized by different operational tempera-
tures, stress gradients and crack shapes.



- The comparison between the predicted crack propagation behaviour based on
specimen data and the disk behaviour.

While component testing is of fundamental importance to the lifing of
disks, most paramet.ers influencing the fatigue life (i.e. material,
loading conditions, manufacturing parameters) are evaluated by specimer
tests. It is therefore important to know how relevant specimen results are
to predict component behaviour.

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES . - ,

Fig. 2 shows the specimens which were used for the crack growth measure-
ments. Since most of the crack growth life in disks is consumed in the range
of small cracks, special specimens with small cracks were used. These speci-
mens were preferred to long-crack specimens (i.e. CT-specimens) because of
the better transferability of the data between specimen and disk. The crack
size, stress intensity gradient and fracture mode of these specimens are very
similar to those of disks. For loading conditions which are completely in the
elastic range, the crack growth measurements were performed on rectangular
specimens under stress control. At high stress ranges strain controlled tests
were performed on round bar specimens. The starter notch for the fatigue
crack is either an electric discharge machined notch, a drilled hole or a
circumferential machining groove. The crack growth measurements were made by
means of a potential drop device, replica, heat tinting and striation count.

3. RESULTS

The following results all refer to laboratory cylic spin pit tests of
nickelbase superalloy disks. The tests were performed at constant temperature
and one-step loading between zero and a fixed maximum spinning speed. The
time for acceleration, deceleration and dwell at maximum spinning speed was
each about 30 seconds.

3.1 CRACKS IN A DISK BORE

The following spin test results were obtained with a simplified turbine
disk of the powder metallurgical nickelbase alloy U700. The temperature was
400'C and the total number of cycles of the test 11,255. During this test two
fatigue cracks developed in the bore: a quarterelliptical corner crack and a
semielliptical surface crack.

3.1.1 CORNER CRACK-

The crack initiation site of the corner crack (Fig. 3) is at a small
machining mark. During the spin test several dye penetrant inspections were
made. The interruption of cycling during these inspections resulted in marks
on the fracture surface (Fig. 3) which can be used to evaluate the crack
growth behaviour during the spin pit test. Fig. 4 shows the crack depth as a
function of the number of cycles for the corner crack. The figure also in-
cludes the predicted crack propagation behaviour. Since the stress range in
the bore area was above the yield stress of the material the crack propa-
gation data were measured under strain control. Contrary to the examples
shown below, dwell effects were found to be unimportant at the testing
temperature. The agreement between prediction and actual disk behaviour is
very good: the predicted life is only about 6% less than the actual disk
crack propagation life. This is less than the scatter of the crack propa-
gation data used for the prediction. The figure also includes the crack depth
indicated by dye penetrant inspection. It is evident that small cracks were
not indicated by nondestructive testing and that the agreement with the
actual crack size becomes reasonable only for large cracks.

3.1.2 SEMIELLIPTICAL CRACK

The location of the semielliptical surface crack _i the bore is shown in
Fig. 5. The crack starts at a nonmetallic inclusion. The comparison between
the inspection marks in the fracture surface and the fracture mechanics
prediction (Fig. 6) shows again good agreement (the difference in life is
about 19%). Similarly to the corner crack situation, the crack size indicated
by dye penetrant inspection is much smaller than the actual crack size.

3.2 CORNER CRACK AT AN ECCENTRIC HOLE "

The cyclic spin test was performed with a model disk containing various
eccentric holes to simulate the behaviour of bolt holes or cooling holes
(Fig. 7). The disk material is powder metallurgical U700 and the testing
temperature 600*C. After 9500 cycles the test was interrupted since several
holes showed large fatigue cracks. Again the crack growth behaviour of these
cracks could he establishod in the fracture surface by evaluating inspection
marks. -iq. 8 shows the tangential stress in relation to the distance from
the hole root. Because of plasticity the elastic tensile stress rela:es to a



nearly constant ,v ,11ti A ut 100() MPa while the compressive stress in-
creases with -h,, iit , frir the hole root. For the fracture mechanics k 1-
calculation, ord a c; -h Iata wore used which were obtained under the strain -

"  
I

corditin-s th, t . At J0C time-dependent effects strongly in-
fluence the ,-r"k 11 -te. Therefore, the frequency and dwell time of the
specimen 'sts wo ' ,Lectd to be similar to the conditions of the spin pit..
test. Fig. 9 h , tb' he :t;mpatisrn between the predicted and the actual (in- - .p spection marks) crack growth behaviour. The difference is about 18%, which is
withi:. the unct-rtaint ;es of the underlying crack growth data. Good agreement
between specifer, and disk was also found with respect to the striation den-
sitie; established in the fracture surface by scanning electron microscopy
(Fig. 10).

3.3 CRACK AT A DISK BLADE SLOT

The foilowing example illustrates the behaviour of blade slot cracks
under testing conditions leading to extremely different crack growth beha-
vicur. One test was performed with a disk of the conventional wrought nickel- - -base alloy Waspaloy (Fig. 21). The testing temperature was 4501C. After "-"','"

17,000 cycles a large number of slots were cracked with the largest crack
having a depth of 1.6 mm. A second test was performed with a disk of the
powder metallurgical high-strength nickelbase alloy AFI15 mod. (i.e. a
modified version of the alloy AFII5). The testing temperature was 600°C and
the stress slightly higher than for the Waspaloy disk test. The fatigue life
of the AFI5 mod. disk was found to be much shorter than that of the Waspaloy
disk: After only 2000 cycles bursting of the disk occurred at a final crack S
depth of 9 mm. The large difference in the fatigue lives of the two disks
cannot be explained from the crack initiation data of the two alloys

r(Fig. 12). At 600*C the crack initiation life of AF115 mod. is about equal or
superior to that of Waspaloy at 450WC. Since many slots were cracked in both
disks the different behaviour must be considered as representative and cannot
be attributed to singular material defects. The results can be explained by
evaluating the crack propagation life of the two disks: The crack growth rate

* of AF115 mod. at 6000C is, by a factor of about ten, higher than that of
Waspaloy at 4501C (Fig. 13). An important reason for the high crack growth
rate of AF1I5 mod. is the influence of dwell leading to a change of the crack
growth mode from transcrystalline (no dwell) to intercrystalline (dwell);
Fig. 14. This behaviour is typical of high-strength and fine-grained nickel-
base alloys such as AFll5, Rene95, IN100 or IN718 (just to cite some of the
currently used advanced disk alloys ()). Fig. 15 shows the crack growth
curves of the blade slot cracks in both materials assuming a small initial
defect of 0.1mm in depth. The cracks found in the two disks are in good
agreement with these crack growth curves. This indicates that the crack
propagation life was the dominant part of the cyclic life of both disks.

4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

I. The crack propagation life at critical areas of disks (bore, eccent-
ric hole, blade slot) was found to be in good agreement with the fracture
mechanics prediction based on short-crack specimen results.

2. These results show that fracture mechanics is able to predict the
behaviour of disks containing propagating defects. At low ond intermediate
temperatures and stress levels typical of modern nickelbase disks the
crack propagation life for small initial cracks is in the order of mag-
nitude of 10,000 cycles. This means that many disks have a considerable
defect tolerance which essentially contributes to their safety in service.

3. At high temperatures time-dependent processes lead to a substantial
decrease in crack propagation life and hence defect tolerance. Under these
conditions even small defects such as nonmetallic inclusions or machining
marks greatly reduce the fatigue life of disks. The situation may improve
if disk materials are developed the microstructure of which has been
optimized with regard to fatigue crack growth at high temperatures. This,
however, runs counter to the widespread tendency to optimize predominantly

with regard to superior crack initiation life properties.5
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SUMMARY

The development of TURBISTAN is a joint international effort to derive a loading standard representa- ' - •

tive for fighter aircraft engine disc usage. A representative loading standard offers considerable poten- - ".''

tial advantages over the present zero-max type of loading used for disc material evaluation. This is be-

cause the standard incorporates the effects of subcycles, their number, magnitude and sequence, which are

known to seriously affect disc life and for which current life prediction techniques only partly account. .
Therefore usage of the standard in fatigue tests provides an improved evaluation of material properties,

structural details, fabrication techniques, surface quality and life prediction.

The present paper describes the compilation of operational flight data, their analysis and the gene- . . ".'

ration of a preliminary TURBISTAN sequence for "cold" compressor discs. The sequence contains about 8000
cycles which represent 100 flights. In addition the paper describes the background and philosophy of a ma- . •

terial testing programme meant to assess the effectiveness of the standard and to explore the validity of
the assumptions made in its derivation. L .

PROLOGUE

The development of TURBISTAN is a joint effort of the following engine manufacturers and laboratories and

their representatives:

e CEAT, Toulouse, France (T. Pardessus)

e Fraunhofer Institut f~r Betriebsfestigkeit LBF, Darmstadt, Germany (D. Schditz, H. Kbbler) . -
e Industrie-Anlagen Betriebsgesellschaft (IABG), Ottobrunn, Germany (W. Schlitz, J. Bergmann)

e Motoren und Turbinen Union (MTU), Munich, Germany (G. Breitkopf, T. Speer, G. Kinig)

e National Aerospace Laboratory NLR, Amsterdam, The Netherlands (A.J.A. Mom*, A.A. ten Have**)

* Royal Aircraft Establishment (RAE), Farnborough, United Kingdom (W.J. Evans***)
* Rolls Royce (RR), United Kingdom (R.H. Jeal, N.P. McLeod, R.F. Shellard)

Snecma, Corbeil and Villaroche, France (C. Herman, J.Y. Gugdou, L. Poret)
* Technical University Aachen (RWTH-Aachen), Germany (W. Koschel, A. Fischersworring)

University of Toronto (oT), Canada (D.W. Hoeppner)

• general secretary of TURBISTAN working group; ** chairman of mission analysis group; *** chairman of

materials group

I INTRODUCTION

* The idea of the development of a loading standard for fighter aircraft engine discs arose first in
1980 and resulted in the establishment of the TURBISTAN working group in 1982. In the early discussions

about the advantages and use of standards it turned out that to be accepted as a standard a load sequence

should be really representative for its purpose. Furthermore it should be as simple as possible, its ori-

gin should be well documented and the sequence should be uniquely defined. If this is the case the stan-
dard has many advantages over the simple constant amplitude type of testing.

It then provides an improved evaluation of material properties, fabrication techniques, surface

treatments, structural details, spectrum variation effects and analytical prediction techniques. This was

and still is the basic philosophy behind the development of a standard or reference cycle. With this In
mind the group decided to work along two different lines:

" The compilation and selection of operational flight data, analysis of these data and the generation

of a basic sequence which night be subsequently simplified In different steps leading to a final

TURBISTAN standard sequence.
• A review and selection of the main fatigue life affecting mission parameters (e.g. temperature,

dwell, sequence, subcycle magnitude, rile time etc.) and the g'neration of tatigue life and crack

growth test data on specimens subjected to the present simple O-MAX loading cycle and to the various

phases of the TURISTAN loading sequence.

The combination (if analysis and testing should finally result in a represe-ntative standard which con-
tains all relevant parameters but which is also short and simple enough to he of practical interest. The
present report describes the development of a preliminary sequence and the motivation of a material test-
ing programme Intended to enable derivation of the final TIURBTSTAN sequence. V

. %
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2 BACKGROUND

Aircraft engine discs are often subject to complex loading patterns as a result of frequently occur-
ring changes in throttle settings. For example. figure 1 illustrates a typical RPM profile obtained from a
military aircraft mission. From this RPM profile a load pattern might easily be derived by taking (RPM)

2 .

Although the pattern looks quite complex, each mission might be simply regarded as consisting of a 0-max-0
main cycie, which is in fact the engine start - take off - shut down sequence, and a great number of sub- -- - -

cycles as a result of engine check, taxiing or aircraft manoeuvring. 0 .

The life of a disc is in principle based on the number of main cycles, whicl, c-rrespond to the maxi-
mum stress range occurring in the mission. The effect of sub-cycles is sometimes taken into account but
only in a very simplified way and in general only for military engines. Current design practice is that
firstly a mission cycle is defined which the engine is assumed to perform in service. Such a predicted
mission cycle is a very simplified version of the mission shown in figure I (e.g. there may be only oneintermediate load level between 0 and max). Life evaluation is subsequently performed on the basis of con- ,''''-'

stant amplitude testing, while the effect of the sub-cycles is accounted for by the application of Miner's
rule (simply adding up the life fractions consumed by main and sub-cycles). This is done although the ap-
plicability of Miner's rule for these conditions has not been proven and might well result in highly erro-
neous life prediction. J

The above illustrates that material evaluation for disc usage is principally based on constant ampli-
ude testing. The effect of sub-cycles, e.g. the number and magnitude of sub-cycles and their sequence,

and dwell effects are not incorporated in this evaluation. Because it is known that these pa-ameters, and
their mutual interaction, seriously affect life it is considered necessary to incorporate them in the fa-
tigue testing programme. From this point of view, fatigue testing should be carried out under a realistic,
operational loading pattern so that relevant material fatigue data are obtained. However, if each fatigue
engineer were to define his own representative load sequence, representing his particular problem, this
would result in a great number of load sequences. Material fatigue data comparison between laboratories
and even within one laboratory would then become impossible. It seems much more desirable to have one com-
mon load sequence to be used as a standard or reference. It is the intention of the TURBISTAN working
group to develop such a common, representative load sequence for discs of fighter aircraft engines.

Because of the complex task it was decided to concentrate efforts in the first instance on the de-
velopment of a standard sequence for "cold" compressor parts, i.e. fan and early stage compressor discs.
In this way temperature effects and therefore thermal stresses could be neglected: load sequences could
then be derived easily from RPM sequences.

The next sections will discuss in detail the work performed for the two tasks mentioned before in the
introduction to this paper.

3 DEVELOPMENT OF THE TURBISTAN LOAD SEQUENCE

3.1 Introduction

The entire development of TURBISTAN comprises the following phases:

- compilation and selection of operational mission profiles;
- analysis with respect to mission type, structure and content;
- determination of TURBISTAN sequence length and mission mix;
- TURBISTAN sequence generation;
- verification of TURBISTAN spectrum content;
- TURBISTAN sequence validity evaluation by material testing;
- definition of final TURBISTAN standard sequence.

The present paper deals with the first four phases and describes the scope of the material testing

programme.

It may be questioned why the definition of the TURBISTAN loading standard was not performed in a more
straightforward way by just putting together the available flights to form a sequence. This would elimi-
nate extensive data processing while relevant results could still be obtained in fatigue tests. However,
in this way only part of the potential value of a loading standard can be exploited.

A loading standard must adequately represent the loading on a particular engineering structure. All
significant parameters affecting the material fatigue process must be included and recognised as such.
This enables isolation of individual parameters within the standard to investigate their relative impor- .
tance. At the same time many data based on the same well-documented standard will become available.

It should be realised that a loading standard is not intended to determine the fatigue life of a ape-
" cific component under certain specified loading conditions, but that it Is generally used during design
- and development phases to evaluate different materials, structural details, prediction techniques etc.

This requires that the basic parameters in the standard are well described and easily accessible for modi-
fication. This is possible only if there is a systematic breakdown of the available flight data into basic
elements from which the standard is subsequently generated.
The analysis and generation procedures of TURBISTAN are outlined in more detail below.

3.2 Mission analysis j"

*Atailah'e f"Zi'h data

The basis of TURBISTAN is a large number of operational mission profiles representing five tactical
aircraft. The missions, in the form of RPM (or RPM')-time histories represent usage in France, Germany, 
The Netherlands and the United Kingdom. The analysis procedure is shown schematically in figure 2. Origi-
nally 46 flight profiles were made available from which 31 were selected for further processing. This was
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necessary since some missions were rather unrepresentative for common usage or contained unrepresentative
mission parts.

Next, a mission type analysis was performed in order to define the number of different mission types
for IURBISTAN. This was done in two ways:

- a goupig ofassoiated missions could be achieved by comparing detailedflgtshdesadRM
time plots;

- by using a graphical tool the in-flight phases like cruise and manoeuvring were plotted such that
differences in mission profiles and hence differences in flight character became clear, see e.g. fi- f a "t

gure 3.

The result of the mission type evaluation is given in table 1, which shows that the various input da-

ta are covered by four typical mission types: Air Combat (A), Transition/Training (B), Ground Attack (C) .'J
and Navigation (D). .%.j. :.|- .

* :tructu? of a f Tqht

The TIJRBSTAN loading sequence should adequately represent the general structure of operational
flights. Therefore, it is logical to firstly analyse a flight with respect to its basic structure. Figure
4 [1] shows an example of how a flight can be broken down into flight events. In fact, the categorisation

into nine flight events as shown in this figure was the procedure adopted for TURBISTAN to cover the

structure of each mission.

Some flight events appear within a mission in a rather deterministic way, while other flight events

are situated more or less randomly. As such a flight may also be described by the following three major

blocks (see also Fig. 4):

- an Initial Block, containing Ground Handling, Engine Checks and Departure: each event occurs only

once per flight and in this order;
- a Centre Block, containing the in-flight events Cruise, Low (Intensity) Manoeuvring, High (Intensity)

Manoeuvring and Landing: these events, with the exception of Landing, appear in a more random order
for an arbitrary number of times;
a Final Block, containing Thrust Reversal and Taxi, again each occurring once per flight and in this
order.

The terms stochastic and deterministic not only refer to the position of a particular event in a
flight but may also be used for the type of loading within the event. For example, loading within Ground
Handling (I), Cruise (3), Low Manoeuvring (4), High Manoeuvring (5). Landing (6) and Taxi (7) is conside-
red stochastic with cyclic, non-predictable loading around some mean level.

Departure (2), a deterministic event, is described by a single load excursion to the overall maximum
(100 %) load level and thus the maximum load level in TURBISTAN is reached in each flight. Engine Checks
(8) and Thrust Reversal (9), also of deterministic nature, are of such significance that they are being

handled as separate flight events. They are characterized by one or more load cycles from G-idle to a cer-

tamn o-max.

All 31 selected flights were broken down into the individual flight events as shown in figure 4.

Subsequently, the analysis was performed along two different lines (see Fig. 2):

- information with regard to event sequence and duration was compiled. Note in this respect that centre
block events were handled differently from initial and final block events;

- loading within each event was analysed in detail e.g. mean, alternating and maximum stress.

As stated above the analysis differed for certain types of events. This depended on the way in which,
in a later phase, the TURBTSTAN generation had to be performed for that specific event or for a specific

flight block.

For centre block events, for example, a straightforward analysis method was used by taking the actual

sequence, number of occurrences and duration as present in the basic flights. These actual data were later

used during TURBISTAN generation. This approach, based on the consideration that the selected flights were
representative and typical samples of various mission types, was the most simple one and probably more re- .
alistic than a detailed statistical analysis of the raw data followed by a generation procedure. The data

blocks A and B in figure 2 indicate the registration of respectively sequencing and duration of centre

block events for all selected missions.

For the initial and final block events (;round Handling and Taxi a different approach was chosen.

These phases are generally independent from the tasks to be performed in a specific mission. Therefore in- "--- -

formation on duration is decoupled from the original flights and is handled in a statistical way. The du-

rations for these events are randomised in time distribution functions (Block c). -

The anal'sis of loading within individual flight events depends on the stochastic or deterministic

nature of the event. For stochastic flight events, characterised by non-predictalble stress cycles superim-
posed on a mein stres, level, information is needed on cycle cortent and mean stress level. This inforra-.

tibm was ,,brained by performing a rainflow analysis, followed by a transf- rwation procedure developed to
arrive at summatrices for the overall cyclic content of flight event types (Block (;). Information on mean
'tress level has been handled statistically by determining mean stress dfstrib tion functions (Block ).

For deterministic flight events occurrence frequency distributions and maximum stress distrihution func- .

tions were determined (Blocks r and F).
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The topics concerning the above analysis procedures will be described in detail in the official TUR-
BISTAN publication. 'e ' ..

3.3 TURBISTAN generation

The TURBISTAN generation procedure, which is shown schematically in figure 5, is outlined in detail
below.

Sequence length

The standard load sequence will be made up by a sequence of missions. For defining its total length . .
opposing criteria have to be considered: the sequence of flights must be short enough to guarantee a suffi-
ciently large number of repetitions in fatigue tests, but it must also be long enough to establish a repre-
sentative mission mix. With respect to the maximum occurring load it must be realised that this is reached
in every flight during Departure.

For TURBISTAN a sequence length of 100 flights has been chosen, which may be associated (approximate-
ly) with 100 flying hours. If a typical fatigue test is expected to last for about 1000 flights, then 10
repetitions of the total sequence will occur. This seems to be a reasonable compromise between testing
time and possible sequence effects.

Mission mix

The TURBISTAN loading standard must distinguish between four typical mission types and thus the mis-
sion mix has to be established. The TURBISTAN mission mix which has been applied is composed in such a
way that 75 % of the loading within the standard is due to combat conditions. 1..-

TURBISTAN mission sequence "

With knowledge of the total sequence length (100 flights) and mission mix and by stating that all 31 -
flights of the pool will be taken into account with equal probability it is possible to define the actual
mission sequence for TURBISTAN. This has been done by employing a once and for all random draw, resulting
in a list of 100 flights representing the basic flights Al-A7, BI-B5, CI-C9 and DI-DIO, see table I. This
list is used as an input table for the generation programme.

Z individual mission generation

According to the flow chart in figure 5 each flight of TURBISTAN is constructed by lining up the vari-
ous flight events and by generating the loading within each of them. The necessary quantitative information
for the subsequent generation steps is indicated by the blocks A through G, (see also Fig. 2).
Since the analysis procedures are based on a 10 % class-width a resolution of 10 % is found in the final
sequence. This was considered too rough and therefore a randomisation procedure has been applied afterwards
to arrive at a loading sequence with a I % resolution. To do so "I percent"-classes are drawn randomly
within each 10 % class from a uniform distribution Incorporating a 2 percent range filter.

° A sample of TURBISTAN is shown in figure 6. The standard contains 15452 loading reversals in total
representing 100 flights, thus the average flight length is about 80 cycles. During the material testing
programme this full preliminary TURBISTAN sequence is to be modified in various ways in order to find out
if simplifications are possible and to control the validity of some basic assumptions, see section 4. fl

4 MATERIAL EVALUATION PROGRAMME ON VALIDITY OF TURBISTAN SEQUENCE

4.1 Introduction

In the initial part of this paper some material aspects dealing with disc lifing were shortly men-
tioned. In the following these will be discussed in more detail. .

Current methods of lifing gas turbine discs are based on a "life to first visible crack" failure cri-
terion. The visible crack is defihed as an approximately 0.75 mm long surface feature that can be readily
detected by routine inspection procedures. The number of cycles required to develop this size of defect is
determined either through measurements made on laboratory test pieces or through full scale spin pit test-
fag of disc components. In both cases, the test is carried out under a zero to maximum loading cycle and
the measured lives are factored to arrive at a safe service life. These factors are statistically based so
as to give, typically, a 1 in 1000 risk level for the formation of the visible crack [2).

For civil aircraft and military transport requirements this procedure is sufficient because the zero
to maximum loading cycle can be equated with the take off-cruise-land missions flown. For combat aircraft,
however, within the major fatigue cycle lie many minor cyclic excursions determined by the manoeuvre re-
quirements of the mission. The fatigue damage caused by these minor cycles is often expressed in terms of
an equivalent number of major cycles. Equivalent cycles are estimated by first Identifying the minor cy-
cles by techniques such as rainflow logic and then converting each minimum-maximum cyclic excursion to an
equivalent zero-maximum major cycle through a Goodman diagram. This procedure is followed for the range of *
missions that the aircraft engine is likely to experience, i.e. low level attack, high level attack,
training, and so on. The result is a frequency distribution of the cyclic usage (cycles/hour) for each
component. From this distribution, a weighted mean value for the usage can he established. The weighting . .
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places this value towards the high side of the distribution. The mean usage or exchange rate is used with
the factored laboratory and component test data to calculate a safe service life for each component in & _.
hours:

Number of cycles to first crackSafe Service Life = (hours) .,-,.,-..;Statistical safety factor x exchange rate

The effectiveness of this approach is evident from the comparatively low number of disc failures that
occur in service. This success is the result of the large safety factors used and the weighting applied in "
the exchange rate calculation. The requirements for lighter engines, however, demand that disc materials 1 o
are used more efficiently. Calculations [3], in which a Monte Carlo routine has been used to "fly" a cr1-
tical component through a range of missions on the computer, have indicated the extent to which a fixed
exchange rate might misrepresent the fatigue damage incurred, see table 2.

One solution to this limitation is the continuous monitoring of the inflight usage experienced by '. ..
critical components. Financial constraints, however, restrict the extent to which monitoring equipment can ,,.-..'
be deployed throughout a fleet of aircraft. At the same time, the computer algorithms which are used to -. .
convert the measured usage into component damage rely on conventional zero to maximum fatigue information.
Once again, therefore, the calculated lives depend on the validity of:

- the methods used for identifying major/minor cycles;
- the technique for translating a minor cycle into an equivalent zero-maximum cycle, and
- the criterion adopted for summing up the damage incurred.

On the latter point, a Miner linear damage rule is often invoked even though it is known to break down un-

der certain loading sequences [4].

The TURBISTAN programme seeks to remove some of these limitations by attacking the problem in a dif-
ferent way. The aim has been to develop a standard loading sequence that will be used to generate compo-
nent design curves to complement the present approach based on repeated load cycles. The standard loading - -
sequence incorpor ,

, 
s and amalgamates the principal cyclic features from a range of missions flown by se-

veral aircraft types.

It is recognised that several standard sequences will be necessary because the stressing conditions,
particularly with regard to the thermal contribution, are different between the front ard rear of the com-
pressor and within the high pressure turbine. However, in this first phase of the programme, attention is
specifically focussed on fan disc characteristics where thermal stress effects are unimportant and where
inflight RPM monitoring is sufficient for the derivation of a sequence. This was described in detail in
the previous section.

The mission analysis exercise is supported by a comprehensive material testing programme. The pro-
gramme is being used to assess the effectiveness of the standard and to explore the validity of assump-
tions made in its derivation. Details on philosophy, content and the experimental techniques employed are
presented below.

4.2 Material testing programme

The titanium alloy Ti-6AI-4V was selected because this alloy is typical of the materials used for fan - " "
and low pressure compressor discs. It is also an alloy for which the participating laboratories have gain-
ed much experience. The bulk of the testing is being carried out on material that has been given a STOA
(solution treated and overaged) heat treatment. The laboratory specimens have been taken from full size
fan di c forgings. Metallographic examination revealed a fairly uniform equiaxed microstrucure consisting
of approximately 30 Z primary alpha grains in a transformed beta matrix. A more limited test programme is
being carried out on annealed Ti-6AI-4V in which there is an 80 % primary alpha content. Specimens in this
case have been taken from a helicopter rotor forging.

A range of specimens was selected that would allow TURBISTAN concepts to he explored for both crack
initiation and propagation stages. It is reasonable to state that although existing fatigue design methods
are based on a "life to first crack" or initiation philosophy there is much interest in moving to a crack
propagation based cri erion in which component life would be calculated on the basis of fracture mechanics
principles [5]. The TURBISTAN experimental programme covers the requirements of both design philosophies. , .. -

* P'lain Specimen
The cylindrical unnotched I.CF test piece (see Fig. 7) is being used for both load and strain control test-
ing. The unnotched geometry is believed to provide a good simulation of crack formation in regions of a
component where the gradient in stress is low. For instance there is evidence to suggest that unnotched . "
laboratory fatigue data correlate well with disc bore behaviour. Strain control testing is appropriate for
regions where a plastic zone is constrained by elastically deformed material.

* Notched Specimen
The flat double edge notched specimen (see also Fig. 7) has been included to assess. crack formation within
a high stress gradient typical of that found at bolt holes and blade root fixtures in engine discs. Crack
formation is being detected by means of a PD (potential dr,,p) technique.

Corner Crack Specimen (CC)
The dimensions of the corner crack specimen are shown in figure 7. This test-piece has been designed to
simulate the growth of quarter circular cracks In engine components [6]. Crack growth is teing monitored
optically and by a PD method.

-:*?W-,

• • . 1• °
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e Compact Tension Specimen (CT) .
A standard CT specimen is being used as shown in figure 7. It is included to provide data on long crack . ' .
growth behaviour. Crack monitoring is being carried out by PD techniques.

Fatig-ue testing programm- e

The test programme requires each specimen geometry to be subjected to five different loading cycles.
The total programme for 30 % primary a material is summarised in table 3. It will be observed from this
table that each laboratory is responsible for only one specimen type. This restriction was imposed to
avoid complications due to differences in testing technique between the laboratories. At the same time,
it enabled the programme to focus on a specialist capability in each of the test areas. The only general
testing constraints placed on the participants were that the cyclic programme should be carried out in airat ambient temperature and a loading rate to give a rise time from zero to 100 % load of 0.5 seconds. The

ideal cycle shape should be triangular although slight variations for measurement purposes are permissi-
ble. Control over test parameters, such as minimum loads in load control tests and calibration of test ,,*
equipment, would be to the normal standards employed by the laboratory. The major criterion was that the ee
same standard should apply throughout each individual laboratory programme. One final requirement was that .
at least 100 measurement points would be taken during crack growth monitoring.

Five loading cycles have been selected in order to satisfy the material testing programme objectives,
which are:

- evaluation of the full preliminary TURBISTAN cycle;
- investigation of the degree to which the full cycle can be simplified;
- assessment of the validity of the assumptions made in constructing the TURBISTAN cycle. S

It is appropriate to consider the purpose of each loading cycle separately:

* Zero-Maximum Cycle
The zero-maximum cycle tests are being used to establish baseline S-N curves or da/dn-AK plots for the
material. Appropriate loading conditions will be selected from these curves for the remaining test pro-
gramme. Typically, the 100 % stress condition will be the value which results in a life of about 16000 cy-
cles.

e TURBISTAN Cycle
Design curves for the full TURBISTAN cycle are to be obtained at 3 different peak stress levels. As with
the zero-maximum cycle, three specimens will be tested at each of the stresses. For the CT crack propaga-
tion work, only 2 specimens will be used for both the zero-maximum cycle and the TURBISTAN cycle. . "

* Zero-Maximum + Dwell
There is much evidence in the literature to support the view that titanium alloys are susceptible to dwell
periods at peak stress and ambient temperatures [7]. The dwell sensitivity is readily apparent in low cy-
cle fatigue tests under load control and evident also under certain crack propagation conditions. The mag-
nitude of this sensitivity is greatest for large grained, 8 processed alloys but has been observed also in
a/6 materials such as Ti-6AI-4V. In developing the cold TURBISTAN cycle, it was decided to ignore the pre-
sence of dwell periods. It is necessary, however, to test the validity of this important assumption. An
assessment will be made at one critical stress level only, although three specimens will be tested at that
level. Within the test the total dwell period at peak stress will be the average TUlBISTAN flight time.

* MINITURB Cycles
The cold full TURBISTAN sequence contains about 16000 load reversals representing 100 flights. The average
flight length is thus 80 cycles. This figure arose through the application of a stress range filter to the
raw engine data. The current filter is 2 % of the maximum stress range and any cycles less than this size
are ignored. The MINITURB series of tests will explore the effect of reducing the number of minor cycles
per flight on component life.

* SEQUITURBb
There is evidence in the literature that the order in which minor cycles are placed can affect fatigue be-
haviour [3]. In the SEQUITURB programme the effect of minor cycle order will be evaluated. This will in-
volve placing the minor cycles in the TURBISTAN mission into increasing and decreasing load sequences.
Again one peak loading condition will be assessed using three specimens for the plain, notched and CC spe-
cimens and two for the CT specimen.

5 CONCLUDING REMARKS

Based on 31 selected operational mission profiles of several aircraft/engine types operating in
Western Europe a load sequence for "cold" compressor discs has been derived which is considered represen-
tative for actual usage. This preliminary TURBISTAN sequence contains about 8000 cycles representing 100 -' "-
flights. In this paper the compilation and selection of flight data, their analysis and the generation of
this first TURBISTAN sequence was described.

A material fatigue testing programme was designed aimed at the verification of the assumptions made
in the derivation of the standard sequence. In addition, the test programme should indicate to what extent r .. g
the preliminary sequence can be simplified without compromising its validity. This test programme, inclu-
ding the current philosophy on material evaluation for disc lifing, has been reviewed.

It is the intention that the final TURBISTAN sequence will be ready within a vear. It will then he
available freely for all interested parties.
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TABLE I
Available missions in TURBISTAN

MISSION MISSION TOTAL NUMBER
TYPE DESCRIPTION OF MISSIONS

A Air Combat 7
B Transition/Training 5
C Ground attack 9
D Navigation 10

Total 31

TABL.F 2
Calculated risk level for the development of a visible crack

Calculation method Estimated risk of a crack in 400 hours Estimated risk of a crack in 800 hours

Fixed exchange rate I in 1000 not estimated

Monte Carlc (i.e. I in 2o000 I in 1000
variable exchange rate)

TABLE 3
Test programme

Test Stress Cycle type Fatigue life specimens Crack growth . -

Levels panspecimens

-- ntched
a C

control control CC CT

'I. 0 -MAX 3 No dwell 9 9 9 2

!2. TURBISTAN 3 Full cycle (16000 revs) 9 9 5 9 2

3. 0 - MAX +
DWELL (Total time I Dwell ccle (average time per flight) 3 3 3 3 2
= TURBISTAN time) .

,4. MINITURB 1 Simple cycle (reduce number of reversals) 12 1 2 12 8

5. SEQ'ITI'RR I increasing 3 3 3 2 ,
decreasing I 3 3 -

Test Laborator. lE AP EAT lRR loT
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SUMMARY

A major objective in gas turbine engineering is the design and manufacture of discs that
are reliable in service. Much depends on the accurate prediction of safe total Lives
and inspection intervals. Accurate predictions come from a complete understanding of
material behaviour involving experimentation, interpretation and quantification, for %
which a balanced programme of laboratory specimen and full sized disc evaluation is
required. Cyclic testing of full size discs is essential, this allows each disc to do
its own "Monte Carlo" evaluation of the large number of variables that affect the final
result. Where life can be predicted entirely by linear elastic fracture mechanics some
simplification can be introduced; this encourages studies in the quantification of
short crack propagation behaviour.

INTRODUCTION

* A major objective in gas turbine engineering is the design and manufacture of discs that
are reliable in service - that is, they can be relied upon not to grow too much or burst
during the period of operation.

For many years three separate criteria have been used to prevent burst:

a) overspeed requirements (normally these cover growth).

b) low cycle fatigue life limitations; these cause the majority of discs to be
withdrawn from service before any cracking can be observed by current inspection - - ."

techniques.

c) the limitation of vibratory stresses to low levels considered by experience to be
acceptable.

With the better understanding of the fracture process that has been obtained in recent
years the burst criteria can be restated in a more rational form, as is done in ENSIP -

A crack in a disc must not be allowed to grow to a size that can lead to the onset or
rapid fracture under any engine condition, i.e. commonly, a crack growing under low
cycle fatigue must not be allowed to reach the length at which either vibration or an

overspeed can promote rapid fracture. (Fig. 1).

'The service life must not
reach the burst life or the
onset of rapid fracture'

This is the fundamental
criterion for safety.

FIGURE I DISC LIFE CRITERIA (1)

Wnichever set of criteria is used there i[ ,t emphasis on the reliability of LCF life .%%

prediction.

Ideally this reliability is obtained by:

1) UNDERSTANDING THE FRACTURE MECHANISM.

ii) QUANTIFICATION OF THE CONTROLLING PARAMETERS.

The case studies in this paper are mainly concerned with the quantification and the
relationships between laboratory specimens and full size discs. Problems that can arise
are illustrated, not all are solved.

7 i
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CRACK GROWTH TO FRACTURE

In general there are four phases of crack growth. (Fig. 2).

Crack length - "-

4
Rapid fracture

High velocity I Unstable
crack growth I crack
-vibration crackI / growth.--;':[-'..
environment growth

2/
Short /
crack /
growth / 3

1 __Steady crack growth
Initiation _

Life, cycles

FIGURE 2 - STAGES OF CRACK INITIATION AND GROWTH

1. Initiation - the formation of small sub-grain-size cracks.

2. Short crack growth mixture of growth within the grain and arrests at grain

boundaries - structure dominated.

3. Steady crack growth - function of crack geometry and stress.

4. Rapid fracture - unstable crack growth under steady loading or high velocity crack
growth due to high frequency stress oscillations superimposed on steady stress.

DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

Taking safety as the prime requirement there are two basic routes that may be chosen to
arrive at a commercially acceptable design.

a) Safe predicted total life.

b) safe crack propagation life.

SAFE PREDICTED TOTAL LIFE

The objective here is to utilise as much of phases 1, 2 and 3 as safety permits. Whilst
it is possible to distinguish between the three phases qualitatively the transition from
one phase to the next is not necessarily clearly defined and there are difficulties in ..-
quantification of the life spent in each. Phase 1 is susceptible to scatter, crack
propagation behaviour in phase 2 is still in the exploratory stage, phase 3 is the most
amenable to quantification on a sound physical tasis.

Standard practice has therefore been to quantify the total life to an arbitary end point
without distinguishing between the individual phases other than to allow some of phase 3
as a safety margin between cracking and bursting.

The quantification of disc bore life in steel (FV 535) illustrates the traditional
approach.

A disc bore is a large surface with no stress concentration features, the cheapest way
to attain a stress-life relationship would therefore appear to be by testing load
controlled plain specimens. On a probability basis one might expect to see the disc
test results following the lower scatter boundary of the specimen S-N curve. The
stressed volume/surface area of a disc is generally higher than a specimen, by one or
two orders of magnitude, there is therefore a greater probability of exposing an
unfavourably orientated grain to the stress field and as a consequence, earlier cracking
may be expected (1).

• U °. .-=
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Figure 3 shows the relationship of FV 535 disc bore test results to the plain specimen
S-N curves, with all disc results above the typical specimen curve.

Stress MPa Legend

0 Uncracked
X Cracked
0 Burst or

1500 v large crack

4 IL -

e3

1000- yia
So Typical o-e'2 01"•.'""

Plain specimens 0-max load - -

M inim um - -- _-- -. ,-
Soo -':5 ..: :',

W 101 Cycles Ios  I .

FIGURE 3 - FV535 BORES 300 0 C

The first point to note is that the stress values for the discs are quoted on the basis
of elastic analysis, i.e. they are the first approximation to strain range6Fix Young's
Modulus E, not the real stresses after yielding.

This opens up two alternative means of correlation with specimen results. Historically
these were:

a) plastic analysis, followed by mean and alternating stress correlation on an R-M or
Goodman diagram. -

b) direct comparison with 0 - max. strain cycling specimen results.

Stress MPa
15oo 0-max strain ..-, , -.

1000

500

- ----- % Strain
5 10 15

Stress - strain loop
-500

FIGURE 4 -FV535 BORES 300 0 C GOODMAN CONVERSION

Figure 4 shows diaigrammatically the relationship c f 0 - max. elastic strain tc, the .

maximum and minimum actual stresses subsequent to yielding. These stress-eF can be
converted to the equivalent 0 max. stress by the straight-line Goodman relationship.

a n, -

- -, .i "In

Where 0 - max. stress equivalent.
= Ultimate tensile strength.

Strss= stress range "jmax -C"min)
o'min = minimum stress (+ve tpflsile).-
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Figure 5 shows the relationship of the disc test results to the plain specimen S-N curve
after conversion by equation (1). The results fall into the anticipated scatter band
and appear reasonable. Whilst this at first is gratifying, after further consideration "
it is seen that the lives all fall below the "typical" S-N ("typical" is used in the--
sense of approximate median) curve. .

The discrepancy is emphasised by comparison with 0 max strain cycling specimen
results. (Figure 6).

E At
MPa 0-max strain cycle specimens

Estimated
disc median " . :;

1500 for 50/1
volume ratio

.z- 5 __._

1000 0-max load specimen 2

Legend
o Uncracked

500 X Cracked . 1
e Burst or

v long crack

Cycles 0

FIGURE 6 - FV535 BORES 300 0C

First examining the volume effect, the ratio of highly stressed material in a disc
compared with a strain cycle specimen gauge length was about 50/1. Accordingly a
statistical analysis of the specimen strain-cycling results was made from which the
predicted median S-N curve for the disc results was estimated. Using a log-normal
distribution, discs would be expected to contain cracks as big as those in failed
specimens at cyclic strain levels of about .84 times the specimen values (the specimens
[ail due to exceeding the UTS, not fracture toughness, equating to a semi-circular crack
about 1mm radius). Discs were tested until cracks of 5-10mm developed, so that crack
propagation lives of at least 6000 cycles in excess of specimen lives might be expected.
Volume effects could therefore explain two results completely (4 and 5).

Corrosion was seen on all discs. This, together with the difference in specimen/disc
surface finish might have depressed the other disc lives by reducing initiation life.
(The specimens were turned and emery polished, the discs were simply turned).
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For the largest crack in disc No.2 a striation count inlicated over 18,000 cycles of
propagation. This equated to a starting crack size of about 0.1 mm. (From the crack
detection point of view it is worth noting that no cracking was observed 10,000 cycles " --
before test completicn, probably due to closure caused by residual compressive
stresses) . It hai been postulated at one stage that as a result of the surface
conditions the initiation phase had been completely eliminated. Crack propagation life
estimates for various starting defect sizes are shown in Fig.7. From these the
inference is that surface conditions have reduced the initiation life; not eliminatedi t. 

-' '- "

E A Legend -

MPa o Uncracked

X Cracked

Crack propagation 0 Burst or

1500- v. large crack

4

1000 Plain specimens ..

0-max load 01

500 "

lO3  io" Cycles 1°"

FIGURE 7 - FV535 BORES 300 0C

Summarising, the above investigation indicates a number of factors having a potential

significant influence on prediction of the total life of the disc -

Variation in initiation life, scatter.

Surface condition - machining.

- corrosion. N

Yielding characteristics

Stress-strain loop.

Crack propagation - life fraction.

- initial crack size.

Disc/specimen -volume ratio."-.,...-

-crack propagation life.

If each of the above factors were quantifiable in terms of its effect on life it would
be possible to estimate the life of a disc analytically, either within bounds or by a
Monte Carlo approach.

Where the factors and their interrelationships cannot be quantified with sufficient
certainty, as in the example given, it is better to test a series of discs, allowing
each to provide its own Monte Carlo solution, in order to establish a safe working life.

.
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Material Crack propagation prediction
* Microstructure o LCF cracks - " ,
e Homogeneity * Structural discontinuities
* Defect content e Manufacturing defects

Surface * Artficial cracks
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* Welds
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* Volurre
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* Definition * Temperature
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FIGURE 8 - ENGINEERING PROBLEMS IN ESTABLISHING SERVICE LIFE

SIGNIFICANT FACTORS

A more complete list of known factors of potential significance is shown in Figure 8.
This emphasises the difficulty of quantifying each factor and hence the importance of
testing engine discs in order to quantify the total combined effect.

By testing the discs to an advanced stage of cracking or failure and coupling this with
laboratory and numerical analyses it is normally possible to deduce which are the most
significant parameters. Further investigations can then concentrate on those features.

SAFE CRACK PROPAGATION LIFE

This may be treated as

a) a special case of total life, using damage tolerance concepts.

b) an incremental life between inspections. . .

Considering first a total life application, a number of Titanium 6-4 disc bore tests
were carried out and compared to the 0 - max. load plain specimen curve, as was done forsteel. (Figure 9). In this case however certain results tended to fall below the plain

o-max. load specimen S/N data.

Stress MPa
Legend ANN
o Uncracked
X Cracked

1500 9 Burst or
v. large crack

1000.

Typical--,--.-.'

Plain specimens : :- :::::

Minimum - :......

500 .

10' to' Cycles 10"

FIGURE 9 TITANIUM 6 4i BORES 1500C
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Laboratory investigation found handling damage marks from which the early cracking had
originated and striation counting indicated that most if not all of the disc life was in .
the crack propagation phase. " ,

Using crack propagation data obtained from laboratory specimens it was possible to
correlate the damage and the total life by linear elastic fracture mechanics. (Fig.
10 ). ".< ' '-

Stress MPa
Legend

0 Uncracked j'

X Cracked
1500 * Burst or " , "

v. long crack % , '

1o0 Crack propagation life

500 " .. .2

W4

to, 10' Cycles to-

FIGURE 10- TITANIUM 6-4 BORES 150 0C

The result is that a minimum bound S/N curve can now be set up for service life
estimation based on understood, quantifiable physical behaviour. This is scientifically
more acceptable than phenomenological statistical approaches. The predicted life is
commercially acceptable at reasonable stress levels that are within the elastic stress
range and residual stresses are low enough to be neglected.

This case represents the ideal in simplicity.

To confirm the reliability of crack propagation on life estimation, and to assess "-".'.
inspection capability (and partly to develop a method that might later be applied to,-.
cracks growing in a field where residual stresses were significant) a series of cyclic
spinning tests were carried out on similar Ti 6-4 discs into which bore crack:: had been
artificially induced by the slotted fin technique. (Fig.ll). The discs wet(_ first

As-machined disc After precracking After fin removal

FIGURE 11 - ROLLS-ROYCE DISC BORE FIN CRACK TESTPIECE

cycled until cracks from the machined fin slots ran into the bore to a lengthr f about
.75 mm. The fins were then machined off, leaving the bore with a number I sharp
starter cracks. Cyclic tests were then carried out and the cracks were monitond over a
number of inspection increments. The relationship between predicted and obse,., i growth -
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Predicted life,
Np (cycles)

* Disc 1, surface cracks
* Disc 1, corner cracks

10,000 * Disc 2, surface cracks Np = Na /

1 Disc 3. corner crack- /
I Disc 4. corner cracks /

/Na =2Np
'." .. ' ,j,> ,

1000 * ,

100/

100 1000 10,000

Actual life, Na (cycles)
FIGURE 12 - BORE CRACK PROPAGATION RESULTS FOR ARTIFICIALLY

CRACKED Ti-6-4 DISCS

is shown in Figure 12. This confirmed the viability of the predictions and indicated
that crack monitoring by NDI methods would be possible. The viability of the technique
as a means of disc testing was also demonstrated (2).

The cases examined above involved cracking from the surface. The complexity increases
when

a) the material contains internal defects.

b) there are significant residual stresses.

c) stresses cannot be kept low enough to give adequate life in the steady crack growth
LEFM phase only.

The typical problem, for which there is yet no complete solution, can be illustrated by ,
tests on Waspaloy discs.

- . During manufacture, a defect
was detected in the bore
using ultrasonics, at -1 dB
to -1 2dB level.

"' "The disc was rig tested until
failure occurred in the rim
region. The bore crack

.,shown was then opened.
Ratio of predicted to actual -
life, using CT specimen data,is 0.86. . '-. . :
Ratio of predicted to actual
life, using corner crack data,

is 1.07

Defect Predicted final
crack shape

FIGURE 13 CRACK PROPAGATION FROM A SUBSURFACE DEFECT NICKEL BASE
SUPERALLOY DISC RIG TEST

Figure 13 gives an example of an internal defect growing under cyclic hoop tensile
stress in a field of residual compressive forging stress. Correlation of crack
propagation life with laboratory test data indicated that the Walker relationships could
be relied on for life predictions when compressive residual stresses reduced the rate of
steady crack growth.
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-1 dB U/S indication
initially

No cracking observed
in 20,000 cycles

I. ' -

Largest single inclusion _____

Radial _
1-25mm

Hoop

FIGURE 14 - BORE SUBSURFACE INCLUSION BEHAVIOUR NICKEL BASE
SUPERALLOY DISC RIG TEST

Figure 14 illustrates internal defects that would have been expected to grow but simply

did not. The fact that this was the case was potentially of great commercial benefit.
It however emphasises the need for understanding and quantification of the conditions
surrounding the change from initiation to short crack growth and then to steady crack - --. -

growth in order to make the fullest Pconomic use of any material.

3 GENERAL SUMMARY

The life of a disc can be influenced by a large number of parameters that are not .
necessarily independent of each other. The reliability of disc life prediction depends
on understanding and quantification of material behaviour. This requires a balanced
programme of laboratory investigation and component testing.

The role of engine size disc testing to cracking and failure is seen as:

providing the most reliable means of life qirrification by incorporating realistic
representative samples of the variables (, -fectively doing the mathematical
Monte Carlo analysis).

demonstrating which variables are most likfi% to be significant so that follow-up
investigations can be concentrated on these.

'ih.'e Ti 6-4 testing illustrates how much more relia,l , life predictions become when they
can be scientifically related to the true physicu :.aviour of the material.

the Waspaloy tests indicate the research needed iri (,2r to characterise the behaviour
It internal defects and thus maximise the life p)t--ctial from the initiation and small
-rack propagation phases.
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CONTRIBUTION OF TURBINE BLADE SERVICE FAILURES TO A DAMAGE TOLERANCE APPROACH
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SUMMARY

Modified repair of uprated first stage turbine blades from large turbofans was followed by several ":' '
fatigue failures in service. The failure mode was low and high cycle fatigue starting at leading edge - -
cooling holes. Fractographic and metallographic analysis by the NLR indicated that insufficient thickness
of the leading edge walls was a primary cause of failure. A more comprehensive investigation by the en-
gine manufacturer showed that other parameters besides leading edge wall thickness could be primary caus- " -
es of failure, namely the leading edge and serpentine airflows and the backflow margin. Relative life re-
duction factors based on combinations of all four parameters were estimated for many failed, cracked and
nominally undamaged blades. Then it became possible to reject blades with unacceptable life reduction
factors both before and after repair. This is effectively a life-on-condition damage tolerance approach
to blade use.

1. INTRODUCTION

Figure I shows the sequence of events leading to a life-on-condition damage tolerance approach for
uprated first stage turbine blades from a type of large turbofan. In 1972 the original engine came into - "
use on a number of wide-body aircraft. In 1975 the engines were uprated, which included a higher turbine
entry temperature. To cope with this change the first stage turbine blades were redesigned, resulting in
more cooling holes in the leading and trailing edges. Figure 2 illustrates the external configur,tion of
these blades.

During service blade tips abrade by contact with the surrounding shroud. This necessitates repair,
which for the blades illustrated in figure 2 originally included chemical stripping of the external pro-
tective coating, tip refurbishment by welding, external inspection for cracks, recoating, and airflow
checks for individual blades. However, in 1977 and early 1978 a number of repaired blades failed or
cracked in fatigue. These incidents were attributed to excessive increases in rotor set total airflow -" \•'
because chemical stripping widened the cooling holes during repair, see figure 3.

Owing to the previous incidents the engine manufacturer introduced the following changes in mid-1978: %

4 Blades already repaired

* The set management system, whereby after airflow checks each blade must also meet certain criteria
for satisfactory operation in a rotor set. The objective is to ensure all blades are adequately
cooled in service. In principle this is a good system but it is tedious.

O Blades to be repaired

* Dry grit blast stripping of the external coating. This avoids cooling hole size increase during ".

repair, and the set management system is unnecessary in most cases.

o Dump hole flow area reduction by brazing when repaired blades do not meet individual airflow check
requirements.

o Optional usc of the set management system.

Despite these changes several incidents of blade failure and cracking occurred in late 1978 - early

1979. The NLR was requested to do a failure analysis. A more comprehensive investigation by the engine
manufacturer led to development of a new lifing procedure that is effectively a life- on-condition damage
tolerance approach :o blade use.

%

2. BLADE DESIGN

The external configuration of the blades has already been illustrated in figure 2. The blades are . -?
Reng 80 precision investment castings. Ceramic cores provided for the internal cooling air cavities. Af-
ter casting the cooling holes were drilled and Waspaloy perforated tubes were inserted into the lealing
edge cavities and fixed by brazing at platform level. Finally the tip caps were brazed on before coatng.

The cooling airflow circuits are shown in figure 4. At the shank coot the cooling air enters as two
main flows W and W.:

A B

SLeading edge airflow airflow W
A

* This leaves the tube insert and impingement cools the internal leading edge. The air then flows
through the leading edge holes and gill holes and over the external surfaces to provide film cool- -
ing of the leading edge and mid-chord sections. 1

L
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e Cooling hole size and leading edge internal pressure determine the backflow margin (BFM) which is. A.
the percentage higher pressure inside the leading edge with respect to the external pressure.
Hardware review showed that a minimum BFM of 1.1 % is required to maintain leading edge cooling
characteristics. The BFM for individual blades can be calculated from bench measurements of PD'
the pressure drop through the leading edge concave wall gill holes, and the average W + WB for aA Brotor set.

* Mid-chord and trailing edge airflow W
B

" Part of the air flows into the trailing edge cavity and leaves via the trailing edge holes. The
remaining airflow, Wc , goes through the serpentine circuit. A small proportion of this airflow
leaves via the film and tip cap holes. The rest, which is the serpentine airflow WS, leaves via
the dump hole. .

" W is a major parameter for the average temperature of the airfoil. An estimation of % WS can be *. "
o~tained from pressure differences at two tip cap holes across the serpentine circuit or from a
correlation with W The average pressure difference across the serpentine circuits of blades with
unbrazed dump holes corresponds to 100 % W

3. NLR FAILURE ANALYSIS

The NLR received one failed and three cracked blades that previously had been repaired and many un-
repaired and repaired blades nominally undamaged by use. Two of the cracked blades had suffered foreign -
object damage (FOb) resulting in cooling loss and cracking at the leading edges.

Main results of the failure analysis follow:

0 Fractography

* Cracked blades were opened up for examination as well as the failed blade. Figure 5 summarises the
most important results. Failure was by low and high cycle fatigue that gave fracture surface
"beach markings" separated by fine striations. Cracks initiated at convex wall and nose centre
cooling hole intersections with internal leading edges 23-25 mm above the platforms.

e Secondary cracks were present at convex and concave wall gill holes.

* Metallography

* Spanwise and chordwise cross-sections of unrepaired and repaired blades revealed many secondary
cracks in the coatings and at feather edge intersections of cooling holes with the internal and
external blade walls. The cracks often penetrated into the blade material.

" Except for the failed blade, which had experienced overtemperature conditions, the microstructures
were typical for solution treated and aged Reng 80 castings.

* Wall thickness

* Leading edge wall thicknesses were measured for unrepaired and repaired blades, including the
tailed and cracked blades. Most cross-sections were 17.5 mm above the platforms. This enabled the
failed blade to be compared with others while preserving the fracture surface. The non-FOD cracked
blade was sectioned 27.5 mm above the platform, which is one of several cross-section heights with
specified thickness minima for blade walls.

a The failed blade cross-section is shown in figure 6 with actual and specified thickness minima. " -
Note that the specified thickness minima refer to uncoated blade walls. Both the failed and non-
FoD Lra ked blade had below minimum convex wall thicknesses, even though they were still coated
and the tjiled blade had been sectioned at a lower height where blade walls, if anything, are
thi cKer.

a ( ros-se(tions of unrepaired blades showed that wall thickness variations also occurred in these
blades. Such variations are caused mainly by varying positions of the ceramic cores during casting.

The NIk ( oncLuded that Insufficient thickness of leading edge convex walls was a primary cause of
repaired blade failure and cracking. That this problem occurred only in repaired blades was attributed to --
metdl reMovaI during repair. Information from the engine manufacturer showed it had been possible for
blades with below-cinimum wall thickness to return to service because repair involved metal removal that
could nt he checked non-destructively at the leading edgeF until late 1979.

INVFSTIJGVIIoN BY THE MANIFACTt'RER

Iitgure :gices at schematic overview of the investigation lby the engine mnuifazturvi. lPesign anailvsis -

itetititied four critical pa ameters that directly affect the blade airfoil temperatures, leading edge
creep rates and la-nc e fatig,,e life:

1 Leading edge airt low W

A

* Hickf low m,;irgi B FM

7*1

.-
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0 Serpentine airflow W

0 Leading edge convex wall thickness

The flow parameter influences on airfoil temperatures are illustrated in figure 8. Changes in W and
BFM primarily affect the leading edge and WS controls the average temperature. A

As shown in figure 7, the analysis proceeded in several steps to derive life reduction factors (LRF)
for all four parameters. Individual LRFs are arbitrary values for the relative influence of each para-
meter on leading edge creep rate, the formation of a low cycle fatigue crack and hence the susceptibility
to high cycle fatigue crack growth and failure. The total LRF for each blade is the product of its indi- - -
vidual LRFs.

Individual LRFs were determined first for the three flow parameters. Then the LRF for leading edge
convex wall thickness was assigned different values during iterative best fit classification of total
LRFs for tiany failed and unfailed blades. In other words, total LRFs were derived that clearly distin- . e , ' . - "
guished between failed and unfailed blades.

The best fit classification resulted in the individual LRF curves shown in figure 9. Note the relat- ;-, .
ively strong influence of serpentine flow reduction owing to dump hole brazing. Also shown are individual
LRFs for nominal and minimum new blades. These have total LRFs of 1.0 and 7.3 respectively.

Based on these results the engine manufacturer proposed a new lifing procedure for both unrepaired
and previously repaired blades (see also figure 7):

0 Blades already repaired

• Measure LRF parameters (including leading edge wall thickness by ultrasonic inspection).

* Classify blades according to total LRFs.

• Reject blades with high total LRFs.

• Remove dump hole braze (if present) for satisfactory blades.

• Internally coat blades for which dump hole brazing had been used. Internal coating provides a way
of reducing serpentine airflow and balancing the leading edge and mid-chord and trailing edge air- N.
flows. " '"

• Return blades to service.

0 Blades to be repaired

• Measure LRF parameters.

C Classify blades according to total LRFs.

• Reject blades with high total LRFs.

" Repair satisfactory blades. This includes initial dry grit blast stripping of the ekternal coating,
tip refurbishment by welding, external inspection for cracks, external recoating plus internal
coating to re-establish airflows, airflow checks and measurement of LRF parameters.

* Classify blades according to total LRFs.

" Reject blades with high total LRFs.

" Return satisfactory blades to service.

At the time of the proposal the maximum acceptable total LRF was not finalised. However, since mini-
mum new blades (total IRF 7.3) had not failed in service a provisional value of 5 was used for repaired
blades. Finally the engine manufacturer reported ongoing development of two further improvements to the
repair procedure:

• A recoating procedure to avoid complete stripping except at the location of tip repair. This is because
complete stripping removes not only the coating but also some blade material. .

0 Ultrasonic iou-destructive inspection to detect internal leading edge cracks.

in retrospect, not all the foregoing items were actually implemented. For example, Internal coating
was not incorporated in the lifing procedure, and ultrasonic inspection was not used to inspect for lead-
ing edge cracks.

5. D I SC I S S I k, N .

,kF un'alvsis and classification of blades is effectively a life-on-condition damage tolerance ap-
proach to blade use. Its deve lopment represents a significant advance in estahlishing blade acceptance
criteria. towever, an important part of the analvsis is, in our opinion, questionable. This is the dif-
fering treatment of l ,ddiug edge onmvex will thickness with respect to the three flow p rameters. The
leading edge wall thickness has a direct ettert on leading edge creep rate and hence the fatigue life. _
iiq it would be better to derive the 1kF for leading edge convex wall thickness at an early stage of the

manalvsis and not secondarily by iteration. " -*

L.
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Figures 10 and 11 provide evidence for this viewpoint. Figure 10 shows that the leading edge convex i.wall thickness of failed and cracked blades investigated by the NLR were well below those of nominally
undamaged blades. This strongly suggests that insufficient thickness of the leading edge convex wall wasthe primary cause of failure and cracking of these blades. However, the LRF curves in figure 11 show thatserpentine flow reduction owing to dump hole brazing was apparently as important as wall thickness.

Looking to the future, it would be most worthwhile to try and develop LRF analyses directly relata-ble to blade service lives. This is a formidable problem. Its solution would, however, much ei:tend cur-rent design philosophy concerning blade use. 
"

6. CONCLUSIONS

" Uprated first stage turbine blades from a type of large turbofan failed after repair by a combination * - "
of low and high cycle fatigue.

• Failure was attributed mainly to the consequences of stripping the external protective coating and/or
dump hole brazing during repair, for the following reasons:

* Chemical stripping and dump hole brazing adversely affected blade cooling.

e Dry grit blast stripping reduced blade wall thicknesses.

* Investigations by the NLR and engine manufacturer resulted in identification of four critical para-meters that directly affect the blade airfoil temperatures, leading edge creep rates and hence fatigue
life:

o Leading edge airflow.

* Backflow margin.

* Serpentine airflow.

e Leading edge convex wall thickness.

* These four critical parameters were each assigned a life reduction factor (LRF). For each blade theproduct of these LRFs gives the total LRF, which indicates the susceptibility to failure. A maximumtotal LRF for satisfactory service use was derived.

* The classification and acceptance of blades according to LRF values is effectively a life-on-condition
damage tolerance approach to blade use. Its development represents a significant advance for blade de-
sign and lifing philosophy.

....
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Fig. 2 Uprated first stage turbine blade external configuration

REPAIRSWITHCHEMICAL STRIPPING OF COATING

COOLING HOLE SIZE INCREASE

ROTOR SET WITH MANY HIGH AIRFLOW BLADES-"-

TOTAL AIRFLOW INCREASE BEYOND LIMITSFFECT

REDUCED INTERNAL PRESSURE AT LEADING EDGES
AND LOSS OF BACKFLOW MARGIN (BFM) """""

INCORRECT QUANTITIES AND DISTRIBUTION OF "• "
COOLING AIR THROUGH LEADING EDGE HOLES """•'

RESULTING ESPECIALLY IN INEFFECTIVE FILM COOLING """''

HIGHER TEMPERATURE GRADIENTS AT LEADING EDGES i". ._.-"""

INCREASED STRESS CONCENTRATIONS 7

REDUCED FATIGUE LIVES

PREMATURE FATIGUE CRACKING AND FAILURES

Fig. 3 Relation of chemical stripping during repair to subsequent

cracking and failure of uprated first stage turbine blades
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PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE WITH DAMAGE TOLERANCE BASED LIFE EXTENSION C
TURBINE ENGINE COMPONENTS

by

A.K. Koul*, R. Thamburaj**, M.D. Raizenne*, W. Wallace*, M.C. DeMalherbe**

SUMMARY

This paper describes a detailed experimental and statistical analysis carried out to determine the risks and benefits of
implementing a damage tolerance based lifing procedure for the Genera) Electric J85-CAN40 engine. This is a "post-facto" investiga- .-
tion, using components of this engine retired by the Canadian Forces and the data available regarding these used parts. The emphasis in
this paper is on the 5th stage compressor disc, which is one of the most crack prone components of this engine.

A number of procedures have been demonstrated by which the "safe life" and the "safe inspection interval" for this com-
ponent can be calculated reliably. The possibility of improving the existing lifing procedure through a damage tolerance approach, and

* the limitations of the damage tolerance approach are discussed on the basis of experimental observations and information available from
field experience.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

J85-CAN40 turbines were first purchased by Canadian Forces (CF) in the 1960's. At the time of purchase no low cycle fatigue
(LCF) safe life limits were specified by the engine manufacturer for different rotating components, such as compressor discs and spacers
and turbine discs. These safe life limits were eventually made available by the manufacturer in 1970, Table 1. These safe life limits are

" believed to have been determined on the basis of flying experience with the United States Air Force (USAF) J85-5 model engines(t).
The USAF J85-5 and CF J85-CAN40 engines are used in T-38 and CF-114 trainer aircraft respectively. The assumption appears to have
been made that the flight mission and therefore the safe lives of J85-5 and J85-CAN40 engines were comparable.

Between 1970 and 1981, the safe life limits of both J85-5 and J85-CAN40 compressor components were revised several '

,. times, based on the manufacturer's analysis of USAF and CF mission profiles (' ). In 1981, premature LCF cracking was encountered in
the 5th-7th stage compressor discs, and the spacers attached on either side of these discs, in the J85-CAN40 engines. It was realized that
the CF usage was more severe than previously assumed, and the mission severity factor was increased to 1.8, relative to J85-5 usage. As
a consequence, safe life limits for J85-CAN40 compressor parts were reduced even further as indicated in Table 1. The significantly
reduced safe life limits created logistic problems since adequate quantities of replacement parts were not readily available, and in order
to allow time for the purchase, delivery and installation of new parts a damage tolerance based maintenance methodology was developed
to allow crack prone parts to be phased out systematically as required. The specific details can be found elsewhere " 2 .

It is the purpose of this paper to critically assess the merits and demerits of various analytical techniques proposed for im-
plementing damage tolerance concepts in aero engines in general, and specifically those used in the case of J85-CAN40 engines. The
usefulness of some of these procedures will be assessed by using "real life" data on the 5th stage compressor disc of the J85-CAN40
engine. In addition, factors influencing initiation and propagation of cracks, and the sensitivity and reliability of NDI procedures will • -

also be critically examined. Finally, a damage tolerance approach that systematically utilizes the field experience to continuously . ,
update the safe inspection interval will also be outlined.

2.0 DAMAGE TOLERANCE CONCEPTS PROPOSED FOR LIFE EXTENSION - -" -

It is generally agreed that much of the useful life of most rotating components is not utilized through a safe design life
approach, since only I in 1000 components will have developed a detectable crack at retirement t 3 "6 ). Marked reductions in the overall
life cycle management costs would accrue by allowing the damage to develop in each component and retiring them on an individual
basis. Damage tolerance concepts have thus emerged where it is proposed to utilize the remaining safe life of each component. It is
assumed that flaws exist in parts as manufactured and these may be located in the most highly stressed regions or hot.spots of the
component. It is further assumed that these flaws will grow in service, at a rate governed by the local stress distribution around the
flaw, the operating temperature and the environment (3 ,4 ). The general objective of the damage tolerance approach is to establish
expected crack growth rates under realistic operating conditions and to implement NDI procedures with an appropriate level of sensi-
tivity, reliability, and frequency to ensure that cracks can be detected and if feasible monitored in service to a point where the risk of
rapid or unstable crack propagation becomes severef 5,6.

A number of analytical procedures have been proposed for implementing damage tolerance concepts in rotating aero-engine
components ( 7 16). These include, deterministic fracture mechanics (DFM), probabilistic fracture mechanics (PFM), combined analysis
(CA) and traditional aircraft structural integrity programme (ASIP) approaches.

2.1 DFM Approach

The deterministic fracture mechanics (DFM) approach assumes that an initial flaw size a. already exists in the critical location
of a component, where a. is defined as the maximum crack size that might be undetected by NDI equipment or that an NI)l operator
might miss. Stress analysis is used to calculate the maximum cyclic stress (Ao) or steady stress (o) in the critical component locations
under realistic loading conditions. Fracture mechanics analysis is carried out to plot crack size (a) versus the number of I.C(F cycles (N) " ".. --

or the flight time (t) curves, Figure 1. In the case of LCF, the cyclic stress intensity factor (AK) is given by,
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AK A u Y (1)

Unstable crack growth is expected to occur when AK equals a critical value (A Kf). If Aof represents the residual fracture strengths,
then a critical crack size (af) is given by

(9)
, %" P

Aof = AKf/ 7
fx ". V

"A f' .2d -/1 \/Kf\ 2 ..", '

or af =( -,, (2)

",ax

where X is a factor that depends on the crack shape, structure and the gradient of stresses. In the regime of stable LCF crack growth, the
residual number of cycles to failure (N) of a component containing a crack size a can be obtained by integrating the crack growth equa-
tion. The crack growth rate function is generally represented by an equation of the form,

da
= f(AK) (3) - "-dN :.- :_

da
or C (AK)n  (4)

where constants C and n depend upon the loading mode, type of crack growth, material properties and environment. Upon rearranging
Equation (4) and substituting for AK from Equation (1), the total number of cycles to failure (Nf) is given by,

Nf a da

N = f dN= ff
o a C(AK)n

1 5
f da

C(Aa1'/ 3 )n  
i  an/2

________ F(,1\ ,1 , (,~l~], , -..,

(n/2-- 1)'

In practice, components such as compressor discs would be retired when a initial crack ength (a,) which can cause excessive
vibration and/or unstable crack growth is likely to be present. This critical length (a,) is usually called the "dysfunction limit" and

"* should be distinguished from the crack length at failure, a, mentioned in the above equations. The life to dysfunction is referred to as

Nd, later on in this paper.

Equations (1) to (5) can thus be used to determine the future worst performance of a rotating component if cracks can
reliably be monitored during overhaul and inspection, Figure 1. To determine a safe inspection interval (SII) an appropriate safety N
factor based upon qualitative engineering judgement is superimposed on Figure 1. A safety factor of -- 2 is generally used to establish
damage tolerance allowables. The DFM approach is considered to be overly conservative since worst case assumptions impose unrealistic
constraints on the overall maintenance methodology and many satisfactory components might be rejected unnecessarily

( 1- 1 3 ).  
. .

2.2 ASIP Approach

A variety of methods for implementing damage tolerance concepts in airframe structures have also been proposed in the
literature

(14 "1 6 )
. However, the USAF damage tolerant design handbook specifies an ASIP approach which is very similar to that of the -- -

DFM approach, but in addition, specific guidelines regarding maximum undetectable flaw size are also laid down for various compo-
nents(14). It is suggested that the maximum undetectable flaw size can only be specified in a meaningful manner if the probability of

• ". detecting (POD) that flaw and the confidence level associated with the probability are also specified. MIL-A-83444 requires that POD
ind confidence levels be 90'r and 95 respectively for the slow crack growth category and 90', and 50% respectively for the fail safe '-". """

categorylt7). A flaw size that satisfies these POD and confidence requirements is thus selected at the design stage of the component in
order to specify an appropriate SII. However, Simpson

( 18t 
has argued that these POD and confidence requirements can also be satisfied

by selecting a succession of SIT provided the cumulative POD is 90195. In this manner smaller ai values can be chosen for DFM predic- - -_ .-
- tions and in addition, better reliability can be achieved with less sensitive (production type) NDI techniques.

ASIP specifies a 1.27 mm corner flaw at one side of the bolt hole as an assumption for a,(14, 17). This flaw size is based on
typical defects found in airframe structures and its applicability to aero engine components is questionable

t 9
1. In a USAF sponsored

damage tolerance case study on a TF33 3rd stage turbine dis, the authors state that the assumption of initial flaw sizes 0.76 to 1.27
mm in surface length would provide adequate residual life for the safe application of damage tolerance concepts to many older disc
designs("

0
°. However, this methodology may not prove successful with advanced aero engine turbine discs that operate at very high

temperatures and stresses and where maximum allowable crack length (a.) might be of the order of 0.8 to 1 mm. In such an event it
might be more appropriate to use a PFM approach rather than D)FM and ASIP approaches.
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2.3 PFM Approach L

The probalistic fracture mechanics (PFM) damage tolerance approach is similar to the DFM approach in many respects, but
instead of a specified a, the probability of occurrence of various flaw sizes (P(ai)) is specified(7 ' 8,10. Similarly, instead of a maximum
cyclic or steady stress, a probability distribution of various cyclic (P(Ao)) and steady (P(o)) stresses is used. Instead of assuming a .'.-.--.",

specific crack propagation curve, Figure 1, the PFM calculation deduces a failure probability (Pf), ie. reliability, as a function of time.
Also, rather than using a safety factor based on good engineering judgement, appropriate inspection intervals are selected to maintain a
sufficiently low but cost effective failure probability(2 2 ,23 ).

l oI 

The method uses a deterministic equation to compute residual LCF life of a cracked component from known values of input
parameters such as Ao, AK, ai and a.. These input parameters are treated as random variables with known or specified distributions.
For simplicity, the observed scatter in crack growth rate in Equation (4) can be simulated by random variation in C rather than by some - -
complex joint dependent variation of C and n, where C is assumed to show a log-normal distribution(7 ) .

or
logC Gau (g, Sc)  (6)

where M, depicts the median and mean and Sc is the standard deviation. Similarly, a normal stress variation can be represented by:

Ao a Gau (P,, Sz, (7)

Finally, the initial flaw size (al and the critical flaw size (a. }distributions are assumed to be log-normal,

or

loga Gau (PaSa) (8)

where p. represents the mean and S. is the standard deviation. The number of LCF cycles (Npr) required to propagate ai to a. can be
represented by, aLPr

Npr fC, Ao,a,, a),  (9)

To obtain an analytical solution for the distribution of LCF propagation life, the theorem in (21) is generally utilized to combine equa-

tions 16-9) with a deterministic equation, e.g. Equation (5), to obtain a life distribution of the form,

log N = Gau (AN' SN) (10) - "

where,

1N 0logB + p m, + qp. + r ai + Sta il)-

and

(% -'2 " 2 q2 S 2 + t2)i + S
2 2  (12)

the number of cycles at a given failure probability o is given by

Npr  10'-N + K , (13)

where K is the standard normal deviate ie. the number of standard deviations from PN corresponding to a particular value of a from
the standard normal distribution function(7'

-Jouris 22
) has summarized various strengths and weaknesses of PFM versus DFM. One of the major criticisms against PFM is

that the forms of various probability distributions, Equations 6 to 13, are not known exactly, However, an engineer generally has a
reasonable idea about the approximate distribution from available engineering information and physical considerations. In addition,
successful implementation of the PFM approach requires extensive measurements to obtain a statistically significant data base for

developing appropriate distributions for Equations 6-8 )0t , 22). Large deficiences in any one of those input parameters will require the
use of conservative upper bounds, and thereby reduce the payoffs of PFM with respect to DFM.

2.4 CA Approach

The combined analysis (CA) approach is said to be the logical outgrowth of PFM and provides an optimum method for -- . ' .
combining laboratory and field data with various analytical techniques to calculate life extension both safely and cost-effectivelv

9 - 1 ,  
- . . . -

2,11. CA is lei s sensitive to design analysis errors since inspection information is used to continuously cali 1
,rate the original assumptions .-.. --

used in selecting an appropriate 511. -.. ,

In one CA approach, fracture mechanics analysis and or laboratory test data are used to define a family of possible relation-
ships between crack size 'a' and the number of fCF cycles 'N', Figure 2241. The 'a' versus 'N' curves in Figure 2 are bounded by "A"
and "B" which represent a broad range that can be defined analytically for all discs. The inspection results of each individual rotor tells
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the analyst (within some error band as shown in Fig. 2) which 'a' versus 'N' curve describes the absolute severity of the crack and the , 3.
LCF performance of the disc. This 'a' versus 'N' curve in conjunction with a safety factor (SF), which compensates for any errors, is . . ,-- .

used to predict future disc performance. Thus, engineering analysis is used only to characterize the general nature of disc degradation in
terms of the general shape of the 'a' versus 'N' curve. Field data is used to calibrate the analysis and to locate the single, correct 'a'
versus 'N' curve for each disc with sufficient accuracy to permit life extension.

Life simulation is carried out by assuming that the total LCF life to dysfunction, Nd of a disc with a life limited by the rim
serration or bolt hole or disc hub can be expressed by, q

Nd =N i + N (14)

where 'Nd' is the life to dysfunction of the shortest-lived of all critical locations within a disc, 'Ni' is the life to initiation of a crack of
some small defined depth 'a.' and N is the life to propagate 'ai' to a critical size 'ac'. An analytical model is chosen to substitute for
'Ni' and 'Np' to give an equation of tf~e form,

C.
N o + C, log (a,/a.)/Au2 (15)

where C, and Cp are treated as random variables which simulate the variation of crack initiation and crack growth at a given Ao. Ran-
dor variation in Ci and C is caused by localized microstructural and surface finish variations in the "hot spots" of a given set of discs.

and C are assumed to have log-normal distributions of the form,

log Ci = Gau (,ci, Sci) (16)

and

logCp = Gau (p , p (17) -.

The probability distribution assumed for 'Au' is the same as in Equation (7) and the critical stress intensity factor 'AK. ' is also assumed - •

to have a normal distribution, where

AK c = Gau (;"K , Sa K) (18)

Equation (10) are then used to simulate 'N.' and 'N ' probability distributions. Equation (15) can also be used to relate an assumed

crack depth 'a' to total number of LCF cycles where ai < a < a The overall results can be recast in the form of cumulative probability
plots of the type shown in Figure 3. These plots can further be used to assign design lives, crack propagation intervals (CPI) and a SII
for an assumed cumulative probability of failure. For example, the LCF design life is traditionally set at the 0.1% F* for a crack size 'a'
in turbine discs, Figure 3. Upon using a given set of discs for a specified design life period, these discs are inspected and uncracked discs
can be put back into service for a calculated Sl1 from Figure 3, where

Nd- N.
S11 z (19)SF-"-".

and Nd and No are selected for a cost-effective " F* and a SF is used by the analyst to compensate for the fact that Nd and Ni in
Equation (19) are both estimates.

4 In the case of a cracked disc, the largest value of the apparent crack depth 'a" measured in any critical location is recorded.
Equation (15) is recast in the form,

No = C, Zon Cp log(a' a) Aon2 (201

where N is the life at inspection. Upon substituting for 'a", Equation (20) is solved for Au. Substituting for Ao in Equation (15), an Nd

value is predicted. Life extension can now be calculated through Equation (19). Errors caused by inspection uncertainity can also be
treated in a probabilistic manner)'

- 1 3
, 23. 24). These errors can further be quantified and incorporated in selecting an appropriate SII

W, for a specific component. The entire analysis is usually performed with a computer program which employs Monte-Carlo simulation.

Whether a damage tolerance system is based upon DFM, ASIP, PFM or CA approaches, the selection of an appropriate life

extension strategy for a specific application will be governed by relative cost and reliability associated with various options.
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3.0 PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE WITH LIFE EXTENSION IN J85.CAN40 COMPONENTS

In 1981, the safe life limits of CF J85-CAN40 engines were determined by the manufacturer in a probabilistic manner, based
on their experience with the USAF J85-5 model for which there was a broad data base available(' 2). The manufacturer appears to have
assumed that the experimental or the field lifing data on time to crack initiation (No) and the time to form a critical crack size (Nd) in
J85-5 components could be described by a simple Weibull model of the form, ;

F(t) = 1 exp - (t/q)] (21)

In practice .3 and r are the parameters to be determined from the experimental or the field data base. In the case of the J85-5 fifth .
stage compressor discs. .3 values of - 5 and - 9 were calculated from the Ni (0.8 mm crack length) and Nd (4.5 mm crack length)
plots of Figure 4. The predicted J85-CAN40 N, and Nd distributions were simply derived by dividing J85-5 Ni and Nd data bases by a
mission severity factor (MSF) of 1.8, Figure 4. The J85-CAN40 Safe Inspection Interval was also determined by dividing the J85-5 inter-
val (1000 hours for J85-5 fifth stage compressor disc) by a MSF of 1,8 (555 hours for J85-CAN40 fifth stage compressor disc). A
limited amount of fracture mechanics and spin pit testing was carried out on a few selected service exposed components in order to
verify predictions regarding SII for J85-('AN40 engines"t

,2
). The details of these data were not made available to the present investi-

gators. It was also recommended to CF that parts which are known to have been crack free at prior inspection may be operated for a
maximum of one Sll beyond that inspection with minimum additional risk. At overhaul, CF subjected the service exposed discs to
fluorescent penetrant inspection (FPI) and the crack-free components were returned to service. However, since prior to November
1981 CF were working to a safe life limit of 4680 h, fifth stage compressor discs already existed in service with lives more than 2.5
times the revised limit of 1777 h. As a result, discs had remained in service for times well in excess of the newly established safe inspec-
tion interval of 555 h and indeed the excess life was as much as five times the Safe Inspection Interval, as indicated in Table 2. This
aspect of the problem will be discussed later.

By 1983, CF had accumulated a large amount of field data for cracked J85-CAN40 components. For example, 49 fifth stage
compressor discs out of 201 had developed bolt hole cracks that were 4.5 mm or greater in length. CF analyzed these data in accord-
ance with the model given by Equation (21) and the method outlined in Reference (11, and annotated the observed dysfunction data
onto the predicted N. and N, lines. Figure 5. It was noted that the observed dysfunction life was longer than the predicted dysfunction
life. These observations indicated that relative to the 1981 J85-5 mission, the J85-CAN40 mission was not as severe as originally pre-
dicted. At this point there was more confidence in the statistical significance of the 1983 Nd line and therefore the MSF was reduced
from 1.8 to 1.4, Table I and Figure 5. Consequently, this revision of MSF led to an increase in N i and Nd values for various rotating
components. In essence, a CA life extension approach had been used since inspection analysis was used to recalibrate the original model
given by Equation (21). At present, however, this damage tolerance based lifing procedure is not being applied by the engine user and
components are being retired upon expiry of the safe life limit.

The following sub-section will focus on the available methodologies for determing Ni, Nd , and SII with special reference
to J85-(AN40 engines. Attemps will also be made to incorporate the field experience to update the original predictions.

3.1 Crack Initiation Data Base (Ni) R

A statistically significant date base on the number of high strain LCF cycles required to propagate a pre-existing flaw to a
detectable size o0.8 mm) can be generated using smooth test specimens, assuming that the specimen simulates the local material behav-
tour at a geometric discontinuity in a disc. Providing the actual sequence of flight load cycles per hour of the flight is known, the
number of service hours required to form a 0.8 mm ('rack can then be computed. The final step involves verification of the data base
through spin-pit testing, since stress-strain distributions more typical of flight conditions can be generated in a spin-pit. The data can
then be presented in the form of Weibull plots to select the 0.1'; probability of failure N i level, Figure 6. It should be noted that the N,
line presented in Figure 6 was computed by dividing the manufacturer's J85-5 predicted values by the 1983 revised MSF of 1.4.

In order t) verify the ,185mCAN40 predicted N, line of 1983, ten 5th stage compressor discs that contained a maximum crack
size of 6.4 mm were selected for quantitative fractographic studies. The bolt holes containing 6.4 mm long cracks were cut out and the
crack faces were pried open for SEM examination, Figures 7(a) and 7(b). Fatigue striation spacings were measured along the entire
crack length to determine crack growth rates at various points along the crack. Fatigue striations from 0.8-1 mm crack length onwards
had a uniform spacing of - I um. Below 0.8 mm crack length, smaller fatigue striation widths of the order of - 0.5 pm were observed.
By using scanning electron microscopy, it was possible to derive a plot of crack length versus striation spacing for a bolt hole crack.
Figure S. It was also determined that the striations tended to be banded together (Fig. 7(b)), ea-h band perhaps representing a set of
maior throttle excursions during a mission. The number of striations within a band were most often about 5, while in rare occasions
10-15 were seen. Counting backwards from 6.4 mm crack length up to 0.8 mm crack size and assuming that 5, 10 or 15 striations
formed during one flight hour of actual engine operation it was possible to compute three N i values for each bolt hole' :

"
' . The

computed N. values were analyzed in accordance with Equation (21) and the results were compared with the 1983 N, line. The assump-
tion of 5 striations flight hour gave the best fit with the 1983 N line as indicated in Figure 9. In a separate investigation on typical F •
mission profiles if this type of engine it was shown 2

1
; 

that the average number of major throttle excursions which occur during one

flight hour of the engine would be between 3 and 6. lach ICF striation fron 0.8 mm crack length onwards may thus correspond to a . . . ,
majir throttle excursiin during actual flight. It is concluded that priviling the mission profile of an engine is known with a reasonable
degree of accurac,,, field experience in conjunction with quantitative fractigraphic techniques can be used to calibrate the predicted N.
data base.

,\lternatielx. a (\ ipproaIh can alsoI be emploed to determine tile in-service N, distribut ion" 
. 
The inspection infirniati n"

in conlunction with field data on Time Since New ('FSN) and Time Sin(e t erhaul (TSO) of discs containing cracks either equital to o ir

vreater than the dsfun(tiun length (4.5 mm for ,185-'AN40 fifth stage compressor discs) can be used to compute the N, values. It
c'-uld be assumed that the dysfunctiiin cracks started on the first cycle follhwing reassembly of the repiirtedly crack-free ciomipoent . . .
after inspecttioni It is huwever unlikely that this condition occurred on all discs and equally unlikely that dysfunt lion urack si's formed
in the very last cycle. The best possible apprach in determining N, Under these conditions wouId be to assure that a 0.8 mom (rack '

was already present at previius i)vrhaul and this crack went undetected due to the FPI detection threshid In such( an cie.n t he
difference between TSN and TSO) of discs cracked to dvsfunction oir greater can give the N, data points. ('sin, this appra( i, the (' rat
initiation life listrihution for -185.-(AN40 fifth stage compressor discs was deduced, Figure 10). Ihe Weibull plols fir Ihes, dlain ari.
presented in Figure I 1 where the 1983 N line is included for comparison purpo ses. The TSN :IS) line falls sliglt otn thi- rilit hand
side of the 1983 N, line. o wever, it shiuld be remembered that the ISN TS(t line in Figure I estinates c\ ls ti crack le(ci .
rather than cycles to 0 8 mm crack formation.
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In fact, an investigation to evaluate the reliability (Probability of Detection, POD) and resolution (sensitivity of the
technique) of the industrial FPI technique used, was also carried out. Complete description of the techniques used to collect the raw
data from actual disc bolt holes and the analytical procedures employed can be found elsewhere( 1

9
). The lower bound of the 95%

confidence limit for the industrial FPI technique used in the case of J85-CAN40 components is presented in Figure 12. It is evident
that the industrial FPI technique is only successful in detecting those cracks that are greater than 1.5 mm in length. In the range of
0.8 to 1.0 mm bolt hole cracks, the POD is extremely low. Furthermore, it was also established that the maximum crack length which
escaped detection during industrial FPI was - 1.75 mm ( 19 ) . This detection limit is significantly higher than the 0.8 mm criterion used
to plot the 1983 Ni line in Figure 11. Based on this argument one would expect the "cycles to detection" line or the TSN-TSO line of OF
discs cracked to dysfunction to lie on the right of the 1983 Ni line. Nevertheless, the TSN-TSO criterion can still be useful in providing
a rough estimate of the crack initiation distribution, Figure 10.

3.2 Dysfunction Data Base (Nd)

A dysfunction data base can be directly generated by allowing cracks to grow to a critical size during a spin-pit test, providing
the critical crack length is already known. The field data can then be incorporated to recalibrate the original predictions in a manner
similar to that described for J85-CAN40 components, Figure 5. However, in the case of J85-CAN40 5th stage compressor discs 49
dysfunction data points were taken from those discs that contained cracks 4.5 mm or greater in length0). In strict mathematical terms,
TSN of only those discs that contained a maximum crack size of 4.5 mm should have been used to compute the recalibrated Nd line in
Figure 5. In theory, crack lengths longer than the precise dysfunction crack size cannot be treated as an integral part of the dysfunction

. life distribution, Figure 13.

More often than not, large data bases cannot be generated cost-effectively for applying damage tolerance concepts to older -
engines. However, statistical methods such as the Monte-Carlo simulation technique in conjunction with the Kolmogrov-Smirnof test
can be used to generate large amounts of data from a limited amount of experimental or field data (27 - 2 9 ). In addition, initiation and
propagation of cracks in different bolt hole locations of a given disc can be assumed to occur independently of one another. Using this
approach, a 5th stage compressor disc with 40 bolt hole locations can yield 40 data points for Weibull analysis purposes. In the case of
multiple cracking occurring in a given bolt hole, only the longest crack should be taken into account during analysis. These options are
currently being evaluated at NRC and the findings of these investigations will be published at a later date.

3.3 Prediction of a Crack Propagation Interval (CPI)

A -3o CPI is related to the predicted Ni and Nd distributions at 0.1% F providing the POD of cracks greater than 0.8 mm in
length is high. Assuming that the lower values of TSN's in the Nd line arise due to undetectable cracks propagating to the dysfunction
size, Figures 4 and 5, and a statistically significant number of precise dysfunction points exists within the overall Nd distribution, then

-3a CPI TSN (Nd) at 0.1% F - TSN (Ni) at 0.1% F (22)

where 1 disc in 1,000 discs will be expected to contain a dysfunction crack size after one CPI beyond crack initiation life. However, the
industrial FPI technique used in the case of J85-CAN40 components could not reliably detect crack lengths of the order of 0.8 to 1 mm.
In the case of J85-CAN40 components, a CPI calculated on the basis of Equation (22) would therefore prove overly optimistic since
cracks lengths - 1.75 mm could be missed during inspection which would lead to dysfunction much earlier than that predicted by
Equation (22). However, appropriate safety factors could be incorporated in Equation (22) in order to prevent any service failures.
A safety factor of 2 is generally used to calculate the safe inspection interval in the damage tolerance approach( 28 ) and applying
Equation (22) to the case of the 5th stage compressor disc (Fig. 6)

2285- 1067
SIt = 0.1% F CPI/2 2 600 h

2

which is a good approximation to the estimate of 555 h specified by the manufacturer.

A number of alternative methods are also possible and the CPI can be determined by experimental measurements, statistical
techniques or a combination of both with field experience. These approaches are individually described as follows:

" (1) A fracture mechanics calculation can be performed to determine the remaining propagation life assuming an initial flaw
size just enough to have been missed during inspection (- 1.75 mm in the case of J85-CAN40) ( 28 ) , and substituting it in
Equation (5) along with known 'Ao', 'N', 'n', 'C' and 'a, ' values. However, the value of Ao would have to be determined by
finite element stress analysis of the actual disc using known conditions of disc geometry, disc rpm, disc weight and the crack
geometry. In addition, the value of the stress exponent 'n' and the constant 'C' in Equation (4) should be determined by
laboratory testing of fracture mechanics specimens, Figures 14 and 15.

With increasing crack length, the stress distribution ahead of the crack tip would be expected to change since disc dimensions
and the distance between the crack tip and the disc rotational axis are continuously changing. Finite element stress analysis * - -
was therefore carried out on the 5th stage compressor disc and the disc was assumed to rotate between a minimum of zero - " . - •
and a maximum of 16,500 rpm. The stress distribution ahead of the crack tip of a bolt hole thru crack (1.75 mm to 4.5 mm
in length) was then computed under plane stress conditions. It is of interest to note that a constant AK value of the order of

45 MPav'i was observed over the entire crack length ranging between 1.75 and 4.5 mmt 2 ,3 0 ,3 .Microhardness measure- .-.-. -
ments of the plastic zone sizes ahead of the crack tips in service exposed discs were also carried out to calculate the operative . . •
stress intensity factors at varying crack sizes' :l . The predicted constant AK value of - 45 MPav<m for crack lengths ranging . -. -
between 1.75 to 4.5 mm was further verified in these investigations, 2 .3 , Under constant AK conditions between 1.75mm " * .'::-

(a,t and 4.5 mm (a,.) crack lengths, an integrated form of Equation (4) can be directly used to compute a CPI, where

('P (23)
CG K)11
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An 'n' value (f - 2.3 and an upperbound 'C' value of - 1.53 X 10- 10 m/cycle was computed from the crack growth rate
data of J85-CAN40 5th stage disc, Figure 15 -

(4.5 X 10 - - 1.75 x 10- 3) -2833 cyclesCPI ==2833 cycles- -

1.53 X 10-10 X (45)2.3

Since 5 major throttle excursions occur per flight hour in these engines, a CPI of - 567 hours is predicted for J85-CAN40
discs and this i. very close to the manufacturer's estimated value of - 555 hours.

(2) An alternative approach investigated in this study involves a combination of Weibull analysis and quantitative fractography of ',- , z
service induced cracks. The details of the experimental technique and various other observations have already been presented , , *, .* *,,
in Section 3.1 of this paper. It is nevertheless important to point out that the observed striation spacings between 0.8 mm to

10 mm of crack length in the 5th stage compressor disc bolt holes were about 1 gm on an average, Figure 8. The striation
spacings do not var. significantly over this range since AK values remain more or less constant over a significant crack length .,
interval in this component1 2 , 3 0 3

.
1

. Based on these data, the CPI was estimated as, -

CPI Dysfunction crack size - Max. crack size that escapes detection (24)

Av. striation spacing X No. of striations per mission (per hour) (24)

.* For the case of J85-CAN40 5th stage compres&or discs, the CPI according to Equation 24 is given by: . ..

4.5 -1.75
CPI 4 - 550 hours

1 X 10-3 X 5

which is a strikingly close estimate to the value predicted by the manufacturer.

(3) Field experience may also be used to recalibrate or update the predicted CPI by plotting the TSO of discs cracked to
dysfunction versus 17 F on a Weibull plot, Figure 16. Since crack propagation to the dysfunction limit occurs in these discs
during the time between last overhaul and the time of retirement, it is felt that the TSO plot could be used to derive the CPI
as well.

In the Weibull plot of TSO shown in Figure 16 which was supplied by the manufacturer, it appea"s that the CPI for the
J85-CAN40 5th stage compressor discs would be - 250 h. However, it would be erroneous to interpret the plot in this
manner, since the data indicates a strong tendency for the plot to have some curvature. A curved Weibull plot can be
corrected for by a method suggested by Abernethy et al. 13 2 ) . In this method a correction factor is calculated and subtracted
from the TSO data. The corrected data is replotted as shown in Figure 17 and the TSO value read at the 0.135% F ' ;!""
(~ 50 h in this case). The correction factor (Figure 18) of 505 h is then added to the value of TSO measured from the
replotted line to give the CPI. Thus, in this case, the CPI = 505 + 50 = 555 h, which is exactly the figure predicted by the
engine manufacturer for the 5th stage compressor disc.

3.4 Limitations and Suggested Modifications of the Damage Tolerance Approach

At the beginning of Section 3 it was pointed out that the manufacturer advised CF not to use components for more than one
CPI beyond the original safe life limit. These concerns can be rationalized in terms of continued microstructural degradation of turbine - .

engine components with increasing service. At the end of the safe life limit plus one CPI, the microstructure of a component may .. 

be very different from that of the original material. Particularly, strebs-temperature induced microstructural degradation would be
expected to be more severe in hot section components. Thus, the population of discs that have been in service for say, three crack
propag-tion intervals beyond the safe life may behave quite differently from those that have been in service for one crack propagation
interval beyond the safe life. In fact, in the turbine wheels of the J85-CAN40 engine pronounced microstructural changes were found
to take place with prolonged service exposure beyond the safe life limit, though no sign of cracking could be seen. The material of these
wheels was A-286, an iron-base superalloy and it was found that with service exposure up to two or three times the safe life limit of
1111 h, a stress-induced transformation of the y' strengthening phase to the possibly deleterious r7-phase occurred. The quantity of the
needle-like ri-phase was virtually nil at the very rim of these discs, but the quantity and size of these particles increased on progressing ..

to more highly stressed areas towards the bore, (Fig. 19). Thin foil transmission electron microscopy clearly indicated that the presence
of n-phase occurred only in severely deformed regions. Areas in which intense dislocation activity could be seen were populated with

r7-phase particles, (Fig. 20) while in areas which had no dislocation substructure no evidence of rn-phase precipitation could be found -
(Fig. 21 ). It therefore becomes apparent that the crack propagation interval for discs that have been in service well beyond the -afe life
limit could be entirely different from that for new discs. There may be considerable risk involved in assuming that crack-free " " "" -

com.onents can be used repeatedly beyond the safe life limit for several crack propagation intervals unless the value of this crack ..-

propagation interval is continuously updated in relation to the deteriorating microstructural balance in the material. Thus, the
manufacturer's specification that the engine components were to be used for a maximum of one crack propagation interval only, may"
be due to the behaviour of thes' components becoming unpredictable after this stage, according to their analysis.

lowever, it is clear th,,t the potential life of the compressor discs extends beyond one crack propagation interval, since most
of the retired components were used by CF for sveral propagation intervals prior to dysfunction. Therefore, it is felt that the lifing
procedure st ;gested by the manufacturer can be improved by using more than one crack propagation interval, but with each interval
calculated in relation to the added microstructi-ral degradation occurring with each extra interval of service exposure. " - .-

It is also clear that the success of this damage tolerance approach depends upon positive identification of all cracks above the
detection limit of 1.75 mm. This detection limit has been determined by using what may be considered a limited amount of data -

(160 sets) and it is essential to confirm this using modelling and simulation techniques to generaie a large data base 
.2
.
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4.0 CONCLUSIONS U-

1. The compressor discs and spacers of this engine were used well beyond the same life limits specified.

2. The majority of retired compressor discs and spacers were severely cracked in bolt hole areas. Cracking was most severe in
the 5th and 7th stage discs and in spacers on either side of them. The 5th stage discs were selected for the study described in . -

this paper.

3. Cracks were determined to initiate and propagate as a result of low cycle fatigue damage. Crack propagation takes place under
nearly constant AK conditions and hence, a nearly constant propagation rate over a significant crack length interval.

4. Cracks as long as 19 mm were found in the 5th stage discs. It is thought that cracks could have grown to this length due to - -
cracked components being inadvertently reinstalled after an inspection, since the NDI procedure used was not capable of . -
detecting all cracks below a certain "detection limit". This detection limit was found to be 1.75 mm even under ideal '

laboratory testing conditions. in,..

5. The construction of Weibull cumulative failure probability plots was of considerable use in determining the basis upon which
the lifing procedure was specified for these components.

6. The life to initiation (Ni) could be approximated by a Weibull plot using data on TSN-TSO of discs cracked to dysfunction
and above. However, this appeared to yield a plot of "cycles to detection" rather than "cycles to initiation". The initiation
line could be approximated better by a combination of experimental analysis and Weibull analysis. The experimental analysis
consisted of determining the number of cycles to crack initiation in a number of discs by striation spacing measurements. " . -

7. The safe life limit specified for these components is based on dysfunction. The dysfunction limit (Nd) could be easily
determined by a Weibull plot of TSN's discs that had cracked to dysfunction and above.

8. The crack propagation interval (CPI) for the 5th stage disc could be determined by the various methods described below:

(a) By taking the separation between the N i (predicted) and Nd (observed) Weibull plots at the 0.1% F level and dividing
this by a safety factor of 2. - -

(b) By taking the separation between the Nd (observed) plot and the TSN-TSO (cycles to detection) plot at the 0.1% F
level.

(c) By using the following equation:

CPI = Dysfunction crack size - Crack detection limit

Striation spacing in cracked components X No. of striations per mission

(d) By using da/dN vs. AK data from laboratory simulation of crack propagation using fracture mechanics tests and
calculating CPI as,

CPI Dysfunction crack size - Crack detection limit .

C(AK)n X No. of LCF cycles/mission - --.

(e) By using a Weibull plot of TSO of discs cracked to dysfunction and above and measuring the TSO value at 0.1% F.

The CPI was determined to be 550 to 576 h by methods (c), (d) and (e) while the manufacturer's prediction was 555 h. -

9. It is clear that uncracked components can be used for at least one crack propagation interval beyond the specified safe life
limit. Further life extension of uncracked components through additional crack propagation interval may be possible but . . -. --

these intervals would have to be calculated in relation to the increased microstructural degradation which occurs during these
extra hours of service exposure.
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TABLE 1

SAFE LIVES AND MISSION SEVERITY FACTORS SUPPLIED BY G.E. AT 6
VARIOUS DATES FOR THE 5 th STAGE COMPRESSOR DISC.

SAFE LIFE MISSION SEVERITY SAFE LIFEDATE
J85-5 HOURS FACTOR CF HOURS

May 1970 3,000 1.00 3,000

June 1978 4,500 0.94 4,787

Sept. 1, 1979 4,000 0.94 4,255

Sept. 17, 1979 4,400 0.94 4,680

Nov. 24, 1981 3,200 1.80 1,777

Oct. 12, 1983 3,200 1.40 2,285

TABLE 2

SERVICE LIFE DATA OF 385-CAN40 COMPRESSOR AND TURBINE DISCS

CMOET SAFE LIFE SAFE LONGEST MEAN AVERAGE

CMOETLIMIT INSPECTION LIFE LIFE LIFE
HOURS INTERVAL HRS. COMPONENT HRS. (HRS.) EXTENSION (HRS.)

4th Stage Compressor Disc 2333 555 4428.2 3863 1530

5th Stage Compressor Disc 1777 555 4473 3875 2098 A
6th Stage Compressor rlisc 2222 722 5066.4 3971 1749

7th Stage Compressor Disc 2222 722 5066.4 3812.9 1590.95

8th Stage Compressor Disc 2944 722 5066.4 4080 1136

1st Stage Turbine Disc 1111 555 3737.6 2364 1253

2nd Stage Turbine Disc 1111l 555 3791.6 2971 1860

• .0o-, - ,
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RECORDER'S REPORT OF FINAL DISCUSSION

by __%____

Dr G.F.Harrison
Royal Aircraft Establishment (Pyestock)

Pyestock,Farnborough ,Hants GU140LS
. .K

In the opening session of the Conference participants were asked to consider three
important questions concerning engine related damage tolerance, namely what is it, who
needs it and is it safe? m any of the views which had been expressed in the papers
presented earlier were reiterated during the final discussion session. The ensuing
debate went some way towards providing answers to these three questions.

i) What is damage tolerance?

'here is general agreement that 'damage tolerance' is an alternative to the 'safe-life' -
philcscphy currently used in the lifing of critical components in engines. It overcomes
two limitaticns associated with a 'safe-life' approach, these being an inefficient use of
available component life and an inability to take account of the possible presence of
rogue defects which could initiate rapid crack growth and disc failure.

Inherent tc the damage tclerance concept is the assumption that components are not
Snecessaril'' defect-free. From this it follows that, having information available on
defect size, on component stress distribution and on service cycle usage, fracture
mechanics can be emloyed to estimate either the full service life or the safe
time-tetween-overhauls which can be declared for a critical component.It is considered A .
,hat .he incorpcration of damage tolerance within the full ENSIP lifing scheme should
r-od-.e a mrre disciplined approach to the design of both civil and military engines.
cwe ver *he di c-ssicn illustrated differences in emphasis between UK and American
.iewpcir.t7. ,n the American approach all components are considered to have defects,

heir maximum ciz generally being assumed to be the limit of NDI detectability. The UK
Tr1-7Ltch ic , the use of fracture mechanics to predict component life but does not

delfl- h , arting rack specifically by the NDi limit but by a limit related to strict
ra't' r f ze:ar and manufacturing routes and process inspection.

* Who needs damage tolerance?

" " -h . n'. re;a, men ergines is mission survivability and not

". " d de,: t' 
.

.wever. for a peacetime air force, with
rary to compromise performance for

, , '. 7: :. m4 h4r dr i errnance the maximum available life of
d . [mate I r'!,,c ,ffers a way of achieving this .

w i rid tat 1 dnr 'he Crst engine to meet fully ENSIP

, :.. ., , "w t, d -" "e d r . re package as expressed in•~~ ~~~ 1 ., ,F " : ,_ s r-d [r t ', K hai" r,. 1:"['< d,," -re zn.d c nc e pt s m us It be se~arated•" " ".

r,,,d r e !r-, 
. ,

'r- . 3 + Lh ife assessment. It

iat, ,d tether it is the bes

,4: a ml r- "r1 t rer dt ;,"- , a 'i' r cf components *n 0
S r', r. ." ' . * f ,, -" w re r oous contro: Cf .r

e ar e taken o", r ' r ,:i t a size deteta e " ' " w

; " •. • . t -- . a t, . .i " , UK .. r- e h r d .- : f r c ,f c c m n ie nt c) n.. ", .••i r. ht,
:-r ; *' , j 7 ! ',tr.,: j d v,.-i. i . , , ,k.e car t e tae n' d of t-

t"~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .r. I i-, e e: t

•!V 1! r'p..o
r, d in'%



iii) Is damage tolerance safe? I AL

There is considerable difference between detecting under laboratory conditions known
flaws in known locations and the capacity to detect rogue flaws in real components. A
key issue therefore is the ability of NDI to detect, reliably, flaws of specified sizes.
An omission from the final discussions, and indeed from the Conference in general, was
any detailed information on probabilities of flaw detection. However, such figures must
be established and must take account of geometric effects and differences in physical %

properties of engine materials. Information must also be obtained concerning the
probability of rejecting unflawed components. Additionally, and of at least equal
importance, since damage tolerance allows some form of defect to be present, it is
necessary to identify the size levels below which detection becomes uneconomical. The
unavailability of such information has been realised and, in association with ENSIP %
evaluation, reliability studies have been initiated. Results to date show that 5mil
surface defects can be detected consistently, although information is not yet available %'.. -
or. embedded flaws.

Damage tolerance is a useful concept which can be used to life certain engine
components. However, many parameters and techniques are associated with this approach.
Flaw size measurements, material physical properties, component stresses and mission
cycle variability etc, all have uncertainties associated with them and so, before the
method can be used to realise the full potential of the new high strength alloys, it is
essential that these uncertainties are incorporated into total probabilistic analyses.
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